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Introduction

The South Nahanni watershed is one of the most poorly known
areas of Canada. Certainly, no other National Park in Canada has such
a depauperate history, or such a dearth of resource documents on which
to base a historical review.
What little evidence there is, suggests that the South Nahanni
watershed may never have contained a year-round resident Indian population
because of the low productivity of the land. Indians, living a nomadic
life, apparently travelled into the area periodically from different sides
of the Northern Cordillera (Mackenzie and Selwyn Mountains). This has
produced conflicting accounts about the Nahani Indians, which have yet to
be resolved.
The history of white men in the area is known only slightly
better. Until the last 20 years, few whites had ever visited the area
and fewer still left accounts of their works and travels. The result is
that the history, as it relates to whites, has yet to be written.
The historical record, such as it is, exists as:
(i) a small, but important collection of secondary source documents
in the form of newspaper clippings and magazine stories;
(ii) an extremely small collection of primary source documents, of
varying value, in several archives;
(iii) an oral history of quite extensive proportions residing in
the minds of old-timers of the area, both Indian and white and;
(iv) a fairly extensive collection of primary source documents in
the hands of these old-timers, which includes photographs,
diaries, letters and legal documents dating back at least to
the 1920's, and possibly earlier.
Obviously, the great majority of the South Nahanni history rests
in the minds and personal possessions of the Nahanni old-timers. In
recognition of this fact, Parks Canada let contract 501/74/4 which led to
interviews of a number of the old-timers. The wealth of material turned up
has exceeded my high expectations for the work, especially in the number
of primary source documents unearthed.
The transcripts plus appended documents, produced in the course
of this work are the raw material basic to the writing of a proper history
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of the area.

This material is definitely not a history!

These personal

recollections are subject to the inconsistencies, contradictions and
vagaries of the human memory.

These can only be resolved, if at all, by

more interviews to corroborate or deny points of view expressed here.

Only

then can the process of organizing and synthesizing a properly documented
history begin.

The Interviewees

The people interviewed as part of this project must rank
amongst the most interesting in Canada.

This is hardly surprising since

the North has traditionally attracted a special type of person.

The

South Nahanni area, perhaps because of its special challenges, seems to
have attracted an especially rare type of person.

These people are rugged

personalities, highly individualistic, incredibly independent and free
spirits who, to a large degree, loath and pity the rest of we more "civilized"
folk.

The authority they respect is their own.

Hence, to a person,

they distrust government and anyone associated with it, since government
is the major threat to their independence.

Their attitude to government

and civil servants is often cool and suspicious, while a slight seems to
bring on a certain orneriness.
These wonderful people are difficult to characterize, but Robert
Hood did it as well as anybody in 1820J

Referring to the annual gathering

of post managers of the fur trade, Hood notes:
This general rendevous is delightful to persons who have
been so long incarcerated in the snow, with no other society
than their servants and natives. They catch a glimpse of the
civilized world, laugh at their own altered habits, and begin
the same course again. Many of them have lived thus for 25 years,
and some have visited England after amassing a competence for
their support, but have returned in disgust, unable to reconcile
themselves to those regulations of mankind which take from them
some of the privileges of liberty, to secure the rest. So great
is the love of power, and hatred of control, that having once
tasted the pleasure of cutting down a tree or shooting a bird,
without any license but that of their will, the charms of refinement and comfort of security are offered to them in vain. It
Houston, C. Stuart. 1974. To the Arctic by canoe 1819-1821. The
journal and paintings of Robert Hood, Midshipman with Franklin.
Arctic Inst. N. Amer., Montreal, xxxv + 217 p. (see p. 23)
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is the spirit that peoples deserts, and to encourage it, is
to hasten its destruction.
The disposition generated by this mode of life will not,
unfortunately, admit any division of the bounty of providence
with another; and the encroachments of a neighbour are regarded
with a corroding jealousy that betrays the selfishness from
which the professed desire of freedom has sprung.
Every person interviewed has, at one time, lived in the Nahanni
country under conditions as severe as those described by Hood.

To varying

degrees, all the interviewees exhibit the characteristics described by
Hood.

Any discussion of friends, or enemies, brings out a degree of

criticism of their fellow inhabitants of the country.

The basis for

this characteristic is perhaps their egos, which as with most people
who have successfully proven themselves, to themselves and everyone else
under the most adverse circumstances, can hardly be described as inhibited.
Whatever its cause, this self-pride is not a demeaning feature as it would
be in the average person; rather it is part of the constitution of a
remarkable personality.
It does, however, present the interviewer with a particularly
delicate problem.

Most of these people "shoot from the hip" or speak it

as they saw it, without equivocation.

Friends are discussed in an

open and frank fashion; enemies sometimes receive harsher treatment.

Friends

might be embarrassed or offended by some of the comments, while statements
about enemies are occasionally libelous or border on it.

The interviewees

fully recognize this, and therefore the interviews were granted on the
Mery clear condition that offensive portions be deleted from any public
transcript.

This has been done.

The taped record is not, however, edited.

Therefore, the tapes are highly confidential documents which cannot be
made public until some time, well after the death of all persons mentioned
in the tapes.
If further work is carried out, it is important that the
interviewer have the confidence of these poeple and establish a strong
rapport with them, if a good interview is to be obtained.

An interviewer

who has to some degree proven his/herself in the South Nahanni country
and who is not a civil servant will have the greatest success.
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Methods

The initial work involved determining whether or not
potential interview candidates were living and, if so, their addresses.
The following people had died:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fenley Hunter (deceased 1965, explorer, map of area)
George C. Goodwin (first mammalogist)
Harry Snyder (expedition philanthropist, big game hunter)
Arthur H. L. Mellor (R.C.M.P.)

5.

David Churchill (R.C.M.P.)

Alan E. Cameron (first geologist) and Harry F. Lambart (surveyor)
could not be located.
Interview candidates were contacted by a letter requesting an
interview and outlining the general interview format as well as the nature
of the questions.
in the affirmative.

The majority of people contacted, responded immediately
The success rate was undoubtedly boosted by the fact

that I knew a number of the interviewees personally and/or was able to
utilize mutual friends as references.
Dr. H. N. Jennings, Calgary (friend of the late Harry Snyder)
did not respond to enquiries.
Duncan C. Martin and G. C. F. Dalziel were located in California
and the Yukon respectively but beyond travel limits allowed for in the
contract.
Time was not available to interview G. C. Matthews, Victoria,
or many residents of Fort Simpson.
The following people consented to interviews and were subsequently
interviewed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

R. M. Patterson
Bill Clark
Father Mary
Willy McLeod
Charles Yohee (Yohin)
Mary Kraus

7.

Gus Kraus

At this point, final interview plans were formulated and
confirmed wherever possible by telephone.
Interviews invariably had to begin with a three to five hour
"get acquainted session" in which no recording was done.

With friends,

this meant exchanging news, reviewing mutual Nahanni experiences and
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establishing the basis, methods and subject areas for the interview.
With new people, the time was spent introducing myself, establishing
my credibility, especially through my own Nahanni experience, establishing
a rapport with the interviewee and establishing the basis, methods and
subject areas for the interview.

This apparently unproductive time was

absolutely essential to obtaining a subsequent candid interview.
Recordings were made on two Sony H O B cassette recorders,
using the microphone supplied with the secondary back-up unit, while a
much higher quality Sony ECM-21 microphone was used on the primary
recorder.

Recordings made with the ECM-21 microphone were significantly

better than those made with the standard microphone.
Due to a cassette tape shortage during the summer of 1974 many
different brands of low noise C-90 cassettes were used.
depended on what was available.

The brand used

While there were no obvious differences

in the quality of different brands of tape, tape lengths varied by as
much as five minutes per side from one brand to another and by as much
as two minutes within some brands.

This provided minor problems in

synchronizing the two tape recorders.

In some instances the recording

from the secondary recorder was of such poor quality that it had to be
re-recorded from the primary tape.

In this instance, tape length

differences often presented an acute problem.

Sony C-90 cassettes were

the most consistent in length from cassette to cassette, as well as
being one of the longest running brands.
All interviewing was done in the individual's home.

This

presented real problems in keeping other occupants quiet, as well as
finding a quiet place as far removed from other occupants as possible.

In

other instances the houses themselves were in noisy locations e.g. Bill
Clark's home is at a Mackenzie Highway truck stop.
noise is present on all tapes to some degree.

As a result background

Tapes were monitored as

recorded and whenever background noise reached too high a level,
recording was stopped.
Rough drafts of transcripts were produced using a TC Electronics
cassette tape transcription for playback purposes.

The rough draft

required editing for a number of reasons.
(i)

Some people used run-on sentences, while others had a tendency to
switch thoughts in mid-sentence. These types of situations require
editing to clarify the transcript for readers unaware of the
overall context.
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(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Interviewees often assumed some knowledge which the readers
of transcripts may not have. Therefore insertions and points
of clarification are necessary.
Some interviewees tended to be repetitious, in which case
redundant statements are eliminated.
The highly personal assessment of events, friends and enemies
is sometimes potentially embarrassing and occasionally libelous.
Such material cannot be made public until after the death of
all concerned. This was a condition which interviewees clearly
placed when granting permission for an interview. Therefore,
potentially embarrassing material has been edited out of this
public transcript. The tapes are not edited, and are therefore
highly confidential documents which must remain unavailable
for public scrutiny until sometime well after the deaths of
all concerned.
Editing transcripts is a delicate balance between retention

of the exact wording of the discussion and a free-flowing transcript
improved by editing.

In these transcripts editing has tended to err on

the side of minimal editorial intrusion, hopefully retaining as much as
possible the full flavour and intent of the interview.
The following editorial notations are used.
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

.... indicates one or more of the following:
(a) an interruption by one party of the other;
(b) a thought left in mid-sentence or;
(c) a switch of train of thought in mid-sentence.
[ ] indicates editorial insertions, usually points of clarification, into the text of the interview.
( ) indicates:
(a) a clarifying interjection by the interviewee when in
standard typeface,
(b) either an editorial insertion or a clarifying interjection by the interviewer in the italic typeface.
Square brackets are not available in the italic typeface.
[unintelligible] indicates that because of an interruption by one
party of the other, a sudden influx of background noise, a
dropping off of voice level, or a combination thereof, it was
impossible to hear, properly understand and transcribe what was
spoken. In nearly ewery case only a word or two words or a
phrase has been lost.
The name of the person being interviewed is given at the top

left of each page along with the cassette number and side of the cassette
in question in parentheses.

Thus cassettes or position in the transcripts
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are identified first, by the interviewee's name; second, by the cassette
number, with numbering starting anew for each interviewee and; third,
the appropriate side of the cassette.

Gus and Mary Kraus by their home at Little Doctor Lake, N.W.T.
August 10, 1974
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G. KRAUS
LITTLE DOCTOR LAKE
AUGUST 9-12, 21-22, 27-30, 1974

Gus Kraus was interviewed at the Kraus residence on Little
Doctor Lake for six hours per day on August 9-11, for four hours
August 12, four hours on August 21-22, and six hours each day on
August 27-30. Tape supplies were exhausted by August 22.
Interviews
on August 27-30 concentrated on local names and map names for geographical features and Slavey equivalents.
Band-written notes were made on
this subject.
A total of nine hours of tapes were produced.
Gus is a pleasure to interview,
since he has a sense of
history, enjoys talking (due in part to his isolation),
and is a raconteur
of note.
His memory seems incredibly good since he recounts events of
30 years ago in detail and rarely is stuck for a date.
Having lived in
the Nahanni country continuously since 1934, Gus has a better
overall
knowledge of the area than any living person.
While he is a writer and
poet, unfortunately
he has not kept a diary.
Therefore he must rely
entirely on his memory to recall events.
Human thought process being
as they are, Gus will relate events one day and often after
sleeping
on them overnight he will remember additional details or even an account
of something which happened about the same time but which he hadn't
recalled earlier.
This means that a reconstruction
of Gus' extensive
knowledge is a time-consuming
process.
In addition to his memories, Gus has kept a large
collection
of photographs, documents, articles
and correspondence over the years.
It would be an extensive collection
had not much of it been destroyed
in the 1942 forest fire which swept the area. Gus also salvaged what
diaries and ledgers of Jack LaFlair's that he could, as the R.C.M.P.
was in the process of destroying them. He has loaned me these and given
permission to reproduce them. He will also loan me whatever other material
he has, for reproduction on behalf of Parks Canada. This should be done
since nearly all his material is the primary source material so necessary
to historical
reconstructions.
These tapes cover many of the major events that Gus can
remember but right up to the time I left he was recounting new and
interesting
events.
As with the other interviewees,
it would be most
helpful to have the extant material, such as the Clark diaries and
existing photos, organized and in hand for reference,
if
further
interviews are to be done. In this way the material will spark memories
and serve as reference in the case of doubtful recollections.
If this
was done, the amount of material Gus could provide would probably be
doubled.
Tape 1 - Side 1

This is an interview with Gus Kraus at Little Doctor Lake on August 9.
How Gus let's get a little
bit of your life history down first.
First
of all, where were you born?
Born in Chicago.
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G. KRAUS 1 ( 1 )

Do you remember what

year?

1898.
Year of the gold rush

eh?

Just about I guess.
What were your parents'

names?

My mother's...my mother was Anna and my father was Adam.
she was married was Klos, K-l-o-s.
Are those

names of Germanie

My mother before

origin?

Oh yeh. They're both from Germany. My father come from Austria and my
mother [father] come from....Bavaria rather...and my mother come from
around Danzig [Gdansk].
They both

Yeh.

emigrated

to the States

then did

they?

They met in the States and that's where they got married.

Do you remember what your...we
were their full names, do you

got your father's
remember?

and mother's

names....what

Their full name?
Yeh.

Well, Mr. Adam Kraus was my father's.
He didn't

No, no.
Okay.

have....just

Adam, he didn't

have a second

name?

Just one and my mother was just Anna.

It

was Anna rather

than Anne,

eh?

Yeh, Anna.
Right,

okay.

Right yeh.

How you grew up in Chicago I

guess?

I came north, I came in the fall of '16 to Canada.

Did you emigrate

then?

Yeh. My brother was up in Saskatchewan three years before me and he was
writing me you know to come up and we'd go to Peace River in the spring.
You see at that time the Peace River country was booming for homesteads.
So I came up in the fall...August I think I left, yeh
and then met him
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G. KRAUS 1 (1)
It's three hundred and fifty miles you see from.., and all horses and
rough ice, you see. After we go from Peace River, we go clean to
Battle River and from Battle River we went down and hit the ice and from
there ice all the way clean down to Fort Vermillion, and big jams you
know...oh.
Were you using horses on this

trip?

Horses yeh. On one trip we had...on the second trip we had twenty-four
horses and e\tery one of them we had to bandage their legs you know. They
were raw right from the hoof right clean up to his knee from the rough
ice, you know. Crushed. Just raw. So we'd take gunny sacks, you know,
and make like puttees, you know, and wrap 'em. And some drop right on
the ice and oh, you wouldn't believe it. I'd be out there five o'clock
in the morning. Imagine wintertime, you know, it's a long time before
even daylight, with a lantern and at night 'til ten o'clock. And it took
us a month that trip. Month-and-a-half for one trip, month-and-a-half.
That year they only got three mails that year. They never expected no mail.
All I got was seventy-five dollars.
A trip?
A trip and nothing. I didn't want no cash because I had to buy the
clothes to go up and back, you know, and I had a little of that, you
know. So, there was nothing left. So, you were back where you started.
So I said the heck with this. I'm going to my homestead. So I went
trapping straight, clean. Well, I was better off.
Where did you go trapping

then?

I was trapping first Peace River and then I went from there to above the
Falls and from there I went to Bistcho Lake and Hay River Falls...I had
trapped there one, two winters.
By the Falls,

you mean Alexandra

Falls?

Yeh. I had a cabin just about a mile-and-a-half above the Falls and I had
one about three miles, four miles below. I trapped that there and I made
some good in there. From there I came here, to the Nahanni country.
So now let's get this straight,
that country
trapping?

what years were you at Hay River then,

in

That would be twentyWell you see, at first, at twenty1 left the
Peace River in '20, 1920, I went north to Vermillion. So, that would be '21
and '22 I trapped there and from there I went through to what you call it to...
Bistcho

Lake?

Bistcho Lake and Bistcho Lake I stayed nine years. Then I got pinched there,
of course, for trapping in the Territories without a license. I had to
leave there then. That's how I came to north to the Territories.
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G. KRAUS 1 (1)
at Rosetown, Saskatchewan. From there we wintered in Mel fort because
he had quite a bit of stuff in Melfort that he was going to start a little
dairy farm there. That didn't turn out too good so he sold out, and
then we went to Peace River. We got there in 1917, in April.
Okay. Let's just backtrack a bit to Chicago.
Chicago or did you start work fairly young?

Bid you go to school

in

I worked when I was twelve years already but from twelve-and-a-half I worked
steady through...I never...I went to very little school.
let you read and write very

well.

Oh yeh, but then I've...that's...picked that out of school.
A fellow

doesn't

have to go to school to learn that eh?

No not exactly. But then there it is again...you worked. You done then
what they called child labour you know, them days, well what the heck.
We all had to do some work but people you know that were stuck on a low
income you know they...everybody had to do something. Yeh I remember my
mother counting pennies you know and nickels for that week. It never went
to a dollar. It was always under eighty cents. Some days ninety cents,
or seventy-some cents you know. That had to go for the week but we
always had plenty to eat that's for sure.
Bid you enjoy living

in Chicago?

No. Where I worked last
the place I worked before I came up here...I
worked in a place called Artistic Wood Turning Works. I was working in
machines then. See I worked on a planer and trim saws and finally I
wound up working on the band saw and then from that I left for Canada.
It was last.
Now we left off at Melfortt Saskatchewan.
go to the Peace River country?

Bid you and your brother

finally

Yeh. Got there in April. We made a boat in Melfort. You see we figured
we'd go to Peace River block, Pouce Coupe', that time and land at Peace
River and go up the river. So we made a boat out of white pine, well
made boat, and we had a kicker, a 3 horse kicker my brother brought up
from Chicago. So it was about 1912 when he brought that thing up. We
come to Peace River and they lost our baggage. You see there was no station in Peace River that time, it was just dump all the gol-darn stuff on
an empty lot there they had.
Squirrel tail hanging down. He wants to have something to eat. He comes
everyday here and that's how he lets us know. He's sometimes on the windowsill. He'll take it out of your hand, [referring to squirrel outside the cabin].
Anyhow they took and dumped this stuff on the lot. We had a box with all
our cooking utensils in it, big green box you know, homemade. There was,
what you call it, a few blankets packed the stuff up with it and they lost it.
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G. KRAUS 1 (1)
Well it was a month-and-a-half before they found it. We got broke.
We had no more money. Well we was always eating fish-losh [ling or
freshwater cod], gol-darn small losh, about eighteen inches biggest.
She was wet gol-darn spring in town there, all mud and we had only
moccasins on you know. We couldn't even get a pair of rubbers. So we
had to sell the kicker. We got $35.00 for the kicker. I sold my watch
and my brother sold his. I got $5.00 for mine, he got $3.00 for his and
his was a way better watch than mine, and we got some meat again. Finally
they found the box then. The reason they didn't ship it... Truth was,
it never was lost, it was held in Edmonton. You see that time the railroad wasn't allowed in Edmonton. It was four miles from Edmonton was
the end of the right-of-way. So Twin City [Cartage] had cartage job you know...
Now Gus we got interrupted
there.
You were describing
your trials
bulations
of emigrating
to the Peace River country and you'd lost
luggage in Edmonton.

and
your

tri-

Right yeh. Well from the time when, after they found our box....this
stuff which I mentioned before, where it had the cooking utensils and
some blankets packed in you know to keep from rattling...they found it.
It was in the freight office at Twin City. Twin City, you see, had the
contract with, at that time Edmonton, E.D. & B.C. you know. Edmonton,
Dunvegan and British Columbia. That was the name of the railroad before
the C.N. took over, you know. So they held that blooming box just because
it was six inches longer than a trunk. You see, we were allowed a trunk
for extra baggage you know. So they held it just for a lousy six inches
which they charged $2.25. Before they would ship it, you had to pay that.
Well when the agent found this out, you know he was madder than old heck
because they phoned, all telegraph in them days, you know, all over the
country looking for this thing. So that was our delay there. So we got
broke. We couldn't go to Pouce Coupé. So the only thing we did there,
we just had to sit there and look for a job and jobs are hard to get. So
there was a fellow there by the name of George Matthews. He came into
town there. He was looking for one guy, you know, to help him fence his
place, his homestead right in the hills of Peace River up and down there.
He only had a patch five acres, flat enough to put a crop in you know.
This is Peace River

town you're

talking

about?

Peace River yeh. So I got the job with him--$35.00 a month but he said
that he can't pay wages, you know, money but he'll fix it up with groceries,
you know, and he had a garden in and give me spuds and stuff. So after I
worked there a couple of weeks, then I told him about my brother. So I
guess he was well-satisfied with me, you know, so he said "Could you get
your brother too to work?" So we stayed there trading with him. We both
got the same wages $35.00 a month. So, we built a barn for him, a lean-to
to his house, fenced his whole blooming section, got the poles you know
out, and broke a little more land that was all cut off with poplar, great
big poplar and just the roots all stuck. Oh, it was terrible. He had
two horses, one was blind, the other one was deaf. We only could plow a
little bit a day, you know, because it was too much for the horses. So
anyhow, it was five acres that he had and it was mostly, before it was
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G. KRAUS 1 (1)
plowed up, was in saskatoons, you know, and roots...roots were laying
all over the place. So when an outfit in the fall to thrash this thing,
they wouldn't thrash it you know because it was all go!-darn roots, you
know, and they're just like rocks to move them saskatoon roots, you know.
They break the concave teeth you know in the binder so they wouldn't....
wouldn't thrash it. So we raked this whole thing. We cut it with a
mower, raked it by hand with a big rake. You know. We made big rakes,
drag it out of the wood you know and we stacked this up and we thrashed
this whole shebang out. That winter, at nights, evening, we'd sit there
and pick out grain you know. We finally picked out one bushel of number
one wheat, see a lot of this wheat was touched with frost and he got
prize on this thing down in Chicago. But if they ever said how much
grain we had to pick to get all this wheat...so anyhow... He let us have
the team, you know. We went in 32 miles from town in snow. Now it's
Chinook Valley and homesteaded there.
When did you then head north?
first?

Or, how many years

did you stay

homesteading

Well I stayed there. Summer we had to work, you know, because no money,
you know. So I worked in summer, and in the winter I went back on the
homestead and cut logs out and build with, you know. The land was good.
It was more like a parkland, you know, open, lots of open parts, you know,
and a patch of poplar, you know, but plenty there to start right in and
good soil. Anyhow, my brother he stayed more or less, and I left. We
were trapping of course in the winter you know but in them years there was
no fur. It was mostly all foxes and the foxes they died off you see
because the rabbits were gone already. There wasn't a rabbit in the country,
not a rabbit. You couldn't see a track. Anyhow, there was a lot of
weasel and weasel that time they went up to as much as $2.00, finally
$5.00 in the spring but we had no more weasels then, you know. So we got
another grub stake out of that. We caught about two hundred weasels.
Now what year was

this?

1 9 1 8 . . . ' 1 7 - ' 1 8 . Winter of '17 and '18.
This

is when you were

homesteading?

Yeh. So, in '21, that winter I was just coming in off the line to visit
my brother, this was in January. Louis Bourussa, he had the mail contract
from Peace River to Fort Vermillion, so he stopped in at our place because,
you see, we were twelve miles from our nearest neighbour and he camped
overnight. He talked me in...first he talked my brother in, tried [to try]
to go with him and make the trip you see. My brother didn't want to go
because he already had one horse. So, they talked me into it and boy oh
boy what a
I made the first trip and then I made another trip and the
next year I made another trip and it's terrible. I think some trips made
me five years older. Oh you wouldn't believe it. Sometimes I think back
you know myself and I don't think it's true.
What is it?

Cold and this

kind

of

thing?
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The Mounties

hoof you out of the country

or what was the problem

there?

Well you see in them days I had an Alberta [trapping] license and nobody
took out a license, you know. No trappers in Alberta, [unintelligible]
in that country took a license. You go ahead and trap and you come back
in the spring and the Police will come over you know. Here c'mon two bucks,
you know, you trapped this winter. Come on, you trapped this winter. That
was it. Nobody paid any attention because it was such a minor thing you
know. So anyhow, the Territories you see they had different seasons, you
know, on stuff, like beaver, you know. Once it'd be closed in B.C. or,
yeh in B.C., and the ones in Alberta would be closed, next time it would
be open, and finally Territories was wide open, you know. So, everybody
started to lean towards the Territory, but the map never showed where you
was in because the map was too, you know, crude. So I was about twenty
miles north of Bistcho I had a cabin in there and I just built the cabin
too, that fall. The police came up. They came in from Fort Liard and
they went from Fort Liard to Trout Lake and Trout Lake Indians had trail
broke almost half-way to Bistcho and some of the Indians from Bistcho
met that winter. So, they found that out. So, they [the police] came right
through. They had a trail straight through and this guy, this special
police, fellow by the name Macarri he was...
Row do you spell

that?

Macarri? M-a-c-a-r-r-i. He was out for stripes all right. He pinched
practically everybody on the Liard. Yeh, that's true. You ask anybody in
this country. I think he was about the worst guy that ever came for the
authorities, for the police, you know. Everybody got along with the police
generally, even after he left or before, but he was just one of these, you
know, guys that was gonna even...broke the heads....[unintelligible]...
take like Providence that was their territory [Bistcho Lake was the
territory of Fort Providence police]. Well, he came in and cut them off
you know. He was gonna show what a go-getter he was, you know. Anyway
he allowed me a half-a-mile from my cabin and he says "If you got one
trap or fifty", he says, "it makes no difference", he says, "you're in the
Territories". Well I said a... He didn't even know where he was there.
He opened up a map and I was on the edge of a lake two miles long and a
mile wide, big and narrow lake, you know. He asked me where this lake is.
It's never on the map you know. I says most of...lots of lakes I told him,
not on the map, I said. It's crude...awfully crude at that time. Anyhow
we went just a little ways up as far as my fish cache was and he came back,
he said far enough. I says you mean I'm arrested. Oh yeh. Well I says,
look, I says "Can't you leave it go for this time...I'11 pull back", I
says. "Oh", he says, "no". He says "If my mother done wrong", he says,
I'd pinch her". Oh my God I thought. No use me talking anymore, you know,
trying to talk him out of it. So went from there to Bistcho, from Bistcho
he says "Look", he says, "we'll only have to go as far as upper Hay River
and the Hudson's Bay manager's in there now, fellow by the name Mel vin and
he's a JP. He'll hold a trial there and he says, oh, fined $15.00 or
something and give you a warning and that will be it". Well we did. We
got up to upper Hay River and Melvin was no JP. So, we had to go down to
lower Hay River, Great Slave Lake, which is 120, 185 miles up the river
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but the trail don't go by the river because you see they go around to the
Falls. It goes to Rat Lake and from Rat Lake go to Buffalo Lake and
from Buffalo Lake it goes like another big jog and then to Hay River.
So they sent us ahead, two days ahead to break the trail back.
For the
Yeh.

police?

This was in March.

So you guys are arrested

and you have to break

trail

for

them.

Right. And we were eighteen days. We were eighteen days on that trip.
We caught one heck of a cold, because breaking trail, sweating, you know,
and finally caught a cold. There was some, one or two nights there we
didn't even bother to....just throw the spruce brush on top of the snow
and made a little fire and rolled in. We'd just about had it. So from
Rat Lake they sent us to Buffalo Lake and they give us a map, a little
piece of paper with a map. They said "When you get across the river here,
you'll find that
you'll see this little lake and you'll see a stick
sticking out on the side of the trail, a good-sized pole pointing. Don't
take that trail. Keep on going, keep right on going." Well, we did.
So, I kept the little map in my shirt pocket here and we went, we
went, we went...next day. We had three days and finally the trail peetered
out. This was really an Indian trap line trail from Rat Lake and we
went to the end. Then we hit another faint trail. We took that thing and
it wound up to nothing but we could see the camp there. We seen a little
hump there, so we seen somebody that maybe killed a moose. Sure enough,
we dug this out and here was what looked like one piece of steak left
there and, boy, were we glad to have that. You see, what was worse,
our dogs wouldn't eat cornmeal and we run out of fish already when we was
at Rat Lake. So, we cooked cornmeal. They had cornmeal there, the police
were on their way up and they picked it up on their way back for people
going home. So, we got some of their cornmeal and the dogs just smell it
and leave it. We had to just take it and put it back in the pail and
take it for the next night. Finally they were getting down. So when we
hit this gol-darn cache we thought we could at least give the dogs a
change. Well it was late, dark. We made a fire and thawed this darn thing
out and cut her up in slices and put it in a frying pan. Soon as we
started taste it; oh my God! What the heck is that! You know what it was?
The spleen.
Oh geez.
And you know what that thing taste like.

Have you ever tasted it?

No.

Oh, God. .terrible. So we give that to the dogs. Anyhow, the dogs had a
change. So we waited then. Nobody showed up. Nobody behind us, so we
had to come back. We got back to Rat Lake and then, when we got back, we
see where they...that's the trail they took, the one with the stick on.
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So anyhow we got some stuff again from the natives there and now we went
after them. So we got out to Buffalo Lake. We got to Buffalo Lake,
then, the chief there he was mad, really. He says "You see, I talk
[unintelligible] language." He talked Beaver too. So I says, in
Slavey, and I told him what happened. He was mad. He says he can't see
no reason a person can't make a living in the bush and to be that sharp
at him. So, he said, I'll write a letter to the police. He says, when
you get in there to give you, all the boys a rest. So I took the letter
and, of course, I didn't know what the heck he wrote in it. He had his
daughters write it. He had two daughters and they could write English.
So we just, almost got to...and he told us then that they were
They [the police] started out and they had their own interpreter and this
interpreter was from Hay River. All day they went. He took them out on
the lake and told them you can't see across the lake. Twenty miles, you
know.
This is Buffalo

Lake

?

Yeh. But it's low country. After you get a ways, there's
there. Well it happened to be a good clear day, when they
took off and he told them that to aim for that little dip.
have missed it after they got going. Anyhow they went all
and they came right where they started.
This is the

a little dip in
[the police]
Well, they must
day on the lake

policemen?

Two police, two interpreters. So anyhow, they started out again. When
we caught 'em... We didn't catch them up. They were coming out back
again, for us, within fifteen miles of Hay River. So a big chinook came
up and I was soaking wet. By the time we hit the River,[Hay River] we had
to go about ten miles down the River and the wind come up from the north
over the Slave Lake. Just everything froze stiff, moccasins froze
stiff, pants froze stiff. We got in there ten o'clock at night, and
we're in the bunkhouse or not bunkhouse, a workhouse. They had three
bunks made just for sitting and laying there and snow on the floor.
[There was] a great big barrel stove about two feet in diameter and about
four-and-a-half feet long, at least, and round top. You couldn't make tea
on it, so we had to open the door up, make a fire in that darn thing,
and shove the tea pail inside. Then they brought us over a big pan, a
kind of a roasting pan, for to wash in. I didn't care. I was pooped.
I was just sitting there. I almost rebelled, I was that shape. So he
says, "Well, tomorrow we'll go, we'll have to go to Providence," Fort
Providence (that's 95 miles more) "because the Inspector will be there
and he'll have to hold trial". So, I told him, "I got a letter here from
the Chief". Finally I give it to him next morning. I was so gol-darn
tired I pretty near didn't remember it. And so when he read that letter
he started to laugh, but I got one day rest. Well I found what was in
that letter. It says in that letter, "If you do not give these lads at
least one day's rest before they have to go any further I'll never obey
your instructions no more". And he [the Chief] used to break trail always
you see from Buffalo Lake to Rat River..
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Rat

Lake?

Yeh, Rat Lake. So we got the rest. So after that we went to Providence
and we had to wait two weeks until the Inspector came from Fort
Simpson and we got there we went up for trial. He put a fast one over on
me, this Macarri again. The two police that were at Providence, that was
their territory and they told him "What's with your reason? Them guys
weren't hurting nobody in there". Well, he says, what's the matter with
you guys...you should have been up there? Oh they got arguing over
this. Oh, they didn't like him. So anyhow, he came over to me and he
says "Gus, look"
The inspector he came now already. So the next
morning he come over, and he says, "Gus, look. You plead guilty because,
if you don't,you'11 get maybe six months". And I wanted to get back
'cause I set up the new cabin, you know. I didn't put a real good roof
on it.. I just put on moss and a little bit of stuff to hold her down
because it's too late in the fall. I didn't put no dirt on it and all
my stuff was in it. So, I says, "You're sure". He says,"Yeh, because
I'm giving you a tip". Well he knew he had nothing on us and by me
pleading guilty he...
He had himself

a

ease.

He had himself made. And when I told this to the police after, at
Hay River. "Gee", he said "the dirty louse. That's an old trick". He
knew he had nothing on me. So anyhow, we got three months. Well again
there was the judge, Fletcher was his name, a JP, no, he was a judge,
inspector. So first thing, I was the first one up on trial. So the
first thing he said when he looked at me... The police was here, Leon
Martin. There were three police in there, in the room. First thing,
he says "You're German". I says "No, I'm not". I says "I'm American".
Boy that was worse. I should never have told him that, because you could
see him. He was just like he got an electric shock. He had no use for
Germans and a darn sight less use for Americans. "Well anyhow, you're
charged with trapping in Northwest Territories without a necessary license.
Are you guilty or not guilty?" So I almost said not guilty but then I thought
of Maccari and I says "Guilty". "Oh," he said "so, you know you're
guilty". "Well," I said, "I had a hunch maybe I'm a little too far but,
I don't know where just about I was on the map". So he got up to show.
"Where are you here on the map?" He had a wall map on. Well same
blooming map again, the whole territory right clean to Victoria Islands
and everything and rough as can be. Anyhow, "There". Okay. So that
was it. Next case. The other case was he was trapping in towards B.C.
Well he didn't know, he says, he's not guilty. So the other guy he was
charged for trapping beaver out of season and pleaded he had nothing
else to eat, so he killed a beaver. "Well," he said, "you go and push
around any grub?" "No, but my grub was too far away at the time and (the
water). [There] was too much snow and I kept putting off, 'til it was
easier to go and get a beaver than suffer on the trail going to the
cache". But anyhow made no difference. "Guilty. Three months." Well
we asked him, "Could we pay a fine?" "No, no fine. Three months."
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So where did you have to do your

time?

At Hay River. So we cut wood. We cut wood there and we says "Look
we'll cut wood real hard. Do a good big job of it and then they'll
turn us maybe loose half our time so we can get back". Oh did we cut
wood there. Well the constable came out and "Take it easy" he told
us. "Sit down, have a rest and have a cigarette." When the cook
came out, he was in charge of course, he says now boy you're sure cutting
lots of wood. After this is going on about a month-and-a-half, you
know, I was just [unintelligibe] over. You see, they come over eyery
once in a while and see what we're doing. I was just gonna say how's
chances of getting back in half-time. So he sat down and he says "Well
Gus" and the other feller there, "another month-and-a-half you'll be
free niggers". I says "Can't we get, no chance of getting loose before
that so we can get back on [the] ice yet?" He says "Gosh no I can't
do nothing on that. That has to go out through Smith again. So no,
you'll have to stay to the end".
Well the end was in May. So, the snow is gone, everything. So finally
when the last day came they said, "Well you're free. So, you can stay
here. We're supposed to take you back". They're responsible, you know,
to get you back where you were arrested. "And," he said,"you can stay
here until the boat comes from Resolution, the patrol and they'll take you
to Resolution and then after that another one will take you to Smith and
from Smith, you see, you'll wind up somewhere on Red River...'er, the
Peace". By this we'd be all summer going back home. So I says to him,
"No, not me...I'm taking off right from here". "Well look it'll be your
own responsibility." I says "I've lived long enough in the bush
already. I was responsible for wherever I went. I don't need nobody
to look after me." So he gave us all the grub we wanted to take. We
went back with pack totes you know. I took some rice, and away we went.
So we walked all the way back.
What year was

this?

That's in 1932. So, then I went from there. After I got to Bistcho,
everything was spoiled. Of course, the snow all went through [the roof].
There was a couple of Finlanders there. I gave the whole shebang to
them and then I hit overland back to Hay River, because he told me "Gus
you come back, I'll guarantee you'll get a job as long as you want in
this Territory". He says, "All these guys are good workers" and after
a while he told a Hudson's Bay guy, he never had visitors cut so much wood
in that time. You know they sold that bloomin' wood to the steamboat.
They could never use it. It would start to rot years after and they could
see it's going to rot, so they sold it to the steamboat. If we had only
known at the start.
So that

was '32 and then you went back to Hay

River?

Yeh, I went to Bistcho, came back overland and then I fished there for
one summer.
On

Slave?
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Yah. And then I went to the Falls [Alexandra Falls] to trap and then
from the Falls I came here. So, 1934 I came to Simpson.
So the winter of '32 and '33 you trapped
'33- '34 you trapped, at the Falls
too?
No. No.
Okay.

Yeh.

at the Falls

and the winter

of

I was here.

So that's

at Fort

Simpson.

I left in February [1934].

And did you trap while

you were at Simpson

or what?

No, I never bought no traps. I didn't intend to trap when I come in here.
I was coming in for prospecting then.
So at this

stage

you'd

heard about

the goings-on

up at

Nahanni?

Right.
Who did you hear that

from?

Well it was the pilots, mostly at Hay River. Wop May and Punch Dickins.
All of them were flying. That time Bear Lake was going and booming,
El Dorado, pitchblende that time. So this thing was popping up. So they
had wind of that. I used to stay with Jack Cameron and Jack Cameron was
the agency for the Canadian Airways, you know the gas. So I used to help
the pilots in the morning, evening, coming in the wintertime. Gas up in
the morning, warm up. They all had mechanics along in them days, but
then like warming up in the morning, you had to get up early, and put the
torches underneath, and then run up and have a cup of coffee. Meanwhile
I'd sit and eat there and watch she don't catch fire. Anyhow it was a
shagganappy outfit. Their hoods were all holes. You had to put
barrels to hold them down and [unintelligible] had someplace shut a great
big split in the seam to keep the wind from blowing the tarp or that hood
to the blow torch.
What did you call
Yeh.

it?

A shagganappy

outfit?

Well shagganappy, you know haywire [unintelligible] same thing.

How do you spell

that?

Oh God, I don't know that. That used to be always what anybody that's on
that kind of position is, shagganappy.
Is that

derived

from one of the Indian

languages

or what?

I could be. I don't know where it originated but anytime you see a
haywire outfit, you say there is shagganappy outfit.
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I see, yeh, okay.
So you'd heard about this business
Nahanni.
You came to Simpson.
Did you fly down or?

of the gold up the

No. I flew down. First time I came down, was with, what do you call it,
Wally Gilbert. He was for Canadian Airways and then he dumped me off in
Simpson for twenty-four days. You see there was Brintnell too with
Mackenzie Air Service and they were both trying to cut each other off.
So they take a passenger, dump him off here, and so to get the other guy,
dump him off here. You see and they had people, [unintelligible] people
scattered all over the country and waiting some of them... Well look at
me, twenty-four days in town. It was really a joke, you know. Well
everytime he'd come in, ""Sorry Gus. Have your stuff ready. I'll be in..."
Well stuff was ready all the time... "I'll take you Monday." The next
time it would be Wednesday, and the next week Tuesday, and so on and so on.
Finally one day I come down for sure. It was Wop he come in and he says
"Gus, sorry Gus I can't do it this trip but" he says "what-you-call-it, I'll
take you in Friday sure". Well Friday came. No Wop came, but Walter
Gilbert come. Well I was down there to meet him. At that time they
used to land in the snye. It was cold, you know. It's wintertime. One
trip he come out, 64° below. He couldn't get off. I helped him raise
the blooming plane and to get [at] the ski is to scrape the frost off
the skiis before... He just wouldn't leave, and when it did you could just...
a little bit [and] you wouldn't see him anymore for the steam. Anyhow
he comes off [and] as soon as he landed he looked at me there. So he never
said it and he comes out, he had his bottle of rum. He figured that would
do it you know, I wouldn't say no more. I know just when he had that
bottle of rum what I'm not going today again. And that's what he did.
And he was mad he would blame Punch for it. That darn Punch it's his
fault,he says. So anyhow he says, "Look Brintnell's coming in day after
tomorrow and they're going up in that", he says. "See [unintelligible] he'll
give you a damn sight cheaper than we could take you in". So I did.
You were by yourself

at this

time or did you have a

partner?

Yeh! No, I was alone. I was alone all the time. Anyhow, only at Bistcho,
I had a Finlander for five years. There's a nice guy. Oh, I wished I had
him up here. That't the time I came up here. Real bush guy. He was a
Lap, Laplander and real woodsman. He'd make anything out of the bush; rope
out of willows and anything name it. Tar, stuff out of birchbark, and
anything. It just...it was there.
Well at any rate,

did Brintnell

come in

then?

Yeh and he took me in. I got in for about I think a hundred lower than,...
a hundred dollars. He only wanted four hundred. So anyhow, that stayed
then. Well I only had six hundred pounds. That's all he could allow me
because he had a load of stuff. And I had not too much grub. I had a
stove and the only tent I could get was a [unintelligible] with forty-five
pounds. It was a pyrmid tent, real heavy ounce, fourteen ounce, canvas,
ten by ten pyrmid with pole. Of course, I didn't take no pole in. Anyhow
that and a big stove. It was the only thing I could get, and then my rifle,
ammunition and I took a plane in, a hand plane you know for use in making
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sluice box or something. An axe of course. Other than that, I think
I took in seventy-five pounds of flour, a little bit of rice, and grease
and some raisins. That's all I had. No clothes..just what I had on me.
Urn.

Did you take any

traps?

No.

No. I wasn't figuring on trapping.

And where did you land when you went

in?

McMillan Lake.
At McMillan,
in mind?

yeh.

Now when you got there

what sort

of things

did you have

Well it was winter of course yet. So, I went over to where there was
supposed to be staking and there wasn't too many claims staked. But the
creek was open and after it got a little warmer, I panned, tried to pan.
I got colours alright, so I staked on it. Then I pitched my tent at the
far end of the lake which was closer to the creeks. From there on, of
course, snow was going, you see, from after April and but I started off
then. So I head over to what's known now as Bennett Creek which is
twenty miles from there. That's where I found the old sluice boxes in
there, and a whipsaw and old stakes from 1920, '21 and '22. They staked
it.
You eould

still

see some of the information

on their

claim

posts?

Yeh it's all written with pencil and anything that was in that...it's
all canyon...the sun never hit some places. They were Yukon, because I
couldn't figure it out at first. They [the claims] were two hundred and
fifty feet apart, you know, where in the Territories it's five hundred.
I couldn't figure that darn thing out until after a while I found out that
two of those Yukon claim was two hundred and fifty long. So then there
was some between again, so somebody came and staked in between you see and
some of those go!-darn things were still close together. But they were
twice staked from the Yukon.
They were twice

staked?

Staked yeh.
So did you have any dates

on the second

set

of

stakings?

I think that the second one was in the thirties. '31 I think it was,
or '30. And there was a tree blaze there and it marked..big blaze, big
tree. About that big blaze on it and it marked on charcoal, written in
it, "Captain and Iron left here on August something '29 and via Coal River,
Telegraph Creek".
Sorry,

what were the names again

on

it?
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Captain and Iron.
Captain?

And Iron yeh.
I-r-o-n.
I-r-o-n.
Yeh.
Iron.

So two people...one's

name was Captain

and the other's

name was

And the pitch run off this thing you know and just preserved that. Just
some places where the pitch got too rough, you couldn't make it out at
all. [So, I] took a red-hot stick and I just run her up and down just
about two inches away from it and the thing was just like coat of...
looked like made of glass, then. Anyhow, [who] they were I found out
after[wards]. That winter then, six Indians came from there, from
McDames Creek and Telegraph Creek and they camped with me. They were
Beavers.
Uh.

Beaver Indians

over

there?

Beaver. They were talking Beaver and they didn't know I understand
Beaver and they were talking about me, and I made bannock for them.
I killed two caribou just before that. I put a big pot of Caribou meat
on, no bones, just cut the ham off, pieces of ham lumps, throw it in the
pot because...and I made the one big thick bannock. This one guy
mentioned there and he said "Gosh this is a different white man he's going
to give us some bannock". So, I didn't say a darn thing, listened to
them and finally I talked back. You ought to have seen the surprise of
these guys. Oh boy. Really something. They felt like two cents, you
know. Anyhow, then they told me all about it. They told me who Captain
and Iron was and where they worked, yeh. They were gonna show me the
place where they worked. Well I seen it already because...I told them,
yeh, I found that, I found that, yah.
And who were Captain

and

Iron?

They were two Indians. They worked there first, you see, before McLeods.
That is what is McLeod Creek, that is, that's not McLeod Creek. That is
the place where they [McLeods] got their gold. They were working already
there for four years before the McLeods came through. McLeods weren't
after prospecting. They were going for beaver up the Flat [River] and they
hit their [Indian] trail and followed their [Indian] trail, [that] they
[McLeods] seen on the snow yet. They were getting ready... They had their
families there, all this whole bunch. There were four outfits working on
the creek and when the McLeods run into them and, of course, they see the
set-up. They had this sluice run on this blooming creek so they made it
clear with them, you don't tell anybody, because white people ever come in
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they would just take it over, again.
fine.
What, did these
Yen.

Indians

tell

So you's come in and work on it and

you this,

or

what?

Diamond C told me. Diamond C he was there.

Well Diamond C wasn't

from over at Telegraph

Creek

He was with them.
though?

No he's from Yukon.
Yeh,but

he was with

the Telegraph

Creek

Indians?

Diamond C? No! He was with Captain and Iron, and this, one of these
Indians is Diamond C's half-brother. Fellow with a big goiter on.
One of Captain

and Iron

you mean?

No. No. Not Captain and Iron.
Remember?
Oh yes,

These six guys what came into camp.

right.

Well this one guy was Diamond C's half-brother.
I

see.

One was Joe-Dog and one was a relation to that Dan, the chief from B . C . .
what do you call him?...Dan urn..
George.
George..Joe George and some Dog, one was Lawson, and there was Diamond
C's brother. After we got talking, he [Diamond C's half-brother] told
me to send his regards to him and that we met. So I got to...all at once
they were just like I'd knowed them for years, because when they found
out I talked the language and they knowed I must have been living with
the Indians otherwise I'd never would have learned the language.
Tape 1 - Side 2
Gus you've been telling
us a lot about your first
discoveries
of
Bennett
Creek but let's
leave some of the details
now and try and put
together
very quickly,
without all the details,
your life history.
Now you went
into McMillan Lake in 193_?
1932...'34.
1934 and you stayed

up there

the winter

I didn't come out that next year.

of

'34

and...

I stayed there until I came out in '36.
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I see,

so you were hunting

and prospecting

the whole

time?

Right, yeh.
Now what did you do for
did they?

supplies?

Somebody flew

them in I

suppose,

Not till after...till I came with Bill [Clark].
I see.

So then

'36 you came out,

and where did you meet Bill

Clark

then?

In there.
Oh, you met him in

there?

I knowed Bill in 1923, when he worked for the Bay at Upper Hay River.
What's known now as Enterprise, you know.
So '36 you came

out.

Yeh.
Then what did you do?

Did you get another

outfit

then?

Got in town and N.T. staked us. See I met Bill there.
The N.T.

staked

you?

Oh yeh.
The Northern

Traders

did.

They paid our fare in. We bought the stuff [grub stake] on time and
they paid the fare in.
That 's Northern

Yeh.

Traders

eh?

Four hundred and eighty bucks, I think they paid for the fare.

So then you flew

right

back in

again.

Right.
And you stayed

in there

the winter

of

'36-'37?

I stayed there until the war broke out.
Oh? Right

till

'39?

Yep.
You didn't

come out at all

then

in that

time?
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Yeh, I came out in... The last year, I didn't come out. Two years,
I didn't come out. And it was straight on meat. Every winter straight
on meat.
Yeh,

okay.

Then you came out in

'39.

What happened

then?

Well, everything shut down. All mining shut down. You couldn't get no
aircraft and nobody was interested, you could never.... So it was shut
down in other words.
So what did you do at that

stage

then?

So I came down to Nahanni, and got to the mouth. When we got to the
mouth..., there the fire, that year the fire broke out. That came in
'42. '41? No, I stayed '41 at The Hotspring. I built at The Hotspring
a little shack and '42, I came down in the spring to the mouth of the
Nahanni. I had nothing again you know. There was no work so Jack offered
me a job to build a new house for him.
Jack

LaFlair?

Yeh.
And so you stayed

there

in

'42.

Yeh,and I met Mary there.
Right.
The big fire came through and burned everybody
and that's
where you lost quite a few of your records

out including
too.

you

Not only that but I lost my rifle, my watch, and camera, and, oh, everything
I had, a whole packsack full of stuff besides.
Well then,

where were you in

'43?

You stayed

at the

Butte?

No. It was in '42. It was that same fire that brought Mary and I
together, because her stuff was at Netla. So, I borrowed Jack's boat to
get this stuff and take it on the Liard, on an island. Everybody put their
stuff on an island, if they could get near an island. I helped put all
her stuff on there. Well, then she she wanted to come to The Hotspring
with me.
So then you went back up to The Hotsprings,

did

you?

No, not right away. We went back to Jack's and I took this job building
his place and Mary and I were living...we weren't married yet then, you
see, but we were living right there in the tent and we stayed there until
that winter. That winter we went to Hotsprings. Then came back in the spring.
That would be the winter
Right..and '42.

of

'43 you went to The

Hotsprings?
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'42 and

'43.

Then I built at the mouth of the Nahanni, right where the village is now.
So we used to summer there, and winter up at The Hotsprings. Up and back.
And you did that

until

when?

Oh, until '47 I think.
'47 you finally

moved to The Hotsprings

for

good?

Yeh, yeh, yeh.
Okay.

No not for good. We stayed there a while and then came back down again
[to] Nahanni again, and then in '62, yeh, '62 we stayed.
Moved back to The

Hotsprings?

Yeh, we stayed. Yeh.
Now Gus let's
go back and start picking up some of the details.
When you
first
came in3 in 1932 to McMillan Lake, I presume there was some other
people in there at that
time?

Yeh there was what-you-call-it, old Jack Stanier. He was an old man,
an old-timer. He was in the Yukon. Old Jack was there and that's it.
And after I landed, a few days after, came Mulholland and Eppler and old
Poole Field and George Widow, Stanley Turner. They came overland from...
They were forty-five days coming from the Butte and getting in there. They
landed there, they had nothing to eat, so I let them have a fifty-pound
sack of flour. I only had seventy-five pounds. So, I let them have that
and some sugar, I think five pounds of sugar. No, I think I give 'em the
whole ten-pound sack and some raisins and some rice. Boudeau [likely
George Boudah] they left behind, a day behind. So; oh boy did they eat.
They baked bannock all night long. Great big bannock, put a whole cupful
of sugar in it because there was no sweet stuff to go. No jam or anything
like that, no butter. So then Boudeau...They left again; had to go back.
They were short of dog feed. They were short of everything, and Boudeau
came. So I had to give him stuff to go back. Well when they left I had
almost nothing. But I didn't care because I still had a little flour,
little rice and lard, and then third spring Wop [May] brought in Arthur
George and his wife and they were supposed to go and stake some claims.
They [Field, Mulholland, etc.] sent back a fifty-pound sack of flour I
give 'em. But then I...after that, nobody.
Well wasn't

Bill

Not yet.
Jack

Stanier?

Clark in there

with...
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Before that yeh, but not at that time. They were in the fall and went
right out. They were only in there a short time, about, oh, I'd say
three weeks, and then they went out.
Had Jack Stanier

(and Bill

Clark)

flown

in,

or had he come in

overland?

No, they flew in. They flew in. Flew in with Stan McMillan. He was
the pilot. Jack then went out too. He went to Edmonton to make a deal
with Bear Lake Mines and they came back and Jack...Billy and Jack kind
of, more or less split up, and Jack stayed there. Billy, he was down
at the mouth that time.
Down at the mouth of the

Nahanni?

Nahanni yeh. Jack was up too and then after, it wound up that Jack and
I were alone up there.
Yeh, okay.
Now I think we've
Let's come back to '34.

jumped a few years

somewhere along

the

way.

That's '34.
That is

'34?

So Jack and Bill

were together

for

a while

in

'34?

Yeh, in the fall.
And Bill

went out,

Jack stayed

behind.

Really should be '33, because in the fall, you see, because there's only
a month or two and it's early in another year.
Bight

okay.

So that's it. So Jack; anyhow Jack stayed there all that summer and he's
trying to work the creek. Of course, I was prospecting and I used to
always drop in on Jack, because, oh, I had a tent pitched at McMillan
Lake and Jack was over at what they call McLeod Creek and working there.
Now Jack had set up sluice boxes,
to make a go of her, was he?

that

sort

of thing,

and he was

trying

Well, Jack made a deal with Bear Lake Mines. So they gave him one guy to
work with, fellow named Benny Alexander. He used to, he worked in El
Dorado there for a while, and he came over and he worked with Jack. So
then they had to make boxes. They were going to try the boxes. Well, he
had a whipsaw but none of them knowed how to whip, never knowed even how
to set up for whipping. Even the saw wasn't set. You know it was just a
brand new saw. They're never made to saw right when you buy 'em. You gotta
put them in shape. You got to set 'em. Well, I did a lot of whipping before
I ever came there. In fact one [unintelligible] and this Finlander I was
telling you about, we whipped five thousand [board] feet in one lump,
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not saying lots of other piles. So, I stopped, helped Jack make the
boxes. Jack couldn't whip, of course, so Benny and I... He went down
below and I went to put the saw in shape, made the stage, made the boxes
and then I left again. I went in prospecting and looking the country over.
And all
Creek?

the time you were prospecting,

were you over

towards

Bennett

That's where I was; working that area, from there to the Coal, up the Flat
and towards Skinboat Lakes, and as far into the Flat again. I didn't
cross the Flat that time yet. So, in that whole area there.
So you did quite

a bit

of

travelling?

Oh gosh yes. It was just a piece of taffy, you know, nothing to pack,
just the one dog.
You actually

went over into

the Coal as

well?

Oh gosh, heck yeh. Coal tributary. It's not far from Skinboat Lakes.
All the water runs right into Coal and from there the head of Bennett Creek
is just a ways and the water goes over that. It's not too far.
Did you stake

any claims

that

year,

in

'33?

Yeh, yeh. I staked myself and as I was a partner with Jack Cameron.
He was...remember I told you he was the manager at that time for N.T.
at Hay River. So I staked claims for him and myself. I took discovery
and that's how I got in with Bill. See, Bill brought in Drummond and he
was a placer mining engineer. [The] two of [them], Wop May; see they kind
of formed, between Wop and Drummond and Billy, they formed a kind of
partnership.
Yes.

What year did they form this

partnership?

This in 1935. And of course that time, they didn't know nothing about
Bennett Creek. They were gonna work on the same creek which Jack and
Billy was on.
And this

was McLeod

Creek?

Yeh,what's known now as McLeod Creek. So after they were there awhile
and Wop pulled out and Billy stayed and the engineer stayed and they
start testing their claims. So then finally after about, oh, a couple
of days, this Drummond asked me if I wouldn't mind helping them, because
I had claims there too and what they'd find out, I'd benefit by it. So I
said okay, nothing else to do. I was waiting for Leigh Brintnell, you
see, because I was the one more or less made the deal with Leigh Brintnell.
So now, finally, we dig a hole. Measure off a yard square and pan, a
hundred and fifty pans out of that yard, you know how they are with gravel.
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Did you go a yard square

and a yard

deep?

Yeh, a yard, that's right. Three feet down, three feet each way and it
takes a hundred and fifty pans. A pan is out and you each take the gold
out every time you're through panning. And we come to the creek and measure
every foot down from the banks, sometime ten, fifteen, twenty feet high
whatever it is, every foot. Then you take the gold. Well about the third
[hold], I showed them this gold I had in the bottle. Nuggets--pretty
good sized nuggets. This stuff we were getting were just little fine
small pieces. So finally, I asked him one night there... He was
weighing. He had a scale there and he weighed it and I says "What does
that stuff go Mr. Drummond a yard?" And you see him picking these
pieces up with a needle. "Well," he says, "roughly this one goes thirtyfive cents a yard and some fifty cents a yard". Holy gosh I thought if
that goes fifty cents a yard on little stuff, what the heck is the nuggets
I had in my little bottle I had in my pocket?
So I thought,"Well I'll show him this". Well I showed him that, and, oh
boy, when he seen that he says "Did you get that here?" I says "Yeh".
So he says "Would you mind...did you stake?" I said "Not yet". He
says "Would you mind if I'd see the place?" He says "Where is it?" I told
him about twenty miles from here. Well, he said, he's going in. He says
I'll have first choice of staking it. He didn't come in the country to
stake claims anyhow. He said "It has to be pretty good before I stake".
And another thing, it wouldn't look right for him to stake claims being
hired as a mining engineer.
So anyhow we went. We started out right there. We never went back to
pick up the shovels that we left. They were all right. We went ten miles
and poor old guy, he was pooped out completely. He was a fat guy, and
fairly heavy set. He wanted to know how far. "Well," I said,"we're
halfway". He thought we went twenty miles already. He was so blooming
mad he wouldn't even talk to me. And right about there, there was a seam
on a mountain there. I seen some copper, stain of copper and I mentioned
it to him. I says "Mr. Drummond here's that place I was telling you about
where that seam is. Look over so you can see it". He never even wanted
to look. Anyhow after he rested, I made bannock and he just never had no
bannock. He'd never ate bannock. He had some store bread he brought
in, so it was gone by now, the store bread. So I made bannock. I made
it in the gold pan, great big bugger, about that thick, the size of a full
size gold pan? Well he tasted it. After that, that's all he wanted me to
do was stop someplace and make campfire and make bannock, bannock. Between
him and Billy [Clark], oh boy, you could do nothing but sit down and
make bannock. He never thought anything like that taste so good. Well it
comes right back to you and when you're getting hungry, everything taste
good. So he didn't realize this, but anyhow it was better than store
bread. So finally we got there, next day, so...
This is over on Bennett

Creek?

Bennett Creek now. At that time it [was] called Gold Creek. That's
what McLeods, not McLeods, the Indians called it--Gold Creek. Anyhow,
finally he says he's gonna have a shave, and wash up a bit, and this and
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that and he'll come after a little bit. Bill and I already,we were
panning. With the one pan I got fourteen pieces of go!-darn nuggets,
[the] size of a matchhead, of rice. So he came over there and he starts
digging here and digging there and digging here. He didn't want to
take my word for it, but he says by gosh "It's good enough". "You better
stake" so he said, [interrupted by aircraft] That'd be him. Anyhow from
there, he told me to take Bill in because that way you get more ground.
You see when one party alone gets only 1,500 feet you see, but two
discoveries, a party of two guys, each can get 1,500. That's mostly the
main object, especially on the placer, is to get enough ground for a
group. So then, of course, he took a claim himself too. Wop, throw him
in. He had power of attorney for Wop and his wife, Ira. We all had a
nice string of claims. So up in '33 when I met Faille that time at
Tathlina Lake, I asked him where he was going. He says he's going up
the Flat and I told him I'm going up there too.
I'm going up there
prospecting. I told him if I find anything I will stake a claim for
him. And he says he'd do the same. So I stuck a claim in right next
to mine. So we had my discovery, and then Albert's claim in it, and then
we had Leigh Brintnell, the engineer, and from there Wop, his wife,
to part[?] any claims you see. So he [Faille] never see his claim and I
never see Faille. So the next year I put the assessment overcome because
we stayed there, stayed there for six years, Bill and I, and just come
out for supplies.
The latest we stayed was about 10 days in town and got the outfit back
again and there we was for the whole year. Every darn year we run short
of grub because they wouldn't put nothing in the place. Seven hundred
pounds and that takes everything, your weight and some odds and ends.
That's not groceries or grub, you know. So it was meat. Every winter
straight meat, straight meat and if you didn't hunt, well, you gonna go
hungry. So Alberto, Albert come up in the wintertime and then we had to
give up some meat, you know. So I finally told Albert, "You got a claim
here". Yeh, oh well, this and that, you know. So, of course, he come
up finally, in the spring and panned it.
So anyhow, finally we made arrangements with...
the Liard-Nahanni Gold Syndicate.

We formed what you call

Okay, let's
gust stop there because I think there was quite a bit you
did in the country before you formed the gold syndicate
eh? leh,
let's
go back and pick things up a bit.
In '34 then, you prospected
the whole
country and staked some claims.
Yeh.
You come out and recorded
Right.
Where did you record
Simpson.

them?

them I

suppose.
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Okay. And would they
still
exist do they?

have any records.

Oh yeh. Sure I got still...
all that type of stuff.
You have your own records

I suppose

those

records

I got all my grants and stuff. I kept

of it

then?

Yeh, a stack, oh, about that big. I throwed lots of it, you know, burned
'em when I left The Hotsprings. I burnt a lot of it, but I got plenty of
it here yet and even what I took out, mining license for some of the
natives that wanted to go. You know, when you find something, well, they
got to have a mining license to stake, to record, otherwise it's not valid.
Well anyhow, finally he came and he brought up an engineer from the
Hoi linger Mines, fellow by the name Carl Falcon that's the fellow
you mentioned there.
Yeh,

but this

is when you were forming

the syndicate

eh?

Yeh.
Okay, but I want to go back and keep picking up some things in '34.
You'd
staked your claims at this time?
You'd discovered
Bennett Creek
yourself
at this
time?
Yeh.
In

'34?

Yeh.
How many other

people

knew about

Bennett

Creek in

'34

then?

Not nobody.
You didn't

bother

telling

anybody at this

Well there was nobody there to tell.
And that

wasn't

until

stage?

Drummond was the first.

'35?

Yeh.
Right.

And Bill

Clark was in on that

then?

And Bill was, because he came with the engineer [Drummond].
him, Wop May and Billy.
Now you went in, in the fall
your claims in '34?
I didn't go out.

of

'33.

The three;

When did you come out to

record
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You didn't

come out at all

in

'34?

No, no, because you see Billy... In '35 when Billy went in [to Simpson]
he got, through the police, he got,made an allegiance of oath, and he
could record a claim. So, I had my mining recorder with me. I had him
both times.
Now you presumably did some trapping
couldn't
do any prospecting
then?

in the wintertime

because

you

Oh yeh, e\/ery winter. But mostly was, all the years, six years in there,
we always tried to get down to the bedrock, you see.
So you were also

trying

to go

down...

And had traps set and in between run the traps and dig. It seemed all
we cared is get enough grub. The main thing [was] to get down [to]
bedrock and that was it. So all the fur we got
If we stayed steady
trapping, heck we didn't need to gol-darn [unintelligible]...because
marten all over the country that time, but it's a waste of time to get
them. So we just always got enough to pay our debt with the N.T. and
stuff to fly us back in again. We'd always wind up in the hole, every year.
Besides

marten,

what else

did you get in that

country?

That's all. Just marten, nothing else. The odd mink. I don't think
we got five mink in six years. That's about all..and probably...
Lynx?

Couple of lynx, yeh. Wolves, wolves terrible because there was no bounty.
The whole country, there was more wolves than anything in there. Wolves!
Terrible! Kills all over the country.
A lot

of caribou

in that

country?

Yeh, we had, but the caribou, it's a fall run there. Nothing in the
winter, but then we had the moose. They [caribou] make a migration
from there. They go to the north and they don't come back till spring
and when they come back in the spring, they're just skin and bones.
When you say the caribou from the Flat River Country go to the
does that mean they go up the Irvine Creek valley or what?

north,

No, they came from the Coal River.
They came from the Coal. .. ?

Coal River and they pssed into that area of McMillan Lake and to as far
as the headwaters of the Caribou. From there they went almost to the
mouth of Caribou [River] and then from there they went up west, followed
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like the Nahanni section and passed already this side of the Falls but
on the other side of the Falls. Then they worked up towards the North
Nahanni, to the head, and north, and Root River, and then completely
to the head [of the South Nahanni]. Then they worked back from there to
like the Fleech [?] Lake country and then come down the Flat and work
back to the Coal River all in one year. That was their big route. It's
a heck of a big country. And some years they didn't take the exact
places, you know, but very close. You see there was trails, some places
three feet deep, five, six trails one after the other.
This would be through

the moss would

it?

Well moss and ground, just wore out. And when they came, you know, they
come a few in a bunch, five, three, two, and pretty soon the wolves come,
and [unintelligible] lay down on the ice there just like a bunch of sheepdogs. They're licking themselves just like a dog. And caribou going,
pretty soon fifty, then a hundred, then pretty soon the whole herd come.
Instead of going through the pass on the little side, they went right
straight over the mountain. You could see that black road going
right up. Wore the snow off!
Which mountain

was

this?

There's no name to it. It's right by MacMillan Lake. I built a little
cabin on the hill there and you could see right from there. We watched
this whole thing right out. Oh, it's up about thirty feet, this
hill [with the cabin].
Would you see this

migration

every

year you were in

there?

Twice in that section. The next year they took it more towards the Flat,
between there and the Flat, but it varies I'd say fifteen, twenty miles.
The times

you saw the herd,

how many animals

would you say were in

it?

Well, after I get to Bennett Creek, that part [unintelligible] I mean
their route you know... They were more to the east and coming back to
the west because it's the Coal River Range in there. They come on that
towards the spring.
But the times that you saw this big fall migration,
you think there might have been in the herd?

how many animals

do

Oh God. You can't count because it's a go night and day, 'bout hundred in
a bunch. Sometimes you see, oh,fifty and then right behind it a bunch of
thirty, forty, and the next time maybe a bunch of hundred. It's just like
a cattle yard, like a big ranch. There's wolves on both sides of 'em,...
just to stand up there and not scared of the wolves and the wolves just
The wolves,

what do they do?

Do they

sort

of

pick...
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Just walking on the ice, follow them, follow them, long before they
came and after they come [gone?].
Do the wolves

pick

off

the stragglers

or what?

They must have but none there.
You didn't

see the wolves

killing

any of

them?

No, because [of the] short distance across the lake.
This

is McMillan

Lake?

Yeh. It's no more than, no, I don't think at that point, not even a
mile, I guess. And then they're in the bush again, both sides.
Would you say there
herd?

might

have been a couple

of thousand

animals

in

this

Ah shucks, more than that. More than that. More like ten thousand, I guess,
if you figured out the whole run because it's going day and night. You
don't know, maybe night was the biggest pile that's gone through, but in
the daytime it was plenty enough. I don't think you'd count 'em. You
couldn't count 'em. Too much. Sometimes fifteen, twenty deep. Not single.
This is a mass!
Did you see these,
this
going up the Nahanni?

kind of migration

in later

years

when you were

No, no, that's the only place. You'd see the caribou [elsewhere].
You'd see lots of places, bunched, in oh say, twenty, twenty-five, ten,
five here, there. You'd never see a few. It's always a pretty good lump,
but it's nothing like when they move, and that's in the fall. That's
October, end of October. Ice only about that thick.
Just

three

or four

About five inches.

inches?

Just enough to carry them and then some.

Well then in the forties
and fifties
you were occasionally
the River.
Did you see any of the migrations
then?

going

up

Only place up at Mary River. And that's part of their route again,
from the Falls [to] below the mouth of the Nahanni [Flat] because it's
only ten miles from Mary River to the mouth of the Nahanni.
You mean the mouth of the

Flat?

Yeh, mouth of the Flat River, yeh. All that whole country in that area is
all moss and a lot of clay slides and that's where they get their salt.
They go there for salt and that kind of leads them in there. From there,
they sort of head it, for what they call Wrigley Creek. Lots of them at
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the head of Wrigley Creek, Clearwater Creek, and that whole area between
Clearwater Creek and towards Dal Lake. That's where the main bunch would
be in the head of the Nahanni on the route.
Okay.

Now moose,

I take

it, were fairly

plentiful

in that

country?

Not too plentiful, but I managed to get always enough. Because the part
is, there's very little wind in there for some reason [that] I don't
know. You can jump stuff so darn easy. So you drive the stuff further
and further away. Further away. Further away. Pretty soon you can't
come up and back in a day, so you got to camp and hunt. Then you got to
be so careful and watch that you hit. So the throat [?] was a problem
there. No wind. If you had the wind, why shucks, you could have got one
moose or two moose and still wouldn't chase the others out.
At that
recently

time what kind of forest
was in that
burned stuff
or was it more mature

country?
forest?

Was there

any

Yeh, it's been burnt in many patches. You know, burnt here and there.
It'd be scrub stuff and very little timber. You had to look for timber,
like to make sluice box. You had to go pick one tree here and maybe go
a mile someplace and get another one. Stick up another stage and
then saw it there, whip it, and pack the boards.
So there

was both mature

timber

and recently

burned-over

stuff.

Yeh.
With those
country ?

lakes

and streams

in there,

would there

have been good

beaver

No. No beaver. No. It's only a few lakes that had beaver and very few
on the Creek, because you get a little bit too much stone, too stoney,
and feed not too plentiful to last any more than one season. So they move.
They never accumulate to a whole bunch. [There is] generally always a pair
up the Flat, yeh. Up the Flat further from there [McLeod Creek], it's good
beaver country, because it's still water, and deep. Whereas most of these
creeks, they go dry or so down low that their feedbed freezes. So they
avoid that.
How about

things

like

wolverine?

I suppose

you saw them.

Oh caught wolverines...that is more, that, wolves and wolverine. That's
all the whole country was. That's the biggest fur [wolves and wolverine].
The wolverine

worth anything

in those

days?

Four dollars, that's it. [unintelligible]..we caught wolverine. Never
bothered to go after them no more. They ain't worth it. You can run all
day long after, if they ever chewed the toggle off, and dragging a piece
about a foot or two feet. Forget it. Two weeks we seen one one time and I
went after that darn thing....I spent all day and two weeks after it came
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back and it crossed our trail just almost a few feet of where it got
caught and still dragging that gol-darn thing. Ah them devils. I don't
think they even mind it. I don't think they know they got anything on
their feet.
Now, I get the impr•ess-ion from talking
to some of the people that
weren't very many rabbits
in that country.
Is that the case?

there

None.
Almost

none,

eh?

None, right. See it's not a rabbit country to start with, and they had
their cycle. They die out;well it takes too long there for them to
accumulate because it takes long enough in a good feed country for
rabbits. So that's the last place for anything to accumulate. So one
year, there was two other guys piled in on us. They came in and they
were supposed to have a plane come in with some grub. It was Milt [Mel?]
Campbell and Harry Vandale. So Bill and I, we had just enough grub for
ourself to skimp through. Well, they come in. Well, gosh almighty
their plane never came. So out of grub, out of tobacco, out of
everything. I killed nine moose that winter and the moose was just like
nothing. The pot never was empty, never even bothered to wash the pot
out. Just as soon as get the meat out, put some more water, some more
meat in. That was it. Then, of course, Albert would come up too with
no meat, so we'd have to give him a quarter or something. Then he'd say,
well, if I get something I'll bring it back. Anyhow these guys...
Finally I couldn't get meat. Chased it too far away. So we set out
rabbits. We had a hundred and fifty rabbit snares set and esiery morning
before breakfast, each guy would go look his rabbit snares and, believe
it or not, we got four rabbits. Each [got] one. The few that was
left, they had big blisters on them, some about oh, four or five inches
long on the sides yet, but we had to eat them anyhow. So finally I
took the blanket, thin blanket and a piece of tarp and I went to get [meat].
The second day I killed a cow, and I came back about three o'clock in
the morning. I never stopped. I come over the gol-darn mountain, over
the pass and come down. So they were in bed, of course, and I told them
well, "I got some meat". I brought some meat. So they all got up, had
a big feed. They never went to bed no more Bill, and Harry and Milt. I
went to bed. Went to sleep, and they went up, back-tracked and brought
the meat.
Were there any other
haven't
mentioned?

animals

that

you noted

in the area that

time

that

we

Nothing outside of goats. There were some goats but gawd you gotta be a
goat to get the devils. They're right up on top, that's on the Coal
River Range, you know, which was not far from us, only about four mile,
'er, five miles.
I suppose

you'd

see them but you couldn't

get

them?
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Oh I could get them alright, but gawd you have to climb way up. Then a
lot of places, if you did see 'em you couldn't get them. Darn these cliffs.
If you shoot them on the gol-darn.... You can't go down there. You could
go down there, but can you get back up? That's the part. It don't look....
Sometime it only looks about three, four feet and when you get there it's
ten to twenty feet, thirty feet. Well, it's hopeless. And all they have
do is stick one foot here in the moss and there and the other one up. Up
they are. They almost go up a straight wall, them darn things. That
and the sheep too. They can almost climb a...., well, they can [can't]
climb a ladder [?] but a wall. Some places you'd swear they could climb
a wall, at the angle it goes up. Then, of course, if it's an old billy
it's so darn tough and strong [tasting].
How about

fish?

No fish.
No

fish?

No fish there. The lakes.. Well in the first place the ice gets so
gol-darn thick. McMillan Lake is very poor for fishing. Clark Lake ain't
bad, but then that's a hell of a long a ways away from where we are. And
there's no other lakes in there that's got
You get a fish alright,
but maybe one in a week. There's no big lakes. Seaplane Lake is good.
Okay.

What kind of fish

are in McMillan

Lake?

Jackfish. No whitefish. Nothing there for, oh, two summers one time.
Never got a whitefish, nothing but jacks. But Seaplane Lake's got
whitefish and jacks six feet long in Seaplane Lake, but you gotta put
a hook down. It's two hundred feet deep the lake. You put a hook down
anywhere from a hundred to hundred and fifty feet you will land them. It's
landlocked, that lake. There's no creek in and no creek out and all them
fish that's been in that lake, has been there from the time fish went in
or got started. You can ask Bill. He'll hold them up to my gol-darn chin.
Jacks you could eat. Both of us, we ate and the dogs for a whole week
and then was a lot left [off one fish]. All you have to do is just cut
down on both sides of the back and spread out...you got a chunk of meat
that thick. Cut your steaks this way. No bones. Then I'd cut her up
in pieces.
What this

would weigh thirty

pounds?

Thirty-pounders?

Oh baloney! Sixty, seventy more like it. Heck,we get thirty pounds here
[Little Doctor Lake], and you can never lift them darn things that easy.
You ask Bill. Or try it yourself. If you ever get to Seaplane Lake, camp
there and just put a line...you have to make a raft..and put a line down.
You will get it.
Any trout

in any of those

lakes?

The only trout is in that lake near Bennett Creek,

[unintelligible] trout.
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That is redder than..red, just as red as horsemeat. Just a real, you'd
swear it's horsemeat or dark, real dark red. I don't know what kind of
trout it is. It's about that long, nice green back. I only caught one,
and I put in a net..I caught it in a net. That lake is chock-full of
these crawfish, them that look like a crab, but they're green though. Well
it's loaded with it [them]. I put my net in it and I had to use this
here what we used to call nigger twine. You never know what's nigger
twine? It's a brown twine. I had it for backing my floats and sinkers
on it. Well they eat that off, crawfish. They eat that whole damn
line off and the net is loose. You got to boil it. You gotta boil that
twine first before you use it, if them things are in that water, otherwise
they eat the whole line up. All you got is your net, no floats. Everything is gone. Didn't you know that?
No.
Sure. It's a dark twine. I got some here.
that's all I ever know the name of it.

It's called nigger twine,

I see. Gus, let's return to the wolves again. Seems to me I recall a
story you told me at one point about the very large number of wolves and
they travel in very large packs, didn't they? I think you said?
Right yeh. In the wintertime when the snow gets deep;then the pack gets
bigger all the time. But the biggest I seen was twenty-four in a bunch,
but I've knowed guys that was in there, not only one, but there were
three, four guys that all travelled together one time. They run into a
forty-five in a bunch on the Caribou. But six, ten, that's common
you know. The whole family or two families together which would make
around dozen, you know, or eleven, ten, around there. But there was
too many.

It would be unusual then,

to see twenty-four

or something like

that?

Yeh, unless you looked for it, but just run across them. And you never see
a cow with a calf, and the reason for that was they [the wolves] generally
had the calf just shortly after it was dropped. That was the reason why
you never see a cow with a calf and the cow was generally fat then because
it never had to nurse the calf, and was rid of that.

So the wolves were cleaning

up on the calves were they?

Right. The calf is a moose. Even if lots of times, if they had a hard
time to get a full-grown moose, which with a pack is no trouble, of
course. In fact, I seen two wolves, and that you can verify with Billy
Clark and Albert Faille, we seen where two wolves killed a big, big
full-grown bull right on the ice. Their purpose is always to try to get
them on the overflow and keep 'em from getting into the brush. Once the
moose gets in the brush why he's..he's safe, because the wolves can't get
out the road fast enough to fight him. Because they hit him with their
feet, but one [unintelligible] is to drive them out on the ice or on the
overflow. If they ever can get him on the overflow that's it, because
there's no footing. They slip and the wolves, they can hold him right there.
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Now if the wolves were getting
all the calves
wouldn't
the moose have begun to die out?

or very many of the

calves

No, because it don't go to their limit, to whatever their age is. She'll
probably have another calf again next spring but there again they'll get it.
Are you saying

that

the wolves

cleaned

up virtually

all

the calves

or?

In that part of the country, in the mountains, yes. That is true because
you never see 'em. All you can see is mostly... You never see no young
moose like two-year-olds. It's all old stuff and that shows it. Very
little young stuff like say a two-year-olds because they never get that old.
Well where do the young moose come from?

I mean you can't

have...

Farther south.
So that

they migrate

into

the

herd?

They came in from the Yukon and from the south, like from southern part of
Territories, Alberta. Of course this is shortening up because [what] a lot
of people don't realize is that one time you could trap in where Edmonton
is now but now look where's the end. Clean to Hay River. There's
farming up that close. So they're crowding in the wolves, they're
crowding in the game, and they're hunting the game but who's hunting the
wolves? So it's all one-sided. I don't, for my purpose, I don't figure
to eliminate the wolves. I like to see wolves, but they gotta be
controlled. We can control [moose], with the hunting laws. Why not
control the wolves? Nobody does. There's a bounty on, yeh, but who's
going after it. There's nobody. There's yery few wolves or the bounties
collected in the Territories because there's none trapped, none killed.
Who wants to trap wolves and stuff like that when they're harder and it's
easier to get something else. And nowadays, there's very few trappers in
the country, even natives. You can't get 'em in the country to trap.
How about

the caribou?

They seem to be doing

alright.

Caribou are different. Caribou travel in herds. They can protect themselves a little more and they increase so much because it's such a big
lot. You never see no herds of moose like you see caribou. It's altogether
a different situation there.
At one time, it seems to me I recall
you telling
me a rather
interesting
story about some wolves coming down Clark Lake, I think it was, and it
was either you or Billy Clark figured
you had to go up a tree was it?
!..
That was me. Billy cut his foot that year. He split his toe between
his big toe, oh my gosh, about two inches right clean back with the axe.
We were figuring on coming out that fall. He had a few traps across the
lake, which was about four miles across to the end of the lake, you know.
This was his last trip he was going to pull up now. We were waiting, you
see, for the Caribou [River] to freeze. We had to cross the Caribou and
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Caribou's a pretty big stream, you know, so we had to wait till that
freezes. So we're gonna come out because we had no grub and all we
had was meat and so he went to check his traps up and here he made a
fire for tea, to have lunch and chopped a tree and slipped. The axe
went right between his big toe and the next toe. Well that was it. That
finished Bill for snowshoeing. So then we're laid up. So a few days after
I went....
Tape 2 - Side 1
Gus, when we finished
off the last tape, you were just
you had to go out and pick up Billy Clark's
traps.

saying

that

Right, and this is about four days after he cut his foot just between
his toe. Anyway, it swelled up pretty bad and I had to bathe it. After
he cut it, you know, he sat there for a while, and it bled so bad, you
know, he took his moccasin off, and then he couldn't put it back on again.
So he came back, limping on his socks, you know. Well it swelled up,
and inflammation set in. We had no medicine. We never took medicine
in the bush, you know. So I put on pitch spruce gum, you know. I mixed
it with a little bit of grease. Otherwise it pulls too hard, you know.
I kept putting it on, and finally I got the inflammation down, and
of course, she started to heal then. So it was out, as far as we're
going to go now. He wouldn't be able to snowshoe for a couple of months,
you know, because it's right in a poor place to have a snowshoe string
keep rubbing you. So, I went to pull his line up anyhow.
The morning I pulled out, the sun was just rising above the bush, a real
nice red sunrise. It was pretty, really, but it caused a mirage on the
lake, you know. I passed the first point, which was a mile about from
our cabin, and I looked across there, and I could see something going up
and down, you know. I thought another bunch of caribou. But never,
because no caribou going there for pretty near a month but [or] at least
three weeks. So I thought nothing of it. I looked and I could see a
string [of what] looked like about ten caribou,you know. Once they
were about ten feet tall, and next they were right down low. All at
once, I happen to notice a big black streak. So I thought to myself
there is no black arrow, that's for sure, and [I] never thought about a
string of wolves.
So I had a little packsack on my shoulder, you know, with one string
just over one shoulder, and I had a 22-pistol in there. So I thought,
by gosh, if that's wolves
Wolves never bothered me before, but it
looked like too darn many, you know. So, anyhow I took out the pistol
I had in my packsack, the little packsack. I had some whiz-bang 22-shells
in it. They make an awful racket, and they got a little more power. So,
I picked out all the other shells I had in there, and I put all the whizbangs in there, and so I thought "Well I'm safe
anyhow". So I got round
the... Finally I see this whole string. Last time I seen them [they were]
heading for the shore. They was no caribou. None of them were caribou
after when I find out. The grey ones was what I thought was caribou,
you know. It was grey wolves and the black ones were black
, the black
streak was black wolves. So anyhow they took for the shore. I had to
come around the point, and just before I got to the point I thought, well,
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if that is that big bunch of wolves, I can just as
There's a tree
over here, you know, and they were about fifty, sixty feet [away]. I can
take that one you know. Just, you know, dreaming more or less because I
never thought something would ever do this. And just before I got round
the point I looked down and I couldn't see nothing down on the lake.
I looked down there right at the edge of the shore, and they were just
like dragging a rope you know. One behind the other and just going,
going, going. So, as soon as they see me around the point they left,
they split, and here they come, all just at full lick. Well, I took out
the 22-pistol, you know, and kneeled down. Bang-bang! There were four
shots I fired. There was no use. It made a racket you know, because
it was dead quiet.
I dropped my packsack and I beat it right for shore, [for] one of these
trees I picked out. It was only about 8 inches in the butt and there
was a little [branch] about six or seven feet up, you know. Broke off,
about five inches long, you know, and I reached up for that darn thing.
Jumped up and grabbed it. It snapped off! And how I got to the top, I
don't know. I think I went up like a squirrel. It's all limbs, you
know. There was no more branches to hold you, they're just small limbs,
you know, half-an-inch thick, soft as could be. There I was. And I
hung on, Ffffwhit [whistle] just like that they were there. The whole
darn bunch. And five or six of them went right where my packsack was and
they circled around. This was right on a hillside you see. The tree I
was up, was right down on the flat, and just from there she was on a
hillside. Two of them went right up the gol-darn hillside, right in
line with me.
So you could

look them in the eye,

sort

of

thing?

Well I guess they thought that if they were in line with me they'd just
like to get me. And there they stopped. That was it. Then, they all
looked at each other more like, you know. I wasn't a bit scared-nothing at all. It happened so quick, and there I was. And I still
couldn't figure that I'm going to be in trouble. So five or six of
them circled around my packsack, just about three feet around, went
around, you know, and smelled. And then they moved over to the.... The
blacks were kind of separated, you know, from the grey ones. They finally
came around, and then they sat down. Oh boy did they howl! They stuck
their head up and started howling, and then these two that's up on the
hillside, in line with me, they started coming trotting down. Then they
joined them. And that's when I first got scared.
And of course, I couldn't hang on no longer because my legs were buckling.
I had no hold on, no limb, you know. I was just binding my legs around the
tree and the spruce boughs was holding me up. There I was. And boy, when
they start to howl and looks like they're going to stay, I could see then
I can't hang on this blooming thing forever. So, finally they milled
around. They made another circle, and stop and howl. Pretty soon they
started to work off, walk further, further. Then they started to go
behind me up the same hill and got up on top.
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Well, by this time I couldn't hang on no more, so I started sliding
down. Underneath the tree there was no snow yet, you see, because there
was some grass about six-seven inches high and no snow. So when I came
down with all this brush, I just, you know, slid down and all the dry
[limbs] with the green came down. I got down and made a fire right away.
And there I sat, and Bill, all Bill had to do was just... He was laying
in bed, you see, and he was reading an old gol-darned Maclean's Magazine
that was there for years. He read--I bet 'ya he knew ewery line in the
that thing by heart. There was no cover on it. It was all busted, and
that's all that he had to read. So he was reading that magazine. All he
had to do was look up here, hear the wolves, but then he was so used to
hear them all the time, you know. So he thought nothing of it. All he
had to do was raised up and for his rifle... He had a .303-Ross. He
could've fired a few shots, you know, even just to make a noise.
Probably he would've distracted them, but he never even bothered looking out.
How far

were you from the

cabin?

A short mile but real clear sailing.
So the wolves

didn't

bother

coming back,

I take

it?

No they kept [going]. Then finally I heard them, oh, quite a ways
back still howling. Stop and howl. Stop and howl. So I stayed
there for about half-hour to make sure, you know. Then I hit 'er
back home for Bill. So I asked him "Geez, did you hear them wolves?"
He said "Oh yeh, I heard them, yeh". I said "They had me in a tree".
"Go on." I said "Well sure, look". But he couldn't do nothing because
he's handicapped. And we hear the wolves every day, eyery night, all
the times, steady, steady, steady. So, naturally he didn't pay no attention
to it.
I know you've
have at least

had one other...while
had one other unusual

you and Mary were out
experience
with
wolves.

together...

This incident now, what I [just] tell you, I think they figures I was a
caribou because the way it looked to me they must have seen a mirage to
me, like I seen to them, because when they got up there, you know, they
just looked at each other, just as much to say this has been a mistake.
That's the way it appeared to me, and I guess that's why I figured, I
wasn't scared, until they stayed there. But whether they made a mistake
or not, once they'd got me on the ice, that's it, because just like a
bunch of dogs, you know, that's it. And the incident with Mary, that was
a different thing again because that time we shot a bear just before that
and...
Where was

this?

On Clausen Creek.

That's in the Nahanni.
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Right.

Just

near your

house?

Yeh, near The Hotsprings there.
from The Hotsprings.
What year would this

be that

you...

It was only about a mile and a half
?

That would be in '46 I think...around there. Anyway, we were going
for beavers. So we started off and she [Mary] always used to be...them
days I used to smoke niggerhead, a strong tobacco you know...and she
always complained. She stays sometimes about fifty feet behind me and
always tells me that pipe stinks you know..."That tobacco's too strong.
I can't stand it". So here we gets to The Hotspring, not The Hotsprings,
to the moose lick. There's a big moose lick up here about two miles from
or a mile and a half from The Hotspring. And she kept on yapping and
yapping away, you know, and thought she was complaining about my pipe again
because I was smoking all along you know. So finally, you know, all the
game trails coming into the lick, you know, and I was just going up and
down in the morning day-dreaming and I looked on the side of me and here's
a bear. He was about five feet from me.
This

is a black

bear?

Black bear; and the trail came right in a wedge like that and he was daydreaming, you know. He had his head down. I guess like I was, never
looking up. Anyhow that's what she was yapping about. The bear's coming,
you know, and I thought she was yapping about my pipe again because it
was such a steady occurrence. So there he was. So I looked up and
he got up then and looked at me, you know, and I looked at him, and she
said "Shoot him! Shoot him!" So I thought "What the heck am I going to
do with him?" We were after beaver. I wasn't going to bother with a
blooming bear you know. So well, she yapped and yapped and she said
"You're going to be sorry". By this time he made a few jumps, from
fifteen feet or so and he'd stop and get up and look at me again you know.
And were we ever arguing..."Shoot him. Why don't you shoot him? He's
dog feed. We can use him for dog feed." And I said "I'm not going to stop
for dog feed". By this time now he was about fifty feet away and in all
this time he kept on going further back and back and back. So well, at
last to satisfy us all, okay, darn well go ahead and shoot. He's about
75 feet away by now and maybe a little more. Up the rifle, shot and down
he was.
So we skinned the bear, and cut it all up in little pieces for dog packing.
Of course, we hadn't the dogs with us, you know. We left them home. So
now we had the blood on us, and she was blowing a strong south wind, about
fifteen mile-an-hour wind. So we only had to go about two-three hundred
yards and there was a creek coming which entered into Clausen Creek, you
know, kind of joined there. And we were going to have a cup of tea, wash
up, you know, wash off the blood and have a cup of tea there. From there,
we were going to go to watch for beaver you see. And she [Mary] was standing
on that point where the Creek hits Clausen Creek, and there's a bank there
about, oh, at least 30 feet high and a good game trail going right from the
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bank down, you see, into the creek where they were joined in. And the
wind blowed so strong I didn't want to make a fire, so I put it right
to the edge of banks because it was protected, you see, from there...
there's no chance of fire going in it.
It's the first time that I ever laid my rifle down alongside of me.
Anytime I used to make camp I always first set my rifle down someplace,
you know, against a tree or brush, but this time I don't know what I done.
I just set down alongside of me and set raking up a little bit of grass,
you know, to get the fire started. And all of a sudden she said, "Oh,
look at the sheep". Well, I know there's no sheep down there that low
so I first see [unintelligible]. Not that I wanted sheep either, you
know. So I put my hand down on the rifle and she was coming. Boy, oh
boy! Two wolves! Two white wolves! White as can be. Full lick.
They made big jumps, about 7 feet to a jump, one behind the other.
The hills from the creek, you know, up and down, up and down, and then the
creek and then hills again above and here's they're just a jumping to
beat the band. Just when they came up [over the bank], then I fired.
Just 3 feet and she [Mary] she was up about two feet up higher than that.
And the last, if I hadn't fired they'd have had her [Mary].

So they fell

right

at Mary's feet

did

they?

About three feet from her. Dropped. The other one wheeled around and
I fired at him and I missed. Then second shot, I got him and he
dropped right in the creek. Just when he was jumping across the creek I
got him right through, and he dropped in the creek. And they were sure
big wolves. The old wolf, she had--the female must've had three pups
because you could see three tits sucked on, and they were fat right down
to the armjoints.

And there's no question in your mind that the wolves were going to
attack in that
instance?
Oh yes. Well the wind from us going to the wolf? But they smelled the
blood on us, you see. They smelled the blood on her probably, from
the bear.

Well, why would they smell the blood and not you, sort of
From the bear.

You know when you have blood...

You think that they didn't

recognize

thing?

We didn't wash up yet.

you as human or what?

No, I think they would've even...probably even if it wasn't...they
probably would've attacked. But the blood would encourage them, you
see. It made them braver, you know. Anyhow, I had a heck of a time
to skin it. She [Mary] said to try to keep them clean, lift them.
I couldn't lift them. I had to go and bend down a big tree and put a
pole underneath and Mary push up. That helped, you know, 'cause it was
right in the dirt. They were heavy, big wolves.
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About

135-pounders?

Oh easy, easy. After later years we got some of a 155-pounds, and it
was all of that. Oh there's some big brutes in there.
Did you ever

have any other

interesting

experiences

with

wolves?

The only one that's at... There's a dog I had there at Bennett Creek
that we used. This dog, he was pretty, well, I don't know what's wrong,
he was a really an odd dog. He looked more like a bear than a dog. I
don't know what breed you would call him. To look from behind him,
you'd swear it was a bear. Big, heavy legs, feet, heavy body. We fed
moose meat at that time, you know, 'cause I had nothing else. Of course
that's all we had ourselves even. We had no other grub. And evenings,
after you get through working on the creek, you know--we were thawing
down, trying to get the bedrock, you know--we'd come in and put a piece
of meat there to thaw for him by the stove. He was a funny dog, you
know, almost human. He'd watch. He'd know when that meat was thawed
out, mostly bone, you know, with some meat on. And then he'd come
over to me and bump me with his nose. He'd just bump you to let you know
"Take it". So I said "Okay". That sort of thing. He'd go over and
take the meat and he'd go off with it to the door. The door was made so
it will shut itself, you see, so I had a window alongside of me and
there was another window just by the door. I was sitting there, laying
there rather on the bunk, and talking to Bill. This was just before we'd
light the lamp. We were burning candles, of course, and I see him going
out there. I thought, well, of course...[unintelligible].
I leaned back and talked to Bill. All at once alongside of me by the
window, I hear something gr-gr-gr-gr, something grinding on a bone.
So I thought sure funny, I just seen him goin' a couple of minutes ago
over there and how did he come back here so quick. So I raised up, you know,
and looked out the window and here's the gol-darned wolf eating that piece
of meat, the bone that he took out. It could be [was?] a big grey wolf so
I says "Bill look at this. Come here". And so you couldn't see the dog...
the dog was over out that end. So Bill come "So what is it?", you know,
and, of course, he poked his head over, and the wolf raised up and looked
at us and took off. So we went out there, and sure enough here's his
blooming bone and the dog was over there. [It had] nothing, had nothing.
So we called him back in.
We thought this was the first time or something, you know. This been going
on for, God knows, a month. He was feeding that doggone wolf. It was a
female, an old, old female, had no teeth. I got her finally. And we see
this trail going from our cabin across the creek into the timber on the
other side. So I went over there and here was all bones, all the stuff
that was throwed out. The thing'd been packing all that stuff over there,
and I see a lot of bones were boiled or were roasted by the fire, you
know. She couldn't eat them; too hard, but she'd gnawed on it and
left it.
So I set the trap. No, first... Yeh, I set a trap and caught her. She
got out. Then the next time I reset and she wouldn't go near it. So it
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seemed like she watched you, 'til we were both away from the cabin, and
then she'd come right away. So I said [you had] better go and I'll
watch. He [Bill] took the dog and went up [unintelligible], Snoodles,
we called him. So, he wasn't gone ten minutes and here she come across,
looking all over, coming across. We had a .22-pistol just above the
door, and I reached up and opened the door real easy and the .22-pistol.
Bang! I fired and down she went. I thought, "Well, I hit her". She
dropped right over the bank, and I got there there was nothing. A few
drops of blood and that was all. So, I reset the trap in another
place, took away from it, and about three o'clock in the morning,
I think it was the second or third night, we hear some rattling. We
went over there and there she was caught. So we shot her, of course.
And after, we sized her up. There was no bullet holes after we skinned
it, you know. Where I hit her was I knocked her two back teeth out. That's
all. That's where the few drops of blood came from. I was just a little
bit too far and got her here [Gus pointed to his jaw]. I was used to
shoot with the .22, you know, almost like a rifle. So anyhow, you ought
to see that dog, the look of that dog. Boy, oh boy, he sure didn't...
You could see that he was so put out at me killing that darn female.
Did you ever find any wolf dens up in that

country?

Oh yeh, yeh.
What sort of terrain

would you usually

find

them?

I dug out one at Seaplane Lake one time. But it was an old one.
There must have been, I betcha hundreds of wolves raised in that.
There's a little hill. The hill was no more than, I imagine, forty
feet high and about a hundred feet in diameter, but in the bush, spruce,
all the bark... Small spruce about five, six inch in diameter, you know,
less...all the bark off; high, way up high, you know. High as they can
reach where the pups play from years and years and years, but I came over.
I know that every year they den up in there. So I came there. That year
I went up with Albert. Albert and I went together. We were going up the
Flat. Albert Faille. For beaver. So while Albert was over to the lake...
What year was that anyway?
That'd be 1949 I think or..yeh '49.

'49? When did the war break out?

This would be '39, not '49. So I said "Albert, there's a wolf den over
there". I'm just going to take a run over and see if there was any in,
because the police in Simpson... Bill Stewart was there, and he told me he'd
give me fifty bucks if I can get him a wolf dog. They were going to crossbreed them for sleigh dogs. So, I said, "I think there should be some in
yet". So I went over and sure enough.
So when I got to the den I looked in. I could hear the pups. So I shot.
She came out. Boy, she was mad, and she was a dandy wolf too, really a
dandy one, just like...she was like a silver fox, silver-tipped hair. Her
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eyes were green and growling when she came out. Well she was almost
out then. Of course, I shot her, and I pulled her out. There was a
dip about... The hole was, oh, about, hardly 10 to 15 inches in
diameter, you know, and then it dipped down, and then it came up and
then another little drop. Ice in it yet, ice and dust. Dry dust and
ice, the dust on top of the ice. No grass, no nothing and here was
this cluster laying on top of that. Six pups. So I pulled them out. I
lit a match, went in, and pulled them out and they hadn't their eyes
open yet. And there were four females and two dogs. So I killed off
the females right there and took the two dogs and I came back with them.
So Albert wanted one right away. So, okay.
Somebody stopped there at the lake and left a one-pound tin of Klemp
[Klim?] milk, powdered milk, you know. So it just seemed like it was
made to order. So I found an old "3 in 1" oil tin and I took the top
off where you squeeze the oil out. I shot the jackfish, the jackfish
were just running then. On the lake you could see two or three jackfish
together one time. You only fired one shot with the rifle and you had
three fish. Them big buggers too, you know. Some are almost two feet
long. So I cut them open and took the end of the stomach. You know,
there's a big long piece there where there's nothing on it. I took it
and tied it on top of the
[oil can] took the pointed thing off of the
oil can and then tied it on there, punched a hole alongside of there, you
know with a jackknife, and washed, of course, the can out good. I put the
milk in there and feed her like a nipple, you know. Oh, they sucks,you
know, just like oh
You could see them put their paw and press.
We went up the Flat. So we throw them in the packsack and away you go.
So I think it was about the third night and Faille's died..pup. So, so to
be. The nights were cold, you know, and this was in the spring. It
freezes; lots of nights freeze. So I thought maybe too cold, you know,
and so I heat up a stone and put it in one of my old socks and rolled it
up and put it in the dog's pack and put the wolf pup in there and kept it
warm. And when his died, I cut it open to see maybe if something [was]
wrong. When I got to the lungs—all blood-shot. The lungs were all
bloodshot. Everything else was fine; even through the bowel you could
see everything was good. And now when mine died two more days afters,
and the last night I kept it with me in the blanket so there was no
chance of getting chilled you know. But, it was wet. They were wet
all the time. They were [unintelligible] in the legs—always wet. Then
I seen. Now I found out what's the trouble. They can't water. See a
pup, even a dog, did you ever notice a litter of pups, she always licks
them dry. Its not that she licks them dry. She waters them.

Oh,is that

it?

I noticed it even when I got it home and tried, you know, to take some
moisture, dry it off, water squirt out there, their penis, you know.
So they [haven't] get their power and that water just keeps coming out
and they're soaking wet all the time, and chills and pneumonia.

When you found wolf dens, was there any particular
typical of wolf dens in the Nahanni country?

type of terrain

that

is
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Yeh, yeh. It's always near a lick, close to a lick so it's handy to
get meat for the pups, you see, and the male is there. The male helps
them you know. The male is always hunting with them. They stay [He stays]
with the family. But always you can see sure..if you're looking for a
wolf, then look around where there's a good lick, [a] moose lick that
shows it's been licked for years.
You mean around a lick,

not a

lake?

Lick. Like moose lick because they know the game comes through there,
big and small.
Is the den always

underground,

or will

it

be under a stump or

what?

Mostly underground or sometimes in an old beaver run, you know, the bank
beaver. The beavers cleaned out and the beaver will be gone, which is
away low the water stay. They go up in them old beaver runs. Lots of
times it happen...the young in there; ready-made place. They're not
particular where they have their young, just as long as it's a hole where
they can get in, and dry or, so they can guard it. Not too big. They want
nothing too big, you know, so they can squeeze in more or less. The old
beaver den is just right. A bear hole is too big. They don't go in a
bear hole.
Well let's
turn to bears for
bears and grizzly
bears?

awhile.

You've

got some ideas

about

black

Yeh.
How would you...
two of them?

Well,

first

of all

how do you rate

the danger

of

the

Well in the spring, the black bear. The grizzly are bad too, but you mostly
contact the blacks, if you're not in the grizzly country.
Okay.

What kind

of country

is grizzly

country?

Well you take a lot of places in Alberta, you say, or the southern part
of the Territory, there's no grizzly. If there is, it's once in a very
long, many years before anybody ever sees a grizzly. So there, your
biggest problem is your black and because that's your main bear. Well when
they got the cubs, in the spring, especially their first ones that they have,
they think so much of it, I guess like anybody else, like humans. They think
so much of their cubs that the first sign of anything coming, they go
after it. And they'll chase you! They chase you, and then they run back,
and then chase you again, run back, but if they catch up with you in the
between time, you're mauled. That's all there is to it!
Are you aware of anybody

Oh gosh, yeh.

having

been mauled in this

country?

Myself, I had..I and another guy once..two guys.

First
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time with a feller named Fletcher...we [unintelligible]...this was late
in the evening. We could hardly see where we were going and he was a
deaf guy, hard of hearing. He said if we're going to get some company,
let's get a pair of mittens made out of it, you know. Bob was his name.
So I says, "Oh we'll see". We were rattin' [trapping muskrats] that time,
and I says "We'll probably see your mitts someplace".
Anyhow, sure enough, we're coming along this muskeg, and all along the
muskeg there was a poplar strip, not very big I guess, the biggest
about five inches in diameter. I looked ahead here, and I seen a cub
way up in the tamarack way up--and he was looking all over, you know.
He heard us coming, and he was just looking all over, and I said "Bob,
there's your mitts up the hill". By the time he started looking, you
know, and here GR-R-R-R-R. Boy, oh boy, did she come, and it was
a strip of brush willows, you know, big [unintelligible]. You could just
see where she was coming, the way that stuff was moving through. Oh,
we're taking off and I had a pack on my back. So I dumped the pack and
run. There was no tall trees, big enough to climb, you know, and we ran
and ran to beat the band, and finally she left us. And there was an old
anthill there. We sat down on for a decent blow, and to see what the
heck. We had no rifle. All we had was a .22. We were rattin', you see.
We both had .22. So he said "What do you know about that". "Now if we'd
had a gun, I'd have my mitts and all this stuff".
We were talking, just puffing, and while we're talking,here she comes
again. Well this time we had to go for the tree. We had to go up the
tree this time. The poplar are about that big, and he'd [Bob] run, oh,
about another fifty, sixty feet away and got up as far away as that.
He was up only about ten feet there and hanging on a little small limb.
Again she took off and run back again to her cubs. This time we never
stopped. After we hit the ground, why, I think we must have run for
half-a-mile before we quit.
And then, the second occasion I was going hunting moose, and she had
3 cubs this devil. She was way below me and there was no wind, and I was
hunting [unintelligible] and I was going up and down, you know, looking.
All at once I see this old one below me, you know, snorting. She tried
to chase the cubs in the tree, I think, and they wouldn't go. So here
she comes for me right straight up the hill. She must have either seen
me or smelt me or I don't know what. There was a good trail up on
top, and I run on this gol-darn thing, clean almost about a...at least
a quarter mile before I stopped. So I thought to myself I thought,
"Gee, surely she's not going to come this far", and so I started to go
back again. So I got about a hundred feet or so and here she is coming
again with the whole family. I took to a tree up--nice lots of spruce
trees. So I went right up; left my rifle down and up I went. Oh yeh,
they mean business.
Now, did anybody that you ever hear of in the Nahanni country
actually
get mauled by a bear... actually
mauled?
Yep, there was one Indian.

ever

He tore the whole face off. Then up at Liard,
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there was two of them--geologists. That one guy they had to take
to hospital. He was tore up pretty bad.
The Indian

was from the Nahanni Butte

area was he or?

No, Simpson. Mary knows more. She was in the hospital that time they
brought him in and patched him up. He tore half his face off.
The black

bear is common throughout

the Nahanni

country?

Right, yeh.
Anywhere you've

been there,

you've

seen black

bears

have

you?

Oh yeh, all over. But then, now if you mention the grizzlies, that is
now cub trouble, you know. They're so jealous of their cubs, but this
wears off after about July--June or July--but now then, the boar he
starts now to be trouble because they mate in that time. He's just like
the bull moose. He's full of fight. And if you followed the records
of all the attacks by bears; not females with cubs, but ordinary boar;
you'll see it's July. Same with the grizzly, always July.
They both have the same mating

season

eh?

It's the most accidents because they're looking, really for a fight
you know. If something comes, you never can tell. There may be a
female somewheres back in the bush, and you come through there,
you can be attacked that easy. Just like a bull moose. I was one time...
a go!-darn big bull...I was packing a shovel in my packsack, you know.
I was going to put some dirt on my cabin roof and this shovel's
scraping on the brush. I'm going along day-dreaming and just thinking,
and all at once hear this broom-snorting, sticks breaking out. Out
comes this big bull right after me. He thought it was another bull, you
see, because he hear that shovel scratching against the brush, and I
happened to jump into between three trees. I had no time to take my pack
off. I jumped in three trees that were branched, you know, almost like a
fork. He would've got me that time sure. But he came within 10 feet and
then stopped. He had 2 cows with him, two big... Oh boy, were they fat.
So they stayed...you could hear stuff [unintelligible]. There was a lot
of poplar in there, 3 inches thick. I see where he just broke off.
They never stopped. They kept going. So I figured, well that's it. So
I started down my trail and kept agoing, and I went only about a quarter
mile and ran into them again. Here goes this whole racket again. Of
course, they didn't come after me now because I jumped them again. But
that first time, he would have got me.
What kind of country

is typical

of grizzly

country?

Well mountain country is really the grizzly, or semi-mountain, you know,
hilly, because they like to be in... They don't care too much for flat
land. And mountains...especially like in here, you know, because it's such
a big area between here and Yukon and Alaska where they are not molested
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or have not been for years. And they seem to know that. It's like in the
parks. You know how they get in the parks. Well away from the parks, the
bears are altogether different, you know.

So in the South Nahanni country, the bears really
they have to fear then, in your eyes?

don't

have anything

You're right. When you come into them they just like to take [unintelligible].
Years here. For oh, what, about the last ten-fifteen years where the oil
outfits and strip mining outfits they leave their garbage, you know,
and bear coming in. There was one year, one oil outfit there, they
shot 17 bear, 17 black bear that came into camp. They had to move the
camp, it stunk so bad from rotten bear meat that they shot. They
didn't bury it you know. So they had to move their blooming camp because
they come into the slop dump, you know, slop holes. Anyway, you can't
blame the bear because of it.

So what you're saying is people,
best keep their campsites pretty

travellers
in the Nahanni country,
darn clean, eh?

had

Oh yeh. Keep it clean and really, actually there's no reason to have any
slop or garbage. People, you know, figure out just what they need, there's
nothing to throw away. Maybe a tin can or something like that...well that
can be disposed of but you see these oil outfits, God almighty, they dump;
some of these mining outfits, what they dump from dinner and supper it
will feed about ten more families sometimes. Pork chops, beef steaks,
T-bone steaks never been touched, you know, because you never can tell
how much the people can eat at a meal. He might eat one day a steak.
Next day he don't give a darn, next meal, so it all goes into the dump.
And then there's the potatoes and the salads and all the vegetables in
there. Fruits and stuff. Boy, it's surprising at the pile of junk that
goes in there.

You've had at least one rather
along with two other people.

unusual experience

with the grizzly

bear,

Oh yes. With the first one there was John Brucker and George Bayer
when we were up...[I have heard Brucker tell this story independently and
he confirms it in detail.]

What year was this anyway?
Oh that was in the late fifties, I think. Yeh must have been late fifties
before we left Nahanni Butte. Anyhow we went, we flew in way back up to
McMillan Lake and then we had to walk back to the head of the Meilleur
which was about, oh 20-30 mile, you know. We were checking out a
prospect there. And both John and George had never been in the bush before.
They were really green. And they were talking about they'd like to see a
grizzly bear, you know. Oh, it was nice to see a grizzly bear. Well I
said "Sure, we'll see one someplace, that's for sure". Anyhow, we
returned [from] this prospect [which] we went to check up. We never found
it anyhow, so we were going back.
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We had to wade a stream there about a hundred feet across and it was
about 5-6 feet of water..just up to your neck almost the deepest. So,
I took the clothes off and took them across. They were on the other
side yet. We had it arranged we'd get across and find a good place, and
we're going to have a cup of tea, you see. SOjas soon as I got across,
boy, I looked down. Nice sand beach, and here was a big gol-darn
grizzly-o, monster track--fresh. He's just passed and you could see
for about, oh, a hundred, hundred and fifty yards up creek. And the
wind blowing, good strong wind blowing up from down river, or downstream
up. I thought sure funny that; never even...the sand was not even..imprint
was so sharp..he must have just passed before we got here by a few minutes.
I thought "You almost could see him but he maybe took to the bush". Anyhow,
we had to go downstream for our drinks, and so I went down about 1,100 yards.
By this time they started coming across. I don't think they even noticed
the track because I never mentioned anything to them until they caught up
with me, and I was... I had my pants on now, of course, and my clothes,
except my moccasins. I was just walking barefoot down to this place
where we're going to make tea. I had just one sock and moccasin on
already, and putting the other one on, and here they come. George...
They were just talking away and they had their clothes on but no footgear
on yet. George, he goes over and breaks up a bunch of small spruce
boughs to make a fire and John, he walked to the edge of the creek and he
got some driftwood. There was one piece about--oh--about five feet long
I'd say and about 4 inches in diameter, and it was broke off during a
snowslide somewheres up in the mountains. Sharp, just like a bunch of
needles, you know, sticking out. He was just picking this up and I
was just putting my moccasin on and the rifle was about ten feet away
from me. Right alongside of me come, gr-uh, one big gr-uh! This gol-darn
big brown thing made one big loud jump, hit the ground and made another
one--broo-m. Just a great big roll you know. I hollered! It'salmost,
just one more half-a-jump to John, and I hollered as loud as I could "Look
out!". John, he jumped up and wheeled around at the same time and bingo,
right in his face, when he wheeled. It just was not intentional, you know.
He just had this in hand and he wheel around and the bear run right into it.

Right into the sliarp end of the

stick.

He got all the gol-darn slivers and, of course, she [he] raised up, and
then he started gr-gr-gr growl, you know. John then kept a poking him,
poking him right in the face, and blood was coming out of his mouth.
John's backing into the creek and finally he was up to his belly, and he
kept this thing going, going and going and going you know. George started,
by this time running over to John and then the bear looked at George, and
here he was running around and he comes after George now. So John come
out of the water and here I was watching this gol-darn thing. I was almost
laughing. It was comical and I figured you know, oh boy, they're safe
you know, and I thought worst comes I can always get to blow his head off
as far as that goes. So there they're fussing on up, going up in back and
I thought "Geez, if I only had my movie camera, what a nice picture I
could get". I told them this after you know. We might have been one guy
short but, what the heck, we could look at a nice picture.
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I really

think

they didn't

much appreciate

that.

No, they weren't calmed down to appreciate anything, anyhow. And
finally they hollered "Shoot him! Shoot! Shoot!" Well I got it by
this time. Now I had the rifle and I told them "Jump on the side!"
I says, "Jump on the side!" And finally they jumped. Boy they jumped!
I fired and I hit. They had a blooming guard on this [gun]. You see
this rifle belonged to them anyways, a .32-special, and they had that
guard on the front. You looked through and all you could see was bear
hair. You couldn't see nothing. It was no distance. You couldn't get
to pinpoint no spot. All you could see was hair. Anyhow I fired and
hit him right in the elbow. It just about cut his arm off....just
two big cords hanging holding his whole arm. It went in too, of
course, but not enough to put him out of commission. He fell and he tried
to get up, and when he got up his hind legs were just going like two
pistons you know and throwing a big pile of mud up. He got up and away
he goes again after John. So I fired twice again, one after the other,
and see my bullets splashing way down the creek. I thought I'm missing
him, you know, cause you couldn't put no bead on. I didn't miss a shot.
They went both right through his ribs, but the fourth shot lay the finish.
So we opened him up, cut him open to see what the heck's wrong..make him
tick. Great big devil, big head, big feet, no body, and he had about
a tablespoon, a big tablespoon of this here rosebush berry seeds in.
Them? What's you call them?
rose nips [hips] seeds in them. That's
all he had in his stomach.
Tape 2 - Side 2
Gus, we ran out of tape there dust
the hear attacked
because he was

as you were saying
starving?

that

you

think

Yes, he was starving, and also in July.
He was a boar?
Oh yeh! He was a boar. And the meat was just blue, just nothing but
cords, because John there, he says "Well I'm going to try to eat, so
I can say I ate some grizzly meat". Well he put a piece there, about
the size of a tobacco tin. Boy, it shrivelled up to about the size of
an egg, solid ball like rubber. Oh, nobody could eat that. Anyhow,
it wasn't fit to eat.
Have you had other
ones?

experiences

with

grizzlies?

Either

good ones or bad

No, no bad ones. Yeh, before that they never bothered me for a month when
I was sluicing there on Bennett Creek. Up every day I'd go and I'd see
the whole trail ripped up. I'd see this track of a big bugger.
Monster!
Just like this thing, and I packed a rifle, packed a rifle there for darn
near three weeks. Everyday I'd go up, and come back in the afternoon,
in the evening, and never seen him. Finally I quit packing the darn
thing, the rifle, and here one day I comes in, and here he is. He's only a
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hundred feet from me looking down at me. Gol-darn big thing, almost
the size of a two-year-old moose and looking down at me. He watched
me for a while and then he goes, starts to eat again. He was eating
berries. And now this is the fall. See the difference?
What kind

of bevvies

do they

eat in the

fall?

Mostly crow berry. They're a little small berry. They're very tasty.
Just like wine inside them. Then you got a little...there's, .the shrub
is just like a little spruce needle. And they eat the whole thing, brush,
plant and all.
Do you think this is one of the things
them up fov the
wintev?

that 's impovtant

to

fattening

Oh yeh. That, and of course, once they get on the..what do you call it?
Red Willowberry.
Oh the

dogwood?

Dogwood yeh. That is really... They're full of oil, them berries,
because the black bear sure fats on that fast. Two weeks they're fat
as a pig already.
Bow many gvizzly
aouvse of youv

beavs do you think
tvavels?

you've

seen in the aountvy,

in

the

In my lifetime? Oh gosh, not too many I guess. Maybe about twenty. I
shot three, that's all. I could've shot more but I didn't like it. They
never bothered me, up to this time. No, four I shot. That's it, with
this one with George. So they never bothered me.
Do you think that theve is any mevit in a pevson having something
along
that makes a noise so that they ave awave that you ave theve?
You
don't suvpvise
them.
No, no, because sometimes you attract them. Especially like that one
year with Mary. We'd shot some sheep and took the...this was up on Ram
Creek. About half dried the meat, well, a little better than half,
it was almost [dry]. There was some pieces wasn't quite dry yet; real
nice fat sheep meat. I relayed it and relayed it, and she'd come and
relay and relay and finally we got out of the canyons. It was around the
bar and a creek there. Some pieces, if they wasn't dry, she went and
hung them up on willows, just temporary because we're going to move again.
She didn't like to feed all this good sheep meat for dog feed, so she
sets snares, rabbit snares. That night, this is late in October, frosty
the nights...so anyhow, we were just sleeping on the bar, no top or
nothing. The, dogs about midnight... First, we hear something coming,
and we hear "Hay-hay-hay"; rabbits that's caught. I didn't even know
she set rabbit snares. I says "What the heck. Rabbit? Sounds like a
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rabbit". "Yen" she says "must have been one that caught around the
belly", and they got choked. So then this thing kept up, kept up,
kept up, and I says "Gosh,"...right across the creek which was only
about a 300 feet...I says "We'll have to go over there and kill the darn
thing". "That thing will keep up all night." "No", she says "it'll
quieten down pretty soon". But it didn't. It kept up and kept up.
So, finally it did. It stopped. Now, I went to sleep. Then, about
two o'clock in the morning, "warf-warf-warf"..here goes the blooming
bloodhounds now--barking. And by this time the frost was so darn much
on top the blanket, and I didn't know it until I reached it up to
holler at the dogs. I lifts up and bang, a whole bunch of frost fell
down in my face. You know, that's not too darn pleasant. I hollered
"Shutup you, shutup you..." So, put my head under the blanket again, and
about another few minutes here they start again. This time I got right
out. I raised my head and hollered for them to shutup. Well they used
to listen to me, not like this mutt we got here now. Anyhow, next
morning I went out to see what the heck they were barking at. Here she [he]
cleaned off all the rabbits on the... I think six rabbits she [he] got.
Everyone is cleaned out, and here he is, about fifty feet from the
sandbar. He was this great big devil of a grizzly bear, just standing
there, just looking. If it wasn't for the dogs, he'd [have] walked in
and sure gone for that sheep that we had hanging up. So I took after him
that time, because somebody down in town there they wanted to take...
offered me fifty bucks if I could get them a grizzly hide. Now they're
worth about five hundred. I went after that darn thing for 4 miles, and
finally we wind up..even in the brush. After he got in the brush, I lost
the track, and I got him again but at last I couldn't any more, couldn't
track him. And all I had in hand was a .25-35. I think it was so funny.
Oh boy, if he'd have walked in that night Mary and I would have had some
fun. Me with the .25-35 and her with a .30-30. I think we'd have been
going up in the tree before we got the darned [?] rifle empty.

Did you ever surprise

a grizzly

bear?

Yep, one time up in, what they call now, McLeod Creek. She had a cub.
I was in this fork, coming down, and I hit this blooming creek, and honest,
that creek looked like it was going downhill. Still I looked at the driftwood and everything, and you could see that the bush and the stuff was
this way. You're probably experienced this. You get in a fork and the
fork settles down in the mountain, and you hit a creek and you'd swear
the creek is going the other way.

The creek's

running

uphill.

Uphill. But it's--you'll see it's going, you can see it's going down. So,
in order to find out...the fog was getting thicker and thicker, I took off
the creek. I seen a big gol-darn rock. It was broke off the mountain. It
was a big piece of granite. Darn thing was big, oh, twice as big as a
house, and brush all around the darn thing, windfalls and brush. It had
burnt there years ago. I crawled up on this gol-darn thing and the dog
followed me. Snoodles. I had a rifle. I had a .270 that time. I got up
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on this thing and looked, and then [still] I couldn't tell because now she
[the fog] was coming down too thick to the west, which was [the direction],
I was trying to find out. So, I was just looking all around, and all of
a sudden I see something going through the brush. Something that
looked about that long and about that high. I thought it was an otter at
first because it was too close to the ground. I thought sure is a funny
place for an otter. And right...there was another boulder, a round
boulder, which this thing went past and here comes something. He got two
big...head and front legs and there she was. And the dog, he spotted it
at same time he says "Gruff"..that's all he said. And I said "Come on,
let's go". And I just ran down and I went back. I didn't want to shoot
it anyhow, and I felt safe as I could be with that .270. But boy, was
I lucky that, that was it [that the bear didn't give chase], because
that rifle, remember I told you it was bulged? Already that time. I
didn't know it yet. I would have been in trouble there if I shot the
grizzly I probably have got it. I wouldn't be here. Because them bullets
they split that time. Remember I told you about the barrel when we were
repairing it and the frost across the barrel...
Oh yeh.
Yeh.

There was a frost

plug

in the

barrel.

Well this thing was bulged already.

Now when you surprised

that

grizzly,

what did it

do?

Nothing, nothing. She justs sits. Last time I seen her she was still
looking at me. And the cub, I don't know where he went. That was a cub.
Any suggestions
you have to make for
handle
grizzlies?

visitors

to the park as to how to

Leave them alone. Leave them alone and avoid them. They won't bother
you if you don't aggravate them. That is the least thing you can do.
But if you should happen to get in trouble, well, it's just that chance
that a person's gotta take. Some people, they figure that if... You
leave them alone. That's all I know, that anybody yet that I've spoken
to that lived in the bush, and in my own experience, avoid them as much as
you can unless you're hunting them. That would be different, then.
Let's turn to Ball
I take
it?

sheep now.

Ball

sheep are found

in the canyon

country

Yeh.
And..do

you ever

see them down very

low?

Yeh. Used to see them, see them in places where there's no salt. In a
section in the country where there's no salt they have to come low. They
got to come down to get water, sometime they come low, but mostly for
salt it seems like. There's lots of areas in the mountains [where] there's
no salt, and the salt forces them down, and they got to come to the clay
slides which is always down in the bottom.
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The vest

of the time you've

going

to find

them up on the open

areas?

Or they get some salt out of caves, but not enough. They lick the wall and
in a cave there's a certain amount of salt that leeches out of the rock,
limestone. It's more or less alum. It's salt too but it's alum taste.
I've tasted lots of them. You can see it. It's through the salt sometime.
Oh, quarter of an inch thick, and in the wintertime you can see the whole
wall inside is just ice from licking. They lick it and it turns into
ice. It's shiny, just like it's polished.
Would that be a possible
explanation
back in one of the eaves?

fov

these

sheep being

found way

No. Yeh, for getting caught in the cave, because when you got that many
sheep in the cave it don't mean that all were killed at one time, or
got caught. It would be maybe say five or three or two or one
every year, or maybe every month or two. It could be a short time.
It could be many years, because they go in the cave. That we seen already
even here during fly time when their hair is short. They go in the cave
and stay in the cave until it's their feeding time again. Flies get...cooled
down in the evening and out they come.
Have you seen them doing

this?

Oh yeh, across the lake here.
long ago [?] see that here.
This

is at Little

Doctor,

Thirty of them in a bunch.

here,

Mary, and

you mean?

Yeh, and then we seen a big ram here, another one there, generally
at least one but sometimes two watching on guard. Sometimes they slip
up. Some caves are not all wolf-proof, so the wolves get in there, you
can imagine what happens with a whole bunch of sheep in the cave. They
can't get them all at once, of course, but some are going to get out and
some of course will be right there. Which proves it because if it wasn't..
It's just the heads that they find. You see, the rest they eat and
drag it out because that's the wolf's way of killing and that's the way
that the Indians...
But in the eave where they found
skeletons,
whole
skeletons.
Just the skeletons.

the sheep skeletons,

they

found

Mostly heads.

No, they got whole skeletons

there.

Mm, Poirel told me just the head.
went.
Well....,
whole

all

They couldn't figure out where the bones

okay.
But some of the photographs
skeletons.

I've

seen,

you could

see
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Well, it could be a certain amount but not a hundred. You can see the
purpose. If you seen a wolf kill a moose, they tear it apart. One
grabs it here and goes that way..each one takes, so they won't fight for...
If they stayed in one bunch there'd be a fight. So the natives get the
old idea too, when somebody kills a moose each one comes and grabs a pile.
Not the guy who kills it. Sometimes the guy who killed the moose don't
get a gol-darn thing, maybe a little piece. Each one comes here. I
went to these places you know where they were killed. Everybody's got to
grab as fast as he can, pack your meat away from there, and if you
didn't pick any you're just out of luck, even if you shot the moose. And
that's just the way the wolf is.
Now...have
years at

you noticed
all?

Oh, gosh yes!
getting less.
Any suggestions

changes

in the numbers of Dall sheep over

the

Yeh they're getting less, less and less and they will be
as to why that

might

be?

Sure. For one reason... Like, the wolves are part of the reason because
the country's shrinking up, and really there shouldn't be no sheep in
this country.
Why not?
Well in the first place, the climate is too desert-like. Look. We're
on the very far edge of the sheep here in the Mackenzies. They range
right down into Carcajou, in that area. You don't see none in the
gol-darn barren lands, or not mountains in the barren lands. It's out
past their range, so it's the winters. They have no weather. Now you get
six inches or a foot of snow on top of the mountain, yeh, a foot of snow
on top the mountain...they got to paw that. The food that they get is
this lichen, they call it, and this lichen has a cup, just a little cup.
Each one of those cups holds about a drop of ice in it, about the size of
a good-sized pea and that's the way... That's what they eat. They scrape
down and they get this stuff. They got to eat that ice. You kill sheep
in the wintertime here, and you cut him open and you..., the stomach, it's
just nothing but a bunch of grey soup, more water and that shell of that
lichen. So that chills them enough. That's a real cold food you know.
Even if you take a horse, you know you feed him cold water and work him
hard, you know, and cows, they usually warm up the troughs and everything
for them. Or even a moose. A moose won't even...could keep up with that
because he's got limbs to eat. He don't need no ice with his limbs, but
they [Dall sheep] do. They got to get so much ice for what little bit
of lichens they get, and when the snow gets deeper they just can't go down
to paw in the deep snow, 3 or 4 feet of snow. They're stuck. So that is
another thing against them.
The next thing against them, they got the wolves, they got the wolverine,
they got the lynx, they got the eagle that get the lambs. They got all
these things against them and man-hunting. Now, how do you think any
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animal can keep up in a country which is not really fit for them.
They're just like, feeding in a way, to the extreme for climate. Now
all this against them. You wonder why there is any sheep at all. And
now the way they got this big game-hunting; everybody's for the big
horn. They don't want this thing because the horn has to be over one uh....
Three-quarter

curl.

Curl, yeh. So they want something bigger than that. So the old rams
are the only ones that breed. Two-year olds don't breed and the old one
has got, he's got all these ewes. He's got the harem. But just same as
tame sheep, the same blooming thing and they are the ones that breed.
Well, if they're gonna knock off all these big rams, they're going to
hold them back still more. You see what I mean?
Yeh.
Have you noticed any changes in the country in the...I
suppose where
the sheep have disappeared
most of all is in the First Canyon area, is it?
All over, all over...no, no, up in the Ram Creek area we used to see forty,
fifty in a bunch. Up in the Dal 1 Lake, I seen a photograph of 300 sheep
in the bunch there. The ledges looked like...Snyder had it, Harry
Snyder. It looked like a snowdrift.
Was it

taken

from the air

or?

No, no. It was taken from the lake. And picture...oh, you could see
wolves, a big string of wolves, coming up in on them and they never even
fired one shot at the wolves.
Have you ever

noticed

any vegetation

changes

in the area at

all?

Fire. Yep. The country's burnt more and more and more. More country's
been burnt which didn't help the sheep again either, or nothing else as far
as that goes.
Well, why would that bother the sheep much because
the area that gets burned aren't
they?

surely

they're

above

Did you ever see the moss fire runs up on it. That lichen is only a....
has about an inch of dirt underneath, and boy when that fire comes and
gets the right wind, and it's mostly dry all the time, and zip! It just
goes like gunpowder.
It

d.oes eh?

That's it.
Okay. So you think
the numbers?

the fires

may have had something

to do with

reducing

The whole thing...the fires, the wolves, the lynx, the wolverine, and eagles,
the climate and now people.
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Have you ever noticed that the...have
you ever thought that the
has shifted up or down over the years?

treeline

No, no. That I never took much notice in it because here, you see...
I don't think it would get those changes on account of the snow. See,
you can tell all the heights of the snow on the limbs. Like above or below
timberline, it leaves a yellow, a yellow moss way up in the limbs. So
that's your snowline.
If the fires have been an important factor in decreasing the sheep herd,
I suppose that would have affected caribou too—burning this lichen off—
would it?
Not so much as sheep, because caribou stay over on the flat land, which has
got more moisture. Wet, you see. But sheep is in one of the dry parts.
Another thing with the sheep is, now they open the season at the 16th of
July to big-game hunting. What are they going to hunt? Again, they are
going to get the worst of it because that's the only thing they can hunt,
is sheep. The bears is no good. The moose is no good, he's in the
velvet, not even got a full horn yet. The caribou is not. So the sheep
is getting it from all directions.
Right.
Would this business of the fires burning off the ground
would this have been especially
severe after the '42 fire?

cover,

It could have lots of effect. It must have had, because there was a big
change in sheep. That is, you could see the decrease after that. There
was no decrease on a..before when the big-game hunting... It was
already before that. It's not that it was the big-game hunting but the
big-game hunting didn't help it any to hold them back, from getting less.
But the big-game hunting has really
opened it, eh?

only got to be a big thing since

they

Yeh.
It's

only in recent

years that there's

been

a....

Well that's about five or...oh more than that now, about 7 years, I guess.
Yes.

But you say the decrease

had started

long before

that?

Before, yeh. But now it would have been bad enough, so now, they got
another one by opening it the 16th.
Right, yeh.
Nahanni?

This '42 fire,

did it burn much of the canyon country in the

Not the First Canyon. It burned the Second. No, it didn't burn the
Nahanni at all. The Second Canyon was started by two guys went up trapping.
We knowed it, because they left late in October and they had just run a little
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bit. Made a fire, it was so cold. It was making ice on the shore and
they left the fire burn. Right shortly after they left, here comes this
big smoke down. We knowed who they are all right and we found out after
we talked to one of the guys, yeh, it was their fire.
So the

'42 fire

probably

didn't

much affect

the

sheep?

No it missed the Canyon, both Canyons.
Gus, when was the fire
what year it was?

that

burned

the Second

The Second Canyon burnt in '45, '46

Canyon?

Do you remember

'47.

'47 eh?
Yeh '47 and that was started by two guys...two guys, one guys1 wife and a
woman they took up with them.
They shall

remain

unnamed?

Them people?
Yeh?
Well they're still living.
Yeh,

okay.

The main fire, what came through the whole country in The Territory, was
in '42, and the biggest part, of course, was from the Japanese bombs that
time.
Did you ever find

any of those

firebombs?

No, but I seen it. I didn't find them, but I seen it. I seen the one they
shot down at the airport at Simpson. In fact, I got, oh, a big chunk of
the balloon. I still got some piece of it here yet, but I only got a
piece about that big. Everybody asked if I could get a piece for souvenier,
and I told them you can't tear this stuff. Boy that was tough. It's paper.
It's just the same as money paper you know. It had silk all through it,
and they were about 30 feet in diameter and had about 30 canisters on it,
and some places they were taped. Fuses were taped over; almost 20 inches
in diameter. Fuses taped all the way, going along. Once they let them go,
they were sent from Kiska off the Aleutian Islands, someplace in there. And
after they went so far, then the first ones start [to burn] and she'd burn,
and then the fuse would run up, and burn another one [canister] off over
some other part and drop and then this continued, slow fuse, and it drop
another one and another one here, another there. They keep in balance,
so she won't you know.. It was regulated and fitted out for air current.
No matter which way the air come or how strong it come, it always would keep
it in balance. And just drop these things, just so often and that's why
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You see they were meant really for the American coast because they were
gonna land. They thought they were going to build up such a big smoke,
you see, keep...burn the whole coast along so they couldn't see them
coming in. There was over 5,000 of these balloons. Now imagine how
many canisters. Thirty on a balloon. It was set off, they were sent
out off of a submarine off the Aleutian Islands.
Did anybody,

ever,

in this

country,

ever recover

more of these

things?

Two. Three. No, two. They got one at the head of Birch [River] and
there's still one, supposed to be one up at the Poplar [River]. Somebody
found one there. Whether they took it out or not I do not know. And
the one they shot down at Simpson airport. That's what caused it to go,
the whole country, all at once, all of it on fire. Fire! For a week
we, Mary and I, I think close to a hundred fires we counted. You couldn't
count, just see all spots, spots, spots, spots, spots...all over the
country from the top of the Butte.
Was '42 a particularly

dry year

anyway?

Yeh. Two dry years then, already. It's the second dry year. Couldn't
of hit it worse. Never could of hit a country worse. Then she burned
all the way from Aklavik to McMurray--two thousand mile fire. There was
no aircraft flying for over a month. Everybody's eyes in the country
were bloodshot from smoke. And ashes! Steady, everything ashes, ashes.
I bought a new tent that spring and it just molded, the whole tent, from
ashes and the dew at night. No rain, because it can't rain because of
such a thick blanket of smoke. It keeps the rain off and just dew. Dew
came during the few hours between night and morning, and ashes. It just
molded. It rotted the tent. The tent just, oh it looked terrible. It
just spoiled the canvas; tear [tore] after it.
Do you know what paints. . . Did you have an idea of what parts
South Nahanni country got burned in that
fire?

of

the

All of it, all of it except the Canyons. There was fire all the way from,
oh, from below the Flat to the..., not close to the Flat. Part of the
Flat burned. Then from the head of Clearwater Creek, all that country
up towards North Nahanni, Root River, all down towards the Mackenzie. It
missed patches like you see here, where there's swamps, swamps all over,
but it took everything that it could in the dry part of the country.
So it burned primarily
on the north
much on the south
side?

side

of the South

Nahanni,

not

so

Right yeh. And all the way to Trout Lake. It's over a hundred mile
you know. The whole country's all burnt. That's all the '42 fire. All
this here [Little Doctor Lake] is all been burned. All this is what you
see here and just that patch which you see there, that's missed. It's just
a few patches, which is very small for the area of the country. Oh it
was terrible and there was lots of game, the fire ruined. We see everything
you could name--lynx, foxes, moose, rabbits running down along the shore,
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and tame as could be. They were so, like in shock. They wouldn't run
away from you. And after the fire passed, the rabbits, they started
running back. You could see lots of places where [unintelligible]
hundreds of places. But we seen a lot of places where they just run
back in again over the ashes. It looked okay, but there was about a
foot and a half of ashes and a way down at the bottom they're all red
hot coals, yet. Burning, you know, moss burning. They jump in and they
hit that and all you could see was like a big whirlpool, and that was it.
And the foxes, what was left that year, we caught, there was no hair on
all the legs up to the..right up to hock. Right up here--all burnt
off. And ashes. Everything you caught, you shake it, ashes came out.
You'd get a pelt and shake it. There's ashes.
Did that

seem to change the water

in the Rivers

at

all?

Yes, it did. When the fire hit, came nearer.... Of course all the cones
and the neeldes and it makes it's own draft. Well, the whole shore was
nothing but spruce and needles and cones. Some places it was 2 feet
thick because [of] the wind. It makes its own draft and then the wind
makes the waves and washes all this stuff. The whole river looked
like coffee some places, from brown, half-burnt, cooked spruce needles
and cones.
Row, were there any other
the Nahanni
country?

fires

that

you can pin a date

on that

were

in

After that we had no fire for 20 years, solid 20 years, not a fire in the
country. And then we had thunderstorms and lightning storms and everything
and no fires for 20 years, and I kept a record of that. 'Til finally
some guys, they came from outside. They were suppose to be timber
cruisers.. .so they camped above Nahanni thereabout oh, some miles above.
There was a nice big, little patch of timber [nice little patch of big
timber] that was missed there. They camped there a couple of days and
after they left here, another fire started right in their blooming camp.
The reason was that it overflowed there and it left about 2 or 3 inches
of dirt on top, and they thought they was on solid ground. Underneath there
was about a foot of moss. And she burnt through the moss, and she came out
and took the spruce.
Now where was that

again?

Just about seven miles up from the mouth of Nahanni.
Oh yeh.

And what year did that

happen

in?

That was in '54 I think around '54, '55. Yeh '54. '53 or '54. It was
kind of a joke. [Unintelligible] and he's the guy that come in and start
a fire. There was about five of them in a bunch.
Were there
Nothing.

any other

fires

that

you can

recall?

Except outside of one. Oh! I knew...

There was a couple of natives
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there that were really fire-bugs. One old guy there, he caught, tore
pants and he set the country on fire, he got so mad. And that fire
really was bad. Actually that fire came over the Little Butte. He tore
his pants up there. He was so mad he was going to set her afire, and
that thing burnt all that fall, all that winter and popped up again
next spring.
So this

is in the muskeg part?

No, part was due to the Butte. There's not muskeg there.
up. Just about a thousand feet to the Little Butte.
Yes.

It just

burnt on the Little

Butte

Pretty high

or did it burn down in the

flats?

No it burned it all around the Little Butte. Where we...where I built
there [in Nahanni Butte townsite of today] definitely burnt out in the '42.
Burned in the '42 big fire. But she went out before she hit there [Little
Butte] because too late in the--and the snow started coming already.
Bow what year was the fire

at the Little

Butte?

It burnt that next year...that'd be '43...summer of '43.
Summer of

'43 and it went on through the

winter.

And she burned all that, 'til around August, and then she burned all that
fall and all that winter. The snow was all brown where there's smoke
coming up underneath, and in the spring she finally...when the rains
came you know
Put it

out?

Put it out. Well, it couldn't go no further anyhow, because the rest of
the country was already burnt. There was only that patch left, so he had
to go and set it.
Any

others?

None that I can recall right now.
Do you recall having seen any fires
you were up there in the
thirties?

up in the Plat River country when

No, none. Not a fire, but boy that whole country's burnt now, since I
left there. I flew over that and, gee, I was surprised to see the fire.
The whole thing is burnt, and gee there was lots...there's some place
along the Flat up there, especially above Irvine Creek; it's jackpine in
there. They were about a foot, foot-and-a-half in diameter and 60 feet up
there, not a limb on them. It's all eroding [rolling?],hilly, rolling
country, when you get to the mountains. It's all burnt.
So there's

been a lot of changes since

the thirties

then.
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Yeh. Sure is a lot of dandy timber gone there. I was figuring one time
whip...I was gonna just whipsaw a boat out. You could get 30 feet like
nothing, not even a pin knot in it. You never limb up to 60 feet. Great
big stuff. You see, they're well protected in the rolling hills, and
that's generally real straight grain stuff. It's all gone.
Do you recall
country?
Or
Yeh.

having seen any landslides
rockslides?

Landslides, rockslides.

Were there
noteworthy,

in your travels

I've seen them plenty.

in the

Nahanni

Snowslides and...

any of them that ever would he large enough to have really
particularly
rockslides
or
landslides?

heen

Well, I don't know in what way, because you take; like in the mountain
country, the mountains are such a vast thing and you see a whole darn
mountain slide down. The biggest I think I've seen, is what they call
Yellow Mountain over here, on the Nahanni just before you get to The
Splits. There it took practically, oh gosh, it must have been at least
seven, eight miles. The whole thing just moved right down into the valley.
You could see it yet. It just looks like a big bench, just settled herself
right down in the valley. It didn't do no damage or anything. It just
displaced itself. Just by, near Twisted...what they call Twisted
Mountain. It's right after you pass Twisted Mountain.
Going

upstream?

Coming up from Nahanni, yeh.
Yeh.

So it's

upstream

from Twisted

Mountain.

No downstream from Twisted Mountain. Upstream from what they call Hell
Hole, foot of The Splits, in other words.
Right,

yes.

What year did that

happen?

Oh that was in...in the forties...'43 I think. A year or so after...'44
maybe. Just after the year I started with Mary.
Huh.

What time of year did this

happen?

It happened in summer.
Was that

a wet

year?

Oh gosh, not...? No, I don't think so. Just ordinary, I think.
ordinary year, but it's, sure is a big drop.
Was there,

sort

of a tremor

No, no.
Nobody saw it

I

guess?

at all,

when this

happened

or. .. ?

Just
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No. We see it, that is, we went up on a trip and came back, and we see
this whole darn big rip. We knowed then that... Well, we went over to
see it and there was nothing to... You could see all the trees or the
stuff it took away and ripped it down, down below, but it was just like
you shifted something down. There she was, a big long bench which is
what came off. It was the same as it was before.
This wasn't

in solid

rook.

This

was....

Oh no. The rock below it yeh. There was dirt on top the rock and the
dirt and everything there like a light, pretty light clay, and it just
slid right off the rock and set herself down. And it's a long, long thing.
What would the vertical

drop have

been?

Oh, a hundred feet.
So a hundred feet

and seven

or eight

miles

long.

Yep.
Boy that's

a lot

of

moving.

Maybe a little more, but at least a hundred feet. It tapered. It went like
kind of a wedge. Wedge-shaped, so the lower part I think would be a
bit more...a good hundred feet, more, maybe.
Did you recall

having

seen any spectacular

rockslides

up in the...

?

Yeh, we just had some here even but they occur pretty well all over,
especially now like when it rains. Spring is the worst time because of
the snow melts and it thaws out the ice that's in the cracks in the
rock, because when it was ice it wedges the mountain. Then, when she
thaws out, then she's loose which I found out one time climbing. I was
going after moose one time. And the moose they went into a gol-darn draw
and I couldn't go around because it was a cut wall, and there was one
little gol-darn notch in there but pretty near straight up. It was early
in the morning. I went in April, and I took my snowshoes. I just left
them there, and I started crawling up and I got up, and got up and finally
I got up, and just like a ladder I got up. I followed the rim and I kept
on watching down below and there was no moose so... This just took me about
two hours. By this time, the sun was up and it thawed out these gol-darn
holds I had. When I came back and boy, oh boy, I started to come back down
backwards. You know all these darn things I had in my hand were loose! And
right from there, I just had a little leeway there, and from there a
drop of about 500 feet or more. Oh I had to go back up again, and I didn't
get to the worst part. I had to go back up again and I had to go around
about for another two-three miles. I had to go down and get my snowshoes.
Shows how you can get in a predicament. They were solid there when I went
because they were frozen in. When the sun comes out and thaws them out,
they're loose. They'll stay there, as far as that goes. They're not going
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to fall out until you get a hold of your fingers on the hand-hold and put
some weight on and then they go. That learnt me something right there.
So you'd
on?

recommend staying

away from steep

slopes

when the thaw's

going

Well, yeh. It's alright if you got.. If you fall, you're gonna fall right
straight down, but remember I had.. If I'd have fell, I'd have rolled down
the five hundred foot drop on the right of me. I had no leeway, but if it's
all nice and level-off and flat below it for sure you could probably
tumble down. Say if you're coming down fifty feet and down, at least you
could not go another five hundred feet down on the side of cliff.
Okay, let's
turn to another subject:
of what years there were spectacular

floods.
Do you have
floods on the River?

recollections

The biggest flood we had there was, I think, in 1943 and '46 was another
one, and that's the time she went over at Simpson. She went over at
Nahanni Butte. [Where] our place was, we still had to go a foot-and-a-half
before it'd go over the top to hit the house and...
It

didn't

hit

the house then in

'46?

No, we had another foot-and-a-half to go yet to raise and then she'd
have been in the floor. Dick's place there, at the mouth, it was right
up to his gate which he had to go about two feet there. Netla was over
alright and [Fort] Liard almost to the store, but Simpson had four feet
of water that time. But then there was another one that came in on the
Nahanni on a good raise. It went over Hotsprings that time. No! The
one at The Hotsprings was the same year as Simpson went over. Nearly
the whole country was flooded that time.
What year was that

again?

I think it was '46.
around '47.

'45 or '46. No, it was later than that.

It was '47,

Well now, I recall your cabin at The Hotsprings,
the old one having
on the third log up, and wasn't that from a flood in the
sixties?

That's the flood.
Well then...

Yeh.

That's the flood.

So that's

in back in

That's the same one, yeh.

'47?

She went to two logs up, I said, yah.

Were there

any floods

during

the

There's two feet in it.

sixties?

No, no.
At least

not over

the tops

a mark

of the bank

anyway.
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No not up there. Simpson did, but then of course Simpson will flood
some every year. Maybe the next time they get it. They will probably...
They were lucky this time, that it didn't go through the town complete
because that gol-darn causeway got. It's a dam on that snye, a real one.
That is a safety valve for the town. That's when the pressure hits. You
know it hits, the Liard or the Mackenzie, Liard hits the Mackenzie, the
water used to go around islands, that's why that island was for. That's
why that snye was formed there, and then they plugged it. That town is
going to be wiped out one of these times. Maybe it could be next spring.
They were just lucky that we had ten days freezing this spring because
the breakup we had was quick. She thawed fast. The water came in fast and
then all at once again she started freezing, every night, and that water
had a chance to get away. If it wouldn't have been for that I bet ya
half of Simpson would be gone. It won't be water that's going to get
Simpson. Ice! Because you go up town from Liard and you look down and
you can see right straight, right between.. You know where Jack Norcross
is and the airport? It's been, one time, an old, old channel and then a
snye over here you see. The snye took off all the pressure for the ice
but now they plugged it...they got two causeways on that snye and this
other one's a big one and that thing don't thaw out so very fast, so
when the ice hits it, that's it. She stops there, so where's the water
and ice gonna go? She has to go through the town. You'll see that.
It's gonna go.
Do you recall

any big floods

back in the thirties

on the South

Nahanni?

Thirties?
Y eh.
I wasn't on i t the Nahanni u n t i l . . .
You were at the Flat

then?

Flat, yeh.
And you never

did come out in springtime.

I suppose

you wouldn't

see %t3 eh?

We came down. One year we came down, '37, spring of '37. We left on the
10th of May. There was I, Faille, Billy and Nazare Zenchuk and his
partner. There was two more guys, this Harry Vandale and Mel Campbell.
Did you remember the guys I told you about that came in. They were supposed
to be delivering [getting] more grub in and the plane never come. Well
they were there. And Nazare and his partner, they were at Caribou, and they
came up to where we were. So there was ice in the creek yet. So, I shoved
a box in on top of the ice, two sluice boxes and shoved enough gravel in
to get about oh... We got about a half-ounce of gold and we took off. So
we had no grub. We all wintered on just meat, meat, meat, meat, meat. No
tobacco, no tea, no milk, nothing, just straight meat. Anyhow, we wanted
to get into town so we got down, come to the Flat. The Flat had just a
strip about, oh fifty feet across open, right in the middle. So I took off
the clothes and slipped off the ice and trying to hold your clothes up. It
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just caught you about up on your chest. Got out on the other side and
crawled up on something carrying your...Boy! I was just blue, purple
my skin was. Anyway, a big fire and by suppertime the other guys they
come over, one after the other..."Eeeeee the water's cold!" What the
hell can you expect. This isn't California or Florida. Anyhow, we
started to go down and we got down to Faille's camp.
Tape 3 - Side 1

Gus, we left
the River.

off that

last

tape, and you were in the process of

crossing

Well, after we got across, we had to go down about twenty miles to Faille's
camp. Faille had no grub neither. All he had [were] some beans, there in
the cache, and we had nothing up there at this point. The little meat we'd
had when these other two fellows, Nazare and his partner came up, well,
that was it. They cleaned the whole works up. So Faille had about a
large pailful of beans, uncooked yet. We cooked them, of course, when we
got there. And then, meanwhile went down hunting. Oh, about a mile-anda-half from his cabin, there was, uh what they call Irvine Creek coming in
there, and a big driftpile on this place there. Well here's happen to be
two, two-year-old moose standing on that driftpile. So we shot the both
of them.
Then Nazare and John and Mel Campbell and Harry Vandel, they made a raft,
a big raft. The ice was still in the River from Faille's [cabin] on
yet. So, anyhow we waited. I think we waited pretty near about 3 days
or something like that, and then we took off. And we just about behind
ice all the way down until we got almost to the Caribou, and then we
had to stop. The jam broke again and away she went and then we'd sometimes
only make a couple of miles there, 3 miles and had to stop. Anyhow, we
got within, I'd say 5 miles from the Caribou, mouth of the Caribou, and
here was the ice clean across the River. Right from a big wall up [and]
down, because it overflowed all winter and here the whole river was going
underneath. Well, everybody looked and there was lots of room, if you go
underneath. We were in a canoe, Bill and I and Faille, and they were on
the raft and they had most of the meat on. So it was about 4 feet of space
between the ice and the water but this thing was about a good hundred feet
wide, [and] long. Nobody wanted to take a chance. The water's going at
a pretty good current through it. It only be a matter of one minute and
you'd be out of it. So they ditched their raft there, and they packed all
the meat across this ice. Of course, we portaged too, with the canoe and
everything, the dogs. So, from there it was only a short 5 miles to the
Caribou. So we went down, and the Caribou she was just shooting the
water right straight across the Flat, a big rich
The Caribou gets a
lot of water. Sometimes you don't know which is really the Flat River,
the left fork or the right.
So anyhow, we got to the camp. At the mouth of Caribou they [presumably
Nazare Zenchuk and his partner] had a cabin there. They had some dry
meat in there and a little bit of flour they had left. So we stayed there
and they were using sourdough so I made, I think, about almost a 24-pound
sack of flour all in sourdough biscuits to go on down. So we took the
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dry meat. The grizzly came again while we were there, and I shot the
grizzly and a great big brute.
So, we start from there down and soon as we got within sight of the
Nahanni, already we could see that, oh, we're not going to get far because
the ice was just sitting there floating, like a lake. She was jammed.
We went down to, oh, about 10 miles and here she was, the jam. We were on
a bar, and on this bar we almost was ready for night camp and here the
water's coming up, coming up. So there was no more room on there, so
we went right straight across. We were right above the jam. You could
see the water just circling and then going under. So, there was an eddy
right behind a cutwall across the River, so we went in behind that thing.
There was no flat place to camp, but we managed to climb up about 50 feet
and there was a little level spot. And, by gosh, there in 20 minutes the
water came up about a foot a minute. Just up and the canoe we're taking
it up, taking it up. We took everything out and there she sat. And all
at once, oh, I think it was about three o'clock in the morning, we heard
this rumble. Just sounded like a thunder and here goes down the whole
works. Even without a push, she's [the canoe] down anyway, going right
down to the bottom and there was nothing there, nothing but slime, [and]
all that silt. Boy was it slippery. I was willing to stay it. Oh no,
let's go! Let's go! Everybody want to go.
So when we left the Caribou, Nazare and this other guy, this John...I forget
his name. I think it was Lomar, Romar or something. It was a Russian name
anyhow... They had a boat there, you see, a 24-foot boat that they came up
with to the Caribou, and from there on they loaded Harry and Milt on and
themselves. They put on two sets of oars, one guy in front, and one guy
in the back, and we all went. Well as soon as we started moving, no more
we got around that wall, there it's all canyon, here's ice. Anyplace
where it could stick, even a little shelf it was holding up...with big...
Just a wall of ice both sides and just continuous r-o-o-m. Tons and
tons fall because it's too quick behind when the jam broke. We didn't
know where the jam was yet, the main jam was what stopped it.
Anyhow we comes out, we gets out coming into Deadman's Valley and right
just above Meilleur Creek; there she was! Straight across! The whole
blooming River! And it was coming, pretty good lick and all at once,
here ahead of us, just like a big beaver dam, all ice straight across, and
a great big whirlpool. That darn thing must have been at least a hundred,
one hundred feet in diameter, just like a funnel and going around and
around and around. Just about an angle of...almost a 35°angle of a hole in
there. We hit this gol-darn thing and made one complete circle around it.
All I had for a paddle was a little pole shaved off about, oh, couple of
inches, two inches wide and Faille had the paddle and that's all. We were
packed in that canoe just like sardines. We had the dogs in there, we had
our bedding, and the fur we had, and his engine. We had an engine, but no
gas. So you couldn't move, and that blooming canoe, the canvas, all that
was holding that canvas on the side was the pressure of the water. It was
about a good inch-and-a-half away from the gunwhale. A lot of time
water just splashed in and you got water in the canoe. So, the second trip,
I look back to Faille, the first time we hit it. So, he didn't know what the
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heck to do neither. So the second time, the round we made... We lost
already about 10 feet, down in, we're sunk in the angle...I don't think
we could've made another two rounds. That'd been it, cause about the
third round it would have had us in. I says well this is it you know we're
finished so all at once, this whole thing heaved up. All at once you could
see something stopped in that whirlpool. She got plugged and the jam
broke. Boy did we go. Up! And ice, was oh-h-h a big piece of ice,
twice the size of our gol-darn head. It's a wonder it didn't flop into
the canoe, and just going half-time ice and half-time water. Down it
went for 5 miles before we could get into shore.
Well, they were coming behind us, just about.... Oh, they were about
quarter of a mile when we hit this darn jam and we motioned back, you
know, go for shore. But they didn't know what the heck we were motioning
at. So they came just the same time when this thing broke. They were just
a short distance back behind us. And when we landed, here they were still
going. They couldn't get in because more ice was coming in from the sides.
Lot of the side was still not moving too fast, just pushing. They were so
excited, two guys were rowing this way and the other two guys were rowing
upstream and they went past us. They landed about a mile below us. That
was a close one.
I wouldn't be surprised if that's McLeods got that same thing that because
they found their boat about four miles [down] in a driftpile that time.
It could be they got in the same predicament. That's right there where
the bodies were too, by the creek. And they made shore, probably pretty
sick, because they were weak anyhow, trying to get gold, you know, catch cold.
Okay. Well let's
now go back to pick up some of your history
up the Flat
River country.
Well you've given us some already.
I think we've pretty
well
covered 1934.
(In) 1935 what kind of work were you doing up there?
I was prospecting mostly and just running around the country.
At this
thing ?

stage

you hadn't

bothered

to set

up any sluice

boxes,

this

kind

of

No, no, because that time you see I didn't figure that... You see, I more
or less made a deal with Leigh Brintnell that if I find anything, I'll wait
'til he comes in. So that's why I didn't stake, you see, until he come in
and take him over to see what he can do. Well, he never showed up. So then
Wop came in with Bill, and then I told you about Drummond, Lee Drummond,
and that's how this whole thing got changed. Otherwise I'd have staked
it before.
So that

I guess

Leigh was, at that

stage

then,

was cut right

out when

you...

Yeh, well he never came back. And all I did then was run around the country
and panned and prospected. I went clean to the Coal River, up the Flat
and in that area stayed in there for darn near six years, I think. Yep,
must have been over six years.
Wow, when you were panning,

were you actually

panning

to accumulate

some
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gold or were you gust

panning

to see where stuff

was?

Just a test because you could get gold practically all over there and
some darn good pans, but then to make it pay at that time to, it
wouldn't. It didn't pay because it was only, well gold was only at that
time thirty-five [dollars] an ounce and then besides [it's] harder to
get into there.
Was gold

thirty-five

an ounce

then?

That time, oh yeh. That is, that gold would be. Not all gold, because all
gold is not pure. There's wery few places that you get pure gold. There's
always some silver or copper mixed or silver-copper. That's where you get
your different colour of gold. But that gold in that section was straight.
What you call fine gold. It'll go straight, full price.
No, you stayed up there in '34 and '35, and you still
the winter of '35- '36 too?

stayed

up

through

No, then I came down in August, I came out in '36. [No,] '37 August I
came out. I stayed in there two years without coming out.
What other

people

do you recall

being

in the area in those

years?

Well, just the natives from Telegraph Creek came in there, McDames Creek
[McDame Creek, B.C.]. They come in there trapping, of course, in winter.
Was that

their

normal sort

of trapping

grounds?

Yeh. They came along. They sure were tough buggers, I'll tell you right
now. They come over 275 miles with sleighs, just to trap in there. Well,
they trapped from the Smith River and along the Coal, Hyland... They come
in toward there, same as I was.
Well,

didn't

the Liard

Indians

trap

in that

country

in those

days?

No, no. Not in that time. Years and years ago they used to. But it must
have been 25 years before I come in the country. There was a few trapped
in there. Mostly all from the other side, the Yukon.
Do you know why the Liard

Indians

gave up trapping

in that

country?

Well, they had too much other country. Gosh look at
they had all along
the Liard, and Trout Lake and all that. That's a big country. Better for
trapping too than that part, because all that's in there mostly is marten.
Here [along the Liard] they got beavers, mink and marten and lynx stuff.
They got a bigger variety and more fur. Too much country in there [Flat
River], there's nothing in i t — j u s t bare, bare mountains.
Just

the valley

bottoms

was

it?
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Just the valley bottoms. [There] isn't enough there to hold anything.
So it's not a real...I wouldn't say it's a real good trapping country.
Did you ever
that country,

see any of the Indians
summer or winter?

from the Liard

or South Nahanni up in

No, never.
Not at

all?

Never.
I talked to Charlie Yohin a little
up into that country on occasion.

bit and he says at one time they
That would be before the thirties

ranged
then?

About 25 years before I come.
So that would be around
up there
?

the turn

of the century

almost,

that

they

were

Yeh, a long time. Anyhow, there were some that went in to stake, but then
it's in and out that's all, but not to trap. The furthest they came to
trap was up to the head of Mary River.... You know head of Mary River?
Yes.
There, when I was still in the country. That was after I'd moved to
The Hotsprings. One year they went there that far. There was about seven,
eight of them, all the way from mouth of Nahanni. But no further.
Now, did any of the Indians come in from Ross River
the thirties
when you were up in
there?

in that

country

in

No, no, not, just the ones I mentioned came from Yukon that
Well that's

from Telegraph

Creek in

B.C.

Yeh, Joe, George, and that John-Dog. Lawson and Diamond C's brother,
half-brother, there was six of them they came.
Okay. Now in 193-... summer, August
any gold out with you?

of 1937, you came out.

Did you

bring

Just about two ounces. But then again there was just to get some company
interested to work it, because it's a hard creek to work, the one that I
was working on, for boulders. But then the war broke out and that was it.
That finished it.
Well the war huadn't started
No in '39.

yet

in

'37

though.
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Now in '37 was that the year you came out and you and Bill
the Liard-Nahanni
Gold company (going) ?

and others

got

No I stayed, I stayed in there and that Bill was supposed to come back and
never come back, because he couldn't get no plane to come. The government
took over the planes that time already.
In

'37 they'd

already

taken

them

over?

In '39...'38...'38.
Okay.

Let 's stick

back in 193-

No! '37 is right. Yeh, '37 because that's the year the barge sunk, '37.
He's suppose to come back in July and he never showed up. That's right.
So what did you do?

You turn around and went out in

August?

No I stayed. And I figured...I waited until almost freeze-up, the snow
already. I think it was the first of October and I walked down to
Faille's place to see if Faille came back and to get some news why Bill
didn't come in and Faille just got there. Just got there an hour or two
before I was. If I didn't see him then I would've been heading overland
out. That was my intention. And I had some good fat meat, that's all I
had. I killed a bull with about four inches of fat on the back, and that
was a lot of weight. When you got meat like that you don't care for nothing.
So anyhow, I hollered to him and he came across with his canoe and picked
me up. So he told me, "Don't look for Bill. Don't look for nobody. The
government took the planes over and Bill can't get a plane to come back".
"So," he says "better stay with me". I says "No chance" I said "I wanna
just get out", because no clothes neither just what I got on and they were
all shot to pieces already. So anyhow, when I started down to his gol-darn
place there was about six inches of snow and I hit the River about five
or six miles above his camp and I had to take [to] the River, to the stones.
Otherwise you climb up and down up and down and it was slippery, for the
whole one side walking [walking on side hills]. Like my aching legs
felt like it was out of joint or something. [Patterson makes a similar
comment about this stretch in his interview.] I only had rubbers on and
they were worn slick, not a bit of rough on the bottom. So anyhow, he
talked me into it. He says, "Oh stay and I'll go
Look" he says "I'll
tell you what I'll do, I'll go down as far as Jack's mouth of the Nahanni,
and I'll bring up more grub and some clothes and tobacco". And he says
"You go ahead and put up the meat for the winter and we'll trap together".
And anyhow he thought it was going to be...price wasn't going to be much
anyhow on account of the war. Nobody's going to buy fur.
Yeh,

but gust

a minute.

What I don't

Yeh.
And there

was no war

yet.

understand

is this

is still

'37.
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No, but they took a lot of it already. It was held. [Unintelligible] the
barge sunk '37. Could be '38, but it seems to me '37 and that was the
year we had the engineer in, that year. He went out with Faille, and I
stayed and Bill was suppose to come with the plane.
That's

when Falcon

came

in.

Yeh.
Falcon was the

engineer.

Yeh.
And he came in in the spring... flew

in?

No, no. I think it was the end of June, but in June. Around the 20th.
Somewheres in there. So anyhow, then Faille started down and then when
he got down to mouth of Nahanni, Jack was supposed to
He was gonna
get the stuff from Jack LaFlair. He had a store there. And Jack wasn't
home. Jack was down in Simpson. So he went all the way to Simpson,
Faille did, and bought the stuff in Simpson. When he come up through
the rapids.., he had a box for some trappers on his way up with some groceries,
and he had it sittin' right in front of his canoe. So just when he got
up, about middle of the rapids, there's a place we call Big Stone; good
landing place. It's right on a bedrock. He runs his canoe up in there,
lifts this box up and sets it down, and he turns around and his canoe is
gone. He took the weight off the front and she just... The current
took it. Well it only had to go only a little short distance before she
rolled over, because it's just a terrible big rapids. Some of them are
6-foot boulders in there. Well, there he was. So Jack Sands was coming
up behind him, him and somebody else. They see all this—canoe upside
down with a kicker on it and all the stuff scattered, some of it along
the shore. Well, they thought he'd upset, drowned, you know. So they
went up a little further and then they happened to spot him there. So
they took him to mouth of Nahanni and there he stayed.
I didn't know. I was waiting for him and hoping he'd come back. That year
right after he left, she started snowing and snowing and snowing. Heck
got four feet of snow in about a month. It never let up. It was almost
a month-and-a-half there before it quit snowing. The River was...
It wasn't cold. It was warm, but then the snow was so thick it just
plugged the Flat River with slush. It plugged it. So, after she did freeze,
then I went, hooked up his dogs and I went down the 75 miles down to the
mouth of the Flat. Thought maybe he got caught there with the canoe.
Nothing there.
So I went back and I thought, oh, maybe he figured the fur was no good and
was no use coming back. So I didn't bother even trapping. I didn't
start trapping—but there was nothing to d o — t o about the first of January,
New Year's Day. I set out a few traps and fooled around. You know goldarned wolves... Every trip I made on the line ate up, ate up, marten
ate up. So I quit. Anyhow, I got around 60 marten and I shot two or three
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lynx I think, that got caught in the marten trap.
Then away in February, there's a plane flew over and I seen it was
heading towards Seaplane Lake. So, it was Dalziel but I didn't know it
at the time. So I hooked the dogs up next day and I broke trail out
there 25 miles to the Lake. I got there, almost got there and here's
Faille coming. So he told me then that he swamped the whole thing.
So anyhow, we got...he told me the fur was still good price, but marten
were only $25.00 a piece. So, I had about 1,000 dollars worth of furs.
So, I wanted to give it all to him because of his grub, his place on
McMillan. We split it. That's all, he said. He can get another grub
stake anyhow.
So you stayed in there for that winter then, I guess
the two of you trapped.
You started
trapping pretty

once he came back and
hard then?

No, no. He didn't. He started trapping but he only got one marten. And
I told him, take this line I had before where I had to leave on account
of the wolves.
The traps are all there yet but I just hadn't... You know,
it was hopeless. I even went up and back one day. Come back cleaned o u t —
--wolves and wolverine. Terrible! It just discourages you. And the pans
all tore to pieces. It just was useless. So I left it and went across
the River on another direction.
This was up Irvine

Creek was

it?

No, up above Faille's. [It] starts on the mountain right back of his
place. There's an old creek in there. It's between Quartz Creek we
call it, between Quartz Creek and Faille's place. So, I was running
that at the time when he got there. So, I told him to take this other
line, but he didn't. He said oh, down below he's got
, he knows where
there's a lot of marten. Well, he only got one marten.
I think maybe we should go and give Mickey a hand with the boat.
It's
going sideways again.
(The boat was being pounded on shore by large waves
on Little
Doctor Lake.
The same waves are producing the background
noise
on the
tape.)
Anyhow, from there we stayed in Deadmen's Valley and then 'til ice..made
sure she was out of First Canyon now. The First Canyon's below us and
we left the Second Canyon, because it was always called First and Second
Canyon coming up River. Anyway, we got to the mouth and then there we
met Freddy Sibbeston. He had a barge with six horses on [which] he
brought down from [Fort] Nelson, and he was behind the ice. So they were
waiting for the ice to go out from below Nahanni to get to Simpson. So we
joined in with them. We just stayed there for, about, I think three days.
We figured, well, she must have moved. So away we went and then we got
down 25 miles to Ollie Lindberg's place and there she was just below
Ollie's. Plugged again. So we stayed there one day.
This barge that they had--it was big darn barge, and the six horses on it-the bottom, I don't know whatever it was made. [It] must of [been] made of
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awful thin material, maybe an inch and a...oh, I'd say inch-and-a-half
bottom, which wasn't nowhere's in proportion for a barge that size.
It should've been at least two, maybe two-and-a-half inches planking
underneath. Anyhow, it was going...gee, that barge was just like a carpet.
You'd swear she's a going to bust, and we weren't in the rapids yet. This
is above the rapids. Just in the...just when, you know, the motion...going
to coast down and because you had to follow the channel. Finally, we got
to the rapid. Plugged again, and then she broke from there. She sure
was high--fifty feet high.
The

ice?

Yep. There's a bar right below the Beaver Dam [Rapids] on the Liard and
the ice was one big block, just like it was cut—fifty feet high. That
thing must have been, oh, a quarter of a mile or more long and about, oh,
I'd say roughly at least a hundred yards wide. Just a big block of....
All that just where it jam, will build up and then she broke loose and left
all this sit. Even people, like down Walker's there, there was [they
were] some people not far from Simpson, and their bank was a hundred feet.
They said the ice... They could see the ice just from the house going
higher than the....the pieces of ice going higher than the bank.
They were floating

downstream

like

this?

Downstream yeh. That's as high as the water was, oh imagine. Anyhow,
we got by. We got through, and we got down to, oh, within two, three
miles of Simpson. We couldn't get into shore because there was this
straight wall of ice. And it happened to be a little small creek there,
just a mile and a half from town, that there was just enough to get in
there and snub that scow. So, we left Freddy there with the horses and
we took Faille's canoe and we went into town. Well, we got into town and
there was ice laying on top of the bank even, straight wall again. So
they seen us coming, of course. We hung on to the ice there and some guys
handed down...they put a rope down. We got this up, that up and finally
we pulled the canoe almost straight up, put her on the bank. That's how
we got out. Behind the ice, all the way, from way up near the Flat to
clean down to Simpson and then she was plugged four miles from town yet,
or the end of the jam was about four miles from town.
So that

was your trip

out in

'37 you made?

Yeh, yeh.
Bow, once you got out in
Yeh.

around and go back in

again?

We only were in town about ten days and we went right back.

Who went back with
Bill.
Bill

'37 did you turn

did?

you?
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Yeh.

The other guys, of course, they never.

Now, at this

time had you got your Liard-Nahanni

Gold Company

together?

It was just into the...yeh it was already in the...formed. We had a
charter and there was six in it. This was a Montreal outfit. Bulyio
[spelling uncertain] was in on it. He's a mining financier mostly, and
he was pretty heavy sunk into Yellowknife that time. You see Yellowknife
was booming all the time, from around 1933 on. He had a lot of claims in
there [Yellowknife] and lots of stock and stuff from the other companies.
So they were kinda holding this thing back, because they figured well,
placer? This thing [Yellowknife] looked pretty big at that time. They
didn't know yet how far that gold seams and [if] the gold was gonna hang
out there at Yellowknife. So there was about four or five mines in there.
Finally it all concentrated down to Giant there and Negus. So, he was one
of them. Then during the war he was... That was it.
Okay.
Who else was in on the Liard-Nahanni
Gold Mines?
Liard-Nahanni
Gold Mines, it was called Liard-Nahanni

No, it

wasn't
?

Syndicate...Liard-Nahanni Gold Syndicate.
Is that

what it

was

called?

Yeh.
Who else

was in on it?

There was you.

There was

Bill.

There was me, yeh. Bill and Wop May, and Lee Drummond, and then they
hired Carl Falcon for his. He was an engineer for Hollinger Mines. So
they got him to come in to look the ground over you know.
Bid he have a chunk of the

Syndicate?

No.
No.

So he was just

hired?

'Til that time, yeh, but then later he quit Hollinger Mines and then he
joined into the company. And now, of course, he's...
And there

was

Bulyio.

Bulyio, he's from Montreal.
Right.

He was really

the money behind

it?

He was, yeh. And there was two lawyers, a couple of bankers in the
whole deal.
Do you have any records

of that

company?
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No, burnt in '42 fire.
And I take

it

Bill

Everything burnt that '42 fire.

was....

I still got a few papers from the heading [letterhead] but that's all —
the letters. I had two hundred and seventy-five thousand shares in the
Company, in the Bank of Montreal, but they're nothing, they're finished.
They're not worth nothing.
Nowj I take it that Bill was the one that was on the outside,
sort of
making the contact with people and doing most of the arranging of the
forming of the Company was he?
No, it was Lee Drummond. You see when Bill brought... You see, there
was quite a few other people had claims, [such as] Jack Symes, in that
country and through the whole bunch they hired Lee Drummond to go in to
look this property over. But then he joined in, after he see what was
in the country. He joined in. But Billy should have the...I had the
option. They sent an option to me and then a few years later, Bill he
wanted to take a copy of that option. So I sent it to him in Simpson,
and I never got it back. So he must have it.
Yes,

I think

Bill

has a number of records

of the

Company.

Yeh, he should have the option yet.
So,

Drummond was the man that

did all

the financial

arranging

and so on.

Yeh, that was Lee. He was the mining engineer.
Right.

He was sufficiently

encouraged

to

proceed.

Oh yeh, yeh.
Now, Liard-Nahanni
Gold didn't
only end up owning the claims that you had
staked,
and Bill had staked.
Did they not end up buying most of the
claims in that
country?
They didn't bought none.
They

didn't?

No we had enough of our own. The only thing they claimed, you see, we had
one claim in between... Remember I staked one claim for Faille?
Yes.
Well now, when Falcon came in... Faille was supposed to take me to deal in
Simpson to pick [up] Falcon and take him back to Simpson. But he had that
claim in. Well Faille never even see that claim yet. So when he [Falcon]
came in, there we were waiting for him [Faille], after Falcon looked the
ground over. So now he had to wait now 'til Faille got there, to see what
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kind of deal [he'd] make for his claim cause he's in between. Well
finally he [Faille] came up, and I had to go down to get him too, down
25 miles. So anyhow I got [or] dragged him up there, you might as well
say. He wouldn't turn his claim over. He never seen it. That's the
first time now, he seen it. So he offered him two thousand dollars, and
seven percent interest. He said I can't retire on that money. But
spoil it, and you couldn't.... He got mad actually. He got real sore.
And he never did a thing. He never paid a cent and I paid the recording,
I did the assessment work ewery year because I stayed there all the time.
So I did the work on it and this is the first time he seen it and then he
wouldn't even turn his claim over. Well that done it. That broke the...
They shut everything up right there. So they figured, well we'll just
wait until... Freeze him out. I'm not gonna do the assessment work for
him no more, nor renew his claim and figure that's it. If he don't do
it one year, that was it. Well it was only another year or two and there
was the war happens. And the whole thing flopped.
For two years after the war then Falcon came in, and I was supposed to go
in with him but I couldn't because, by this time now, I was in with
another mining outfit. I had to go to get samples out. So Billy went in
with Falcon and they stayed in there, they fooled around in there for
I think about two months. Now Faille's claim was out, so they renewed all
the claims and everything. It never went ahead.
All

the claims

of Liard-Nahanni

Gold Syndicate

were located

on Bennett

Creek?

No. On McLeod there was this one there called McLeod Creek, Grizzly Creek,
Lee Creek, on several creeks, and one...I forget what winter it was
Wop came in again and we staked another creek. We called it Lodema Creek,
and it was way up on the Canyon Creek, a creek coming in. So Bill and I
we went up in there and staked for him, and his wife, and he had another
power of attorney claim and we took claims on there to make another group.
Well that never materialized neither. We done that in the winter,
and, oh boy, was it cold! It was about 60° below zero.
That was...what

winter

was

that?

You know, that's the part...'50...'40..must be '40..oh no! It'd be
before that time. I think it was '38 or '39..'38 or '39. And we had to
walk about 30 miles. They looked, see this creek from the air and they
had some information on it through some of the natives, but they was all
wrong. It wasn't in that part of the country at all. It was toward the
North Nahanni. Anyhow, about 30 miles we go to this creek, and they says
it's about 5 miles from the air, everything looks nice and short. We
found the place all right.
I'm wondering
you feel that

why you didn't
have claims in Bennett
was where the best gold was?

Creek

'cause

didn't

Bennett Creek that time wasn't named Bennett, you know, 'til Lee Drummond
come. Remember, I was saying I was holding 'til I see Leigh Brintnell?
Right.
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Well when Drummond come, we had no name for the creek, so he wanted to
name it after me. I says "No, I don't want no creek named after me".
So well, he says, "We got to give it a name to record it. How about"..
he was a Bennett man. Bennett was the Premier of Alberta that time,
R. B. Bennett. So he says "How about naming it after Bennett?" I says,
"I don't care. Name it what you like." So that's how it got named
Bennett Creek.
But didn't
you feel
Bennett
Creek?

yourself

that

the best

gold was to be found

at

Oh yeh! At that time, yeh. Because I spent quite a bit of time on it.
There you got actually nuggets. Got nuggets there, big as beans on
occasion.
Why didn't

you stake

claims

for

It wasn't formed yet then.
You see, after....
Well, why wouldn't

Liard-Nahanni

Gold on Bennett

Creek

then?

The Nahanni Syndicate wasn't formed yet.

you have staked

claims

on Bennett

Creek once it

was

formed?

Waiting for Leigh Brintnell.
So he was the one that

was holding

it

up?

Well not holding it up, but I was gonna make a deal. He's going..because
he has his own aircraft, own air service. There was Mackenzie Air
Service. He was the president. He told me before that, if I find
anything to let him know, and we'd work, kind'a work together. Well, he
was suppose to come, and then Wop come in and he told me he seen Leigh
Brintnell at McMurray, and he said to let me know that he can't come in
'til fall. Well, I waited clean to October and, of course, by that time,
ice [was] already on the lake. So that was it. So I made the deal then
with... When Wop told me that, I made a deal with Lee Drummond because
he brought Lee Drummond in.
So then you did stake

some claims

on Bennett

Creek?

Yeh, on Bennett Creek. When I told you, remember, that I was showed him
the gold I got on it. I took him over to it and then he told me you best
take Billy in on it, to make a bigger group. So that was it.
But that

set

of claims

never

did go to the Syndicate

or did

they?

Yeh.
They subsequently

did

then.

Yeh that started it then. That started it. Then it kept up until we
couldn't get no more aircraft, and that was it. And then they allowed us
two years after the war. You didn't have to do no assessment work or nothing
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until two years after the war. So they came in then, him and Bill, and
they worked on it for about a couple of months and it fell through again.
What was the problem when Carl Falcon and Bill
time? Did they not find enough gold or?

Clark went in the

second

Yeh, they didn't find enough to make it warranted. This one creek,
there was a canyon in the creek and there was a big hole...fall s in
the canyon and they drained that canyon out. They made a flume over
it, and they went down below. But it was a poor place, poor place to...
It was a chance that it could be a nice bunch of gold in there but it
washed, it was all washed out. They got some alright but damn little.
Heck I got more just panning around, fooling around. Bill and I, we got
more than that.
Now in the years that you were in there up to the war, did you
ever get to the stage of building
sluice boxes or flumes,
this
thing, so you could really
have a go at it?

people
kind of

Yeh, that's what I did. I built the sluice boxes; sawed them out
there, whipsawed it and made 'em. But then, like I said before, for
just a test. That's all we want, because now we're ready to form the
Company. That's all they want; to get a good sample, so let them have
something to go on. And that's the way it went because it was not enough
for them to be interested. I think we'd have been better off if we
didn't have nothing to do with this Montreal outfit because they were too
highly sunk into Yellowknife. It looked to me there, for a while, that
they were just hanging on to this thing to keep the activity [at Yellowknife] heading up, because placer draws a lot of prospectors. They wanted
to keep as much of this activity [as possible] at Yellowknife to find more.
The claims they had to build it up in stock, shares and things. So
it looked to me something like a little bit underhanded thing to again.
It's mining stunts!
Do you have any estimate
of how many thousand
venture up the Flat
River?

dollars

was sunk into

that

Well they put in about twelve thousand, the Nahanni Gold Syndicate.
Did Nahanni Gold Syndicate
you did?

ever give

you fellows

any salary

for

the work

No. Oh yeh, we got small, small amount but wages that time were only about
a dollar and seventy-five a day, two dollars. And the option there was
nothing paid on it. But we didn't care, because we were in there all the
time and they left us there to go ahead and develop; to keep a testing and;
try to get down to bedrock. But we were not on... No wages. All for
nothing. For our beneift, as far as that goes, but we never got no wages.
And that's the reason we had to trap in order to get another gol-darn
outfit for the summer.
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So in

'39 then,

you had to pull

out of there because of the war?

Right, yeh.
And you went down to the

Butte?

And then I came down to The Hotsprings.
That's

the old cabin at The

I built at The Hotsprings.

hotsprings?

Yeh. No! One by... We're right by the springs. That's the first one
built right by the spring within 30 feet of one of the springs. I couldn't
stay there because it was too warm. You couldn't have no cellar, too hot
in the cellar. And the water problem was there. To get my fresh water,
I'd always go run to the River across.. So then I moved the cabin to the
River, took it all apart, moved it to there. It was a fourteen by sixteen
cabin. Then, from there, I built, but then I found out that that was no
good so I moved down... I tried to get off the soft ground. I wanted to
get on some frost. I figured it'd be cooler. So I built the other one down
below. You see that one below, where the one now, what's now further down.
That's

the one I call

the old one is

it?

Yeh, yeh. And then, after that I come down and built the other one there,
the one that's
So that there was three, three cabins I built there,
and two left. One's gone years. They finally used it all up for firewood.
have they cut up the one that used to be fust.

..?

No, it's still there.
It's

still

there.

Yeh.
The last

one you built's

still

there and the second last

one's

still

there.

Yeh, that's right, yeh. It was that winter when I was hunting...seventeen...
Well, we came back in... I suppose it's better than seventeen years at least
since I built that thing. In '62 when we got back, second time now, in '62.
It was already seventeen years old, that cabin.
Oh well,

that's

a real

oldie.

It's still in good shape yet. Gosh we moved and we stayed in there two
winters before I built this last one.
les.
When you moved The hotsprings
of trapping, that sort of thing?

then,

did you take up a full-time

life

No. I more or less I give up trapping. I was getting older and pretty soon
I started getting pension. They start pensioning me off already at 69.
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Almost just a month..another month I'd have been 70, so then they pensioned
me. Old Ross Baker, he told me I should get it. He said he'd help me out.
Ïeh, but in

'49,

er sorry,

in

'40 you weren't

69.

No. I mean I'm talking about when the cabin..., when we came back the last
time. I came there in '62.
Okay.

Let's

go back to 1940 when you moved to The

Hotsprings.

Oh yeh.
Then you took up a life

of full-time

trapping

did

you?

Yeh, I trapped. I trapped, but didn't trap that first winter. I didn't
have to trap the first winter. Second winter, I trapped, a little bit.
The third winter, I met Mary....'42 and then we went trapping, right.
And where did you run your trap

lines

from The

Hotsprings?

Up Clausen Creek nearly to the mountain.
Way up to the

Tlogotsho?

No, right as far as you can go on Clausen Creek.
call it, the Ram Range.

It started, what you

Tape 3 - Side 2
Now, you were describing
how you ran your trap line up Clausen
Did you stick to the north branches of the Creek then?

Creek.

Yeh, to the west.
To the west and the north,

but not to the

south.

No, to the west. I went almost halfway to Deadmen's Valley in there,
but the further up you went, it started to get out of timber and everything. It's pretty bare. We did good. We did good, pretty near
every year there.
Is

that

half-decent

beaver

country

up there

at

all?

Not too good for beaver. There's just creek beaver and very, very poor
beaver as far as that goes. No lakes. No lakes at all.
So would you go trapping
in the
springtime?

beaver

and rats

then across

a:nd down the

Nahanni

Yeh and then we used to go down, and sometimes go down as far as Jackfish
or go to Deadman's Valley and then, of course, we got some there too.
We never got more than, oh, I think it was around 40 beaver in one spring
in that section.
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Would you get many otter

in that

country?

Very few. There's otter, but you hardly ever see 'em twice same place.
They're up and down all the time.
Got a

fisher?

None. There's only one family we see one time and they... If I'd have
only known it... We just got back to The Hotspring and we see the tracks.
Oh, the whole family went. I think there was five of them and I thought
they'd keep a going. In fact I followed them for about a quarter of a
mile and said, "I guess they keep going". So we went on to the house, shack
in there. A week after, I happened to make a circle around. Too late.
The darn things were denned up in a... You could see the old stumps that
had holes in them, and they'd been fooling around that hole. If I'd only
gone a little further that time, I could've set the traps and could
have got them. That was the only time we seen a fisher tracks.
Did you ever

see any coyotes

in that

country?

Never, but I seen one coyote at the mouth of the Nahanni was killed,
just one.
So they're

going

to be pretty

rare

in there

then?

Well for some reason they like more open country.
too much mountainous.

And it's a little bit

You don't think
above the tree

up in the

you'd
line?

see them up above the....say

No, no. You get what you call it, brush wolves.
between a coyote and a timber wolf.

Tlogotsho

They're kinda half

Now, George Scotter's
been around collecting
observations
on deer.
guess you've given all your observations
on deer to him, have you?

I

Oh yeh.
So that

there 's not much point

in us going

through

them.

He's got that pretty well. Twice he wrote us, and we give him all the
dope and more than what he asked for as far as that goes.
Okay. Now you trapped
'42,
'43?
Yeh.
'44?

Yeh.

from that

location

at The Hotsprings

in

'40,

'41,
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'45?

Up to about '46.
To '46 eh.

And then you moved down to the

Butte?

Down to the Butte, yeh. But we used to go down there and stay in the
summer there part of the time, and then go up..be up and down the River,
run around prospecting. I figured working for the mining companies. Why,
I'd be going some place all the time to get samples out for here. Lot of
it never staked the ground.
The mining
would hire

companies went....
After
you on for the summer?

the war ended,

the mining

companies

Right, yeh. I could have got a job steady, all the time steady as far as
that goes, but I didn't have to because I was more or less independent.
I trapped in the winter. We had enough money, and didn't have to rely on
wages.
So that

was a pretty

Oh yeh, gosh yeh!
And get

to see the

good life

then,

working

for

them?

You're your own boss, you know.
country?

See the country, and it was always greener over the next hill. Always
something pops up; you can't hardly go sometimes a mile, and something,
even if it has nothing to do with mining or prospecting. There's so many
different things...scenery. There's always something interesting, anyhow.
In the early years after the war, this was all by riverboat
along
River and then hike back up into the hills,
that type of
thing?

the

Right, yeh.
What is the first
year you recall
helicopters
for getting
around?

the mining

companies

starting

to

use

The first helicopter came to Nahanni was in '50 and it was Imperial
Oil. He came, landed on the Butte. They were looking for, oh, just
studying the formation, the geology part of it. Then that same year the
army came in with a Sikorsky. That...what'd you call it? The oil outfit-Imperial, they had a Bell helicopter and they flew over. I was..I and
another native that I had hired to help me, [were] cutting trail because
he owed me some money, and so I told him to give me a hand and we'll
call it square. So we were just nicely cutting the trail behind us--it
was all solid windfall behind our place--and here comes the helicopter.
They land up on the, almost on the top of the Butte on a kinda of a little
hump. Then after they were there for awhile, they start revving her up
again and sat. Looked like they were in trouble. So we went up. So, "Let's
go up there. I imagine there's something wrong,..they can't!' So we went
up there. We got up there and we see one guy way up on the mountainside
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there, and the other guy, he seen us coming so he came down. So I
asked him "You in trouble or anything?" He says, "No". "So, what makes
you think so." I says "I heard you land and after awhile you tried to
get off again." "Oh", he said, "no. We just turned the.... The sun was
shining on the panel". And he said "He just revved her up and turned her
around. Is that what you came up here for?" I says "Yeh". "Well" he said,
"don't worry, we'll take you down". So I looked at that thing and I said
"That? No chance! I'm walking back down". And that was the first time.
So the next one came was Percy Davis. He was for the Army in a Sikorsky
51, and they wanted to know if, when they landed there if he could camp
there because it was the only place that had a clearing after the '42 fire.
I cleared around all over so we could pitch a tent. So I told him, "Sure".
So they did. They came in, and then they started work up and, of course,
they crashed the helicopter way up south of Deadman's Valley. So, then I
had to get parts and stuff. Well, then they hired Dick. They asked me.
I had no boat big enough to bring in rotors and stuff like that, but Dick
had a boat with an inboard in but it wasn't too long either. So I told
them Dick Turner might. He said "Where does he live?" I told him, Netla
River. So he says "Would you mind coming to show us the place?" Oh, it's
my first ride in a helicopter. We went over and got Dick and Dick says
sure, he'll go down. "If Gus would go with me, I'll take the job." I said
"OK then". So we went to Simpson. This box is twenty-six feet long, the
box alone weighed 200 pounds and then the rotors inside. The thing was
sticking way out in front of the boat. The boat had a belly in it like
this, from the weight. We brought them up to The Hotsprings.
So, just as we got there, there was a Norseman. It was Morey Dings
[spelling uncertain]. He had an oil outfit in there. We got there about
ten o'clock at night, and here about a mile from The Hotsprings, here
was a go!-darn aircraft on the rocks, sitting there. We see a fire in the
bush. So we stopped and we camped with them then that night. He burnt
out his super charger. Oh! He was lucky! If he'd missed that place
there, he'd have wound up against the wall, because the whole River there
went right against the wall. So, he wanted to make a deal to take that
Norseman in with Dick's boat. No Dick wouldn't think of it. He says
"Heck no", he wouldn't want to be responsible. Oh, it wouldn't be no
responsibility, he just take in and take a chance. No, he couldn't do it.
He couldn't do it. Well, I sized the thing up and I says "Dick, I think
we can take it in alright. It's going to be no trouble". Well, he offered
a hundred dollars if he'd take it to the mouth of the Nahanni. So Dick
says he'll give me twenty-five if I'll steer the boat down. [Unintelligible].
So, we took this darn thing. Low water, real low. [We] took it down.
Not a trouble, not a bit, so he got seventy-five and I got twenty-five.
What3 you just

towed it

with, the

boat?

Yes. I put it right alongside. Right alongside. I put big, oh, about
four inch poles, two of them across and snugged her good and tight.
The wind came just right over.... You could just see there and all the way
down no trouble. One place we just passed the top of the bank [with the
wing], and the pontoons just barely scraped on the gravel, just so you
could say they touched. That was the most narrowest place and not a snag.
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Near whose

place?

That was the most narrowest.
Oh!

The most narrow...

okay.

And there are a lot of snags, but you had to start steering a long time
before you ever got to them. Then you watch it, you know how it goes,
and no trouble. So, it set there for two weeks at our place. So nobody
come. It's getting late. Already it's getting in the fall here in
October. So I thought, I'm going to have an airplane. Anybody gonna
come back to claim it? Then finally one day here they came with a
Beaver bringing a new motor in. So two guys put it in. They stayed there
for, I think, three days.
how how olid you get
With the boat.
Right.

the rotors

up a.. .

They were in a box you see.

So you took

them on up to Mary Creek was

No, to The Hotsprings...to Hotsprings.
another chopper.
Oh I see.
So then they salvaged
written
up in the Roundel?

that

it?

From there they flew them in with
one.

Now that's

the article

that's

Roundel, yeh. That's the one.
Now Gus, in your time in the country,
I expect you 've hea.rd a bit
the McLeod story.
Could you give us what you know about
that?

about

Well, there's so many articles written on the McLeods and the most of them
are all..are not correct. Of course I've heard practically all of them
since I've been in the country. Actually, the true story about the McLeods
is that they were supposed to have been killed. First report was that the
natives killed them. They thought that's why they found them in Deadman's
Valley, with no heads. Well, that part there was not true because it was
Mrs. Field that actually was start finding them. You see they didn't
show up and they start looking for them and Fred, not Fred, Charlie McLeod
and the police, (I think it was Nitchie Thorn that time, was his name, that
was the police in charge) they went up. They met Poole Field and another
native by the name of Alexi Lomand [spelling uncertain] and a fellow by
the name of Gus Morrison, and Big Charlie I think was along with 'em. They
camped there, and while they were having dinner, Charlie McLeod and the
police were coming up with the boat. They stopped with them and they ask
them if they see any sign. They said "Nothing yet...didn't see no marks
or anybody camping anyplace". So they kept a going up the Nahanni.
This

is Charlie

McLeod and the

police.
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Charlie and the police yeh. So Mrs. Field, while they were eating, she
just walked around the camp, back in the bush a little ways, and finally
she come across some axe mark. So, she came back and she said that
somebody must have camped here someplace because they cut a stick. So
they said, "Well, after we get finished eating we'll go and take a look".
So they did. Sure enough, they didn't go very far from where she seen
the axe cutting, and there was the camp. And there was the bones. Now
this is what Poole himself told me, and Mrs. Field. She says you could
tell which one was Frankie, which was Willie because the hair was on.
They had all long hair because no haircut. I think it was Frankie was
more brownish hair, and the other one black. So you could tell which
was which, who was who. But the skulls were gone. Well. They was
in a blanket there and the way Poole told me that the watch was hanging
on a willow, and a .44-40, I think,rifle against the willow and that was
all that was there. And their bones under the blanket so...

Were the bones in a relatively

undisturbed

condition?

One was supposed to be kind of leaning on...legs pulled out like..like
laying on the side. So their heads must have been there all the time
but the only thing is it probably started to rot. Then the hair slipped
off and of course anything takes a bone, no matter what it is--a pack
of wolves or a fox or anything. It'll pack it a little ways and so on
and so on, but that don't mean nothing. If you leave it on... At Bistcho,
I found a skull right on an old game trail one time. No camp or nothing.
That had been packed from someplace. A big human skull! So, what's the
idea anybody saying they cut the head off when the hair is there?

Now, was just

the head missing

or were any of the other boites missing?

No, all the bones were there. Just the heads gone. Skulls gone, because
that'd disconnect. After it rots, it'll disconnect and the head must have
been there, otherwise the hair wouldn't be there laying. So it shows you
it has to be there a long time before the hair slips all off.

Wouldn't it be a little
unusual for just the skullbones
to have disappeared and none of the other bones?

to..or

the

skulls

No, because they stick out the blanket. They're sticking out the blanket
and exposed. Another thing, the brain, it's longer to smell, on account
the skull
, on account of the brain. So, anyhow they stayed there.
Then Charlie and the police came back down again after they went up, I think,
somewhere's around the Flat, part way up the Flat, and come down. They
stopped. They waved them in and then they showed them, here they are.
Well that was it. So who, now, they figured killed them. So they
questioned the Indians. Well the Indians, they shut right up because the
news got around that they were supposed to have killed them, and they
were scared of all like the police, especially them. Those days they [the
police] didn't talk the language, so the interpreters were not too reliable,
so they shut right up. They said they never even been there, don't even
know the country. [They] don't want to have nothing to do with it, which
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made it all the worse. So it was kept secret, secret all the time. The
news actually finally came out from Diamond C himself. Diamond C was along
with them too [Poole Field, Big Charlie, etc.]. Finally one day just
a couple, about three or four years before he died there, I got talking
with him there for... We were stranded there.
You were talking

with Diamond C?

Yeh. And I asked him, did you ever... He was at Bennett Creek, what it's
now known, because before it was called Gold Creek. There was where them
Indians were working, from McDames Creek and Telegraph Creek. Well,
he was there with 'em. So I asked him, I says "Diamond C, what is the whole
darn thing that happened?" Well he told me. He says the McLeods never
came in there to prospect. They were no prospectors. They were trappers,
and that spring they were going to go trapping up the Flat. That was the
days yet, when they run, like I told you, about 25 years before I came in,
they trapped up there from Fort Liard. There's a trail yet goes from
Fort Liard to Caribou [River]. Well, from the Caribou, you see, it was
only twenty miles to Bennett Creek. So this was in the spring. There was
still snow on the ground. They went in with a dog sleigh and then they
hit the tracks of this Captain and Iron's bunch. So, they followed the
tracks and they run into their camp.
Here they were getting ready for sluicing. So when they saw them come in
on it, they thought "This is it". They never been found out and they've
been working on there four years already on that creek and they kept it
secret to themselves. Wouldn't tell nobody about it when they went out.
So, when they seen now Frankie and Willie coming in they thought, that's
it. So they told them "Well look, you can come in wash gold with us here,
put up your boxes [and] stuff, sluice box, but don't tell anybody because",
they says, "white people will be coming in and we'll be shoved out again".
So they did.
The first year he got the nuggets. They came out with quite a few nuggets
because Fred McLeod was a manager at Hudson Bay at Providence and he took
and got a watch chain made out of it, a bunch of good-sized nuggets, a bit
bigger than beans. The spring came now. They were down in Simpson but
they couldn't get no credit, because they were, what Diamond C told me,
they were all poker players.
The two McLeod hoys

were?

Yeh, and not only them but a lot of other ones and they lost their money.
They didn't like taking credit because they figured they'd never get it
back, because they weren't too sure. So there they sat, and they wanted
to get an outfit to go back up in there. So the first boat in them days
would come down. It was a gas boat because they couldn't get around the
ice in Great Slave Lake [with the large steamers], just along the shore
[with the smaller gas boat]. So they sent a gas boat down with stuff
they're short, for the Hudson's Bay post. The engineer in the gas boat
was this Weir. Well, when he stopped at Providence he see Fred McLeod
and his watch chain and he asks him "Is that real gold?" He says "Yeh".
He says "Where does it come from?" Well he says "From my brothers. They
get that from up the Nahanni". But he says "Where's your brothers?" He says
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"They're down at Simpson".
I imagine they are".

He says "They there yet?"

He says "Yeh,

So when he got down to Simpson it was just what they wanted, somebody
to stake 'em. So he went in with them, staked them and they went in. So
they went in. Now, when the next time they were found in Deadman's Valley
and he went out, it was a year after. He went out the other way towards
Telegraph Creek. It was blamed that he killed them to get their gold
because they never found no gold with the McLeods, but their boat was
down in a driftpile about 300 yards. It was a small whipsawed out boat.
So that's all that was left...there was a blanket and the rifle.
Well, now there's
a number of....of
of stories
around and what you told
with a. number of the
others.

course, as you said, there's
a number
me now seems to disagree in some
respects

Oh gosh, yeh.
The first
thing that seems to be common to most of the stories
is that
first
year it was only Willie that went in, not the two of them
together?
No, both.
They both

did.

Yeh,but Charlie didn't go. Charlie was only sixteen years old then.
So according to your information
which came from Diamond C, both
and Frank went in the first
year.

Willie

Yeh, trapping beaver, up the Flat. That was their intention, but they run
into them when they were washing gold there.
Okay.

That's

markedly

different.

Well that's his story and I checked it out with him because I was there
before when he told me this, on Bennett Creek. I'd worked already on
there, already a couple of years that time, or three years already. Oh!
More than that; fourth year already. So I asked him where they got the
gold, and he described the place just like as if he was there. He must
have been there!
You mean Diamond C?
Oh yeh. He described it so and told me all the things which was...I know..
You had to see it. You couldn't take somebody else's word for it.
But Diamond C claims that he actually,
that he actually
met the McLeods in
Yep.

when he was talking
there?

Yep. Well he knowed the McLeods well.

Oh yeh.

to you,

claims
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But that

he actually

met them in there

the first

time they

came in?

Yep. Yep. Yep, that they both were in there. And he was there that time
with the... You see, Diamond C came from Pelly Lake and these others came
from Telegraph Creek, and Diamond C was related to this guy, remember I told
you...
Captain

and

Iron's?

No, no. When I met...
Oh yes.

The six came in--half-brother?

Right.

So, they were working too that time, their father. Their father was
working. It's some descendant to Sir George something, oh sorry. It's
some descendant to Dan George..it must be his grandson or son. I often
thought about to check that out.
Did you ever

hear what happened

to this

golden

watch chain

that...

Fred had?
Fred

had.

He had it until he died. Well everybody seen that. Oh that was well-known.
Everybody seen that. Even Fred Camsell told me about that before he came
down here. When I mentioned I was going to come to the Nahanni, he told
me about the gold up there he said because Fred, he had got a watch chain
he made out of nuggets from here [there?]. He was at Providence that
time.
Another
nuggets

version of the story I have is that some of the gold came out,
that came out went into a ring for the Anglican
bishop.

Oh that's not there.
Oh where did that

That's not there.

and

No that's a different place.

gold come from?

That came from closer to the North Nahanni.
Somebody else

found

that

gold and gave

it.

That was Little Nahanni found that.
So this Indian,
Little
Nahanni,
River, found some gold, brought

supposedly
was up on the North Nahanni
it out, and gave it to the Anglican...
?

Yeh. Gave it to Bishop Bompas. And he got a ring made, had a ring made
out of it. Then he died [Little Nahanni] and when he died Big Charlie
took his wife. So then Big Charlie found out where he got the gold. So
then Jorgenson came into the country. So Jorgenson went after Big Charlie
because he heard the story. So Big Charlie told him where it was. So
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Jorgenson came from Pelly Lake and his partner was Billy Atkinson and
Billy's [former] wife was Mrs. Field. So, while Jorgenson was at the
mouth of the Flat, and he was working that country towards the North
Nahanni, he found the place where Big Charlie told him. This is supposed
to be in hard rock. It's not placer. He sent a note, with a fellow by
the name of Jules, who used to come from Pelly Lake, him and his wife and
daughter and trap up as far as the Rabbitkettle. Well that year Jules
came down below the Falls because when you trap that country, you don't
trap the same country twice every year because it's mostly marten. You
can trap them out or thin them down so much you're better off taking
another section. So, that time he came below the Falls and there he
met Jorgenson and Jorgenson gave him a note for his partner to come
because "I found it". He says to get in as soon as he could. So Jules,
when he got back to Pelly Lake, he hooked up to Jorgenson, 'er Billy
Atkinson and he was in jail. He got five years for manslaughter. Hit
a guy in the head with a bottle and killed him, but Mrs. Field was
there and Poole Field was living with Mrs. Field.
Noj Poole Field

was living

with Mrs.

Atkinson.

Oh yeh...Mrs. Atkinson. So the letter came to her, and so of course Poole
said "What are we waiting for..let's go". So they did. The first year
they came down by Nahanni River from the head, and they got as far as
about a hundred miles, I think somewheres, they came down within the
Falls and they wintered. They tented, they trapped and then they went
back. Then the next year they came down by the head of Flat, and then
they seen the sign that there was a cabin built right below the Canyon
on the Flat, a pretty good sized cabin there, and there was a centre
post in it, flat roof but centre post in it and there was a blaze...
I seen the blaze myself, a blaze on it and the post was only about seven
inches but the blaze, roughly say about two-and-a-half to three inch
[wide], pretty long blaze. And there was marked on it, there was a note
there saying "If I'm not at the mouth of Flat, I'll be up the Creek,
another Creek and forks that creek, and I got a little cabin there
[unintelligible]." When Poole got down to the mouth of Flat, they got
to Jorgenson's cabin, of course, and the cabin was burnt, and there he
was dead. He was.. He had a hole in the head. The skull was there and...
I thought

the body was pretty

well

destroyed

in the

fire.

No, never burnt. He never burnt. In fact he had... It looked like he...
a burnt log with an axe stuck in it. It looked like he was trying to
pull some of the fire out, tear some of it apart, and he was behind a
stump with a bunch of .44 shells, empty shells, and there was his bones.
Dead. And Poole says "It sure looks like hole in the head. He was shot".
Well now they didn't know who the heck to blame. Jorgenson was in that
summer before, in Simpson, and wanted to buy a new rifle you see.
Jorgenson

was?

Yeh. So the Hudson's Bay didn't want to give it to him because he had
some other grocery stuff he bought and supplies, and [to] give him another
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rifle, it was getting a bit too much in debt. They told him "What's
the matter with the rifle you got?" "Well," he said "you can't hit the
side of a barn with it". He says "It's worn out complete". So they let
him have a rifle, a .38-55 and they even took the number off that rifle.
Now, you have some other ideas or other stories
Charlie MeLeod, about his brothers ' death.

that

you 've heard

from

Yeh well, I know Charlie well because I spent, one time, a solid week
with him. We camped together. We hashed everything and talked over from
what he knowed about it. I think it was about six years or maybe five
years that he come up there every year to go up the Nahanni still looking
for his brothers' find. Every time he'd come, he'd have a different idea
of what happened to his brothers because he used to go to these seances.
Is that what you call them meetings? Of course, they told him to talk with
his [dead] brothers, and they tell him it's here or there or who polished
them off. Well, he blamed Weir for it. So, he told me all about Weir then.
He [Weir] admitted he was with his brothers but he said he left them at
Gold Creek, that which is now Bennett Creek. That is all he knowed about
it. But Charlie wouldn't believe him because talking to his medium.
Then another time he said "Well they could've poisoned themselves, because
they used poison in them days for marten". This meat, dry meat mixed up,
because they used to put it on dry meat and maybe they done it that way.
Then he thought they could've swamped and caught cold because most of all
them days they're pretty weak-chested. They lean to TB, most of all the
people here. It wouldn't take much to give them pneumonia. It was
always a different story, every time, so I didn't pay too much attention.
The first time he came up, he got a bunch of his son-in-laws, great big
strapping fellows, and his own boys. They told me too, on the way back
when he came, when he got in the Second Canyon, and Charlie was way up
in front, all at once he throwed up his hands and say don't go on. Don't
go on no further. My brothers told me it's right here. So they pulled in
and they went up the mountainside there and looked all over. He was, of
course, in the lead and made a slip and he started come down and he
pretty well [near?] got it that time. He would've went over a cliff
five hundred feet high, they figured. A little, one measly spruce tree
that he got wrapped around. The rifle went into the river and all they got
out of there was a little bit of copper stain. Well, you can find that all
over the whole darn canyons. It's in both the First and Second Canyon. In
fact, you find pretty good seams of copper. So they came back, happy as
could be. The way they [he] looked and the way he acted, he must have
found a big gol-darn vein of something. They didn't seem to mind; kinda
figured [it would] please him I guess.
Any other

information

you have about

the MeLeod

brothers?

No, that's about all I know of them.
Did you ever hear or did you ever
of their
investigations?

talk

to the R.C.M.P.

about

the

results
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Not direct, but then I've read the concepts here where guys read the
files and there's not much on 'em. The only thing that they checked
out what'd you call it? Weir. They picked him up in Seattle, and they
found over eighteen hundred dollars worth of gold. Well gold that time
was only twenty dollars an ounce, during them days. Then he came back
into Vancouver and they had nothing on him to convict him or on any foul
play. From there, he bought a place in Wetaskiwin, a farm, Weir did.
Is that
Yeh.

Saskatchewan?
Wetaskiwin.

Wetaskiwin, Alberta.

Oh, Alberta.
Now Gus, did you ever hear any other
the McLeod story?
Anything that we haven't
talked

versions
of
about so far?

Not that I know of, that I could recall right offhand, but it [there]
must be more alright that if I'd only tried to memorize it again or
something to make me remember it; bring it up.
Did you ever

talk

to Fred McLeod about

this?

No. I talked to him, yeh, but just hello; not over his brothers.
when I met him at Providence.
So Charlie's

the only

Charlie and yeh.
Charlie's

one of the McLeods that

you talked

Just

about?

Just Charlie, and his sons of course.

sons.

Yeh.
They would probably
father,
I guess.

have their

versions

of the story

biased

by

their

No. They were just in between. They weren't either for their dad or
anything. They just seemed like they weren't interested. All they were
interested [in was] to find where it come from, that. They had an idea that
there must be something that was never found yet. Well, I tell you it's
Gold Creek..that is what everybody calls McLeod find. They never did
find it. Nothing. But that is the place! See I had the map. I had
the map of Willie and Frankie. That map was.. The whole thing, how
it started was through Father Angerand [spelling uncertain] at Fort
Liard. An old priest had been in there. Frankie and Willie, they used
to belong to the art [?]. So they made this map, and they gave it to
Father Angerand. Well, old Jack Stanier heard about this map. Old Jack,
he was an old, old man. He was in the Klondike rush and real guy that's
very interested for prospecting. He had a little fruit farm, I think a
forty-acre fruit farm, round Vancouver, someplace there. His wife was
looking after that, and here he was, running all over the country looking
for gold at that time because there was base metal; nobody was interested in
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that. So anyhow he found out that Father Angerand had this map. But
every time he'd try to corner Father Angerand, he was either in Simpson...
How do you spell

Angerand,

do you know?

Oh gosh, I don't know. It's a French name. Anyhow, he was either in Simpson
or Jack wasn't there and they couldn't meet. So finally, he got him at Liard.
So he asked him for the map. So Father Angerand, he said, "Yes, I got a map"
but he said "I'll have to look it up". So after he started looking for it,
he found out that he didn't have it at Liard, so he told Jack he says
"It must be in my records at Fort Simpson". So Jack finally got him
cornered in Simpson in the fall. I think it was late in August sometime,
so he went and looked it up. So he dug up this map. Well, all this map
showed was the Flat River, Caribou River, Meilleur Creek and a little ways
up past the Falls. It was just drawed on a piece of paper about, oh, I'd
say eight by nine inches. Oh, very rough and just marked where canyons
[were], and some crosses across the River at a bad spot like George's Riffle
and Lafferty's Riffle. So, he had the map and that time Gerald Hanson
was agent for Brintnell, Mackenzie Air Service. So he had no money. Jack
had no money. So he goes to Gerald Hanson and he said, "I got the map".
Because Gerald didn't
He was talking always to Gerald about this map
that was supposed to be made by Frankie and Willie. So, when Gerald seen
this, he got sore as heck. And still he were to make a deal with Gerald
too, because Mackenzie Air Service could fly him in. Anyhow, he goes over
to the Father Angerand, and Gerald, because being a Catholic and Jack was
nothing. He goes over to Father Angerand and told him he says "You, you
go and get that map back from him". Well Father Angerand says "I think I
got another map". So he dug through his stuff, and sure enough he got the
real map. I seen that. I looked at it for... See, as I told you I camped,
remember, in a hotel. The first night I camped with Gerald his wife was
going to have a baby, and he says I'm welcome to stay there if I want to go
and stay awake or something all night. Anyhow, he gave him this map and
here this was the real McLeod map. It said "map drawn by Franke and Willie
McLeod" 190- either 6 or 7 and it was that old French letters and there was
the whole thing but it called Gold Creek. Too Naga [spelling uncertain]
was Flat River. No not Meilleur Creek, it was called Little River. All
the old places, Deer River for Caribou and it was a map that run almost to
Rabbitkettle and it just was a line drawed. You couldn't tell if it was
Rabbitkettle or some creek above the Falls. So Gerald told me, he says
take it to the camp there. He says "Take it and trace it over because
your going in, maybe it come in handy". Well, I says "It's no good to me
because I'm going in. I'm going to see the country anyhow." So I wished
often I did take a trace of it. And that's where it was marked Gold Creek.
Would you be able
of those maps?

to,

at this

stage

in time,

make an approximate

reproduction

No, no. There was too much on it. There was too much on it. There was a
lot of little creeks that came in and, of course, they didn't show to the
head but a little branch here, branch there, Flat River. The names I
remembered well and Meilleur Creek I know was called Little River. Too Naga
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was the Flat River, Whitewater, and Gold Creek and it was marked right
there, right where they're working; all crosses, it's lines across right
below the canyon. One place above was called Ahoonah. That was just
a creek above the Falls. Still nobody knows yet what that word meant.
Gerald had that map, and he gave that to Carl Falcon, and Carl Falcon
gave it to... I ask him, he says he gave it back to Gerald. Now, when
Gerald moved from Simpson and back again to Vancouver, I wrote him and he
says "Yeh, he doesn't have it". He comes right back in, he said, he gave
it to Falcon. I've been corresponding with Falcon every year. Well he
writes us all the time and he sends us e^/ery Christmas a bunch of cookies,
stuff like that. He tell me he ain't got it. He says Gerald got it.
Who can you believe?
Right.

Well one of them's

probably

lost

it.

Yeh unless it's got lost in between the two, just like that option of mine
with Billy. Billy said he sent it to me. I never got it. So anyhow the
whole thing right there is that McLeods' had no find. It was all a myth.
All

a myth.

Yeh.
Well they didn't
have a find
of other
people.

themselves,

but they

came upon the

workings

Yeh, yeh, the other people. That is well-known. So everybody's looking
for McLeods' lost gold mine or what. That's all a bunch of baloney. So
it just saves our time and forget it. That is the true story, the whole
thing.
Tape 4 - Side 1
Now you've Gus, you've got some story
to live at Nahanni
Butte.

about a number of people

that

used

Yes, what I found out through Father Laquât.
Laquan. [Mary Kraus speaking.]
And he told us one day... I asked him what really Nahanni meant. I figured
the Mission should have some record, so I asked him. He says, "Oh yes, but
I happen to have it in the record". And I says "What does it mean?" Well
he says "Nahanni means setting sun" and the people were at Nahanni, they
were called setting sun people. They lived on this river because that's
the only river that went straight west through the mountain range clean
over to the other divide, which is the head of Ross.
Now, when Father Laquât was talking
living at Nahanni Butte did he?
Not these Indians.

about Nahanni Indians,

No, the Nahani Indians.

he meant

Indians
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He's talking

about

the real

Nahani

Indians?

Yeh, over a hundred years ago. There was about a hundred families in all,
and they all died off. The whole works died off through either smallpox
or they were diseased.
Now these families,
were they ?

they were soattered

throughout

the mountains,

I

suppose,

All on the Nahanni River. That was their whole area and that's why they called
it the Nahanni River. The Nahanni River means it's the River to the
setting sun, and which shows you it goes straight. It's straight for the
west. That's the only stream that you can penetrate the mountains all the
way through, navigate. All others don't. You can't...outside the Falls,
of course, but still you portage the Falls, still you go near 200 miles or
150 anyhow.
Now did Father Laquât say anything at all about whether or not the
and Nahanis were meeting each other along the South Nahanni?

Slaveys

Oh no, no, but that was known all over. In the evening when you talk with
old people, there was always a no man's land between the Slaveys and the
Beavers and the Beavers between the Crées and from here to Yukon in it.
There was always a no man's land in between, you know. That was a..in a
way it helped, because it left the Beavers their country in between for
fur to--what do you call it--increase. Nobody touched it, Beaver, name
it, everything and that's where most all the white guys liked to get into.
Nobody complained because nobody was in there. And it's still that way.
It's still.
Now, what was the basis

for Father

Laquât making this

statement?

No reason at all, just talking like you and I are talking about the
country and he has it in the record. He was reading it.
Oh so he had had this. ..
He was reading this out of his records, out of the Mission record.
Right.

So this

would be the record

of the Liard

Mission?

Right...that's supposed to be the oldest mission in the Territory.
Now, you say that
disappeared?

subsequently

For some reason yeh.
it.
Yeh,

that

record

seems to have gotten

lost

or

We checked, and they don't seem to know nothing about

so you had a Father....you've

asked

Father

Mary to check

this

one for

you?
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Yeh.
And Father

Février

(spelling

uncertain)

did you

say?

Yeh and they couldn't find it.
You said

a record

was kept

in a. . . .

In the Mission. They got, they keep a log of everything, what goes on
and it's a diary in other words.
Okay.

How Father

Laquât,

when would he have been at the

Mission?

What year? In the forties. He was there for a long time in the '40's.
I don't remember the exact year when he left but it's in the '40's.
Okay. (RECORDER OFF) Now Gus let's
go to next...to,
I guess Phil
is probably the next one we should talk about.
Had he been in the
for
awhile?

Powers
country

Phil Powers came in a year, two years, two years before I come in. That
year Faille...see when I met Faille, Faille was at Tahtlina Lake. That's
where I met Faille, and he was trapping there two years. Now this was his...,
this summer he was going up the Flat. That's the first time Faille's going
up the Flat to trap. So when Faille got to going up, I told Faille I'd
be right behind him. So, he said he'd wait for me at the Rapids but then,
he never did. Anyhow, I didn't come. I didn't get in 'til winter. So,
when he passed mouth of Nahanni... Poole Field, he had a cabin there, and
on the door of the cabin was a note, a letter, and it says on [it] Phil Powers.
To Phil

Powers was

it?

No, it just said Phil Powers.
Oh.
So Faille figured that Phil Powers is up-river. So he starts up the River,
and already the news was in the country.... The police had information that
Phil Powers never came out. There was a woman by the name of Mrs. Swenson.
She was supposed to marry Phil Powers outside someplace before he come up
here to trap. Now, when he didn't come out, and she didn't hear anything,
oh, for about a year, almost a year over the winter, she went into...came
in Simpson. She came for to find out where he is. Well, the police told
her that he went up trapping and he never came back. "Well, couldn't they
go up and see?" Well, it was not their job. Sure the Indians weren't....'er
the police weren't here to protect the white people in that way. Anybody
goes in the bush to trap, they go on their own risk. They were here to
protect the natives. So she got kinda mad and she was a writer, this
Mrs. Swenson. That was her career. So she told them, she said... She
tried to get everybody in town there to go with a kicker or something, to
go up there. Well nobody'd do it because it's that kind of a trip. In them
days, nobody knowed how far you could go up the darn Flat. So, she seen old
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Jack Stanier, the same Jack I was telling you about....
Right,

yeh.

Well, poor old Jack, he was, at that time he was about way in the sixties,
later part too. I think about 67, something like that. She tried to
persuade him to go up. Well, old Jack he says, "I'd go alright, but I don't
know the water so good" and all this stuff. So she went back to the police.
And she told the police if they don't go up and look for him that she's
going to write up an article on them, that they'll be sorry. Well okay.
So they took... I think it was Martin went up.
This would be Duncan Martin

would

it?

Mart, yeh, that's right, and they picked up Poole Field because Poole Field
was, he kinda all around guide. Faille was already on his way up the Nahanni.
Well, here they come right behind him, and they caught with him just as
Faille landed, like today and they got there tomorrow, at Powers' place.
And Powers'

place

was where?

About seventy-five miles up the Flat, off the Flat. Seventy-five miles up.
So Faille, as soon as he got to [there], see the cabin burned. So, he
took a stick, and he start poking around, but there was nothing to see.
So he thought, well, on his way up he got to the Caribou, and at the
Caribou, there there was a kicker laying. So Faille thought, well,
the kicker broke down and he [Powers] just left it. So, after he gets up,
about ten miles up, there's a tent pitched. There's a pile of traps
there and a .22 rifle sitting and he kept going up further, another tent.
Well, he just figured Powers must have went back down and that must have
been that letter, that Powers wrote the letter to Phil Powers [Poole Field].
That letter was left from Poole Field, in case Phil Powers comes down.
There was a key inside telling him to go and use the camp and make himself
at home. But Faille just had the other..., misunderstanding of it. It
was so simple. So anyhow, just before he got to Irvine Creek and the
cabin just above Irvine Creek, here he finds a canoe in a gol-darn driftpile.
A big canoe too, a nineteen-footer, as big as mine.
A freight

canoe?

Yeh. In a driftpile. So Faille thought well, he must have lost his canoe,
made a raft and went down...wasn't no use taking the tent down or anything
else, he kept a going. So when he got up in the cache, in the cache there
was only, there was a wolverine, and two early caught beaver, and the wolverine
was black and another pelt, I forget what it was, and some grub in the cache.
And he was often have...he didn't ever drink no tea or nothing, only coffee.

This is

Faille?

He was a heavy coffee drinker.
Who Faille

or

Powers?
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No Powers.
Powers,

okay.

Heavy coffee drinker..everybody made a remark of how (RECORDER OFF)
Everybody made a remark how, how a guy like that can get away with so much
coffee. There was very little coffee left in the cache. By looking and
sizing everything up it looked like he was burnt about January or first
part of February in there. So, anyhow, the police got there, and Poole
Field, and they told Faille did you see anything. How's this place, the
cabin there, burnt? They dug there and they got an elbow, part of the
elbow out and a piece of jawbone I think it was. Well they couldn't see
nothing. So they went back down. The next spring I came up there. I
was up there then, and Bill and I, then we panned that whole gol-darn
thing out. We dug down right through because when the roof fell in, it
had a dirt roof. She was a hot fire! All that was left was a piece of
a log about two feet, maybe a little bigger, and that much charred. That
what there was..all that was left in that whole cabin. And he had porcelain kettles. They were just melted together. Just melted together. So
we dug down until we got down to the floor where the earth was. He had no
poles or nothing for the floor, and we' panned it out...well we got some
gold teeth and we got a bunch of finger joints, pieces of bones and
everything and we brought it down and gave it to the police. And they
closed the case. They figured that's enough evidence. So that was the
end of him.
And so far

as the police

were concerned,

it

was an accidental

death

was

it?

Right. Well what the else? So then Faille built right next to it, just
about fifty feet from it. So he stayed in there for... He was there three
winters then. Yeh, three winters.
How had Powers come into

the country?

Had he gone up the

river?

Yeh,he went with a boat, not a boat, with a canoe that was that nineteenfooter, nineteen-footer freighter and a seven horse kicker.
And he would...had

been in the country

before

or

not?

No, but he was a bush guy.
He was well-known

around?

Oh yeh, well he was the first guy to go up with a kicker, up the Flat, was
Phil. And if you take a guy like that, that can get up there, he's no
greenhorn, especially with a kicker.
In your mind,

the case isn't

as simple

as an accidental

death?

No, not what I found out later on through who I met in there, and we got
talking about him and everytime I mention about him [Powers], they try
to change the subject, after bragging that he'd been there, in that part.
When I mentioned then do you know this Phil Powers. He just said "No, never
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met him".

Now how can he not meet him and be there.

So, this third party you subsequently
met later seemed to behave in a manner
which suggested
to you he knew more than he was prepared to
acknowledge.
Yeh, yeh. If it's a coincidence, it's a little bit too much and not only
that but in the other cases too, like in what's happened after later on,
next few years, Mulholland and Eppler.
Okay, what about Mulholland

and Eppler

now?

Well they went in...
This was Joe Mulholland

right?

Joe Mulholland yeh, Jack's brother. There was two Mulhollands and Bill
Eppler. You see Jack and Bill Eppler were partners and then his brother
came in. So Jack was running a little store at the mouth of Nahanni.
This was the thing,

I think

you described,

as you could

hardly

call

it

a

store?

Yeh that's right. So he wasn't trapping. When his brother came, they [Joe
and Eppler] joined up together and they went in. Jack and Bill had been
together about fifteen years.
Throughout

the

north?

Before that, before that. Before they come in the country, and so this
was the first time they were apart, but then he was with his brother, Joe.
Now, Jack Mulholland
store?

was down at the mouth,

at the Butte

running

this

little

Right.
He must have been in competition

with Jack LaFlair

then?

Yes.
And Poole Field
With Jack.
So Poole sort

was also

doing

some trading

on the side

wasn't

he?

He was the interpreter.
of hooked up with Jack for

a while

did

he?

Right, yeh, but that didn't last long. Poole was a nice guy, but it
was either feast or famine. That's the kind of guy he was, but otherwise
a darn nice guy to meet and talk with.
How long did Jack run this,

Jack Mulholland

that

is,

run this

store?
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Just one winter.
that was it.

Well between the time his brother...and from there on

What happened..did
Yeh.

Jack Mulholland

leave

the country

after

that?

From there he went to Aklavik.

What was the one winter that Jack Mulholland traded
you remember? Bo you know what year that was?
It'd be in...'35 I think, think '35 or '36.
Now Poole Field,
wasn't he?

at one point,

was sort

at the Butte.

Would

In there someplace.

of a Hudson's

Bay Company's

agent

Yeh,at one time he worked for The Bay, had a little stuff there, but that
didn't last.
He set
No.

up in competition

with Jack that

time

then?

Jack LaFlair, yeh, but not Jack Mulholland.

Right yeh.
long?

Jack LaFlair

I meant,

yes.

But Poole didn't

stay

at that

very

No, no, because in the first place he had no stock, just a little bit of..
oh, you might as well say, just a shelf, couple of shelves full of stuff.
When Poole Field
I take
it?

was doing

this,

this

was before

you were in the

country

Right, yeh. Just the year before, that's when he's finished.
And how many years

had he done it?

I think one winter.

T

Bo you know?

hat's all. One winter.

Okay.
But Jack he been there since...Jack started on... He came into the country
1914, and then he went trapping 1915 or '16, then he started a little
store, not at the mouth of the Nahanni but at the foot of The Splits. Then,
after that, the next year he moved down to the mouth of the Nahanni. Then,
from there on he stayed there, and then, of course, he started build a
little bigger stock to until 1940. In the forties there, he has an
eight thousand dollar stock in. He had a nice, good store. That is,
stuff a lot of people eat and couldn't buy in town, you could buy from Jack.
You go to Simpson they couldn't give you up
go up to Nahanni Butte you
could... He had it.
Bid you ever
before you?

hear of an Earl Powell

being

in the country

gust

a year or two
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Earl?
les,

an Earl

Powell.

No.
Now I have a newspaper report
referring
to Phil Powers.

and I think

actually

they're

probably

Powers, yeh, must have been.
But I wasn't

No.

sure.

No Powell, that's sure is Phil Powers.

Now J. P....
According to an article
in the Edmonton Journal that I've
got
from 1954, J. P. Dolan went into the country with you and George Boudah.
That'd be your first
year in the
country.

Yeh that's J...Dolan or Doyle?
Dolan,

it

says.

Dolan...Dolan...
Does it

ring

a bell

It does but not...
It just said that
three names.

If it is, it's for short period.
at

It's just a short period.

all?

What was it over?
they were up Bennett

Creek prospecting.

It

mentions

Oh yeh. That's when Boudah came up. Then he came over, remember I told you,
two days after Stan Turner and Mul noil and and Eppler and that was four,
and Poole. And Boudah came two days after. Yeh.
And I guess

J. P. Dolan was with

them maybe?

Yeh that's it.
Okay.

Now...

That's after I told you I give them the grub to go back with.
Mm-hm.

Clausen.
Ed

Let's

turn

to this

Ed Clausen.

Clausen.

Never met him.

Clausen

fellow.
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Did he ever go up the country
Creek?

or did he always

stay

pretty

near

Clausen

No, he was just at Clausen Creek.
Re's one of the people that's
supposed to have discovered
the caves up the
Canyon that had artifacts
in and this kind of thing.
Did you ever hear
any stories
about
that?
No, no. No as
can find them.
finding caves.
staring you in

far as discovering caves there, my gosh, a blind man almost
There's thousands of them you can't go no place without
Heck! You can hardly walk anywheres and here's the caves
the...

But to your knowledge, you never heard any stories
about artifacts,
or
pottery
or drawings in the caves, that sort of thing ascribed to him?
No, no, the only thing I ever heard was on the North Nahanni was supposed
to be pots there. When it got checked out, all it was was these gol-darn
glory holes, started mostly in the soft rock. A stone gets in here and
keeps a-drilling away, drilling away, drill away. Oh, it makes a nice
even pot. You can't.... It's perfect, if you could only chisel the thing
out and take it home. And there were all sizes. God, some of them about as
big as pretty near like a forty-five gallon barrel, right down to that
size. Even as can be and ewery one down there's got a nice round pool
ball. I gave three of them one time to Gerald Hanson, the manager.
Perfect round. You could just roll 'em. You couldn't see no wobble in
the darn thing.
Can you tell us a little
they were talking about

more about that?
How do you know that they, when
pots, that they were talking
about these
things?

Well, they see it in a creek and they didn't go up to it because...
Well,

who's

the

"they"

here?

The natives. It's the first time I heard Jack Cameron's wife, she was a
native. Oh, what the heck was her name? Now, again I forget her name.
Pansie!
Pansie?
Yeh Jack's wife. She was telling me when she was a young girl they trapped
up there with their parents and they see these pots there. Heck, when I
found..heard that, I thought I was going to see that. That's where I was
going to head that time, to the North Nahanni instead of the South Nahanni.
After all, when it was rechecked out, well that's all they could find was
the same place, was this glory holes. Well, when I mentioned that to them
they said that could be it alright.
Sorry, when you mentioned

it

to who?
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Outfit came in from Ottawa to check it out.
came down by canoe.
Were they government

There was two guys came in,

fellows?

Yeh. I don't remember their names. In fact, I only talked with them a
short time. They were talking to Pansie, and she gave them all the same
darn information what she was telling me. Jack, well, her husband, wouldn't
believe it. "Ah", he said "forget it, probably never nothing to it". But
that's what it was. It was these darn glory holes, not
Yeh, but surely
they?

the Indians

wouldn't

have called

these

things

pots

would

Sure they are a pot. If you see them.
I know what they

are.

I seen some up this here Wrigley Creek, remember I told you where the
marble was?
ho I don't

remember

that.

Remember I told you a streak... Maybe not told you. There's a seam of
marble goes right through and them darn things, they got worn not only
around inside but the outside started and here the pots sits up about
this high out of the rock. So you could take the saw and just saw the darn
thing off and put a bottom in and you got a pot. Lots of them are just
starting, sticking up about that far.
So you think that... or Pansie
possibility
this is what they

Cameron thought
were meaning?

there

was at least

the

Right, yeh. She was only a little kid, she'd known.
Now in 19. . . No.
into the
country.

What is

the first

year you recall

Harry Snyder

coming

Snyder came in '35.
Did he do any work in the country

that

year?

Went to Glacier Lake, always to Glacier Lake, and after he got to Glacier
Lake then he went to Dal Lake and at Dal Lake he was going to put a
build a cabin in there. They flew in a bunch of hardwood flooring. He
was going to make a resort for him and his cronies, because he had a
hunting lodge at Dorothy Lake.
Where's
B.C.

that?
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Oh yeh.

Now he was putting this one in at Dal Lake. All for the sheep, because,
remember I told you, I seen one of his pictures with three hundred sheep
in one bunch?
Hmmm.

That way he figured that's it. There's trout in the lake too and he was
going to build there. So then eyery year, the only way he could
come in was by asking for, getting permit for research. The last time,
he was allowed to come in to kill five sheep because he was making research
on where they get their black hair in the sheep's tail. And that's it.
So he got quite a few. Black hair on dall sheep even, not only in the
tail, but in the whole body...you can see [unintelligible] black hairs...
real jet black hair. That was his excuse to get the permits, to kill
five more sheep. Then he wanted to prove that he can kill a grizzly...
Tape 4 - Side 2
Gus, you were saying about Harry Snyder and his exploits
You'd mentioned something about a grizzly
bear.

in the

Nahanni.

Yeh, he wanted to prove that he could shoot a grizzly with one shot. So,
they flew in a canoe in there and put a nice big Morris chair in it. He
paddled it up and down watching that side-hill. You've been to...you know
Glacier Lake...a side-hill. They figured you could see a grizzly coming
there, you're going to knock him over in one shot. That was the last.
From there on, no more Harry Snyder came. Well, then he got sick and he
went back to Calgary. He's supposed to have a million dollar mansion
somewheres back in Calgary there with all his trophies in it.
He did.
You know he had the record on the elephant tusk..twelve foot?
Yeh.
That's sure a big one. It all burnt.
thing caught fire.
Yeh,

I know, I have some photographs

[Snyder's mansion.]
of

it.

All burnt.
Hid you ever run into

Snyder,

Once, yeh.
What year was

that?

That was in '37. No, '36.

ever meet

him?

The whole
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'36.
Yeh, they were up that time. He's a nice guy, nice man to talk to,
awful interested in wildlife, everything, no matter if it was plants or
anything. But he was really a hunter. He's not a conservationist
because he liked to kill.
Are you sure

it

was '36 or would it

have been

'37?

'36.
'«57?
No.
My records

seem to indicate

'37.

Well, it could be '37. Could be. Maybe it was.
Yeh, that was the year
country I
think.

he had his really

big expedition

into

the

Yeh, he at that time had Oldman in and McBrady, two government guys.
One was a mammalogist...
Goodwin.

Goodwin.

Yeh, an awkward one. The other one was a plant life, [researcher] taking
all the plants, [unintelligible] take the animals. They came back, they
had a whole bunch of...whole trunks full of...even lynx and stuff, skinned
mice, name it, the marmots and everything. They come in... That's the
time he wanted to get to that sheep... It was called Cathedral Range, from
the head of Nahanni to the Flat, that big high range.
That's

what you people

knew it

as?

Cathedral Range, yeh. He wanted to get that changed to Snyder Range. So,
they told me they spent forty thousand dollars in exploration, and turn all
the information in to the government, they'll call it Snyder Range. Well
they did it, but I only seen one map that ever it mentioned Synder Range.
Then again I read some article here, not long ago, and it's called
Snyder Range. It's named after Fenley Hunter's daughter. Her name is
Virginia. Well he's the first one up the Nahanni to measure the falls.
Okay.
called

Bid you ever hear of a couple
Keppler and Bruger?

of fellows

around

the country

in

'38

Nope.
There's

an article

in the Edmonton Journal

which,

that

year,

which

suggests
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they rafted down the Beaver River, but they also
it's...
I think it really was the Beaver.

call

it

the Nahanni,

so

Beaver yeh.
Yeh. Did you ever run into
in 1939? Roup... they were

two fellows
botanists.

that

were in at Brintnell

Lake

Nope.
Roup and

Soper.

No.
Okay. Now these two fellows
Brintnell
Lake. .

mentioned

a cabin being

at the east

end of

A cabin?
A cabin

in

1939.

East would be this end.
Yeh.
No.
You don't.

..

I don't think you could build a cabin, there's not enough timber there to
start with. There's timber alright, but boy it's poor...even that time
that... Oh! That's sure! Right, right, right-o.. .that's the cabin that
Mulholland Eppler stayed in.
Yeh,

but it

was burned

at that

time.

What year?
'39.
Oh yeh, oh yeh.
They mention

another

cabin

being

there.

No, never seen no other cabin. There isn't that much timber there. I
think about one cabin took it all.
Now, what about

Holmberg?

I heard about him but never met the guy, and I don't know nothing much
about, just what I heard.

Ill
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Alright.
Holmberg. Wasn't he with a fellow by the name of Henderson? And Henderson
went out [to the outside] and he [Holmberg] stayed. Henderson never came
back [immediately] and when he did come back, he [Holmberg] wasn't there
no more, and they never found him [Holmberg]. [Note: Henderson's partner
was not Holmberg but a Mr. Patterson.]
Henderson

wasn't

there

anymore?

Yeh. They used to figure he took aff after his partner and that was the
end of it.
Was his partner

Holmberg?

I don't...I think..that's why I asked you was his partner named Henderson?
Well,

I don't

even have a partner

listed

Oh well, then it's a different outfit.
Ho, and Henderson is a name that
I can 't pin it. ..

for

Holmberg.

You got Henderson on there?

has cropped

up a number of times,

but

His partner, I didn't know the name but I thought maybe it could be Holmberg.
He took off. They were supposed to be somewheres around the Falls, and
camped in there, and then they run out of grub or something. Some aircraft
or something came in there and he [Henderson] went out with her and he was
going to come back with a load of stuff, and never showed up. So then he,
took after him.
Henderson

did?

Yeh, he took out after him. So, when Henderson [finally] came back
Henderson went out and then when he came back...
His partner

wasn't

there ?

Wasn't there, so they never did get straightened up.
Now Gus, you've some recollections
of a fellow named Yukon Fisher?
Yeh, Fisher was supposed to have got in some trouble in the Yukon, and then
he took off for the bush. He came into the Territories there and he's been
in that area there, up around, now it's Bennett Creek, throughout the Flat
River country up there. They found finally...several times this Jules
run into him...remember same Jules I told you about with Jorgenson?
Hmm.

And all these years that he was in there, they found out he was innocent of
this darn thing, so Jules told him, that's good, they got nothing on you.
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Come out. But he thought...there was only way they're going to coax him
out. He got bushed, really, because he just figured that they were against
him. So anyhow, when Captain Oakes, you knew the Captain Harry Oakes?
Yes.
Well, this was Captain Harry Oakes and...were the ones that staked before
on this Bennett, what's known as Bennett Creek. Remember I says I found
a sluice box and that stuff? They staked that creek after that, after the
McLeod told them and they staked the whole creek. The brought in
Charlie and a few more guys and told them to put tests in, you know, make
test holes here and there. There was a fellow by the name of Captain
Adams. I see one post, "Captain Adams, Olympia, B.C....Olympia Club,
B.C." and he took a claim way the heck on down the creek. Oh, about a
mile away from the rest, right where the Creek cut into a bunch of slate.
It looked to me like he knowed a little more about mining, because slate
is pretty good gold collector because it breaks off rough until it
hits bedrock. Anyhow, they found bunch of skeletons, bones of skeletons,
you know, and a .44-40 rifle and not far from there, just a few yards,
grizzly bones. Didn't Bill ever tell you?
I can't

recall

right

now.

I...

Well, anyhow they figured it was him because there was no more...
They figure

this

was Yukon

Fisher?

Yen, they had no more word of him or nobody run into him no more. So,
as nearly as they could find out, it must have been him. So Oakes,
when he came back in again, they told him about this...these guys found
this while he was gone, and they buried him, buried the bones. He took
the rifle out. It was bent, the rifle was bent, the barrel. So Bill and
I, when we came in there, we wrote to Captain Oakes, Harry Oakes, and we
asked him if he could let us know where they buried this guy. So, he said
all his records was in Montreal, and he'd have to wait 'til he someday
goes back and check it, recheck it, and he'll let us know. Anyhow, he
wished us good luck on the creek and all that, but we never found and
never got word back from him.
So Yukon Fisher

was certainly

in there

before

your time and.. .

Oh yeh.
And in fact,

before

Oakes and so on were in there

in

'28, I guess

it

was.

He must have been in there when Jorgenson was in the country and what'd you
call him...Jules, of course, because Jules was the one who tried to coax
him out. This Jules was a kind of loner too because he...just him and his
wife and daughter and big sled. He's got these Yukon sleds. They're a
way off. They're not flat sleights, about ten feet long, and they throw the
whole shebang on there and they just move and move and trap here so as they
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take the biggest part, take the cream off the marten and they go move and
to another place.
In 1940 I have an Edmonton Journal article
which says that a
Gilbertson
died in a cabin, and he was an aero engineer for
Did you ever hear anything about
that?
No.

William
Dalziel.

What year?

1940.
No, no, but that could be. It could be, but not to my knowledge.
Right, okay.
Okay. How here I come to 1946. I come to a fellow by
the name of Henderson that we were talking
about earlier,
who is supposed
to have disappeared
and a fellow by the name of J.
Patterson...
That's the name now, yeh.
John...
Patterson and Henderson that's now..that's,yeh that's what I mentioned
here just a while ago. So they never know what happened to him. There
was no...
So Patterson

was the fellow

that

disappeared

was he?

Yeh, and nobody investigated from this and because there was nothing
knowed about...
And you think

they were up by the Falls,

is

that

That's where they were supposed to have been.
of the Falls too.
So down the mouth of the Flat

or something

like

it?
Somewheres on this side
that?

No I imagine on the, what'd you call that creek again below the Falls?
Wrigley ?
No.
Or

Clearwater?

No.

The other side.

Oh,

Marengo.

Marengo that's it...that one. How it ever got its name I don't know.
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blow in '46 also, fellow from Seattle,
I think it was, by the name of
Watts came into the country with his wife and his brother-in-law
on a
so-called
sightseeing
expedition,
and he didn't
get out until a
little
late and there was quite a furor about them supposed to have
disappeared
in here.
Do you recall
anything about
that?
Negative, no, no, no.
Okay.

Now a fellow

by the name of Ernst

Savard.

Savard, yeh. I knowed him.
Disappeared

in

'47?

No, he never disappeared. He went up there and he went up to the Falls
and in the spring he went out and he went to Hay River and that was it.
Well according
found dead.

to an article

in both Newsweek and Time magazine

he was

No. No, I read that. I read that, I think in the newspaper, where he was
missing but he was out. He died at Hay River.
Okay.
He died here [there]. I know it because my brother knowed him there and
he wrote me a letter telling me he died there at Hay River.
Alright.
He was from Vancouver. No, Victoria [Vancouver] Island. Before he came
here, he was telling me. I know the guy. He used to raise dogs there,
sell 'em.
Now, also
expedition

in '47 there
coming into

was a lot of hoopla in the papers about a U.S.
the country.
Did it ever get here?

Marine

That's the U.S.-Canadian. Yeh, there was one..yeh it was Canadian too
with horses. They had horses?
No, I don't

think

so.

They came over from Watson Lake to the mouth of the Nahanni.
Oh.

They..boy, oh boy, what a poor bunch of horses...skin and bones. I think
they had twelve head, and they made it to the mouth of the Nahanni alright.
I bought two head of horses off them. I got one for twenty dollars and one
for... Oh, they could never got them out anyhow.
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Right.

Was that

'47?

I think so, yeh. Yeh. It must have been.
Do you know of the other
anything down?

details

oibout it?

Did you ever

write

No, only Cooper took the horses out by barge in the fall, in October.
But did you ever run into

the party

at

all?

Sure, they stayed with us at the mouth of the Nahanni. That's where the
horses got their first feed and, boy, did they ever eat. Oh boy! That's
the only place was grass. I had a place cleared there and it all growed
up nice in grass. I had a heck of a time keeping them off my garden.
I had a little garden there.
What were the names of the fellows

that

were on this

expedition?

The guy that...you know. Maybe I have the bill of sale yet where I bought
the horses from. He was from Dawson Creek, the guy with the bunch of
horses.
Was his name

Hendriekson?

No..it was a..
Bateman?
Mmh?
Bateman?
No, no, no. It's not a common name. Try to think of it now and I can't.
Anyhow, he used to raise horses there at Dawson Creek, ranching, and that's
where they hired him from.
How did they

come

across?

From Watson Lake, and from there they took over and they came over from
Coal, and they're figuring on coming down Meilleur. That was their
purpose, into Deadman's Valley and that, but they missed it. They came
down Jackfish and, oh my God!
Oh that

must have been a rough

trip.

Oh, he was telling me about that they had to tie them up in the timber,
no feed. All they was eating was little moss with a few leaves on it.
Hmm, that

must have been

rough.
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Yeh, she was a rough one.
Well if

you

could...

I don't know, I don't even know the purpose of it.
If you could
to know.

later

find

out what their

names were it'd

be very

interesting

Yeh, I knowed the name of the guy I bought the horses; I should know it.
I'll think of it.
That would presumably
it?
Right, right.

be the first

horse

expedition

into

the area,

wouldn't

I should know that name.

Now in 1952, Snyder

came back on another

expedition,

to do some hunting

in...

'32?
'52,

'52.

'52, yeh. That's the last. That was the time when he went get that bear,
lest he could show he could shoot a bear with one shot--a grizzly.
Did you meet them at all
No.
In

on that

trip?

Well I was up the Flat at...
'52 you were up the

Flat?

Yeh.
Did you run into

a bunch of mountain

climbers

at all

from the States

in

1952?

No.
They were

in...

What year?
The Brintnell

Lake

Brintnell Lake?
Glacier

Lake,

area.

That's a Glacier Lake?

yeh.

Yeh, no. I never met 'em but I knew they were there because they left all
their gear there. They left their...them irons that you put on your boots
and there was one of those nellies they call it, transmitters you wind by hand
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Oh yeh, mm.
That was laying t h e r e .
when I seen i t .
That was on it,
That's

and it

I flew in t h e r e with an o i l o u t f i t .
was left

on that

little

That's

delta.. . ?

right.

At the west end of the

lake?

No the left-hand, east end where the cabin was burnt.
Oh,

okay.

That's where it was left.
how Gus, I suppose the story that you're most intimately
in terms of people disappearing
in the Nahanni country,
Webb, Pappas, Rossworn
business.

involved
with,
is the
Mieskonen,

Yeh.
Would you care

to give

us your version

of

that?

Well, in the first place when they flew in first... The first trip they
made in was in the last of September, and we were living at that time at
the mouth of the Nahanni. There was Webb and Rossworn and Mieskonen, and
Richardson; they flew in first and next day Pappas came. They flew in
with an Otter. They flew past. They never stopped at the mouth of Nahanni
but the second trip, he got caught in the weather, and he had to return
and he stayed with us overnight. So Pappas was there. I never met none
of these fellows before. They all come from Yellowknife. I mentioned
to him, I says, what you going to do up there; asked them what they're
doing. They say they're going up to this McLeod Creek. Well, naturally
I knew all about McLeod Creek because I worked on it. Old Jack [Stanier]
was mostly working on it, but remember I told you about Jack. I helped
make the sluice box for Jack on that creek.
Yes.
So I knew quite a bit about it anyhow. So I told them what I knowed; give
them all the information I could to help them out. So he says that...he
asked me if I knew a McAvoy, Chuck McAvoy. I says no. He said he was gonna
come in and see me sometime because he figured I had some knowledge of some
deposits, and that he had a drill and could probably work something up
between us. So anyhow, he says he's gotta come in to us on third of
January to bring us some more grub. So he'll be on the trip and you'll
see him. Well, so he took a little piece of paper off his notebook and
he wrote on Jim McAvoy for McMillan Lake, third of January, and he handed
it to me. Well I didn't think nothing of it I just took the thing and laid
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it down on a little table there where it's sitting and the next
morning they took off.
Well Bailey...Frank Bailey, was game warden. So, about the end of
December, Frank comes up and he says "Gus, how about coming along?"
He says, "I'm going up to put out poison baits," and he said "would you
like to come along? Do you mind?" I said "Sure, I'll go." So we
went, and so we flew up in that country and we came to McMillan Lake and
we landed there. They had a strip already all padded down, but on
the snow, big long, with snowhoes. So after we got down there, they came
down and met us. There was only two there. There was this Richardson
and Webb. So we went up to the camp together that was only a small
shack, very low. You had to bend your head to get down in it, as
you did; part of it dug out in the ground. I don't think the thing
was hardly, outside, five feet high. Flat roof, dark, only one window.
So Bailey asked them what they're doing, and they said "Working on the
creek." I asked them how they're doing on the creek. Well he said "They
hit nothing." And he says "Where's the rest of them?" They said, "They
went up the Flat River." "Were they trapping?" They said, "No, they
weren't trapping." And he asked them about the meat. No, they had no
meat, and this and that...particularly caribou, just a few days ago. He
asked them about moose. "No, only got one moose." How about rabbits?
"No rabbits." All this stuff, you know. And where's the other...
where's the other fellow, Mieskonen. Oh, he's up prospecting, went up
prospecting, that's all.
Well, we're sitting there. Pretty soon we hear somebody comes down. Here
comes this Mieskonen. As soon as he got in the cabin, of course, he couldn't
see nothing. He was one of these fellows that used these big heavy glasses,
thick. I think about a quarter inch thick. So he took his glasses off
and rubbed 'em. Well, he probably didn't see nobody here, I guess. So
anyhow, we introduced each other, and so Bailey says to him "Well, you
fellows shooting a chicken or two anyhow?" They says "Yeh, we got a few
chickens." He says "Does any of you have a license?" They says "No."
Well he said "I'd advise that one of you, one or two of you take out a
license. That's only two dollars. Just so you have a protection of some."
So Webb, he looked at Mieskonen and he said could he get two dollars.
Well, you could see when a house...went right alongside of him. I kinda
looked at him and he just looked down this way and then he was kind'a
disgusted looking. He walked over and opened up his suitcase and took
out two dollars and gave it to Bailey and made out a chicken license.
So we took off and we went... There's a lake about three miles from there
which was called Clark...not Clark Lake, McLeod Lake because McLeod Creek
runs right through it. Here we sees, just flying over it we looked down,
we could see three red patches on the snow. So we landed there and here
was three fresh-killed caribou and all the dogs was tied up there and
big chunks of meat. Dogs never eat it, left it. Gee, that got Bailey
right there. So Bailey says that sure is going some, sure shows you
how these outfits... So anyhow, Bailey picked up these pieces and
took them all out. We went back.
Anyhow, when he [Mieskonen] came back, Webb said to him "Did you get any
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rocks?" Mieskonen looked at him he says "Rocks?" "Did you find any
rocks?" "Oh, oh, yeh, yeh, yeh found some rocks." It was a dead
giveaway, the whole thing. Well it's just trying to make a fool out of
us. It don't pay. If they'd said nothing, they'd be better off. He
spoiled it, Webb did. He should never have opened his mouth. Still Bailey,
he knowed what was going on, but he didn't want to start nothing with them.
But now, he went up to the cache and there's a caribou and a half.
So he took one piece, and it was... Jim Franklin was the pilot and he
took, he carried one little piece, and Bailey took the front shoulder-a small caribou, the darn thing--and left the rest. And they had a
hundred pounds of flour, they had a plenty sugar, tobacco galore. God
they had stacks of tobacco because I offered him even some. If you're
short tobacco, I've a few plugs, plug and a half I think in my pocket and
I'd give it to him. "No, God no, I've got lots of tobacco." So Bailey
says "Look, if you fellows are short of grub, or if you want to come out,"
he says, "I'll dump my baits here and take you out. Won't cost you a cent".
"No, no the plane's gonna come in here on the third, supposed to be here
on the third with grub." So that's all he did. He took it away. He
asked them about this caribou. They said they knew nothing about it.
Okay.
Did he charge

them?

No, no. So we went back. We landed, and then Bailey followed the trail.
Found six more, six more killed caribou. All they were doing were feeding
dogs, feeding dogs, feeding dogs. They had five dogs, and what the hell
good is dogs. Dogs [have] starved a lot of people already in the bush. If
you have to work to feed your dogs, then you're losing out. That's what
happened with them. So anyhow, we took off and we got set our baits. We
went up to Seaplane Lake, from Seaplane to Skinboat Lakes, and back up
pretty near to the Coal and back. Nine lakes we put out bait, and came
back and went to Nahanni. We had a Beaver [aircraft]. So next day she
stormed so bad that we didn't do no flying. So Bailey stayed with
us and we talked the thing over well. What the hell, forget it--this
and that. It's something. They at least could have told the
truth.
So we went to Liard next day and [unintelligible] was there, the police.
So [unintelligible] say "Well, what do you think?" So he went in and
they checked them over and still didn't put no charge against them. Now
the other two guys were back..Pappas and...
Rossworn?
Rossworn came. So the whole bunch were
Anyhow, they didn't pinch one of them.
out. The police says "Well, we'll take
Here's your chance". "Nope," they were

there. I wasn't. I stayed home.
Again he offered to take him
you out. Won't cost you nothing.
gonna stay. That was it.

Now the next outfit that picked them up was McAvoy, both Jim and Chuck.
They were at Watson Lake and he came on the fifth of May, which was
damn late, and just happened to drop in on them. There was only Rossworn
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and Richardson there. Then they told the story that Mieskonen there, he
blew himself up, which seems something funny to us again. So I had to go
to the inquest on this and I heard this whole story. Their story was that
they tried fishing on the end of McMillan Lake, Mieskonen was alone in
the cabin and when he came back the first thing he says "Is there any...
Did you get anything?" And they said "No". "Well I'll go and set some
wire." That was their snares. And before he told us no rabbits or nothing.
So he went and he took his camera along and this is funny part you know.
He took his camera along, and he took his field glasses along, and he'd
only gone about a mile and all they heard was big bang. Well nobody went
out to go to see. When the judge ask him when you heard this, what did
you do? Well we thought maybe he shot something. What would you have
done, if you been nothing to eat and if you heard somebody shoot something?
Are you going to sit there and wait until he comes back? You'd be out there
that close and run out and help to skin the gol-darn stuff and bring it in.
Nobody went. So when they did finally, when he never showed up, they went
over and looked at him and there he was all blowed to pieces. And the
funny part of it was that there's a spruce tree about that big, and the
whole zipper on that spruce was just imbedded, right in the spruce tree.
Just like you took the zipper and... So, you can see what happened.
The dynamite was in his packsack.
Dynamiting

fish?

Well it seems. There's another coincidence. He was the guy that furnished
the whole thing, twenty-four hundred dollars for the trip. None of the
other ones in that put a cent in it. They were going to pay him all back
when they get gold. So I flew in, we flew in then after this, in, I think
it was in June, first part of June or in the middle. It was in May yet, went
in a chopper and here was the notes he left. When McAvoy and them come,
they would just run down to the plane and took them right off. They never
even took the bedding or nothing, and they had some mail. They even left
that there right in the cabin. Well here was a letter from Pappas writing
to his mother; was one big envelope just packed so full that you couldn't...
When it was sealed it just stuck one place, and another letter it says 'to
whom it may concern'. Richardson wrote a letter to his mother and never
finished it. That was there and it was telling about the whole winter and
Richardson when he came up on trial, he said, that none of them would make
an effort. He said there was about twenty caribou on the ice he says and
I shot two and he said they didn't even want to come to pack the meat. They
said what's the use of packing when there will be a plane coming and bringing
us some decent grub. Now this note what they give me, that Pappas give
me. What'd you call it, being there on the third of January. After a day
or two I threw the gol-darn thing away in the stove, burnt it up, got rid
of it. Anybody can remember third of....and if I had that [to] put [as]
evidence in court, it would have saved them ten thousand bucks for it.
Max, I knowed Max well, Max Ward.
Well McAvoy, the two McAvoys,

did they work for

No, no they were own. They had their aircraft.

Wardair?
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I

see.

So Chuck didn't come into the trial.
Jim, was his partner, so Jim was.
So, all of this
the
meat...

stuff

about

Chuck was out in Edmonton. So

the R.C.M.P.

starving

them out,

seizing

That's baloney.
Seizing

all

their

meat and so on.

Well that's the newspaper stuff making a big gol-darn splash. No, they
were treated fair. They were asked to come out and it won't cost you a
cent. They're just bull-headed enough to stay in there. So the dogs,
they killed them. They ate their dogs. They even, they killed one dog
and throwed it in the creek and after it was all rotten, hair slipping
off, they took it out, cooked it and eat it. Well did that make sense
when the other guy killed the caribou, and just two miles to pack the meat.
They wouldn't pack it. [They] even took and chopped... He said he chopped
a hole in the ice and put the guts in there. After awhile now, they
come in and eat...chop that up and eat the guts, and they eat the dogs.
Now, the next thing I have a record of disappearance
for is this
Blake
Mackenzie, a fellow that went down in the aircraft
near McMillan Lake.
Now,
according to the newspaper things I've been able to come across,
he went
down twice.
Once before Christmas or gust around Christmas time, and Search
and Rescue came out and found him, I guess, gust about as the weather
cleared and actually
he flew himself back out to Nakanni Butte,
according
to the
story.
No, no.
And then he went back in again

and that's

the time he

crashed.

No. No. He came at [to?] Nahanni Butte with Ted...Ted Taylor. Ted
Taylor's aircraft.
He had Ted

Taylor's...

Aircraft yeh. And I was talking to him about it, and he says he was...
He asked about the country. Well, I said "Generally you fly in from here,
you fly to the head of Meilleur, and from Meilleur you head for McMillan
Lake, and then into Bennett Creek". That's where they were going to fool
around, you know, in Bennett Creek. Mulholland was in on that too, Jack
Mulholland, and after all I think Dick got connected in there somewheres.
Dick

Turner?

Veh. So he said "Well, if I ever fly in there, I'll just follow the Rivermake sure—the Nahanni River. You can't get lost then". So next thing we
knowed, here we heard he was down. He made a trip from Smith River and
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Smith River gave him the report that five thousand feet she was solid.
Well you can't fly into that country so [unless] you got to go six thousand.
Then you can get in alright, and that's only one... That's the range at
the head of...between the Caribou and Meilleur. You got to go up six
thousand to clear it. So there was no more word on it. Anyhow he took...
he didn't take their advice, Smith River's air base weather report. So now
he was what fifty...?
Forty-six

days.

Forty-six days, something like that, yeh, there by the airplane. The
place where he crashed, I used to hunt on the thing I don't know how
many times. It's just that go!-darn mountain range from there, and all you
had to do is walk up far...from, oh, quarter-mile and just brush, not bad.
Just walk, and there you could see Bennett Creek. He could see the
lake way... He landed once before, he made one landing there already.
He could see just as plain as can be.
When did he made the first

landing?

Before this last one, from Smith River again but the second, that was his
fatal.
Yeh.
But that first
have any recollection

landing there's
of him. .

no recollection

of...

You don't

No, no.
...getting

socked in

there?

No, because he went in and back and now making the second trip and supposed
to bring the stove. He had a stove, and all kinds of other stuff in.
So he knowed where he was going. And that was it.
Was there anybody else

in the country

that he'd already

landed in

there?

They were in there. Mulholland was in. I think he brought him in on
first trip. They were waiting in there in this cabin I had made on Bennett
Creek. I made a big cabin in there, with a lean-to on it, meathouse, toilet.
Everything was in there. A dandy cabin. Peeled logs, good floor, whipsawed
out floor, good roof, split stuff like this, split by hand, and on top there
about three layers of bark. All the bark I saved from the logs was all
on top and dirt on top. It never leaked, and then I put lean-to on, a
fourteen foot lean-to on to the end yet.
The accounts I have say that they were supposed to be making a film.
seems kinda doubtful
knowing..
No, no.
...the people

involved.

That
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No, they were after gold on Bennett Creek. They were going to go down
to bedrock and all that baloney, but they never. Well they spoiled it
really but maybe was their intentions. I talked all this out before they
even started in, with Jack Mulholland. He was getting all the information.
What we, how we worked and what we got, all this. I give him all I could
think of. I figured to help them out and go ahead. The only funny part
is, why didn't he walk up that little bit and look down and he could see
the whole darn country in forty..fifty-three days or forty-three days or
whatever it was. I've been on that mountain I don't know how many times.
I used to go there and hunt up there for, because you look the country;
could spot moose and...
So what did you mean when you say they went in there

and they ruined

it?

Ruined which?
You said something gust a while ago about these guys went in there
they ruined it and you seemed to be referring
to the gold, to the
prospecting?

and

No, no, they didn't ruin it. No, no, no, nothing they could ruin there,
well all they could do is... I give 'em all the information I could
tell them to go ahead and go on from there, because I have faith in that
place. Someday, it's gonna be a darn big mine, mining camp. There's
fifteen creeks in there with gold and there's only two or three that'd
been scratched on.
Okay. Then also in
down in a Cessna, I

'62, a Stockall
guess.

and Hudon and Goertz

and Buss

went

Yeh, well, that was Ken's fault. I knowed Ken well and, in fact, he
was supposed to..I was saving his gas for him at the mouth of the Nahanni
that time. He almost came to the Nahanni and then he turned back and he
went through here by Doctor Lake, went through this here. He figured he
was gonna go around that storm, one of the worst storms I think that ever
hit Nahanni. She was just right down to the water! And zero complete
and wind blow. Terrible! Even the water was flying on the side of the
wall from the waves. Oh it'd be hopeless. Even if he could've landed, I
think he would have cracked up; landed in the mouth, it was so darn rough.
Anyhow, he turned back and then he came down the Liard and he went out [in?]
this way and of course he hit that same storm back in here getting to a-what'd you call it--a blind pass.
Ran right

into

the end of it

did

he?

Yeh, well they see where they hit the wall. It took one wing off on the
wall and then she just...went and burnt up. Burnt up so bad they didn't
know who was who. Yeh but there again, that was his fault because gee,
they lost three planes that summer. He was with that, oh forget what it..
him and Moon Mull ins was his partner. I forget the name of the aircraft
service they had. Anyhow, they were so bad in the hole he tried to make
the last buck, to try to keep your head above water and that's pushing it
a little too much.
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Okay.

In

'63 the three

Swiss

fellows

disappeared.

Well, they started from Glacier Lake and they came down. There was an
outfit there camped at the Falls at the time and when they see 'em coming
down they said "Sure some greenhorns", because they were all sitting up
on top. They had a big load and they loaded the whole thing in the middle
of the canoe and all sitting up on top of the crossbar and the seat and
one guy sitting on top of the load. That's...you're top heavy complete.
So they

had a canoe hut not kayaks

eh?

No, no, no, they had a canoe. So..
Who was it

that

was up at the Falls

at the time and saw them?

Some outfit that was taking pictures from Hollywood, some American outfit
taking scenic pictures. They were there for, oh, pretty near a month I
guess. They flew out back from there again. You know, they take a lot of
these places and they patch them up in different films that they stick it
into. Anyhow, they met their Waterloo at the Hell's Gate, that's for sure.
The Figure
Oh yeh.

Eight.
No, not Figure Eight,

What do..which

one do you call

Hell's Gate.
Bell's

Gate?

The one where she goes right against the wall, comes around the bend at
right angles and hits right for the wall right oh it's about six miles
below the..seven miles below the Falls I guess.
Well that's

the Figure

Eight

isn't

it?

No, Figure Eight's right below where the water one side of the river the
water goes down and the other one she turns around and comes right back up
again. Some call it Where the River Runs Two Ways. Well it sure runs
two ways and not only that but it makes a couple of loops in between.
Yeh, well

I thought

that's

the one you

meant.

No, the one above. That's the bad one. This one you can always... She's
bad alright. But the one above that, where she comes right straight-angled,
like a...just like that from downriver. Bing! They hit that wall. That's
it for sure because if the canoe..found the canoe and the tarp just at the
mouth of..just below mouth of the Flat laying on the beach, and she was
just like an accordian. The front was just caved right in. That's a wall.,
in about that much, just like an accordian that's pushed right in. They
must have hit her bing, right straight on.
Was it

an aluminum

canoe?

No, no, it was a Chestnut and the tarp.

They only found one guy. Found
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him below Hotsprings and he had a what'd you c a l l i t around his neck...
Tape 5 - Side 1
how Gus, we were finishing
up and just talking
about the Swiss
and you said the one fellow had, what was it around, his. . .

that

disappeared

Kind of a poncho around his neck, just one strap when they found him. He
was just preserved, and this is a month after. He must have been caught
under the wall, and I imagine maybe that's where the other ones are yet
maybe, or God knows what happened. Anyhow, he must have been under that
wall or somewheres where there's cold water because when the police found
him he was not even bloated.
How do they

know it

was a month after

it

happened?

Well, because already they passed this, what'd you call it, the...
The movie outfit

at the

Falls?

No. Another outfit was up there and they seen this canoe laying on the
beach, and a piece of tarp. It was just about two miles below the Flat
on the right side going up. Craig was the police that went up, Bill
Craig. Anyhow, they kept going up to the Falls and they didn't see nothing
and then on the way back, about four miles below The Hotsprings, they happened
to pull along the shore. They seen something black on the edge there,
kind of hooked up on the snags along the edge of the bank and there was
one guy.
how, you were mentioning
that you feel
Fatter son's book or some problems with

there's
some misinterpretation
it eh, and that's
it...

of

Yeh, well it explains things too easy, and a lot of people that's never
been in the bush and they think that they can do the same thing. In the
way he explained it, lots of game and fish and all this, berries. Just
jump off the boat and there's a nice bunch of raspberries waiting for
you and all this stuff. Well they get the impression it's just like going
up some gol-darn paradise or something. And him tracking up. You see he
had no bar, he tracked up. He don't say nothing in the book where Faille
helped him up in a lot of tight places with the kicker, and even Faille in
them days, he used to relay, relay. Not only relay, he just, he puts his
stuff few pounds, say about three hundred pounds in the canoe at a lick, and
then get into the water, shallow water, and run the motor and push the canoe
at the same time. Well this kept on until he pretty near ripped his whole
darn, rip the pants off a one side. He could of broke his leg yet that
stopped him [Faille]. So, they get the idea, oh, that it's so easy, so
they try to and they get in trouble.
You were mentioning
something about the problems with people
without enough food.
Do you want to describe
that?
Yeh.

coming up

The police at Liard, they told me that some of the outfits, they sneak
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through the night past Liard and they keep right on coming down to
Nahanni and going up Nahanni. So, they finally mention that if these
outfits land at my place, they give me the authority to go ahead and search
their outfits to see how much grub they are, for what length of time they
are figuring staying, and how far they gonna figure to go, and make them
either buy more grub or stop 'em. So, I did and gosh I don't know how
many outfits that I did. One time, it was two canoes with four guys,
two in each canoe, and they got stopped there and I asked them where they
going? They're going to Falls, just like that. They kept a talking
there about they've got lots of grub. "Oh", I says, "where is it?" And
they says "Right there". Well you could see a little hump in the middle
of the canoe and their bedding there was. So I said "How much flour
you got?" "Oh, fifteen pounds." "Fifteen pounds? What are you going
to eat?" "We got pilot bread, biscuits, this and that and we only need the
flour to roll the fish and to fry the fish." I said look-it fellows,
you's will be.."Look", I tell 'em, "you floated down all the way here from
Fort Nelson. You had it easy. Now you're going to paddle or you're
going to track". I said "Your appetites gonna get just about a hundred
percent stronger and that fifteen pounds of flour rolled in fish, you'll
wish that was a hundred and fifty pounds". I says "You better go down now
and get another fifty pounds of flour. How much sugar you got?" "Oh we got
five, ten pounds of sugar." Forget it. You're going to miss sugar. Take
another twenty. And they thought I was crazy. He says "You have supper with
us and you see how we eat. We eat like horses." "I don't care", I says,
"if you eat like horses, you're going to eat more like horses when you start
paddling up river". Well, they took my advice...they did and by gosh when
they come back they thanked me for it. "You know, by gosh, you were right",
and then they run short. So, you can imagine. They don't know. That's it.
Now in 1967 that

Beaver

crashed

up at Dal Lake with

the outfitter

of. ..

That was Shepherd.
Yeh, Shepherd.

Were there

weather

problems

with

that

crash

too?

No, it was overload, an overload, and they must have hit a down draft
because they only got about twenty-seven miles away from Dal, and she
just dropped. It was five guys in with the pilot and all their gear and
junk and stuff. So it was at that height, five thousand feet, that's
a little bit too much.
What about

the Water Resources

plane

crash?

Water Resources plane crash was... We were the last to see them.
our place at around ten, pretty near eleven o'clock and...
In the

They left

morning?

Yeh, and at four o'clock they were...they crashed according to the clock
in the plane. There was no reason. Nobody could find out what reason is
there until, what'd you call it, one of the pilots there I think it was...oh
what was his first name?..not Bob..something Brodie.. What wrecked, I heard
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later that they found out it was a plugged fuel line.
Did they

crash

right

into

the side

of the mountain

or?

No, they came right over the mountain, down into a draw and that was it.
No, we missed them. They were just like our, just like our relations. We
knowed them for three years and they, sometimes they camp there three days
or four days, at our place, for weather, you know, and too cold or... Gee,
we sure missed it when we heard they dead.
Now„ did you have anything

to do with

this

English

group

that...

No, no.
...came in

'71?

No, no, no. We were here [Little Doctor Lake] but Mickey was. Mickey
happened was working at that time for [Texas] Gulf Sulphur, and they were
working out from Hotspring. And Mickey got over there, and they were all
broke down with their blooming kickers. Mickey, he fixed their little
kickers straight 'til three o'clock in the morning so that they could get
started next day again. But it was never mentioned by Mickey...
They said it was the mosquitoes got in their carburetor, and the flies
were that thick...can you imagine mosquitoes getting in their carburetor.
Dow Gus, there was another
disappeared
in the country.

fellow that you were telling
Could you describe
that?

me about

that

Well, yeh, there was in ah... I forget what year it was. Anyhow, he came
down, Streepers brought him down, Barney Woods and he was ah... I don't know.
The kind of a fellow that thought, had some adventure and he was interested
in prospecting and he got to the mouth of the Nahanni. He stopped down
there and he pitched a tent. He was going to go up the Nahanni--pack! He
was going to figure to relay his grub, and go to Deadman's Valley.
Was he going

to trap

in there

or what?

No, he was going to prospect. He had a mining book, and he had a prospector's
pick and a gold pan. He thought, well, he'll find something, with all the
publicity, you know, all the Nahanni gold, and all this stuff. I guess he
got the notion, like lots of people did, that this stuff is laying all over
the country. So he come in there and he came over to our place there and
he tried to get some information. I told him, I says, "If you're figuring
packing it boy, forget it." So I said, "You hit places in there you
can't walk through, and the windfalls, and one thing and another.
So I says, "Look, if you want to go up there,wait. Wait here a few days.
I gotta go to Simpson, I'll be picking up a mining engineer, and I got
to pick up a big boat". It's just about almost like a houseboat that time
I had. I said "I'll go down and bring the engineer up because we're gonna
be gone up that River for about six weeks." What I could see now, he
likes to learn about minerals,"So you help along with the cooking and you
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get your...won't cost you nothing for grub, I'll guarantee that. Just give
a [unintelligible] hand here and there and you can go ahead and go and prospect. We'll be stopping here, stopping there and day or two, three days
here. You can pick up stones and bring them down and you can check it up
with the mining engineer. He'll help you"because never seen one of these
guys that never didn't try to help somebody that's trying to, you know,
learn.
I says, "You'll save money and you'll get a heck of a lot of
knowledge".
"Well no", he says, "he couldn't wait that long". "Well", I said "that's
up to you". So he did. He took off and he hired one of the natives there
to paddle him up about five miles and dumped him on the bank. From there
he started pack and relay. Well this was about end of June I think it was...
Roughly

what

year?

Oh, I'd say it was in '58 I think. '57 or '58. So he went up and he got
to, I don't know where he went, but anyhow from there he left. Nobody
heard anything about him.
So, about September one of the natives paddled down the snye down the
River there. He came back and he said he found a raft. He says "There's
a raft lodged, and the water went a way up high that summer and somebody
must have made a raft up river." That year it was something new. It's
just like there's nobody in the country and anytime you see something
like that there must be something up above. So I went down and I just look
at this raft and, oh boy, I recognized one of my beaver stretchers nailed
on it. So I says, "That thing is from Mattson Creek". So, next day I went
up to Mattson Creek. Sure enough, here in my old camp where I had the
years before...I had a tent pitched there and about four logs high up, oh
poles about six inches in diameter for the wall that it was pitched on. They
was used on this raft. And there was bark on them yet because that's only
a short time in the winter.
So, I went up the river and I watched all along and at that level of the
water. Now the water was lower. I watched the level, here I find another
piece of raft with a strap from a rifle sling--leather, buckle and a snap
on the end and some cord tied onto it. So I thought boy, oh boy, oh boy,
whoever made that raft sure must have been short of stuff. So, I went,
got to Mattson Creek and there I see the whole thing--bushed. I could see
where he chiselled out the nails I had on my [tent] frame, two-and-a-half-inch
nails, temporary because when we pitch anything like that, it's all temporary.
So, he had no axe, so he chiselled out the nails with the end of the pick,
mining pick. That's what he nailed his raft together with, and he put
my beaver stretcher on top and nailed them down with the two-and-a-half-inch
nails. Well, right from there on, I see where he shoved the raft into the...
there was a lot of goose grass there, and once you make a mark in goose
grass, that stays, that's it, right clean to freeze up, 'til next year,
because it's killed quick.
So anyhow, he shoved the raft in there and looked like he had nice going,
but there was a little point there, from the mouth of this creek, and a great
big driftpile. The whole current broke, rammed right into it..driftpile which
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he didn't see. So, I imagine when he pushed her out, that he hit her, and
that was it. So he must have hung on to this gol-darn thing for about four
miles. She must have come apart, and he made it into a cutbank, big high
cutbank, ten feet high. Well of course I didn't know this yet. So anyhow,
I knew he was gone there, from there on. He must be somewheres below.
So I looked but I couldn't find nothing. By this time, the bars, a lot of
bars were bare, water was low.
There was a helicopter came in, so I got this fellow asking me to go up and
we'll take a look. So we did. So we went and switched back, up and back,
and up and back, and just got right to the foot of The Splits and I looked
down. I spot some red, and I motion to him to look down. So we circled over.
Yeh, it looks like him. So we landed, went back, walked back up and here was
his eiderdown, spread open. There was a red lining inside and there was
leaves laying on it, 'cause it was fall, and rifle was set up against a
tree. It fell down but you could see where it fell down and there was a
bag here, about a hundred rounds of ammunition. It was a .306 rifle he
had. Then, by the head of the bed there was one of these canvas cap hats
laying there and a bottle of fly-dope and then a big veil
Like

a mosquito

net you mean?

No, no...it was throwed up [vomit].
Oh, I

see.

Dry, just like a spider web, big patch. So I put things together quick
right there 'cause he was a sick guy. A little off the side, his
underwear was hanging up on a pole, and some fish line, and he had a stack
of cooking utensils, one that fits into the other and on top of it was the
gold pan and a mining pick. A bear been in there. There was one shoe, one
boot, leather shoe and the bear got tangled into some of the fish line and
it was scattered around. Behind that, oh, about fifty feet more he made a
fire where a bunch of logs crossed.
So, there you had the picture plain as day. He cut in there to the cutbank,
crawled up, set his camp and it must have been raining or he was so wet.
There was no wood there to make a fire so he went back into the poplars
there, some big poplar and made a fire and dried himself and hung his
underwear up by the camp. From there, he must have been a sick guy because
you could see where he throwed up and it dried by his head, by the bed.
From there on, you could see the Butte. Looks only a mile or two but boy
that River twists and twists and twists before you get to it. He must have
took this raft and figured either, to go down to the mouth and get somebody
to bring the stuff down, or maybe he was thirsty or something and went
for water and went in. So there's two reasons. That was it. We never found
nothing of him until just before freeze-up, somebody came up from Simpson
there. And about forty-five miles down from the mouth of the Nahanni here,
they found this bones. He had a hundred and fifty dollars in his pocket,
he had a little wallet, and that's all.
Do you know how he spelled

his

name?
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Brunchnik..B-r-u-n-c-h-n-i-k, something like that.
Do you know what his

initials

were at

all?

Leonard.
Leonard

eh?

Leonard yeh. And he was working in Edmonton, welding old gas barrels,
that's what he told me. I asked him "What you been doing in Edmonton?"
He says, "We patch up old gas barrels, weld them". At first when I ask
him why did he come in the country for? He said "For a rest". And he's
a young guy, only eighteen years old. So, after then I talked to him later
and he said that he's gonna prospect. I felt very sorry for that kid. If
he only would have listened. Boy, he would have got...he'd been probably
alive yet, and he would have got all the information, just what he was
interested in. It wouldn't cost him a cent. What's the matter with dry a
few dishes or wash a few dishes and get awfully good food. Oh, it sometimes
make you think.
Any other people that you recall
that we haven't
talked
about?

having

disappeared

in the Nahanni

country

Ah, not that I know of, outside of, what'd you call it..we got Fisher, Mulholland and Eppler, Powers, and him, and then Shebbach. Shebback, of
course, he gave up after forty-three days. He was out of grub. A bear,
grizzly bear took him, must have carried him out. There was not a sign
of dragging at all.
So he was probably

dead when the grizzly

bear dragged

him?

Oh yeh, probably half rotten. The bear must have just picked him up and
packed him all at once; two hundred feet there was...
Just

a few bones

left?

Bones, a head, skull, skull was chewed up. Oh, say about a foot of bones
in a sack, we picked up.
Who found Shebbach
Police.

anyway?

One of them...

You and the police

did?

Well, they went up in... You see, they heard that he left at this place..
I don't know who started the investigation at the place where he had his
cabin but it could be Dalziel because I think the only one that knowed that
he was in there was Dalziel. Anyhow, whoever flew him in there. There [he]
was, about, oh, about ten miles away from what they call Skinboat Lakes;
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west, right to below the Coal River Range. That's where he had his
cabin. Anyhow that's where he started from, and it was his end at the
mouth of the Caribou.
You say then,

that

Nazare

Zenchuk was his partner,

sort

of?

No, Nazare met him in Edmonton, and they both being Russian, they talked
about good trapping, this and that. Nazare was supposed to be at the
mouth of the Caribou, so he [Shebbach] figured he'd be there. And he
was depending on that for grub. But when he got there, Nazare wasn't
there because he never came. Yeh, I think it's forty-three days.
Yeh.
wife

Do you know what happened
eventually
or what?

to Shebbach's

diary?

Did it

go back to

his

Shebbach had a... There was not only his diary but there was his army
discharge papers and I think he had a little over a hundred dollars cash,
the police got. I guess it'd be all returned to the parents.
Would you be prepared to give me a list of what you know of plane
crashes
in the area because I'm not sure my list is complete.
In fact, I think
it
probably isn't.
You've made a complete listing,
I think,
haven't
you?
More or less yeh. I kept kind'a track of them anyhow with...
of course, was the army, with the helicopter.
That was the first

crash

in the

The first,

area?

Yeh, yeh, in Deadman's Valley, about ten miles back.
In all

that

flying

that

the early

fellows

did,

nobody ever

crashed

in

there?

Never! Never! Nobody, because they had their old pilots, and they were
careful. They had old machines which they didn't just trust. So they
didn't take chances. Then later on, when new pilots came in and they
figured these guys got away with it, so they took more chances because
they never had experience. So naturally, you can see that somebody is going
to get in trouble, yery little, very little mechanical trouble, it's all
weather, ninety percent is all weather and the mountains are worse.
(RECORDER OFF)
Now Gus, you've described
one close call you had on the River in the ice
jams, but I think you had another one at one point didn't
you?
Fairly
recently?
Yeh, there was the time the Army came in. They came down from Nelson, and
they had a pretty good-sized boat with inboard motor in it, and the motor
was broke down. So, they decided to leave part of the party at the mouth
of the Nahanni, and they'd go up with two small canoes, sixteen-foot...
well they're seventeen-foot but when they're cut off for kickers it's
sixteen...and they had a seven-horse kicker on each one. So they started
up. We were down now, on our way back from Simpson, coming up home. I had
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my winter supply of gas, and grub, and a lot of other things that Mickey
and Mary, the wife and kid bought.
We caught up with them just about seven miles from The Hotspring. And
they were gone then already two days from the mouth. They were not making
no time. They had only about three inches of freeboard in them canoes.
Each one had two ten-gallon kegs of gas in each canoe and their bedding
and their grub and odds and ends. So, when we caught up to them, they
were just barely moving. So, I pulled up above 'em and I stopped and they
came in. The propellor was all shot up. One guy only had part of one
blade on the propellor, knocked off by the rocks. I told them I says,
"By gosh you fellows are sure never make it". And they were figuring on
going up to the Falls. Forget it. So I says "Look, I can take off some
of your load. I was overloaded already. So anyhow, I took both their
twenty gallons off each and put it on our boat. Of course, we had a lot
of power..had a twenty-eight horse motor on it. I told 'em, I says "Now
stay behind me, just follow me and you'll save a lot of fuel" and I says
"We'll be home up at The Hotsprings in another hour and a half".
It's swift, and I generally pick out all the easy water because I know the
River by heart. So, we were just getting over... There was a rapids in
there, nice little stretch of rapid for about, oh, I guess around about a
thousand feet. Of course, I stayed on the other side of it, and I happened
to look around before we turned the point, the bend like, in the River, and
I only seen one canoe. So I looked down-river and here I could see, all
I could see way down this rapid some arms going up, up and down.
So Mickey was on the steering, so I motioned him and he wheeled right around
and away we went down after them, full lick. But it was only a matter of
a minute and we were there, because [we] had a lot of speed and the current
swift. So here they were going up and down. The canoe was, of course,
upside down. They were trying to lay...it was aluminum..and they were
trying to hang on to the thing. Well, it's just like trying to grab hold
of a fish. You slip right off. So we pulled alongside of them. Mary got
a hold of one and I got a hold of the other guy and we had the canoe in
between us you see. We had to pull them over the...they were just stiff,
they couldn't move their legs....we had to pull them in the boat and right
ahead of us, here was a gol-darn rock.
Well it was hopeless to miss it now. Told him the best we could do if we
hit and probably shear off it, but she hit her. She was really bigger than
what it showed because you couldn't see the thing from up-river like,
because it had a real drop right behind the rock. It was a monstrous of
a thing..it must of [been as big as] pretty small shack, I think it was.
Big darn brute sitting there, and the rest was all rough water. So you
couldn't tell it if it was rocks or not. Big swells. Well, as soon as
we hit the darn thing she just run up part ways, swung around and down went
the back. Goodbye load! She just took the whole thing right off, the whole
shebang going down. Well Mary grabbed the bed and, of course, she hung on
to the bed and she got to shore. I tried to get her [the boat] off, she
still hung on yet, and I tried to get her off.
Finally she went right over too far on the side because too much weight.
The water was...only a little bit of space left up underneath the deck, and
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it throw me and she went off. I went head first right in the River and
Mickey and this one guy that we pulled out was on the boat yet and
then after she got off, then she settled down and she was just level with
the water. It looked just like...you couldn't see no boat..you could see
these two guys there standing. It looked just like they're standing up
above their knees in water. The boat's made out of plywood, and plywood
don't float worth a darn after it gets a little bit of weight on it, because
there's no air in the wood.
I had to swim back for the boat because now they were going right through
the rest of the waves, up and down and gas barrels are afloating. I almost
was within about five feet from the gol-darn boat when one of them tengallons popped up with the waves and hit me right in the ribs. Oh, it
just knocked the wind right out of me and from there I had to really move,
struggle and try to catch my breath too at the same time. I just managed
to get in the edge like that.

Just grabbed the boat and that's

all?

Just grabbed the boat yeh but I was just about laughing [had it?]...with the
cold. By this time we're downstream. Well, Mary got to shore alright
and the other fellow with the canoe, he couldn't come in on us, it's too
rough. So, by this time now, we're getting out of the rough waters,
she's starting to get out of the rapid. So we come in, and he grabbed
a hold of us and he got us to shore.
Then I first realized about my darn valise, my bag. It was one of these
carpet bags. Well, I said by gosh, try to go down river and see if you
can retrieve my bag. I says there's money in it. I had five hundred
and fifty-six dollars in it--cash! So they did and they got down about a
mile and they passed, they seen it. They asked me what color is it. I
says "It's a brown handle on it, kinda of a grey carpet rigging affair
and a brown handle it's got on it." Here's they going along with the
blooming kicker and one of the guys says "What was that?" He says
"Where?" and he says "Look, oh, it looked like it was something come up
the water". So here it popped up again. "There it is!" he said, "there".
He sure did grab a hold of it and there was my gol-darn bag. The only
thing that kept that thing floating.... I don't think it would've floated
much more than maybe a few more minutes and that I think would have been
it...I had a half-a-bottle of rum in this gol-darn thing and that was
just enough buoyancy to buoy that darn thing so the handle would come
up once in awhile. Oh boy, five hundred and fifty-six bucks. I brought
that money up for to fly because we're gonna move from The Hotsprings to
Doctor Lake to pay the..I didn't know what the rate was that time so I
took up the money then because to pay them off. Anyhow, it sure was lucky
there but the rest we lost--all.

You lost your whole year's

supply of

stuff?

That all went yeh. Mary and Mickey they had the worst loss. They bought
two cameras went. One, an $88.00 camera and the one you bought for
Mickey. That went, a bunch of films, a bunch of records Mickey bought,
and she bought a bunch of clothes in town; packed her suitcase so tight
you couldn't even close it, and the grub, the gas. Really we didn't know
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how much we had because we never counted it up. Anyhow, the army
stood good for it though.
They did

eh?

Yeh, they gave us five hundred dollars. They told us to try to figure
out all we had. But after we put in the bill we didn't... We see a lot
of stuff we forgot. We'd remember where's this? Oh, that was in the
load too, that was in the load. I bought Mickey a guitar, brand-new
guitar. That darn thing was under the deck, full of water, of course,
but you couldn't throw it away because it hit [?] the decking. When
we landed, you know all that was in that boat was two cans of milk!
And the

guitar?

And the guitar and the washbasin.
You didn't

lose

the motor off

The washbasin was underneath the boat.

the boat

eh?

No that went complete under. You could see the motor she's complete under
water for quite a while, and I feel around with my feet. What's this?
Not a can I thought and finally it hits something, the washbasin. It
[the boat] was level, you see, filled up with water so it didn't float.
We bailed the boat out real quick. Boy, we's going to beat the band,
fast as we could, and took turns, Mickey and I, and finally we got her
up. Mickey pulled on the gol-darn starter about four or five times and
pretty soon she fired, and sputtered and fired and away... Of course, he
got her going and he went down, but he salvaged Yery little. He got, I
think, about two or three kegs of gas but no other stuff and we had a
lot of ammunition too. That sunk right there, .22's, .30-30 rifle went
under. Everything sunk right there.
So that

was a pretty

close

call?

Yeh, after all the way coming right from town, coming through the Liard
Rapids no trouble, not even a miss in the engine and then come within
seven miles of home and then dump your load. That was my first accident
I had, that is in the boat, that I ever lost anything or get in trouble.
So, it shows you how things come sometime.
But he [one of the soldiers] admitted if it wouldn't have been for us
he says, "Just at that time I was ready to go, I couldn't hold it no more".
He was numb all over. Water was 43°. Raining, raining just a drizzle
and then when we got to shore right below a big slide, clay side and sit
there all night 'til morning, and then from there we went to The Hotsprings.
They're shivering in the boat. Oh boy, were we shivering--cold.
I guess

nobody had any dry matches

then

either?

We had, yeh. We got a fire going. Mickey's lighter worked and that's how
we got the fire going but it just sizzled..raining down. Everything was
wet to start with, water running down on the clay right past the fire, and
anyhow we got to The Hotspring. We were just shaking like a leaf and opened
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the door and boy just like going in a big hot gol-darn over.
inside was as warm from the..
From the heat

coming

The shack

up.

I guess from the heat up from the ground there. It was at least sixteen
hours or more. I just fell asleep. All of us sat down and we were
going to make something to eat but they fell asleep before we got
something going.
Bow, while we're on the subject
of The Hotsprings,
benefits
and its problems for you while you lived
to describe
some of each?

that place had both
its
there.
Would you care

Well, the only thing with The Hotsprings, it was the water problem, for
fresh water. That was the main thing, and as far as growing stuff there,
you could grow anything, for we growed even muskmelon there. One year
we had watermelon, pumpkin, stuff like that. There was, oh, corn, and
real corn, that sweet corn. I don't mean the feed corn. We had corn clean
to, oh, way after Christmas--sacks full. Corn on the cob, great big
vegetable marrows, tomatoes, name it. Everything you could raise in there.
The only thing, you had to water, because the heat from the ground dried and
the sun did. [It would] rain just big heavy shower. It would soak it
right up, and then a couple of hours it was dry, because it got the heat
both ways. And spuds you never had a hill of spuds. They didn't grow up,
they grow down because they're going for the heat that's further down. It's
warmer. They grow themselves. They stay there all winter and we need
them. We'd miss potatoes [when we were digging them] and next year they'd
grow up again. They stay in there all winter and start sprouting in the
spring and away they go. So it was a problem to keep a row of spuds in
line, because they all growed in between, all over. It looked like you
broadcast them. Yeh, that's true.
Your parsnips

got away and did that

sort

of thing

too?

Oh yeh, that did it. I left a little row about a yard long, and that
seeded itself and that darn place with parsnips six, seven feet high. The
first ones three inches in diameter and two...you never could get to the
bottom..two feet and they still were broke off. Parsnips! This is the
truth. That's a real soil for parsnips and carrots. That's a sandy silt
so, oh, you'd be surprised. You could yank and pull on it and finally
you'd break it off and it'd still be an inch in diameter. The only way
you could get them out, is to take a shovel and just dig alongside and get
down, down and then tear them loose.
You get big carrots

there

too?

Everything. All that, yeh, all that root stuff. Another thing, the
parsnip in the spring, already in March here they start sprouting, the
yellow tops already coming up.
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How mv.ch of a jump would you get on the growing
area by being at The
Hotsprings?

season

of the

surrounding

Well you could... I put potatoes in around the 27th of April and it was too
early really, because I have to dig them then in July, and it's too long
to keep for winter. I didn't gain nothing on it. So I put them in just
a normal, like anybody does, anywheres else. But some more stuff like
lettuce, carrots, radishes and stuff and vegetable marrow, stuff that you
eat up, I put a heap of that early. Cabbages. Oh my God, yeh, I got
cabbages galore, about twenty inches in diameter. I got pictures of it
here.
When would you plant
that you were eating

your garden normally
all the time?

at The Hotsprings,

these

things

In May, just so nothing gets too far gone because...
Middle

of May, late

May,

what?

No about the first part of May, and then you had lots already in July.
I suppose it
garden there

would take a very
at The Hotsprings

severe
would

spring
it?

frost

there

to hit

your

Never get frost there, I never get frost. Only frost you get is late in
September. And because you got the hot water all around you, warm
water I should say.. It's only 98 [°F] and of course in the winter it
gets a little higher, about 104 [°F] but for the summer season it's
98 [°F] for sure.
Do you have any explanation
winter and.. . ?

as to why it

would go to 104 ( °F) in

the

Well the only thing I can reason is the springs that feed into it, cold
springs, are froze up by that time, and that lets the water get its more,
its natural heat. And then by April, she starts to thaw already and the
cold water starts to come in and brings her back to 98 [°F]. That's the
only thing I can figure. I imagine if you drilled right straight down
there, you hit boiled water for sure.
The whole area around The Hotsprings
buildings,
didn't
it?

presented

a special

problem

for wood

Yeh. It's hard on your logs, like your foundation. Its seems to attack
the spruce quite a bit, and birch but not poplar. Poplar there's just
no effect at all. You know what there's should be there, is put a
cement foundation there and then put your logs right on top. And don't
put no floor in the house. Don't put no flooring down. No wood floor.
Make a nice good smooth finish and lay a linoleum on top of it, and boy
you've got a floor then.
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That's

heated naturally

from

underneath.

Oh God, that thing, that cement would keep that thing so darn warm
you'd, you have to have a ventilator because even there, when we lived
with that wood floor and a stove, can't use the stove. We only make fire
when we eat. If somebody come, like your Water Resources that go in and
out, twenty times or thirty times a day, in and out, fifty below zero,
here we wouldn't need no fire. Oh, it was surprising....only a little pile
of wood done all winter. Oh yeh, you sure depend on it. You get up in
the morning and you walk on the floor and just like what you never got out
of bed. Feet are barefoot, just as warm as can be.
Now, let's change the subject quite drastically
and turn to any
observations
that you have on. ...any specially
interesting
ones, or anything that you've
found in the way of artifacts
in the area.
There were only at The Hotsprings, we only found one, one good spearhead
but then it is a place, I don't think even when the natives that made these
spearheads in them years, I don't think that was their place to camp. It
probably was the spearhead that they probably shot at something and then,
you know, missed or... Because generally where you find these artifacts,
it's a place where they had a..set up a camp for a real purpose, or around
a fishing place or a place where it's near licks, where they can depend on
meat steady. Therefore, The Hotsprings is not the spot.
Okay. Now what about other areas in the south Nahanni watershed, .did you
find artifacts
anywhere else?
No, not on the Nahanni.
bo I recall

you telling

me a story

once about sheep fences. . . .

Oh, that's up in Prairie River, way up Prairie River at the head. That's
where it got its name from. Way up the head, there's a bunch of rolling
hills. Looks just like down in southern Alberta, ranch country and in
that kind. You're up high though...you're just about on top. There they
made brush fences. Still you can see parts of them.
Could you mark that

location

on the map for us?

Well, just go to the head. It's on both sides, right, left side..you come
up Prairie River, it comes up to nothing, you know, and long before it's
all nice rolling hills, and you go any one of those places near a little
dipdown, and you'll see this fence made. They leave a little gap in it
and they put a snare in it and the sheep then goes through and gets snared.
So would these fences
of brush?

be continuous

or would they just

be a little

mounds

Some places they were just kind of a circle. They see where they.. That's
on the sheep trails, 'er not a sheep trail but a caribou trail and they
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followed the trail, you see, and bingo they get in a snare.
Would they use hide for snares for

that kind of

thing?

Yeh, yeh. Babiche. The only reason that they put the fence there is so
not..when they see the snare..to hide a snare in other words, so they don't
step off the side of the trail. That's all the purpose was in the fence.
When was the last
standing?

time you were up there

that you saw these

things

Oh I was there in...let's see there was eight years here, here
that's eleven...oh, I think about fifteen years ago.
And they were still

standing

still

three,

then eh?

That time yeh, parts of it. Not erect but you could see all of it. You
could see the whole set up because it don't rot there, it just falls
down and flattens out in the snow, the lower part.
Are there any special physical
mentioned this rock bridge. . .

features

in the area.

For instance,

you

Oh that's to the north..that's to the north of the Nahanni, twelve miles
from The Hotsprings, north. There's a... It's a cave, but actually it's
a bridge right in the rock.
But it1 s a cave that's

open at both ends?

Once you get in. A big hole goes down and it goes underneath the rock and
comes up again, and when it gets down into the yery lowest part of it,
then there's a cave going into the right side and one into the left. A
nice big square cave goes in, black as ink. I never went in because most
of the time, it was quite a ways from camp. I used to go up there to hunt
and didn't waste the time going in exploring because mostly, after
hunting the meat and [unintelligible] the meat. So I always figured,
well, next time. Next time I go in, get more time sometime, I examine
them then, but I never did.
That would be up Lafferty

Creek would

it?

No, it'd be east of Lafferty, quite a ways away from Lafferty Creek.
It'd be on...there's a creek comes in and runs into the Tetcela Creek,
this creek to the west here, and that goes into the North Nahanni or
Ram Creek. It's almost, not to the head but just before there's a canyon
on the creek, just before you get to the canyon, and then you turn off
and you go up.
Could you identify
Oh yeh, sure.

it

on the map?

(RECORDER OFF)
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Could you just

repeat

the directions

again.

You go up to this

first

creek...

The first creek that goes... It comes into the water that runs to Tetcela
Creek [which flows] into Ram Creek. That water goes to the north. The
other water goes to the South Nahanni. You go up that creek 'til you get
almost to the canyon, where the canyon starts.
You have a cabin

up

there?

A cabin about a mile below the canyon.
just about a quarter of a mile

So, from the cabin on, you go up
(RECORDER OFF)

Tape 5 - Side 2
Gus, we were talking about the instructions
with the two entrances,
and you were saying
cabin.
Then what?

to get up to this large
you go up this creek to

cave
your

Quarter-of-a-mile up off the cabin you come to a draw with spruce in it.
It's nice walking in it and you'll hit a game trail in there. Just stay
on that game trail for about another quarter-of-a-mile and you'll hit a
little creek, coming right in front of you, just like you're gonna hit
it sideways. You cross the creek and you get another game trail goes
right up, and she goes on up for about another mile and you'll hit...
the trail comes right alongside a wall. You go right around that wall and
so that's the end of it. Just keep a-going straight up and then come to
a plateau and you walk on top that plateau and there she is. I'd
imagine that's about half-a-mile, hardly half-a-mile, maybe short half-amile after you get on top. Well, you can see the whole country.
There it's all flat, mostly all rock, very little dirt on it...been burnt
long time ago, an odd piece of windfall here and there. You'll see a
little dip going down there and you go there and there she is.
Now this draw that you go up behind
side of the canyon as you go up?

the cabin,

it 's on the

right-hand

Same side, same side the cabin's on.
Yeh,
that

okay.
you'd

Any other noteworthy
comment on?

features,

special

caves

or

anything

No, only what we call Devil's Kitchen that's here, down over at the...
That is really nice. That place has never been looked over to... It's
caused by the wind. We call it..the natives called it "The Wind".
Nobody went to that thing, you know. I think Mary and I were the first
ones to go up to it, even though Poole and Jack LaFlair when they came in
the country... Well, we'd see this big white patch on the side of the
mountain up there. It's just about, just below Jackfish, five miles
before Jackfish. So I ask him, "You know what the heck is that white stuff".
"Oh" he says, "I don't know. It's alkaline" because it looks like it's
just a white patch on the mountain. So I asked Poole. Poole, he said too
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it's some kind of salt or soda. Finally, one day I was talking to old
Matou, he's an old Indian guy. He's dead long ago now and he's talking.
He says "Never go there". So I ask him why. He says "We call that The
Wind". And he says "Long time ago somebody tracked a moose in this
place, and pretty soon the moose didn't come out, so he made a complete
circle and finally hit his track again. He followed him and that was
it—no more track. The wind took him. Dangerous place". So I told
Mary, "He says don't go there. It's bad place. The wind pick you up
and that's it, you never get back". So I told Mary "That's where we
want to go, we got to see that". We got up there, heck, it was no
gol-darn patch on the mountain. It's just darn near a flat up there, just
flat as can be. All sand and you could get sand there as fine as talcum
powder, like flour, to any grade of sand you want. You could make a
sundial... What it is...what's the name?

Hourglass.
Hourglass! Sure. It's that, and every color you can think of. There's
brown, there's red, there's blue, purple sand and there are big harpsticks up in this gol-darn thing.

This is a rock

formation?

Yeh. It went thirty feet high, a real harp. It's got pillars in it
this way, wide on top, narrow around the middle, comes out and another
one a little smaller, little smaller. You could walk right through
this sculpture. You'd swear that it was made [by humans]. The sand is
dry and loose and different grades, and all [over] the whole place is
laying, on top of the sand, a bunch of brown concretions. There were
concretions there.

Yeh,

right.

Well, it looks like bones, like old cooked-out bones and throwed away.
So Mary says "It's the Devil's Kitchen. He throwed all the stuff out
at it, out here on the sand". So, we named it "Devil's Kitchen". And
every place where there's a dip, it's all full of balls, anything from
that size, oh, the biggest about that big, but a lot of them about that
size.

What half-an-inoh

up to about a couple of

inches?

Yeh, just bushel baskets full, just rolled in there, all sand.
take them in your hand, and goodbye ball.

You could fust

squeeze

You could

them.

Just, yeh! Go pulverize them up. So anyhow, you walk on this sand and
you'd swear you're walking on a drum..boom, boom...every step. So we
fooled around there for awhile and then we left. So the next time we came
up, we told this to the game warden, Vic Shadick [spelling uncertain], and
him and his brother comes in. They wanted to see it and take some pictures.
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So, we went up again, and of course Vic he started walking all around and
bang he went through, up to his gol-darn...
Waist?
No, up to the leg here.
Hips ?
Hip yeh! We would pull his leg out and the sand just go and pour and fill
up again. So I see now where that guy's moose went in the wind. That
thing is hollow underneath. That moose went through. And there's a...
See, not far from there, oh near, it's about eight mile I guess, coal
been burning. This old coal seam's been burning in there. Burned there
for seventeen years and I seen some seams of coal, heck, leading in
underneath this sand. It's a sandstone, but the wind, it passes right
above it. The wind comes through that pass so hard, it takes, it blows
that sand. Once it starts, then she starts to shape something. Any trees
that's beyond there, all sandpaper...boy, they're just as smooth and shiny,
even the limbs are polished from this wind driving that sand. It must have
been some of them coal seams underneath burnt out, maybe a big chunk,
bodies, and it's hollow.
So, another time we went up, and then, of course, there is bush alongside
of it, so we went more to the, to the east and we hit a draw. Boy, it was
right straight down, right... That was the end of the draw. It seemed
just to come off the mountain and went down and that was it...there was
no more end. It didn't go no further. Just like you took a chunk of,
right out of the mountain and here was these big pillars, same kind of
stuff, sand, like a big ball. They must have been at least, fifty,
maybe seventy-five feet in diameter, round as can be, and another one
on top. It looked like the one on top squashed this one down and another
one on top, another one on top, and smaller, smaller, smaller and the next
row and then the other side a next row and these things all sitting
in there. It sure looked odd.
So that's

another

very

unusual

place?

Yeh and there's another draw again now after that...
Even further

east?

Just a little...no..just a..
Oh wa.it,
the east

further
facing

east?
slope?

Isn't

that

thing

Devil's

Kitchen

just

about

Yeh it's all on that north-east side, but then you have to go towards
Clausen, 'er Mattson Creek but I should say. Go towards Mattson Creek,
and then there's another one but we didn't examine that one. We just
went over and I said "There's another one there". And of course we had
to go back, it was getting time to head out.

on
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Is it much of a walk in

there?

No, no, you can get in... You go in... It's hard going after you
leave the River for a piece because all sloughs in there, so the best
is go a little bit above and go all around that slough.
What do you do?

Do you go in from the mouth of the

Jackfish?

No, no. You gotta go way up. You go up past Mattson Creek, two bends..
You see the first bend, second bend, two bends, two big bends.
Up Mattson?
Past, and then you're getting into a snye. Then you could leave your
boat there. Oh, you fly into it with a helicopter. You can land right
on top of it, but I mean we go by boat and then walk from there.
A couple

of

miles?

Yeh, more. I'd say at least three. You're going up and going up
pretty fast after you get to the mountain, and then it's all timbers,
timber right to the edge of it. So you'd walk along, you'd be thinking
"Well, I must have missed it", and you keep walking a little more and
here it is. You pop right out into it. But you're never going to find
finer sand, I don't think anyplace. It's just like flour from there up.
Way down, it's fine like flour and then as you go up, it gets a little
coarser, little coarser but just as clean as can be and even. It's all
colored.
Now Gus, you described

another

formation

upstream

from

a...

Well, after you pass this place where I told you these balls are all
piled on top of each other, then you go a little more towards,
toward the head of Mattson Creek and it flattens off, makes a kind of a
plateau in there. In the wintertime when you come in, there you'll see
these big frost forms, some five feet, six feet high, and all sizes,
some almost two feet in diameter, some a foot. It looks just like a
cemetery, a graveyard with the tombstones. When you go over there and
just give it a tap, the whole thing falls in, and up, "pooff", comes a
warm, real warmed-up air out; almost, I would say, about 60 or 70
degrees [°F] heat. It really is [would be?] a dangerous place to walk,
if it wasn't frosted, because should that just be covered with snow
and you come without snowshoes...maybe with snowshoes you could overlap
'em, but without snowshoes, you're fall in one of these darn [unintelligible],
you're in. That's it. You can't see the bottom of it. It's dry, there's
no water in it. It's all burned out coal holes, that's the only thing I
can see, because it's not far from where the coal was burning there for
seventeen years. And still now I heard, it's still burning. There for
awhile, it went out. Now I heard that, here a couple of years ago,
that somebody told me, it's still burning in there, [somebody] that went
up that way. They smelled the coals still burning.
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Was that

one of the geologists

or...?

No, it was one of the natives, one of the natives.
dangerous place in the summer too.
It's

a good place

to stay

away

So it's really a

from.

You darn right, because even the moss, you sometimes, you can just...
Moss some places it grows close, you think it's just a crack or something,
and you hit a nice big round hole. The moss could choke them out because
it's getting to the heat and ups it grow. In the wintertime, maybe that's
why the frost gives you warning.
Are there any other special
features
that you discovered
in your
travels
in the Nahanni?
For instance
how about hotsprings?
You're quite aware
of the Rabbitkettle
and Clausen Creek ones.
Are there any
others?
Just the Mint Springs on the Flat that there's..
Wild mint

springs?

Yeh, and, of course, they're off of the Flat about a mile, but then on
the Flat River too, right in line with them that's all hotsprings.
Green grass all winter there, right on a big shore there on the River.
You used to come along there and your feet were cold, just stand on
the rocks. The rocks were nice and dry, big boulders just standing
there. Heck, in no time your feet were nice. You feel the heat coming
right up.
No snow on the ground,

then?

None whatever..green grass.
about 98 [°F] I guess.

Oh, you put your hand in the water, it's
(RECORDER OFF)

C-us, another fellow that seems to have got mixed up in the Nahanni in a
fairly
big way was Curtis Smith.
Can you tell us..well
first
of
all,
about him and how you came to be associated
with him?
Well, first I knowed about Curtis Smith he came..he wrote me in the
wintertime and he asked me if I would, could take him up, and Ray Patterson
up the Nahanni in June. I think I got the letter in February or March.
This is what

year?

Oh God, that was in '55 or 6..I think '56. So he said that he'd,
what'd you call it..be in there on the second of June. So already I had
a deal made with a mining outfit to go into the galena, that is now where
Cadillac is. They wanted a thirty-five pound sample. So I didn't...I
couldn't promise them. And the engineer too was supposed to come in, and
I didn't know how long I was going to be with him. So, I wrote him back
and told him I couldn't probably promise, but I won't see them stuck. I'll
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get...have somebody to take them up. So they wrote back and that would
be okay. So, I wrote then to Freddy Sibbeston in Simpson and asked him
if he'd like the job to take them up, in the spring, in June. He says
"Sure", he'll take them up.
So, of course they be in. So they did come. Now, that was my first
meeting of Curtis Smith. So of course they went up. I went up with them
as far as Deadman's Valley, and Freddy took them right to the Falls.
They had two canoes and we took and put... When I left at the mouth of
the Nahanni we put two boats..he [Fred] had a boat like mine, about
thirty feet long, and we put the two boats about four of five feet
apart and put some poles across, and then put the canoes on top. That's
the way we went. Anyhow, I didn't see nothing of them until they came
back. I think they were gone for about two weeks, maybe a little longer
because they tracked up the Flat when they came back from the Falls. Freddy
just took them to the Falls and then he left them. So, they drifted down
to the Flat and then they went up, they tracked up the Flat and took
some pictures and one thing or another and they come back down and they
got down to our place.
So when Curt got back to our place then he left me a cheque for five
hundred dollars. He said "Gus, if, I wish we could work together, if you
want to do this. If you find anything, stake the claims. Here's the
money for the staking and just let me know". Well I had that darn cheque
for two years. Finally he wrote me and asked me if I ever cashed that
cheque and I wrote him back and I says "No, it's up to now". But I
I figured if I don't use the money, well, it would be just cancelled.
So finally he said "Go and spend it for goodness sakes", so I could get
that off my mind. Well, then he said that he may come in the next summer.
Well he didn't. Anyhow he did come in the next year. By this time he was
having heart trouble. He had to put a tablet under his tongue eyery so
often, because his heart gave him trouble. So we went together. We were
gone for six weeks.
This was just

you and

Curtis?

Yeh. And boy, he had no more heart trouble. He lost twenty pounds.
He left his good clothes at Nahanni Butte, there at our place. Gosh,
when he came back it was just hung onto him like a sack. His belly was
gone. He had a great big belly, and he said he never felt better in
his life. He said "Gus, I'm coming back here." I had the lease at The
Hotsprings for quite a few years, and I threw it up. He says "If you
can get that lease back, and when I go back home", he said "I'll get rid
of my property".
He had a mansion down in Vermont. He was well-knowed. His father was a
Governor of Vermont and president of the Grand Trunk. An old colonial
family, and this mansion, that was an old English colonial thing he had
there with lots of acreage around it, and had to have a gardener and a
keeper and everything to keep the place up. They couldn't even afford
to live in it. They were better off away from it. And he was drawing a
royalty on a threading machine that he invented, making threads on some
kind of a bolts or pipe. So he tried to sell this blooming thing and I
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still got the catalogue here where the sale was on. I'll show it to you.
Oh, it a.. Well, they had a five thousand [volume] library in there, five
thousand books. It shows you the picture where you go up the ladder [to
get the books]. I don't know how many rooms, and baths. Oh, out of the
question that anybody would want nowadays. So he couldn't sell it.
Lost. So if he could've sold it, he'd a been take some of the money and
we're going to start a health resort on The Hotspring, build it up right,
and at the same time he'd be in the mountains, to travel around to preserve
his health. Well finally I didn't hear nothing for, about oh, six
months and I wrote to him and wrote no answer. Then finally a letter
comes from his wife that he dropped dead over a billiard table. And
that was it.
Well he got into

the country

at least

three

times

then did

he?

Yeh, yeh.
He got in the first
Patterson.

time.

He went up the rapids

or up the river

with

The next time he came with me, and the next time he came again with me,
and we went to the..
And it was the third

time

that

he was supposed

to meet

Patterson?

Yeh, at Seaplane Lake, Landing Lake we call it.
How the first

time he came in,

he brought

somebody else

Yeh,Patterson and an FBI guy by the name of Steel.
name, and he was on his vacation.

with him eh?

Frank Steel was his

Now that was the time that they were supposed to..Curtis
was under the
understanding
that Patterson
was gonna show him where this big
prospect
was?
That's right yeh. Yeh, for tin by a place called Hell Hole...not Hell
Hole, Caribou Hole. And that was what Curtis was banking on, because
Curtis was pretty interested in mining. Not that he needed the money,
but that he had that...it was his liking. So he would try to get up
and see if there was anything to it, and therefore he furnished the
trip, so he told me, and he also furnished this Frank Steel, this FBI
guy he [unintelligible], because he had plenty of money.
So what was Steel

supposed

to provide

for

the trip

then?

Patterson

was...

Gosh, just his friend. That was an old friend of his and be with him I
guess. So that was the three of them.
Now, on this
on the River

second trip
for them?

that

you were with

him, you were running

things
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Yeh, yeh.

Did you have Freddy Sibbeston

along again or gust

yourself?

No, no I had my own boat and he chartered a helicopter. He chartered a
plane, and there was old Vic McGuire who flew the Beaver. He brought in
a fellow by the name of Jerome Durham [spelling uncertain] from American
Mining and Smelting to look over the property where the Cadillac is now,
Prairie River. Then they flew over to see what it would cost them to
put a road in. Well, they had it figured out about a hundred and fifty
thousand for a road; that's when they had this all planned. But when they
flew over, heck, that wouldn't even have started to scratch the thing. So
that all out. Durham says "It's plenty of a devil", he says "How the
heck you're going to get it out". That was it. But then you remember
that time, silver was only forty-three cents an ounce, and our assay
went twenty-five ounces to a ton, what we had assayed. Now, since that
time, of course, silver went up to one time up to over $6.00, now I
think it's around $4.00 or something. So, it makes a heck of a difference.

It sure

does.

From forty-three cents.

But that Cadillac Development seems to have got passed up a great number
of times over the years.
That thing been staked..I think we was the twelth time we staked in it.
Nobody recorded it. We were the first to record. From that time on it
was recorded two more times; plus the second time, of course, it was
McAvoy and Walter from Fisheries..Walter Gordon is it I think?..Hay River
Fisheries. He was the head of Hay River Fisheries. I think it was
Walter Gordon. Anyhow, they staked.

And that's

the one that started

them?

And they sold it for a hundred and twenty thousand.
apiece. So, from there Cadillac took it.

Was Curtis Smith getting

very interested

Made sixty thousand

in this placer

business

at

all?

Oh yeh, anything, anything connected with mining. He was interested in all
kinds of stuff, plant life, game..he's no hunter. He didn't care to hunt.
He liked to eat all the wild meat, but he didn't care about hunting. So,
he liked the woods, the bush and the mountains, and prowl around. After
he seen how it improved his health, well, shucks he would give anything,
but his family was all growed up and his wife didn't care about the bush.
So, he was like a loner then now. That nice big mansion was no good to
him. There, shows again what you got..got too much money and it ain't in
the right..ain't got it in the right investment, why you're better off
without it.
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On the third

trip

what did you people

look

This was the third trip I'm talking here.
trip.
What about

the second

at?
This was the third and last

trip?

The second trip we only went up to Deadman's Valley and we looked at
this here Ram Creek.
Now let's

get

the years

of Curtis

Smith's

different

visits.

The first

one?

'56 I think, when he came with Patterson.
Yes,

and then

the second

one?

Then he came in '57 and I think he came in '58...9.
'59?

Yeh, the last. Not long before we left for The Hotsprings.
few years before, a couple, two or three years.
Did the two of you actually
were going to develop this

begin
health

to draw up concrete plans
spa at The
Hotsprings.

Just a
for

how you

Oh yeh, yeh. He was thinking of putting in real money in there, building
cement foundation and fix the place up proper. Cement the pool and so
you can walk in and out clean. So heck, yeh, that was..
Did it

get

to the stage

of either

he or you or both of you. ..

No, we were going to be partners, going to be partners. I didn't have
nothing to invest. He was going to invest and I be his partner, that's
right, yeh.
But did you get to the stage of actually
beginning
to draw plans of how
you were going to locate buildings,
and the size of things,
and so on?
No we didn't have them blueprinted or anything like that. All..he had his
plans and he asked "What you think? How we do this and that?" I said
"Fine and dandy". He's the one going to invest it. I'm just a partner.
That was all.
Do you have any correspondence

still

of

the...?

No, no, I got still a lot of his letters and stuff here.
You have some of his
Oh yeh, yeh.

letters

and

stuff?
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In which he discusses

these

plans?

Could be, I never.
No, I think it's mostly all mining.
it's all mining, yeh. Could be something.
Most of these
You were just

plans for the health spa were made while
sort of talking
about
it.

Yeh, I think
he was up

here?

Yeh. We just... Like we are now. Because he figured, sure he'd sell,
and be back next year. Well six months he's gone.
Bow, could you tell us a little
character
and so on?

bit

about

Curtis

Smith

the

man—his

Well, he was a tall, pretty heavyset guy, English of course, old English
family, old colonial outfit, and nice pleasant guy. He's mild, he drank
mildly and his outlook was mostly wildlife, and it's about how... He's
a nice guy, that's all I could say. Mery pleasant.
(RECORDER OFF)
Bow, we 're going to continue our interview
with Gus Kraus at his home
on Little
Doctor Lake on August 12. We're going over the mapsheets now
and checking on, marking on place names and so on. There will be
quite a few breaks in the tape here.
Bow Gus, let's
first
go to the
1:50,000 Bahanni Butte mapsheet.
There seems to be some confusion,
in
the people I've talked to, as to where Jack LaJYlair's place was? Could
we mark it on the map?
Urn.
Right

Where's the Butte?
here?

On the other side of the river.
Right

here?

That's where he first had his big store.
So that's

Jack LaFlair's

first

place.

Yeh, yeh, and of course right below, next place below Dick's..yeh he was
there about two or three years, three years.
So Dick is just
Yep.

about

in here,

isn't

he?

The Liard coming in here, big island, Dick's place here.

Bo Dick's

place

is right

over

here.

Yeh, over here.
Just

down here just

about where that

black

dot is? •
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Yeh, yeh, right in that bay.
Okay.
Right in that bay..that's right.
He 's bioried there

too

He's buried there.

eh?

Mm-hm.
Js there

a headstone

or

anything?

No, I made a fence around there..it's still there though, good shape.
Mary said she seen it last..not so darn long ago, and she made a trip
there to the Butte and still good shape.
Now there's
that were

mention of some old chimneys
standing.

that

were remains

of

houses

Yeh, well that's right at the point here exactly where the Liard hits
the Nahanni. Right here.
Okay.

In between

No, that's it yeh.
Right

these

creeks

here?

Right there where the creek...

there?

Right at the point, the big point.
Have I got the -pencil in the right

spot?

Yeh, right.
So there

was what three

houses

Oh there was more than that.
three or four there.
Back up

there

one

time?

Way back in here there was several, at least

here?

Yeh way back in the poplars.
About

there?

Yeh. All between them creeks. Those are small little spring creeks, and
a chimney was there. There was a house there with a chimney on it...
Here.
Right where you had it first.
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Here?
There that point.
Now, were those

That fell down now, but still the remains are there.

Indian

houses?

Nobody knows who'd they were. Even Jack didn't. And I ask the Indians
and they said they didn't know. They were all burnt, but you can see
everyplace where the houses...where they banked it up with dirt and there's
the solid squares. There was a bunch of copper kettles found there. Oh
about seven of them. A kid there found them. Jack's kid there that time
when...just, oh, I guess he was about twelve years old. He walked behind
there and he come back with seven kettles.
Oh did Jack LaFlair

have a

child?

Well he had.. Well through his housekeeper, but he
and there was quite a trouble over it, with him and
said it was his and he said it couldn't be. At the
supposed to be in the family way, got in the family
there with her for a couple of months.
I see.

Do you know what ever happened

to those

claimed it wasn't his,
her that way. She
time when she was
way, well he wasn't

old copper

kettles?

No, everybody picked them. They were lying around Jack's and someone
would come along and pick one up and another.
Were they

still

in a state

where they

could

be

used?

Good shape, yeh. Yeh they were in good shape. Some of them was real
good. Even that tin inside yet, you know. They were all tinned, them
copper kettles..some real..and the old-shaped ones. Narrow on the bottom
and big heavy handle on 'em, old-fashioned kettle. So there might be more
in there, but Mary and I and the Indian agent in Simpson one time, we
went to look there but it [unintelligible]. Thick growth in there now and
the windfalls. Gee, you just couldn't get through. And you can't hardly
see to find the places because it growed so darn much. It's just as
thick as anything you can get in, just like grass almost..mostly all
poplar and willow. Anyways nobody knowed, even the natives, who... The
Indians didn't know who it.. They think it was maybe during the Klondike
Rush, maybe a bit before.
Now, while you mention the Klondike Rush, did you ever hear or find any
evidence which would be conclusive
evidence suggesting
that some of the
Klondikers
tried to get up the Nahanni on their way there?
Oh yeh, yeh. Old Jack.

Remember I told you about Jack Stanier?

Yes.
Billy knows him too.

Billy was partners with him for awhile, I think up
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at Babiche and he told me there that they made two attempts up. Him and
another fellow by the name of Joe Bird. They got an Indian guide to go
up with them, and they got somewhere's about Rabbitkettle and this native
there, he got a dream that his wife was sick in the family, so he wanted
to go back. So they did. They went back. So the next trip they tried
again. Next year this was again, and the same thing happened again, only
the guy went a little further, but not the same guy, a different guy. He
started, says he'll be going back there [to the Yukon], they'll hang
him. So he [Jack] kept on going then and they got through.

They did.

They actually

got the to Klondike via the Nahanni?

Yeh, they went down the Ross in the Yukon. So then, he [Jack Stanier]
said, he got there and there was several claims abandoned already. They
looked down this one and there was water in it--a hole that somebody
tried. So, they could have staked the thing and had it, and worked it.
They thought the water and they... Well you get water down in a place
like that you're finished. So, they went and took some other claims
where it was dry. Saw there a couple of Frenchmen, I think it was he said,
came in there and staked this thing and bailed the thing out and went
down and they got about $30,000 worth of gold out of it, when they got
down to the bottom. He says the best he got out of the whole thing was
about twenty-five dollars worth of gold, and that was mostly out of a piece
of slate slab laying in the creek. Underneath they washed that. They
fooled around all that country there, oh, I guess it would be about two
or three years. And all that trouble going in twice and up the Nahanni
and get about twenty-five dollars worth of gold. So that was old Jack.
But there was places along the...Deadman's Valley was one place that was
a little...I found a...it's good...I think it's still there yet, the old
remains of a cabin. I kicked at the moss. I see something sticking out
of the moss, right in the cabin. The roof all fell down on it, and I
see something sharp sticking out. Here's a square can, a lot rusty but
you could still see where it was pressed in...the bacon I think it was, all
been soldered around...and Minneapolis, it came from Minneapolis.

That would suggest

then that Americans

( were) trying

to get in that way.

Oh yeh, or a company shipped that stuff into Canada and they bought it
before their trip. Looks like about a three-pound tin.

Did Jack Stanier ever mention at all whether there were other people who
were on the River when he was trying to get in there?
No, not that time, but most of them went the other way, down the Mackenzie.

Well the reason I ask is that there are persistent
statements in the various
things which state that people tried to get in to the Yukon via the South
Nahanni but I've never been able to get any...
No, there wasn't any.
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Wasn't

any.

No, that's according to old Jack. There was a... I think for one reason
was the waterway. It was either go down Mackenzie and then up by the
Snake, go up the Snake River into the Yukon. That way there's only a
short distance between what'd you call it, that portage again from
[Fort] MacPherson and over?
Bell

portage

is

it?

I think so, something like that. That don't seem the name but anyhow that
was the easiest route, because here, they had to go upstream, upstream,
and then long ways down the Ross when you get over the divide.
Right.
Now coming hack to Nahanni Butte,
in his present
location?

has Turner

always

been

located

Who?
Turner,

Dick.

No, Dick was at Long Reach before he came to Nahanni. He was trapping
there. Him and his brother was on the Long Reach, Long Reach was, I guess
this one. [referring to the map]
No, other

way.

Oh no, we're not on it neither.
No,

this

is a very

small

scale

map.

It's just pretty near...never mind. Anyhow, and after the fire in '42
he moved to Netla and then he stayed at Netla there, and he trapped to
Trout Lake and then run a little store and traded. After Jack died, then
he moved to where he is now.
Okay.
Butte,

Now the one year that Jack Mulholland
where was he
located?

ran his

trading

post

at

the

Right in front...almost right in front where Dick has got his house now.
There was quite a few native buildings there.
Well,
there

there
eh?

used to he quite

a few native

buildings

along

that

snye

over

Right, yeh. Right where Dick is now and up, from there up and in front of
Dick's. Where Dick's runway is, there was houses there. That's cut off
a lot of that flat. Oh gosh, that thing went..right where he lands there,
there was a building up, if the land would have been left there. It's
all down [into the River].
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So then, I suppose a lot of the houses then, if it's
washed away
that flat,
a lot of them have disappeared
into the River eh?

along

Oh yeh. They [the houses] got burnt in the '42 fire and then kept a cutting
the bank, cutting the bank and finally it took the whole works there.
That thing went more than half, I think.
Do you have any estimate
of the number of houses
been around Nahanni
Butte?

that

there

might

have

I think there was about eight of them, at least eight.
Now, when Poole Field traded,
where was he
located?

the one or two years

that

he traded

in

there,

He was right, just where about Dick is or say a hundred feet upstream but
right where the River is. That is, it would be in the River now. That's
where he lived. He was just about in the middle of the group, but he
was a right against the waterfront and the rest of them were mostly back.
There were only three or four of them facing the front. The rest were all
about two or three hundred feet back.
Tape 6 - Side 1
Gus was there

a habit,

when going

upriver,

of portaging

across

these.

..

Bends?
The narrow point

in the bends on those

first

two big oxbows on the

Nahanni?

No, we never portaged.
They usually

went all

the way

around.

Yeh, because it's too tough for going across. The first one there, that
narrow one, that one there ain't too bad but the next one, it's ah, you'd
just be better to stay in the boat or canoe or whatever you got, than by
land. The bank is so darn high that by the time you climbed up and put a
canoe up there, why you're half-way around already.
Wnen I was there
fishing
spot.

in

'66 Blue fish

Creek seemed to be used a lot

as a

Yeh.
Has that

always

been the case for

the

Butte?

Yeh. They always put their net in there too, at the mouth there, and
they... Well, you don't get too many, but you get a few every night.
What species

of fish

would you catch

down at the mouth

there?

local
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Mostly jacks, a few whitefish, bluefish.
some things some days.
Any other

fish

that

you'd

You'd get quite a variety of

ca.tch in the vicinity

of the

Butte?

Just the same as what you'd catch on the Liard and...
What would you get?

Pickerel?

Yeh, we get pickerel and they also got, what'd you call it, an odd
goldeye, and once in awhile you get a trout.
How about

coney?

Yeh, coney and suckers. Well there's a lot of suckers. Of course they're
mostly in the spring, right after breakup and you get pretty near all
suckers and from then on it's any of them. You get a good variety.
Right.

When you're

talking

about

trout

you're

meaning Dolly

Varden?

Yeh.
Yeh, okay. (RECORDER OFF) Now we're looking at the 95FI map sheet.
Now
Gus, Lafferty
Creek, when you went up it, was there ever any those
sheep
fences up it
all?
Not Lafferty no...up at the head of Prairie.
Just

up Prairie

eh?

Just up Prairie.
Okay.
[unintelligible] range way up above here.
Oh I think

it 'd be up further

than that

even.

Further yet yeh.
Now, on this mapsheet let's
were talking
about because
at last
night.

try and locate that cave structure
that you
we have a better map here than the one we looked

Let's see. Where's Lafferty Creek?
Here's Lafferty
Creek coming up here.
out to the east. ..

This

is the creek

that

flows

Just a sec.this is here..this is the one, yeh this is the one. .sure.. .it
goes to here..right there, see the little creek here?
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This one

here?

Yeh. That's no good. It's too big yet. See, here's my cabin. Here's the
cabin here and from here you just go a little ways up the creek and then
there's a draw comes in there, big spruce in it, and you'll hit a game
trail in it. From there, just go across 'til you hit a narrow creek.
So it should be right here. In the winter there should be one big hump
here.
Here's

the..I

think

this

is the big hump here isn't

it?

What scale is this?
A mile

to an inch

roughly.

Oh well, then I'm really lost.
Here,

let's

turn

it

around a bit

for

you.

That might

help.

How about I pick the [photo] mosiac and then start from the mosiac.
Okay. Let's do that then.
(RECORDER OFF) We're now trying to
locate
this cave that Gus was talking
about and we 've got his camp, location
of
his cabin marked on the map. how Gus from the cabin what are the
directions
again?
You go quarter-of-a-mile up upstream...
Upstream.
Yeh, and you hit a little draw, and in that draw you'll see a well-beaten
game trail.
how, that

draw swings

off

to the

left

or the

right?

Goes north..left, left.
Okay, so that

should

be up that

creek

there

then?

Yeh, that's it, and from there then, you're just walking straight, just
straight away from the creek until you hit a little small creek coming down.
And which way, which side

does that

creek

come in off

of?

Same side.
The left

again,

eh?

Yeh, just like you're walking up the draw and keep agoing there, you'll
hit the creek. And then follow that creek up 'til there is nothing. There
you'll see the...it's just a big plateau up in there and from the very atop
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edge where you hit it, I don't think it's no more than about, oh, a
thousand yards then you'll just see the cave. It's a, just a bridge really,
a rock bridge. With a hole in both. You go right under and come right out
the other side. It's big..big damn thing..go in with two or three trucks
side by side...sure, and then some I guess.
I'll

be

darned.

And the cave when you hit the middle there's a cave going each way, away
from it, in.
Off at right-angles

to

it?

Off right-angles to it, yes.
Where else did you looate cabins in the countryside?
You had this one up
here.
Did you later locate other cabins away from The
Hotsprings?
Just the one that I told you about at Deadman's Valley, and there's one
below, along the Nahanni. There's one below Mattson Creek, just below
the mouth of Mattson Creek with a big spruce tree growing in it.
Here's

Mattson.

So just

somewhere down there

No I didn't have it. It's an old, old cabin.
I see.

You're

just

giving

me locations

you had one at one

point?

I don't know who put it.

of old

cabins.

Of mine you mean?
Yeh, I was just

asking

you,

where you had

cabins.

Oh. Well I had one at the mouth [of the South Nahanni] and where the fire
was there. Then I built, of course, where the village is now. Four cabins
there, you know. Then I built up the River, up in the Flat. I built there,
and I built at Seaplane Lake, a cabin.
Okay let's
get out the mapsheet and we'll check it.
(RECORDER OFF) Okay.
Now where did you have cabins on the Flat?
You had one at Seaplane Lake?
Seaplane Lake on an island there7yeh.
Which of the two

islands?

The biggest.
That's

the one furthest

Furthest east, yeh.
Furthest

east?

east

is

it?

It's on an island.
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Furthest east. They're almost side by side. And, of course, on Bennett
Creek. I built a cabin there, just a big cabin there and...
Okay, could

we mark that

one on the map?

Sure.

That was five miles up from the mouth of Bennett Creek.

Okay.

Now that

would be somewhere up about

there?

Yeh.
It

was above where this

other

little

creek

came in?

Right, right.
So about

how far

above

it?

Oh, couple of hundred yards I guess.
Just

so you 're gust

above the mouth of that

other

little

creek.

Yeh.
Okay which side

were you on?

On the right side going up. And then I built a cabin at McMillan Lake on
the west end on top of a hill there.
The west

end of McMillan

Lake,

that

would be right

here would it

on the map?

Yeh, that's it..just at the other side of that creek.
What was this

creek?

It's Grizzly Creek coming in there.
So you were gust

at the mouth of Grizzly

Yeh, on a hill there.
Were you on the north
West.
North

Creek?

It's up on a hill.
or the south

side

of Grizzly

Creek?

No, north side.
side

eh?

Yeh. And then I... From there, let's see what else I built that..and I
built, of course, Hotspring and then I built...
Weren't

you in at Clark Lake for

awhile?
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Yeh, oh yeh, but I didn't build there.
Who built

the one in

there?

There isn't one.
Oh there

wasn't

one at Clark

Lake?

No, no. Nothing that I ever knowed, and you see I've been around a
long time now....
Okay. So when you and Bill Clark were staying
the McMillan Lake cabin
then?

together,

you stayed

at

First? No, we stayed in a tent and then I built that cabin there figuring,
in case a plane would come in with our stuff, he had some place to put in
because we packed from there twenty miles to McMillan Lake. But then,
after all, we found a lake and we trimmed off the bush at both ends so they
could land in closer to Bennett Creek. So that cabin was no good then.
So then the next problem was Seaplane Lake because we had to get...in case
they brought something bigger in where they couldn't land on the small lake,
so I built a cabin on Seaplane Lake.
Now, was that

the...Faille

also

built

a cabin

on Seaplane

didn't

he?

No.
Or did he use the cabin
No,he never.
Well I thought
No, no.

you built

on

Seaplane?

He never used it, never.
Faille

I was..

I mean in later

that

was at a cabin

on Seaplane

for

awhile?

The only cabin was there...

years.

I don't

mean in early

years.

No, no. He never went back after them years. Faille wasn't up there no
more after he got that second year but I told you, remember, he wouldn't
sign over his claim?
Yeh.
He never went back up that.
the, a doctor.
For

He was five years then in Simpson working for

Truesdale?

Yeh. And then after that, two years or so, he went up and after that he
never went up no more...so...[didn't go above Irvine Creek].
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Okay. Now what other cabins were there
to the other cabins that weren't yours.

in the country then.
Let's go
Where else did you see
cabins?

That's all I seen there except the one I figured was McLeods' cabin, but
it wasn't. It was Jorgenson's cabin. That's up the Flat, right below the
canyon.
Okay.

Can you point

out where the ca...

(referring

to map 95E)

[unintelligible] the Flat River.
Here's

the Flat,

and where are the canyons

on the

Flat?

It's seventy-five mile up, or eighty miles up.
So here's

Seaplane

Lake.

And the Flat, it'd be...
Coming down

here.

Well it should show the canyon gets narrow.
The canyons

are above Irvine

Creek aren't

they?

Oh yeh.
But before

Seaplane

Lake?

Yeh.
Right.

So there

McLeod

in this

stretch

along

in here I think

Creek...

Yeh.
Downstream from McLeod Creek are

they?

Where's McLeod Creek?
Here's

McLeod Creek right

And this is the way down.
Now here's

the Flat

here.
That's downstream?

coming this

way

downstream.

Well, that'd be below that, about five miles below.
About five

miles

below McLeod Creek

eh?

eh,

between
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Should show that narrow place too. Well it showed a creek, Mint Creek
comes in there just above the canyon.

There's

a little

creek coming in

there.

Well that'd be Mint Creek then probably. Yeh I guess it is. So you could
put the canyon just below it. Just, oh, a hundred feet this creek hits
above the head of the canyon.

Now what creek did you call

this?

Mint Creek now. It's from the, what do you call it?

Mint.

The springs

there.

That's where that hotspring is.

So the canyon goes on downstream for about how many miles

then?

You're about pretty near half-a-mile before you're out of it. It drops.
It's one place ten feet, five feet, so on.

Is this

the so-called

thirteen

drops on the

Flat?

Yeh that's it, that's it.

And it's

all gust in a half-mile

stretch

eh?

Yeh.

So that must be in that little
straight stretch along there?
a bend at the bottom of the canyon, a sharp bend?

Is

there

Yeh, that must be the spot. Well right below that was..above Quartz Creek..
Quartz Creek was above..below that cause a creek comes in from the west
with a lake on it up at the head.

Up at the head of the canyon?
No, on this creek.

Well there's a lake there.
it comes in.

Here's a little

creek.

Yeh.

That'd be it?
No, below the canyon, below.

Okay that would be this

little..very

tiny

lake?

That's

above the canyon,
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Yeh that's it and the creek goes right through it, it should.
Yeh.
Yeh that's it, well now the cabin is about two miles above that creek.
Okay.

That's

Jorgenson's

cabin?

Yeh and it's...
On the west side

or the east

side?

Right side, west side, west side of the Flat, and it's quite a ways back
off the River. You would never know there was a cabin in there if you
didn't go off way back. Oh, I think it was about a hundred yards back.
And that's

the cabin

where he was supposed

to have

been...

Yeh that's where the blaze was, and the map showed where he was supposed
to be. That's the cabin.
Now did Faille

have a cabin

at Irvine

Creek?

Yeh, he had just above Irvine Creek.
Okay.
That's where Powers' cabin was too, same place.
Both same place
Yeh.

eh?

That's on the west side too.

Now, any other

cabins

up in the Flat

River

country?

None that I can remember. Faille had a cabin too at the mouth of the
Flat but it was... The whole roof fell in it. His cabins, you know, for
some reason he don't make them too solid. That year Bill and I went, we
put a new roof on it. We got wintered in there and oh...
You and Bill

Clark?

Yeh, and it was only about that big.
What, about

eight

by

eight?

Eight by eight yeh. You could, from the stove you could..from the bed you
could reach the stove and from the bed you could be at the table right
alongside of the bed. We crowded in there anyhow and fixed it up. Put
a new roof on it, so that one is. There's another cabin at the mouth of
Flat that Sibbeston built, Freddy Sibbeston's family, and they let the
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Water Resources use that now. They [Water Resources] put a floor in it
and a good roof on it--well-built cabin.
There's a cabin on this lake, here on McLeod Creek and they
Tyerman's cabin.
Do you know who Tyerman is?

call

it

Yeh, sure Floyd but that's built after...
leh,

this

is built

fairly

recently.

Who's Floyd Tyerman

anyway?

Well, there's three brothers, they came up and they were going up there
prospecting. Took a pump up and bunch of hose suction hose you know, for
figuring they're gonna suck out a bunch of gravel out of the cracks once
they know where the gold is. But it didn't work so two never came back,
but Floyd, he went into Watson Lake and he got married and he came in
to live. Him and his wife, they worked on the thing all winter on what they
call McLeod Creek. I don't know whether they got anything or not because
they were more or less not too experienced in it neither. So, last we...
He used to write us every year, received a letter from him, but the last
couple of 'em we got nothing. Last I heard he was running a store.
In Watson

Lake?

In Watson Lake yeh and she was working in the bank, I think, or something
like that there. And Tyermans, they were nice lads, real nice fellows.
What years

were they

in there

trying

to do this,

do you

recall?

Oh I think it was in...ah we were at The Hotsprings already then. It must
have been '62, same as Curtis. First or second year after I made my
second trip. I think around '62 or '63.
And you say for

two or three

years

they

tried

this

business

did

they?

No just the one year but they didn't come back no more this way. They
came back from Tungsten. With the truck they go to Tungsten, and then
they flew into McMillan Lake, and McMillan Lake is just three miles to
where's he's working.
Can you land on that
in
there?

first

Yeh, yeh we landed.
a plane.

That thing's over a mile long, deep.

Any lake

trout

in that

lake on McLeod Creek?

Can you get an

aircraft

It'll take

lake?

Yeh, in the spring [it's] best if you go between the lake, the big lake
and the small slough. The creek in there, it's only about that deep. If
you had a piece of wire, you could just snare one out after the other. It's
just full of pickerel going up to spawn I guess. (RECORDER OFF)
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Okay.

Where did Freddy Sibbeston

have his cabin

at the mouth of the

Flat?

At the mouth of the Flat, yeh, just about a mile up.
On the north

side

of the

Flat?

West.
Oops..west?

Facing up Nahanni like.
running about south.
Well they

show it

See the Flat there is running...at that point she's

running

east

and west

here.

Flat?
Yeh.
Well..
Here 's the Flat

coming down and running

in that

way.

Well the Nahanni's going west ain't it?
Sort

of

south-east.

Well, it'd be then on the south-west rather than the thing I said it
was..southeast?
Well,

okay as you've

going

upstream...

It's there on the right side.
On the right

side

going

up?

Yeh, yeh, I think.
So it's

above the gravel

bar and that

sort

of

thing?

That's what it is. That's where it is--the gravel bar.
Just

above

it?

Yeh, timber in there.
Now where did Faille

have his

cabin?

It was the same place only about oh hundred feet or so below. It's no
more. It's gone. Somebody used it for firewood, I guess. And there's
another cabin at the mouth of the Caribou, below, one mile below. A good
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cabin too and that...Sibbeston built that too. You see they got frozen
here, and then after the River froze they went up and built this other
place. They had a whole family. There was about eight of them in there,
kids and all. They built a big cabin in there, well-made again, good thing.
You see, George was...Freddy's father was really ambitious, and he liked
to be in the bush. He always kept a nice clean camp wherever he camped.
So when he built something, it was worthwhile. But they only used it one
winter and that Shebbach that time, if only he'd knowed about that cabin
there, all he had to do was walk down to the mouth of the Caribou and he
would have seen that cabin. That could've saved his life because there
was over a month's grub in there and ammunition and everything they left
in there, matches and...
Now just let's
try and locate Sibbeston's
cabin on the Caribou.
Was it
on the downstream side or the upstream side of the Caribou?
Downstream
Downstream. Going up, it would be on the left side.
was in..or came to.
Okay.

So that's

where the cabin

that

Shebbach

or..

The cabin Shebbach

was.

That's gone now. That went in the River, because the last time I see
it was just at the edge ready to slide, and that's a long time ago.
Was that

Starke

That's right.

and Stevens'

old

cabin?

They built it.

Now, where did Freddy Sibbeston

have his

second

cabin?

A mile below the mouth of the Caribou, on the left side going up.
So he built
No, further

just about where Starke
downstream.

Downstream a mile, a mile down.
So,

Shebback

was within

a mile

and Stevens

was too then.

Was that

it?

A mile downstream.
of a. . .

Yeh.
....a

grub supply.

Kind of ironic,

isn't

it?

Well, I guess he was so blooming weak when he got there, that he didn't.,
thought he couldn't walk that mile more. You don't say what shape a fellow
is in when he gets..and probably so darn disappointed that nobody was
there, and he knew he had no grub to go back with.
Now, how about other

cabins,

in

there.

Well there was another. Deadman's Valley, I told you about that old one.
I don't know who made that. [There] was Patterson's cabin.
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Okay,
was...

let's

mark the Deadman's Valley

ones.

Now where in Deadman's

Valley

By the creek that comes in from the left side just above Prairie River,
mouth of Prairie River, just above.
So this

is where these

old,

old cabins

were?

Yeh, no they were up Meilleur, I seen.
the big bacon tin, squared tin.
Oh, oh...up

the Meilleur

The ones I told you about [with]

itself?

Yeh, up the Meilleur about a mile away from the Nahanni, way back in
the bush we got..I guess the reason was the one place where there was a
space in the timber, and they built right there where the timber was.
Now, are these

cabins..you

don't

know who they

belong

to at

all?

No, no. They were rotten. Oh gosh, they were rotted down, the roof
fell in and the moss growing over it in this blooming canyon. That's
all that's sticking out, the corner was but you're... There might
have been some more junk, if a fellow had a shovel and dug around in
there. They're maybe give some more clue.
These were the ones where you found

the bacon can with Minneapolis

on

it?

Yeh, old rusty can, and then just the solder was nice and didn't rot.
Would those have been..
Klondike
times?
Oh yeh, oh yeh.
Mm.

Do you think

Oh gosh yeh.

Now, Patterson's

cabin

they'd

have been as old as

the

It was too rotten, too much moss on it.

was just

at the mouth of this

little

a..

Yeh, he called it Wheatsheaf...
Wheatsheaf

Creek,

yeh.

Yeh, right there. That's a funny place to build too because that creek
overflows. It's a wonder he didn't have ice in that place. It sits
right level with the place where he built. I seen that thing overflowed
since, in the wintertime. It had all ice on it, right there where the
cabin is. I think just the year that he was there it didn't freeze hard
down there. No overflow. Then, after that was two other guys, 'er, four
other guys came in there and they built that and they burned up his, what
was left of it.
Patterson's?
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Yeh. They used part of it for a doghouse first and then the rest of
it, burned it up.
So that's

the old remains

of a cabin

that

are there

today

then?

That's the ones from, what'd you call it: Cooper, Corona, and a, some
fella by the name of Summer, 01ie Loe, and Dewhurst and Tommy Conally
[name spellings uncertain]. They wintered there.
So this
today?

is

the one that

some people

mistakenly

say is Patterson's

cabin

Yeh, oh yeh. Patterson's cabin gone long time ago. Even the time when
I seen it, already somebody was using it for wood.
Okay now, when were Cooper,
there?

Dewhurst,

Loe,

Corona,

these

fellows

all

in

That was around, I think, in '37 or '8.
Okay.
Valley

Now there
that you

was your cabin
recall?

then...

Oh!

Any other

cabins

at

Deadman's

No, that's the only ones.
Okay.
Was there
Mary River?

ever a cabin

at the mouth of Mary River

or on the

No.
Now where did Meilleur

have his cabin?

Do you know?

His cabin was right where the..almost where the creek, Meilleur Creek,
hit the Nahanni, on the...
Would it

be close

to these

Klondikers'

cabins?

Yeh, about half-a-mile.
Upstream or down?
Down.
Okay.
On the other, opposite side.
Opposite

side,

okay.

And from there, no more then for...

That's about all I know of.
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Well, then there's
some cabins across

your place at The Hotspring.
Now, there
from your place at The Hotsprings
didn't

Yeh, that was Poole Field and the Laffertys.
them. There's two cabins there.
Yeh

used to be
there?

The Laffertys I think built

okay.

Oh no, there's another one. Mouth of the Flat, Jorgenson's cabin was too,
you know. He had a cabin at the mouth of the Flat but on the Nahanni,
on the Nahanni River.
Okay,

let's

go back up there.

Now where would his

Where's the mouth of the Flat?
Here's

the mouth of the Flat

Right there.

have

been?

Here?

here,

yeh.

Straight across.

Okay.

Right below a big clay..great big clay hills there.
So he'd

be back up off

that

bar at any

rate?

Yeh. Well that bar I seen changed over so many times, you know that. The
place where his cabin was, the cabin was gone when Poole took me over and
showed me, but all the stumps were there. But after a couple of years,
the stumps weren't there no more. They went. The next time I see it, it
was willows growing over them things and the willows up about, oh,
seven feet high. Next time I came, that was all gone, and the driftwood
was in there. And that thing, I don't know how many times it changed over.
It's always different. There's not even one stump left there. The time
when I went with Poole yet, he said he hung up a frying pan and a whole
blanket or something. He says he figured maybe the frying pan was still
hanging on the limb, but that [unintelligible] is gone. Surprising how
a country changes so much, and people think that it takes thousands of
years or something. Heck, it just a matter of one year and few years it'll
grow up again, and then bush starts and then here again it's all gone into
the River again.
Was there

ever anything

on Marengo

Creek?

Yeh, there's a cabin but I couldn't think of it. Not on Marengo Creek
but..mmm. Where's that fan go?
Here's

it

here,

coming down and in

That's right. You go up here.
the creek there.

there.

There's a cabin, and a creek coming into
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Here's the Margeno Falls up here, and Marengo Creek continues
And there's
another creek goes way up here.

this

way.

Yeh, it goes between there and the Falls, way over here.
Somewhere up

here?

You see the little creek in there?
Yeh.
That! There's a cabin on that creek.
cabin.
Do you know who lived

in

A good cabin too, well-made, well-made

there?

George Robertson.
George

Robertson?

Yeh...and Andy Jenson [spelling uncertain], they were both trappers.
And they couldn't give [unintelligible]. That creek overflowed and there
was two feet of ice in the house.
In the

cabin?

They had to move in a tent. They were camped in a tent at a bank in the
mouth of Marengo Creek. They made a damn good cabin. Went to a lot
of pains with it. Well-built and good roof on it.
Andy Jenson

was the other

guy you

said?

Yeh.
When were they

in the

country?

I think, in '39. I think they went out..'38 or '39. They were figuring...
They had a two-year supply, and they were figuring on going up to the,
to above the Falls, trap there that winter and then by spring work to
Ross and next year go down the Ross. They don't figure on coming back
to the mouth [of the Nahanni] no more.
Now, were there

any cabins,

ever any cabins

up Clearwater

Creek at

all?

Clearwater? No, no, there was none. None up on Wrigley...yeh way up at
the fork, there's a cabin right about a mile above the main fork on that
side.
On this
Yeh.

side?
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Whose cabin

was

that?

That what's could be now Jorgenson's, but it's not supposed to be in
that place. But that map could have been wrong, what it was drawed on
that post, because it was a narrow thing and just with a pencil so it
depends on how you'd look at it.
As to what you make out of

it?

Yeh.
That was an open sort

of cabin..more

No, it was a cabin.
Because

Bill

a lean-to

than a cabin

wasn't

it?

It was a cabin.

Clark said

something

about

it,

was there

was something.

..

There was a wolf stretcher in it, big wolf stretcher. It had a pole on,
and he had roof poles on it. Some were split and some were just...
Oh she about that high, but dug out.
Oh, I see,

so about

four

feet

high but dug out on the

ground.

And that, I think, is gone too because that is right on the very
of the creek. And that's all in there on Wrigley.
Anything

up this

Vera

edge too,

Creek?

Vera?
This one up here,

the one below

Wrigley.

No, there's none. That's a narrow, narrow thing.
solid bush but no, what'd you call it, no timber.
that side clean to Deadman's Valley.
Anything

ever up Prairie

There's hardly..just
And there's nothing on

Creek?

Prairie Creek? No. No you couldn't put it..between Cadillac and the
mouth there, you could never put nothing down.
No, I know

there.

Boy that's a terrible place.
again.
Rough country

I went through it in the winter.

Never

eh?

Oh, not even a decent place to put a bed when you lay down when you're
camping. If you did find alevel place, there's no wood. You'd starve to
death if you ever get through that thing. There's nothing in it.
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That's

right

from the mouth right

up to Cadillac

eh?

Yeh, rough right to the head. From the Cadillac up, it's not bad. We
landed at the head and came down with dogs, three dogs.
Now while

we're

talking

about Prairie

Creek,

Where's

the location

of

these..

Cadillac?
Sheep

fences?

Oh, right to the head.
Would this

be it

up in

here?

Right up to the head. Just almost...see from, what'd you call it, Wrigley
Creek you come up, and there's a creek goes this way and they both join and
they go up and down Prairie, Prairie River.
Okay. Well, here's where they come across,
sorry here.
Prairie
and Wrigley Creek joins right in there, or just
mean, the pass in
there.

Here's where
about joins I

Well that's the part, right in there then.
So,

up on these

alpine

tundras

then?

That's it, that's it. That's where it got it's name from, Prairie Creek.
They called it a prairie because lots of clear grass on it. It's not from
the mouth. You see, there's no prairie at the mouth, no grass at all.
Okay.
And from there is [unintelligible]. Next one I got, I could of had another
cabin at Jackfish below on the opposite side. Oh, it was at the mouth,
but it's gone. The reason I know, took that whole part out.
You had a cabin

there?

Yeh.
Twisted Mountain here.
Here's
Here's the Jackfish
here.

the Jackfish.

No, that's

Mattson,

sorry.

Jackfish upstream. Upstream from Jackfish and right side going up. You
see where is Fishtrap Creek, Fishtrap Creek coming in?
Here.
That's it, the mouth of that, that's where I had a cabin.
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It

was at the mouth of Fishtrap

you had?

Yep.

Okay.

But it's

been washed out now?

Oh gosh yeh. Even the island there with big trees is gone. The whole
thing's gone. I know we stayed there a week with Curtis Smith one time.
We had to wait for the water to go down. Boy she was so damn high.
When did you build

that

cabin

Gus?

'44.
I take

it,

it

didn't

stay

there

too very

long then before

it

got washed

in?

Well, we didn't use it because I moved up and got another cabin below The
Hotspring, four miles below.
Oh you had four

miles

below. . .

Oh yeh, that's still there.
Here's

The Hotspring.

That's a good cabin there, in good shape.

Would it

be the mouth of Windy

Creek?

Below Windy Creek, yeh. The first little draw you see where it comes in,
on the left going down, right below that creek is the cabin [unintelligible].
So that
Yeh.

would be in there

would

it?

You see an old channel right below there on the...

Where?

This

one

here?

Yeh. An old channel...right about on the other side of this here kind
of island.
In there

maybe?

Yeh, that's it.
So just

about

in there

eh?

That one right there. Faille stayed in it one winter. He got caught
going up, and he stayed there all winter. We never knowed it until spring.
Did you ever

stay

at this

cabin

very

long?

Oh yeh. We were in two years, two winters, trapping.
What two winters

were

those?
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That was '46 I think..'46 and '47.
'46 and

'47?

Yeh, and see, from there I went that country north where I found that...
Cave?

Caves. Oh yeh! Deadman's Valley's got more cabins too, come to think of
it. The game warden's got a cabin, and there's two more cabins behind there
where Simpson family...where two of them lived in.
So the present

game warden's

cabin...

Yeh that's sitting in the front, and behind them there's two more. They're
small, about this size but one's a little bigger than this.
Whats about

eight

A little bigger.

by twelve

something

like

that?

It would have to be because there was six people there.

Now Gus, let's
go back to mapsheet
of the place names.
Starting
with
called
that?

9SG Sibbeston
Lake and look at some
Nahanni Butte,
has it always been

No, no, it was called South Nahanni.
So the town was called

South

Nahanni.

When did they

change the name?

Well, I guess I was the one who changed it through Jack LaFlair. You see
Jack was running a store there remember, and a lot of times the stuff
was billed up and it went to North Nahanni. There was another little
store down below North Nahanni and his [Jack LaFlair's] freight lot of
times wound up down at North Nahanni and sometimes their's wound up
at South Nahanni. So I told Jack, I says "Why the heck don't you call
it Nahanni Butte?" That's it. It is a butte. Well they didn't...nobody
try to get somebody officially to announce it, but just by calling it
Nahanni Butte. I addressed my letters, "Nahanni Butte", you know, and
finally that stayed. Just like that.
It

just

sort

of stuck

through

custom

then?

Yeh, just from repeating it on different things on the mail. Then after
all, he addressed his groceries, everything that come as freight--Nahanni
Butte. So that's how it is.
How about

the mountain?

It

was always

called

Nahanni

Butte?

No, nobody did. It was called the Beaver..that was supposed to be the
beaver house. An Indian myth you know. The Beaver Dam [Rapids] on the
Liard, that goes clean across, that was the beaver dam and the Butte was
the house and the Little Butte was the little houses from the... The beaver
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always makes small houses for the other ones to start.
story on it.
Did they

have an Indian

equivalent

name that

But that was their

meant Beaver Rouse for

it?

Yeh, yeh.
What was

that?

Sokway.*
Sokway?
Yeh. There was a beaver dam, all rock you know, never made by beaver.
It was just something..same with the buttes, they're all rock too..two
humps there, the little beaver houses.
Okay, we come up upstream, from there we come to Bluefish
Creek.
your memory has the English name always been Bluefish
Creek?

In

Yeh, yeh. I think Jack, Jack LaFlair, named that from Bluefish Lake
because he trapped up the Bluefish Lake, and of course the creek coming
out, called Bluefish Creek.
Did the Indians

have another

name for

that?

I never heard it, never heard it. There must have been but I never heard
it.
Okay.
that?

How about Bluefish

Mountain...was

that

a fairly

recent

name for

That's Bluebill.
So this

mountain

here is

back...

Oh, back yeh. No, nobody ever called that Bluefish Mountain that I
ever heard of.
Didn't

ever

have a name

then?

No.
Okay. . .how about
big bend?

this

Beaver

Water Creek that

comes in on that

Well that's up, just a little ways up from Nahanni Butte.
cabin on that thing too..up.

first

I got a little

* Note:
Spelling
of this and subsequent
Indian names is my own attempt
at phonetic
spelling.
It has not been possible
to get spellings
corroborated
by experts.
Therefore
spellings
of such names in this report should be
treated
lightly
and
skeptically.
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About how far

up?

About four miles.
there yet.
Now, from this
Nahanni Range

One day, just one day from our place.

cabin on Beaver
there?

Water Creek,

It's still

did you trap back up into

the

No, we trapped towards Bluebill.
I see.
there?

What would you be after?

Rats and that

sort

of thing

in

Everything. Lynx, there's a few marten in there, rats and beaver.
was just a variety.
Okay.

Did it

ever

have a name other

than Beaver

Water

It

Creek?

No.
It's

always

Yeh.

been called

that?

Satu they call it.

Pardon?
Satu.
Satu is

the name for

beaver.

No, sa is beaver and tu is water.
Oh,

okay.

Satu..beaver water.
What's

the name for

creek?

Salica.
Now Mattson

Creek probably

had another

name at one time did

Yeh, Mattson Creek was called Willow Creek.
Lonely Mountain Creek.
Okay. Let's come back to Mattson
lived there for a number of years

Creek now.
did they?

it?

And Jackfish was called
The Mattsons,

I take

it,

Right. There was a cabin again too. That's right at the Mattson Snye
they call it. It's just the first snye that comes off from mouth of
Nahanni Butte, upriver.
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Be that

there?

Further up.
Just

about at the mouth of the

oreek?

There's one islet. See, there's two islands, the two islands and then
the next snye that comes in above the two islands, that's Mattson's
Snye that comes in from the left going upstream.
Would that

be it

there

then?

That must be. Right about there somewheres. The cabin was right on the
edge of the bank, right on the Nahanni. I think there's part of it
left yet. It's rotten down. When I see it first, it was fairly good
shape.
Yeh.

Did Mattson's

live

there

back in the late

twenties?

They were still there when...I guess around, yeh, the twenties. It'd
be in Jack's diary there. There's a guy and his wife and daughter.
And they

lived

there

most of the

time?

No, they just trapped there.
Just...and

where were they

from

then?

They were somewheres from the south. I don't know where they came
from, and they left. They were only trapped there one winter and...
Oh, only

one

winter?

Yeh, and I think they stayed at Netla for awhile. That time the Indians
didn't stay there yet. It [the cabins] was almost across where Jack had
his house, the store the first year, remember I tell you.
Yes,

right.

Almost across from it.
Now, I probably..

You got that at the right place?

That may not be the. . .

Almost straight across from where he had his...
I'd

have to get

out the big scale

map to

Oh yeh, it's on a different map...anyhow.

see.
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Tape 6 - Side 2
Let's

go next

to Overflow

Overflow Creek was...
Did it

have an Indian

Creek.

Did it

ever

have another

No, that always called Overflow.
name?

Yen,it had...something about..sounded like overflow.
know it anyhow.
Okay.

name?

How about Mattson

Creek?

Did it

Mary would probably

have an Indian

name?

Willow. Kah.
How was

that?

Kah.*
How the Liard Range itself,
that first
range of mountains on the east,
sorry,
the west side of the River, did it have a special
name?

oh

On the west side...to how far back you get.
Well,

this

thing

that

the Devil's

Kitchen

is on and so on.

Oh..no, no.
Ho special

name, and how about

the next

one after

this.

Not until you get a way back, then you have the Ram Range..after that
it's called the Ram Range.
How far

back would you have to go before

it

was called

that?

Well, you can see it right from the River, that whole big range.
That whole length

of the

thing.

Yeh, right clean to Deadman's Valley, and beyond that, of course, the
next big high one is, what-is-it...Tlogotsho from the back of Deadman's
Valley.
Okay. So I take it they didn't
have separate names for like...
have a name for Yohin Ridge separately,
that you know of?

they

didn't

No, no. This was all named afterwards.
The Jackfish
*Hote:

River,

you told

me what the name was

there.

The taped record often includes
repeated pronunciations
of a
word as I attempt to get the proper pronunciation
under Gus'
These repeated words are omitted from this
transcript.

Slavey
tutelage.
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Lone Mountain Creek.
Why Lone

Mountain?

When you go up from Jackfish, you'll see one pyramid sticking up where it
splits, cause it sticks up like a pyramid. So, it's all sitting by
itself, and one fork goes around this way and one fork around that way.
I see.

Did the Indians

have a name for

that

one?

That's it, Lone Mountain Creek.
Lone Mountain.

Bow would you say that

in

Slavey?

Ezo Tsa.
Okay.

The

next...

Lone Rock.
Lone Rook?
Yeh, the rock itself.
Oh yehj okay.

How about

Twisted

Mountain?

Twisted Mountain was called O'Brien Mountain. Before that, it had no
name and Jack named that. O'Brien, he died on top. A fellow by the
name O'Brien, he froze on there and they buried him on top.
Gee that

must have been tough burying

a fellow

up

there.

It's a..see the mountain and then it's flat here.
Oh I see.

There's

some soil

on the back side

of it

then.

Muskeg, a bit of poplar and gravel.
Is that

grave marked at

all?

I don't know. Jack buried him, and he kinda blamed himself for it because
this O'Brien, he was trapping some [unintelligible] known now as Jackfish
Creek here. He had a line going up that way, and Jack told him "It's
warmer on top the mountain in the wintertime". It is too, but then not
always. And he went up there and he never showed up. I think it was two
weeks, right on the fourteen days, something like that. Then they went
looking for him there and they found him froze. Managed some brush,
made a little brush house. So they buried him right there.
Did the Indians

have a special

name for

that

mountain?

No, no. There was no name for it. The Indians never named, only big
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ranges mostly, and creeks and stuff like that.
How about Fishtrap

Creek?

Fishtrap Creek was..always called it Fishtrap.
Was there
fishtraps

ever any..did
in there that

you ever know of any evidence
the Indians
used?

of there

being

old

No, but then that thing, that River backs up and it floods out, always
floods out and then washes. There's a lot of water in it, lot of water
in that creek, but you can't see no sign of traps. There's a lot of
beaver dams on it, big ones and all washed up, some of them. But then even
on the River [Nahanni] you put a fishtrap in and you never see it one
winter after it's used. Once ice went over it in the winter, that's it.
I made fishtraps, lots of times at Bistcho. What the heck, spring you
never knowed anybody ever put a trap in. It was mostly shallow water.
When you put in, it gets cut-off like nothing because all you use is
spruce boughs, few stones...
How about

Yohin

Lake?

Well, that was that before they named it; Jackfish Lake [the original
Slavey name is Jackfish Lake]. Truesdale made them names, well, he called
it Yohin Lake. It's marked Yohin Lake. It's Yohee.
Yohee,

yeh.

Truesdale

named a tot

of the features

on the tower

All the new ones, yeh, like this one here to Doctor Lake.
right name's Tuka.
And what does that

Nahanni.

See, this one's

mean?

Moving water.
Little

Doctor means., er,

Tuka means moving

water.

Yeh, and then Tsetso Lake means that it's a duck, Tsetso. And Sibbeston
Lake was called Fish Lake and Antoine Lake...I don't know the original
name of Antoine Lake, but it never was Antoine. So he [Truesdale] named
after people in the country. The reason was, he didn't..he never got anybody to ask about Indian names. This one back here, what they call
Tetcela Creek, that's of course stayed and that means a creek crooked.
Crooked?
Yeh wrinkled up, awful crooked.
It

sure

is.

We next

Windy Creek I named.

come up to Windy

Creek.

It never had no name.

Always blowing in that darn
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place, so I called it Windy Creek, you know, just called it among ourselves
and pretty soon it stuck.
Okay.
did it

Did this lake north
have a name?

of the Nahanni,

just

about opposite

Windy Creeks

No.
And that

creek

that

flows

out of it

didn't

have a name?

No, no.

Alright.
(RECORDER OFF) There are no features
to discuss on mapsheet 95B
Fort Liard.
On 95C, the La Biche River sheet, Gus, the Tlogotsho is on
the top of that sheet and what did you say it meant?
Big watershed. Yeh. Tlogotsho. See sho is big, great, and tlo is water.
Tlogotsho. So that means that's a big watershed mountain. Lot of water
coming off it because I guess when it leaves, it runs into the Nahanni, a
lot of it, and Liard. Kinda like a both way to get water from every
direction. And they're fairly high too.
And how about Meilleur

River?

Meilleur River was called Little River.
Called?

L i t t l e River.
That's

a fairly

big one isn't

it?

Yeh, but i t ' s not as big as the Nahanni.
Oh I

see.

So they called it Little River.
And what would be the Indian

name for

it?

Ahtseleeah De. And what'd you call it, Flat River was called Too Naka De.
That

means?

The White Water. And there's nobody knows whoever called it Flat.
knows who or how that ever got its name Flat River.
And yet it seems to have been named Flat.
had been named that hadn't
it?

Certainly

Nobody

in the twenties

Yeh, before that..nobody knows. Somebody must've called it Flat River
and that stuck. (RECORDER OFF)

it
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We're next turning to the Virginia Falls mapsheet, and let's
go to The Hotsprings.
Did they have a name for
it?

first

of

all

Yeh. Hotsprings was stinking water. When I moved up first, they called
me the Stinking Water Man, and in them days [unintelligible]. Of course,
they didn't know what sulphur was. So then [unintelligible] called The
Hotsprings, the sulphur springs.
What would be the Slavey
Todekthtsee.

name for

that?

Yeh...stinking water.

Nowj how about

Clausen

(RECORDER OFF)

Creek?

Clausen was always called Moose Lick, Moose Lick Creek.
By the

Indians?

Yeh.
And what would be the Slavey

name for

What the heck is it again now?
Well okayj

let's

not worry about

it?

Kolo something. Oh darn forget.

It's...

it.

Kolotsa, something like that. Anyhow, it means where the moose come to.
There's salt..salt [unintelligible].
Clausen
the. . .

Creek is named after

this

Ed Clausen

that

trapped

at the mouth of

Yeh, he was there for..I don't know how many years he's been there, but I
think a couple of years.
Did Truesdale

name that

one

too?

No that was named before.
How about Lafferty

Creek?

Lafferty Creek was named after the Laffertys. They made the shacks,
that remember was on the other side. They were working there. They
built... They worked that. Lafferty's Creek's got gold in, you know.
Oh?

They worked on it, Big Charlie, I mentioned him before, he and his wife. He
had his wife down in the pit, down in. I seen the hole there and it goes
about fourteen feet deep, great big thing, and a windlass on there. They
got a nugget on that creek, oh went $3.00, and this is way back when the
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gold was only $18.00 an ounce.
on it staked. 1922.
They were staked

in

No, it's been staked.

There's claims

'22?

Yen.I seen 'em.
By the

Laffertys?

Laffertys and Big Charlie and Poole Field and a few others there.
Has it

ever

been re-staked

since?

No.
Couldn't

have been too encouraging

then I take

it?

No, it's just probably... There's no doubt there's gold in the gravel.
It's all placer, but then I don't know if you could make any money on it.
There's hardly any water in the creek in the fall.
How about

Whitespray?

Whitespray.

I don't know who named Whitespray.

What do you call

it?

Whitespray.
Have you heard other

names for

it?

No.
Did the Indians

have a name for

it?

No, not that I know of. Of course to them it's just another spring coming
out of rock.
A rather

large

one

though.

I'll say.
Was there

a special

name for

the First

Canyon?

No they never mentioned canyon. They just..
Fenley Hunter. First and Second Canyon.
Now this creek that
two branches almost
name?

That was named by, I think,

runs north from the First Canyon and then splits
into
as soon as it gets up from the Canyon, did it have a
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The creek?
Yeh,

this

creek

right

Patterson Creek.
Yeh,

it's

about

here.

You mean in the middle?
the middle

of the First

Canyon.

Patterson.. It's called Patterson Creek. There's no other creek in
First Canyon to... It's not a very long creek. It just goes up on top
the mountain and that's it.
Then the next

Yeh.

one on the north

side

is the Dry Canyon

Creek?

The next one you come out First Canyon, then you hit Dry Canyon.

Right.

Dry Canyon Creek.
And is that
year?

creek

really

properly

named?

Is it

really

dry most of

the

Yeh, it is. Oh yeh, it's pretty near dry right after the snow runs off.
That's it. It's scenic when you go up, it's really scenic. You been up it?
No, I haven't,

no.

Really scenic there, and then except of course Prairie River.
Now let's
at all?

come back to Dry Canyon.

Did the Indians

have a name for

it

No. That was named by whites. I think it was named by Starke and Stevens,
because they camped there for quite awhile.
Okay.

Prairie

Creek means

what?

Prairie Creek?
Or why is it

Prairie

Creek?

Well, on account of the head of the creek, it's all grassy up there, but
then you're almost right on top. It's pretty. Don't look like you're
in the mountains then, just rolling hills.
J see.

Fairly

high elevation

then?

Mm.
Is the canyon that Prairie
Creek comes out of when it
does it have a special
name at all, do you know?

hits

Deadmen

Valley,
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No, no name.
Ram Creek has always been called

Ram Creek?

Ram Creek was Sheep Creek. That's the one opposite Dry Creek,'er Dry
Canyon. It was called at first Sheep Creek and now they changed it to
Ram Creek, and it confuses with this Ram Creek [flowing into the North
Nahanni].
With the Ram River you mean?
Yeh, right.
So you think

it would be better

Should have left it, yeh.
Did the Indians

call

named Sheep Creek?

I don't know who changed it.

it Sheep Creek?

Yeh.
Did you ever hear any stories

of them hunting back up in the

Tlogotsho?

Oh yeh, yeh. Years ago, they used to come in from The Hotsprings, Clausen
Creek up. They're all at Ram Range. That's part of it. You go up
Sheep Creek and you hit the Ram Range as soon as you get right in. You
know, there used to be sheep here that go right down, and there's a big
green hump there. You see sheep there all the time pretty near, and they're
on the other side of the river [creek?], not on the...
This is..you're

not talking

about what Patterson

calls

the Little

Butte?

Yeh, Little Butte, and you could see sheep on that thing all the time.
Now you can't even see hardly there where the main run comes through, the
trails you know. There's trails back in there going up right in the rock.
Worn right

in?

Worn right into the limestone. God, there sure must have been lots and
lots of sheep.
You're talking now about going back up onto the Tlogotsho
the other side of the River.

or across on

Yeh, right straight across what Patterson called Patterson's Lake. That's
the main drag coming down there. They used to come all on that Patterson's..
What'd you call that hill again?
Little

Butte?

Little Butte and there was all grass on that thing, you know.
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Now it's
Is it?
Nell,

all

forest.

I don't know..I haven't been up for...

certainly

there's

a number of trees

on

it.

Yeh, but it used to be all nice grassy, and they were easy to spot because
of the white right there.
Meilleur River we've
and Matthews I take

looked
it?

after.

Wheatsheaf

Creek was named by

Patterson

Yes.
How about the creeks coming in on the north
Did any of them have
a...

side

of the Deadmen

Valley?

Yeh, they had names even right up to Charlie's creek. That used to be
called Wrigley Creek because they [the Wrigley Indians] used to come up
from Wrigley, up the Johnson River and then come down. They come down
Wrigley Creek. Then it was changed to Charlie Creek, and now I see on
the maps it's back to Wrigley Creek again.
No, but I'm talking
about on the north
little
wee creeks coming in here.

side

of Deadmen Valley.

These

Yeh, there's two, not little wee. They're two good sized ones.
they call the Vera Creek, named after Dick's wife.
No, no) that's

way

upstream

from Deadmen

One now

Valley.

Oh, I see you mean...
I mean right
in
there.

in Deadmen Valley.

There's

a series

of little

creeks

coming

Well the one, they call that Headless Creek. That's right at the far end
of Deadman's Valley, and that was named by MacGillivray in...
Who ' s

MacGi11ivray?

He was the editor for the [Edmonton] Bulletin. [He] and Pierre Berton,
they named that thing Headless Valley. They called it Headless Creek.
Before that, they had no name. Now we call it Horn Creek.
Well did MacGillivray

ever

get into

He came in with Berton once.
Oh, I didn't

realize

this

country?

He had a news reporter, him and Russ Baker...

MacGillivray

was in on

And I know after they left, there was a sign.

that.
They took a piece of board
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and put it on Headless Creek and pointing towards it. They named it on a
tree there, and before that nobody ever knew nothing about Headless Creek.
Now once we get up into the Second Canyon,
the Big Bend up north and you can get into
way, so Bill Clark tells
me.

there is a little
creek runs from
the Cadillac Development
that

Yeh.
Does that

creek

have a name?

No.
No name at

all?

No, well there's some call it Gate Creek, but it was mostly just local
stuff, never...
But that's

not near The Gate

though.

It's just above The Gate.
No,

The Gate's

quite

a piece

Well you see, you go..
Yes right,

right

upstream

yet.

Oh! I see the one he means..that's on Big Bend.

on the Big Bend.

That has no name, but the main drag what they always used to go into,
was just a creek above The Gate, and you take that up to the head, and
you went down another creek, and you took that one to the head and
that's where you had to watch out. There was kind of a divide. If you
took the wrong one there, it throw you right back in the Nahanni again,
but it's the shortest way in. This other one, I went on that one. It's
a whole lot better than the one at The Gate. It's a little longer, but
better going.
Now, above Meilleur
Creek but into the Second Canyon there's
good sized creek coming in from
the...

a

fairly

Yeh, that's Scow Creek.
That 's Scow Creek

eh?

Mmm.
Okay.

And how did that

get its

name?

Oh, there was somebody made a scow there at the mouth. I don't know what
happened to it but they never.. No! They made the scow on the Flat someplace,
and they ditched it there. It leaked too bad or something. I think it was
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still there for years.
high water and ice.
Did the Indians

ever

I don't know maybe..I think ice took it finally,

have a name for

that?

No, not before. Never got one until the scow was grounded there, and
from then on it's Scow Creek.
The one at The Gate is sometimes

called

Gate

Creek?

Yep.
And The Gate itself,
Poole Field.

do you know how that

name

originated?

Poole Field called it The Gate.

Now, below The Gate, gust a couple of miles,
there's
little
creek from the west side, southwest yeh okay.

a creek comes in, a
Does it have a name?

No. You can't go up too far on that neither. There's, gol-darn, one fall
after the other and someplaces it's only about that wide.
What?

Only a yard or so

wide?

Yeh, right through the rock, wide enough for a creek, you know, but
it's all rock this one. You're better to stay away from it.
It's

cut a canyon right

into

the rock

then has

it?

Yeh. Just a bunch of cracks like..you can.. It's just as smooth, no
hand-holds so you can get up. The water wored it off just smooth. I
was going over that one time, heading into Meilleur to avoid the canyon
on the Meilleur. That's a dirty one there. You can't go through that.
Nothing can go through that. It's just a crack in the rock. And once you
get past that, oh sure, dandy going.
Now, we come up on the south
of that -name?

side,

next,

to Mary River.

What 's the

origin

No name? There's, what, two creeks coming in there? The Indian name,
I forgot them now. One of them, I know, is a pretty long name. Mary
River, of course, was named after Poole Field's wife's sister. You
know she was lost there.
Well I thought

her name was

Annie?

No, Mary.
Mary
Yeh.

Lafferty?
So they named it after her.
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Okay. Nowj the south branch of the Mary River is called
you know where that
originated?
No.

May Creek.

Do

That was supposed to be named after May Mattson.

That was Mattson's

wife

then?

Daughter. The name of Mary Creek actually should have been Tanny, that
was her name. But she had two names Tanny Mary, or Mary Tanny.
It wasn't Annie it was Tanny?
Tanny, yeh.

That was her right name...Tanny.

How would that be spelled

do you know?

T-a-n-n-a. Tanna. But they called her Tanny. So she was supposed to
have went crazy, but I don't know. I don't think she was crazy because
she hung her clothes up. When she got lost, she tore up her skirt and
put pieces on the brush here and there. Then they followed her and they
said she.. Well the Indians followed her. Indians are scared of crazy
people. They said she must be crazy, so they backed off. Let her go.
Never found her. They found her packsack. I seen where they found the
packsack. I was with Charles Yohee that time when we went up Mary to
the head, going to the Hell Hole 'er Caribou Hole. That's the time. He
showed me where they found her packsack with the blanket.
Now let's see. Alright,
proceeding upstream then on the opposite
the River, further up we have Vera Creek.

side of

And that's named after Dick's wife.
Now there's a very big branch to the east of Vera Creek which is not named.
Do you know if it has a name? This great big.. see Vera Creek runs north,
and then there 's this big branch that runs off sort of
northeast.
Opposite side?
Yes,

see this

Same side?
one.

There's

Vera Creek up here?

Yeh.
And then there 's this

big creek. .

Yeh, that's the one, that's the one I was telling you that's got a big
long name in Indian language. I forget what it is now. Charles told
me the name of it. It's something to do with..there's licks some up in
there, and it has something to do with the licks.
I see.
Indians

Now Nrigley Creek, you say, is named after
used to come down?

the fact

that the

Wrigley
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Yeh, from Fort Wrigley.
Did you ever see any of the Wrigley Indians

in that country at

all?

No, but I.. On the Mackenzie of course but not up.. No, they never come
up there. Only one year, the year Bill and I was up that time, we
seen they were there the year before. We seen a cache made, a meat cache,
and it looked about a year old. That's the only sign. We never met them.
Do you know if

they came across that way fairly

regularly?

Yeh, years ago they used to. They come up, I guess what they call Johnson
River, from Wrigley. It comes right down at Wrigley. They used to take
up there, pack up there and then hunt and trap up in that country, and
then come down Wrigley Creek into the Nahanni now, back down to Simpson
and back to Wrigley.
Would they..how
Skinboat.

would they come down Wrigley

Creek?

Skinboat.

How did Clearwater

get its name?

The water is so clear.
And did the two branches of the Clearwater

have different

names at

all?

That I don't know. It's hard to tell which one is the longest too. It's
at [unintelligible].
It'8 at the fork's on the Clearwater where that cabin of
or what might be Jorgenson's is, eh?

Jorgenson's,

No, it's off Wrigley Creek.
Oh right.

Yes, yes.

It's on Wrigley.

Pardon me.

You can't go up far up that Clearwater.

Now, didn't you tell me, I think, it was up the Clearwater that there was
a fairly big lick, sheep lick, or it was one of these
creeks.
No that's Wrigley Creek.
Okay.
That's right where, just about two miles below the fork, main fork.
Somewhere in here

then?

Yeh right..right about.
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Or is this

the main

forks?

No, no, this the main fork.
six miles.
Lot of open plain
Yeh.

in

This stretch here, you can see pretty near

there?

It's all bar, long wide bar.

Now, is the tick

on the north or the..sorry

the east or the west

side?

It's the west side. Big high clay hills there, you'll see, and that's
the lick. That's called the lick.
You said something there that they, as I recall,
about them having
out so much clay that there was actually
undercut.

ticked

Yeh, just row after row been that way, and you can see the droppings...just
a big row of droppings just look like pork sausage laying one on top of
the other. Then, so far another. You could see how it was ate in [the
clay banks]. This big stretch [of droppings in rows parallel to the face
of the clay bank] all back getting less and less, you know, cause it
flattens out with the rain. But it takes a long time, many many years.
So,

it must be heavily

used tick

then?

Oh gosh, yeh, and the funny part of it is, that thing's a mile away from
any rough mountain. Talk about a slaughter there. Oh everything, caribou,
sheep, moose. It's a big lick.
Is there any evidence

that

the Indians

used to realty

make a clean-up

there?

No, no, there's..I never heard about it from the Indians [unintelligible].
Heads laying all over, moose heads, caribou, sheep heads.
What, would the wolves be getting

them?

Well sure, that's where they get them. Just left the horns, and well,
there's sure been a lot of animals killed there, they were; slaughter yard.
This Cathedral Mountain that
it catted
that?

is situated

up Clearwater.

Bid you ever hear

No, no. That's a new one.
Okay.

How about Birection

Mountain.

This is the thing

Oh that's Flat River.
Yes.

That 's always been catted

Birection

Yeh, on account of the lake on top.

Mountain?

above...
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There's

a lake up

there?

Yeh, right on top. That's what they use as a bearing, in case anybody
got fogged in, then they would take the wrong.... Going to go up the
Nahanni; going to go up the Flat. There's a [unintelligible] on top.
Nice little, nice round lake.
It

can't

he very

big

eh?

Oh, I guess it's pretty near..it's not quite three-quarter mile in diameter.
It's well-noticeable from the air.
And they
Direction

don't even show it
Mountain as being

on this map. Oh well.
here, but it's
further

Well now, they
down isn't
it?

list

Yeh, it should be right...
Right

in

here?

Yeh, right underneath that writing.
Okay.

In the wrong location

then.

Because, it splits the forks and that way if anybody was in doubts,
fogged in or something, well, you see then both of.. You see that
lake, then you know darn well that you're in the right place. So they
call it Direction Mountain.
Alright.

Now, Sunblood

Dalziel.

Dalziel named that.

Was it

because

Mountain.

of the color

Where did that

name come from?

of the rock or what?

I imagine so. Not only that, but then I guess he just figured he'd give
it a name.
Okay.

Marengo Creek do you know where that

name...?

Nobody knows who named that. Nobody in that country by the name of that
unless somebody came to the Falls and just named it himself.
We don't

know the origin

of the Flat

River?

Flat River's Too Naka, Whitewater.
Okay.

Row about

Caribou River?

You said

it

was called

the Deer

Deer River, yeh.
The Indians

didn't

distinguish

between

deer and

caribou...

River?
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No.

...because there were no deer in the country at that time I
Yeh.

They figure Mehtsee.

guess.

That's caribou.

Now I'm just trying to see if there's any other things on this mapsheet.
I take it that the Indians wouldn't have named these mountain ranges from
what you said?
No. It's too many of them. Another thing that it had no..they must've gone
and named the creeks to go up that far because that's where they mostly
camped. So when they moved, well, they said go such-and-such a creek
you know..such-a-such creek and...

The Indians were far more oriented
bottoms than to the mountains.

in their

way of life

to the

valley

Right, right yeh.

Coming up Flat River there are a number of creeks on both the north and
the south side.
Did any of those ever get names do you know?
None, none below the Caribou, none above...outside 'til you get to
Irvine Creek.

Okay let's just stop there and we'll get the Flat River mapsheet out.
(RECORDER OFF) We're now looking at the Flat River mapsheet 95E. Now
Gus, the first creek that we come to up the Flat, that has a name, is
Irvine Creek. What's the origin of that one?
It was actually nobody knowed who Irvine was, but somebody came down one
time, it must have been around '22 I think, and they camped there and
they cut their name on the tree--Irvine. The tree fell down and there
she was. So, anybody come along, they seen it, Irvine Creek, and they
called it Irvine Creek. Nobody knowed who Irvine was.

Right.

Was the tree still

there when you were in the

country?

Oh yeh, yeh.

You could still

recognize

it?

Yeh, I sat on it and fire by it and sat on it and ate my lunch.

There's quite a few miles, probably twenty-five
miles below Irvine Creek,
there's another very big, well it looks like a big creek, comes in from
the north into the Flat River.
Did it not have a name?
Twenty-five miles?
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Yes, this big one right here.
See, here's Irvine Creek here, you come
way down the Flat and then there 's this grea.t big one comes almost up to
the Nahanni.
And it's on the other, opposite side of the river?
No, on the same side

as Irvine

Creek.

Oh yeh, oh yeh. Isn't that the one that connects over and goes into,
to the head of the one below the Falls that...
Marengo

Creek?

Marengo Creek.
Yes,

it

looks

It's part of it just...
as though

it

does.

Yeh, that's it.. Yeh, that's got no name.
No name eh?
No.

Yeh,I know the one.

That's

the one with

The next one above Irvine Creek is Quartz Creek.

the little

lake on

it?

Yeh. That thing is full of blue fish, all bluefish. You should see that
thing in August, and it's just alive, just alive. All you can see is fins
coming up and a tail now and then just... It's a small little lake but
it sure is deep. All birch growing on it. The whole shore is all nothing
but birch bark; the beaver eating the birch and peeling the birch. It's
just birch bark laying all over.
Now Seaplane

Lake used to be called

another

name, didn't

Landing Lake. That was that Captain Oakes.
land on it, with a seaplane, amphibian.
Did the Indians

have a name for

it?

They were the first to

it?

No.
Now, we come to McLeod Creek

then.

And McLeod Creek was named after the McLeods.
The two

brothers?

No. Billy and Jack Stanier named that McLeod Creek but they staked there.
You see, Jack thought that was McLeods' find because it was supposed to be
the first big creek above the canyon. But he was in the wrong creek.
[It was] on Bennett [where the McLeods were]. He meant go to the other
one, next big creek.
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Okay, now the
a name?

lake,

the first

lake up McLeod Creek,

did it

ever

have

No.
Okay.
McMillan Lake was named after Stan McMillan.
Synder all over the country.
Right.
Yeh.

And did he not fly

He was the guy that flew

some of the prospectors

into

that

area

too?

Actually Stan did a lot of flying in that.

Did he do more than Wop even,

in that

country?

Oh God, Wop didn't do much flying. Wop only made three trips. That's
all Wop ever made, and just to McMillan Lake. But Stan flew all the
way from Whitehorse and in Watson Lake, and he did all of Snyder's flying.
Yeh.

Diamond Creek.. how did

that..

Diamond C Creek?
That should be Diamond C shouldn't
Yeh, Diamond C, named after Diamond
on there too, and Poole Field told
they didn't know what name to give
So that really
instead
a capital
C eh?
Yeh.

of being

it?
C. Poole Field, you see, they staked
him "You gotta have a name". So, well
it, so they put down Diamond C.

Diamond, it

should

be a Diamond and

then

I guess you would know how he got his name?

Well yes.

Tell

us

again.

Sure, he was a Yukoner. He was a very young guy then, during the Klondike
rush. Some of these prospectors looking thought maybe diamonds in the
country. So they showed him these crystals and stalactite [?] and say
"Ever seen anything like this," they said, "any diamonds?" So, every
time they come around him he had these gol-darn crystals saying "Diamond
see, diamond see".
So he called

himself

that,

or they

started

calling

him

that?

So they called him. No, he thought, they were diamonds. Diamonds, you see.
So they named him Diamond C. That's how he got his name.
Oh yeh.

And it

wasn't

diamonds.
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No.

(RECORDER OFF)

Okay.

Moose Creek.

How did it

get

its

name?

Moose Creek, that's named after..again for just staking.
a name.
Just
Yeh.

for

staking

They had to give

purposes?

And they seen a moose on it so they called it Moose Creek.

That was Bill

and Jack

Stanier?

No, that was Jack Mulhoi land. They came up to stake. Oh there was a
bunch came up there and staked. That's all they did, staked and pull
out again.
How about
Yeh.

Grizzly

Creek?

Was named by Mulholland

too?

No! That was named by Jack and Bill.

Jack and Bill,
Lee Creek.
Okay so it
is spelled

okay.

Lee

Creek?

That was named after Leigh Brintnell.
shouldn't
really
L-e-i-g-h.

be Lee,

it

should

be Leigh

'cause

his name

Is it?
Yeh.
Oh yeh?

Leigh?

Who named

Anyhow that's a...

it?

We did.
You and

Bill.

And Wop May.
Oh, I see,

okay.

And there was another one called Ruby Creek, and then there's...
Which one was called
Runs into Grizzly.
Okay.

Can 't even. . . .

Ruby?
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A little small creek.
Little

wee one

here?

Yeh that's it. That's Ruby Creek.
You named that,

or who did?

No, Ted Trindell.
Okay.

Any

That was staked and recorded.

And I don't know who the heck Ruby was.

other?

And that's about it. Oh, the other ones was Canyon Creek of course,
that's goes into the Caribou, runs into Diamond C Creek rather, and then
Diamond C into the Caribou. And that's about it.
Bennett

Creek got its

name

from...

Well Leigh Brintnell, Leigh Brintnell named that one.
Premier Bennett, R. B. Bennett.
Okay.

Borden Creek.

How did it

gets

its

Named it after

name?

That had its name before, when Captain Oakes and Charlie McLeod took
them in to stake.
And who did they
I don't know.

name it

after?

Oh! Premier Borden!

Alright.
Yeh.
How, I thought

it

was Carl Falcon

that

named Bennett

Creek?

No, no, no...it was Leigh.
Leigh

Brintnell?

Yeh.
Okay.

Skinboat

Lakes...where

No not Leigh Brintnell!
Drummond you mean?
Drummond, yeh. Lee Drummond.
Lee Drummond named

it?

did that

name come from?
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Yeh, Lee Drummond was the one that named it.
Okayj now we've
from?

got it

straight.

Skinboat

Lakes,

where dial that

name oome

That was..that water runs to Coal River from Skinboat Lake, and they used
to come up from the Coal, Smith, Hyland and used to trap there, and then
go down in skinboats from that lake.
Well,

they

show Skinboat

Lakes running

No it don't. There's two of them.
other one goes to Coal River.
Yeh,

the headwaters

are very

close

into

Canyon Creek on this

One goes to Canyon Creek and the
together

there.

Yeh, but the first one goes to Canyon Creek.
The other one though, it's good water.
So, they were just named Skinboat
build them there,
is that
it?

map.

You can't go down that thing.

Lakes because

the Indians

used

to

Yeh.
Is it

good moose country

Not too bad. Sheep.
In those

mountains

in that

Goat.

around

area?

Lots of goat there.

the. . .

And even down there by Skinboat Lake. There's all brush down in there,
and there's darn trails in there that's big long silk been rubbed off.
As they're

coming down to licks

there

I

suppose?

[Unintelligible].
Oh is

that

it?

Now, Stonemarten

Lake.

Where did that

name come from?

Stonemarten Lakes was named, I think, from Dalziel.
I think it's Dalziel.

I'm pretty sure. Yeh

What would be the...I

of

don't

understand

this

business

Stonemarten.

Oh, he probably called them Stonemarten. This is just what you call a
pale, real pale, scrubby marten. They call stone marten, and they got
them there.
Going up the Flat River now, did you ever hear this
to this mountain up here?

name Lome Leak

given
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Yeh.

That's right near Seaplane Lake.

Okay, so where they

have it marked on the map is in the wrong spot

is

it?

No, it's right.
'Cause it's

a long way to Seaplane

Lake.

That's

twenty

miles

away.

Yeh, but then you can sure see her. She's pretty tall.
Did you ever
Yeh.

hear this

name given

to Pass

Creek.

That goes to Hole-in-the-Wall Lake.

Right.

Do you know who named

it?

No.
Alright.

Where did Hole-in-the-Wall

originate?

That didn't originate that long ago. I think after Snyder came in there
and, what'd you call him, Holman and Brady [Gus probably means Goodwin
and Lambart], they went in that part. They landed, I think, on that
lake where the Hole-in-the-Wall Lake is. I think they seen...I think
actually it originated from them.
From the Snyder

party

then?

Yeh.
Okay.

What about

this

curious

name Rabbitkettle

River?

Well, that I don't know.
Rabbitkettle.

Nobody knows where it's..old, old Indian name,

Don't

it

No.

know the reason

for

or

anything?

Rabbitkettle.

Did you ever hear of this creek
map flowing into the north. . .

that's

named Hell Roaring

Creek on the

That's Faille.
That's

Faille

eh?

Faille named that.
And Flood Creek is him

too?

No, Flood Creek I think is Dalziel again, and Skull Creek is Dalziel and
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Dall Creek, 'er Dill Creek. It's not supposed to be Dall. It's supposed
to be Dill not Dall. Dill, you know, D-i-1-1. Some wild dill grew
there, and called it Dill Creek. I don't know who named that though,
but somebody told me, I think it was Jack or somebody that mentioned
something about that wild dill.
Jack

Stonier?

Yeh.
Jaak Stonier

had been way up the. . .

He was up there, yeh along oh '98..
Oh yeh,

when he went up to the. .

'97.
Right,

yeh,

up to the gold rush,

'97 when he made the first trip.
Mount Sidney Dobson,
named after Snyder's

right.
Second trip '98 and got through.

Sir James MaaBrien,
friends?

Harrison

Smith,

those

are

all

No, no, no..army colonels and stuff.
But weren't

they named by

Snyder?

No.
Who named them?
Army survey.
So that

was named relatively

recently

then was

it?

Yeh, well not too recent, but there'll be some more, more than likely.
These parties that went up, the army's. Well, they send this bunch up
and they got to go... They pinpoint some place on the map, and you got to
go there and put a cairn up....
Tape 7 - Side 1
Gus, let's
talk for a minute about some of the animals
of all, have you seen pikas around quite a bit?

of the area.

Not lots, but in the wintertime we generally run into them, yeh.
The

pikas?

First
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Pika, yeh.
In the
Yeh.

wintertime?
Oh yeh, they come out in the warm weather.

But this

would be late

Well..some
like that,
sometimes,
noise. We

time
they
that
call

winter

would

it?

in February when the warm...we got a chinook or something
come out. You can hear them from clean across the valley
is, across the creek valley. They make quite a little
them little rabbits.

What is the Slavey

name for pika?

Is there

one,

do you know?

Yes, there is, but I forget now what it is. Oh! Ahkutsahlee.
rabbit, that's what they call 'em. Little rabbit, yeh.
What areas

have you seen pikas

Little

in?

Oh, up the Ram and way up towards the Coal River range, up in there I
seen 'em. That's about the only places I remember.
Not around

the canyon country

at all

then?

Yeh, in the Nahanni canyon? Oh yeh, yeh. Well that's the same as the
Ram Range in that section there.
Oh, I see.

So this

would be up Lafferty

Creek and those

creeks

running..

Right, right yeh.
Now, the snowshoe hare is one that when I look through the
literature,
people's
accounts of it, I get the impression
that there aren't very many
of them around.
Now, you say that's
not quite the case eh?
Oh no. They get so sick that they're.. Before they get diseased, they
get...that's their limit. They start to die off, but they have to die off,
otherwise the country'd be overrun. But here, most of the country, it's
a lot of open muskeg so they don't, they don't accumulate that fast. So,
they get in places where there's big patches of timber or brush and stuff
like that, the windfalls especially, that's where they like to hang out,
in the windfall, because of new shoots in there and lots of protection
under the logs, and driftwood or windfall.
Now, you had some observations
Would you care to talk about

earlier
them?

about

the rabbits

and the

lynx.

Well, we used to...Mary and I used to go out and heck, sometime...used
to fill a sack of all you can carry, you know, in about an hour. We shoot
'em of course. They get so thick sometimes that you don't have to look
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for them.

They're just right in your road in fact.

This is the

rabbits?

Rabbits, yeh. Especially towards February when the sun gets up high and
they sun themselves. They fall asleep and, heck, you get right up on
them.
Do you remember years in which the rabbit

population

was high around here?

Last time they were high here was, I think in '40..right after fire..'43
and '44, '45..there were lots yet. After that, then they start. I think
a lot of them got burnt in the '42 fire and they got kinda throwed back,
but places where the fire missed, they just gathered in there pretty
thick. So then after that, then the lynx came in, and the lynx migrated
in and they held them down quite a bit because they never could increase
fast enough because the lynx were almost thick as rabbits that time.
This was just

after

the

'42

fire?

Right, yep.
Was this

the time that you saw the lynx migrating

over the

Tlogotsho?

Yeh, over the..we were, at that time, trapping way up at this side of
Tlogotsho and the Ram Mountains up there. They came, oh, I think it was
in the first part of February they started. There was hardly any lynx
in that section at all, but all at once here they start coming. They must
have come through a lot of crust or something because pretty near all of
them had their hair rubbed off up, oh, about six inches up from their
paw. You could see it was cut.
And so that you were trapping

up at Clausen Creek at that

time?

Yeh, we were up at the head.
And prior

to that,

earlier

in the winter,

you had hardly seen any lynx?

Before that...there was a few not now... You could see when they came in.
Heck, we used to...just from about the end of our line where we had our
camp, we'd go about a mile, she'd go a mile, I'd go a mile and heck we get
three or four lynx just overnight. We got 56 lynx there in less than a
month I guess.
So you feel

that

they migrated

in over the top of the

mountains?

Oh yeh, sure, because we could see which way they coming from.
from the south direction.
Do you recall other years prior
population at all?

to 1942 in which there was a big

Always all
rabbit
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Oh gosh yeh, way back from '17 when we came in the country, there were
rabbits every seven years. They'd run out right that time. Every seven
years they started to die off, and then they start to build up. Well it'd
be about two years before they died off if they were really thick. So thick
in fact that when we were at the Peace River Country there, they'd eat the
haystack clean around you know, like a mushroom and the wind would blow it
over. Heck you'd see sometimes two-three hundred rabbits run away from
the haystack. Just like a bunch of ants. And after they died off, they'd
be lying all around the shack, alongside the shack where they tried to
get a little heat. Every morning dead rabbits laying there, and they had
big blisters on 'em and some of them about six inches long, pretty near
the whole length of the rabbit.
When was the last year, or when was the first
big rabbit population
In the Nahannl country
thirties?

year you recall
seeing a
once you came In In the

In the thirties, where we were up at the Flat, it wasn't so much in there
because [it's] pretty bare. There were a few patches, but nothing like
you get away from that part of the country because too much rock, not enough
feed for the rabbits.
I see.

So you wouldn't

really

see the effects

of the rabbit

population?

No, no you couldn't get no good idea what they were like all over.
I guess

that

wouldn't

be good lynx country

Not too good, no. Mostly marten.
Gus, what parts

then

either?

Mostly marten.

of the Nahannl country

are good rabbit

country

then?

Well direct up Nahanni proper itself above the Falls is a good country
in there, because there she widens out and it gets a little more bush
and places where rabbits can exist, but below that it's a bit too much
canyon. There is patches alright, but spruce, moss but not enough poplar
and stuff like that for shoots. They really like shoots. It's second
growth after a burn, that's where they like to hang out.
So you don't really
First
Canyon?

get rabbits

again until

you get down below

the

Right, right, yeh.
Well then, let's
any other peaks

go bach to the peaks In the population.
Do you
In the population
other than 1942 or '43?

recall

No, not up here because like I said before, that they never have...not the
right proper place, because not enough feed. But when I was at Bistcho
before I came here, there they were darn thick. They had their cycle run
pretty well to the seven years.
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Now,

let's

turn

to the woodchuck.

Have you seen woodchuaks

in the

country?

Yes. It was the first ones I seen up here was at, away up in the mountains
when I came first and also clean down to The Hotsprings later.
Well,

when you say way up in the mountains,

Oh yeh.

was this

above

treeline?

Right on top.

And these

are not marmots that

you're

talking

about?

No, no, no, no, no
real groundhog. There was boulders and stuff they
buried, just like, same as a marmot, they crawl under and burrow.
Grizzly generally take them out then too.
What part of the country
'er above the
treeline?

would you have seen these

ones,

above the

mountains

Well this would be up from this side of the Coal River Range, that's the
furthest I seen it, that range between the...oh, it's the Yukon boundary,
rather Yukon and Territory. They are in also... Mary and I, we seen some
up the Ram, Ram Creek. There is groundhog there too.
Would they

have been common in the country

up the Flat

River

way?

They must have been, because the natives used to get...they always said
they got them. It was nothing new to them, and even some of the skins
of them they used for trimming. It's not very good for trimming, but
then they use anything sometimes.
You had woodchuaks

at The Hotsprings

too,

did

you?

Right. Had to get them out. Had a little garden there and they eat the
garden up, so I had to trap them out.
Were they fairly

common in the countryside

around The

Hotsprings?

No, no, after I trapped them out, that was all we ever got there; never
came back. But then we lived there, so I guess they probably kept away
too. They had a hole right there. I got three of them out of it.
Were they

there

when you first

came to The Hotsprings

at

all?

Yep. They were there. But, I didn't have no right... When I first got
there, I didn't have no... I didn't make a garden right away so I didn't
notice it 'til I got the garden in there. Of course, they start trimming
down the vegetables.
That's

when you declared

war eh?

Right, I had to. Well, between that and the packrats.
in and they're just as bad. Worse I guess.

The packrats came
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The packrats

are also

what you call

the bushy-tailed

rats

eh?

Bushy-tailed rat, yeh. [Many loud noises from croaking ravens in the
background.]
Okay Gus, we'll hope the competition
from the raven ceases for
anyway.
Let's go back to these packrats.
You had them at The
did you?

awhile
Hotsprings

Oh yeh, they were all over, no matter where you go. You go high enough,
you're bound to run into them there.
Where do you usually

find

them?

Well they get in the caves, crevices, rock..they seem to like a narrow
crevice where they can get in, nothing else can get at 'em. They generally
pack that thing, all in the fall, full of leaves, and this here jupiter.
Lot, they like that jupiter berries you know.
Oh,

juniper?

Juniper, yeh. And they cut the stem off with all the berries and everything
else and just pack that into the crack of a rock for winter.
What other

things

do they pack into

the rock?

What other

kinds

of

plants?

Well, mostly that and leaves of all kinds of plants, berries, you see,
sometime berries in it, cranberries, and, oh, sometimes if there's anything
dead around there they pack that in too.
You said

they were awfully

stinky

things.

Oh gosh, terrible!
What's

so stinky

about

them?

Well when they...
When they

pee?

Yeh, when they pee, it's just a pile of salt after it dries, sets right
there, yellow. Boy it's sure tough. You never get it out of your floor
if they ever get in your shack. Even the shack stinks of it afters.
You described,

what,

some of them got into

your cabin

at The Hotsprings

once?

Yeh, one time there, Faille left the door part open and they got in there.
He left it about two or three inches open, but just big enough for them
to slide through, and they built a nice big nest in there and that whole
floor was just completely covered. Mary and I, we dumped just pails of
water and just slushed [sluiced?] it out and scrubbed it. The floor was
all yellow, just as yellow as you paint it, but you never get the smell
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out.

Finally I had to tear it out.

Tore the whole floor

out?

Tore the whole floor out.
strong that smell is.
What does it

smell

You had to! You just, you wouldn't believe how

like?

Oh it smells awful. I don't know what to describe it. It's not like a
skunk. In fact I'd sooner smell a skunk. That's true! It's an awful
stinky smell.
Very sharp smell
Yeh, very

is

it?

sharp, and then when you warm up the place it gets worse.

Now, you mentioned

that

these

paekrats

can be pretty

vicious

at

times?

Yeh, if you corner them..darn right..they'll jump right after you and snap.
Like that time there, we tried to corner them in the corner of the shack
inside, and they just backed up there and jumped. It jumped, oh heck, about
two or three feet, right straight at you, and snap. You could see they
mean business. And bite too!
How big an animal

are

they?

Oh, they're about the size of a barn rat, what you call wharf rat, maybe
some a little bigger. They're a good size. The only thing what makes
them look bigger too is that they got longer hair and the bushy-tail. The
wharf rat's got no hair on the tail, rat tail.
From your experience,

are they

common in the caves

around

here?

Right. Oh gosh yeh. Lots of them. You'll have no trouble catching them
in a cave. Just set a trap. Put anything on there, you'll get 'em. I
don't think there's a cave that is any size or any length, that ain't
got paekrats in it. You can see all the droppings in the caves. Every
one, e^/ery cave has got packrat droppings, that and porcupine.
We saw, in the caves back up behind up here,
were about half~an-inch
long and quite oval.
droppings?

we saw some droppings
that
Those would be packrat

That's paekrats, yeh. They almost look like porcupine, only porcupine has
pretty near half the size bigger again, but look the same.
What sort of things do paekrats
they eat any animal?
Yeh, they eat everything.

eat?

Is it

all

berries

and that,

or do
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If an animal died in a cave,

they'd

eat that

too.

Yeh. They gnaw on the horns, and moose horn but I think that's mostly
for salt, and bones. Anything. They pack everything. That's how they
got their name. They do really pack everything.
So if you left any objects
would they pack them off?

sitting

around like

Oh yeh, it's a good chance they will.

buttons,

that

sort

of

thing,

They'd drag it away if they can't.

They 're normally found at the higher elevations,

not down low eh?

No. I think the lowest we seen was there at The Hotsprings. Oh, by gosh
no, we had even at the mouth of the Nahanni. One fell in the water barrel
at Jack's store there. Overnight he had drowned in the water barrel, rain
barrel.
I'll
be darned.. Let's
marmot, the whistler.

go back to the relative
of the woodchuck,
Are they fairly common in the country?

the

They are, yeh. There's lots of them, especially up these mountains that's
got dirt on top. Grizzlies, you could see every place where they have been,
still the grizzly digs them out, some other ones get in there again afters.
Boy they sure...the grizzlies sure like them. They go to a lot of trouble
to get them. Sometimes roll great big boulders out. Heck, a person
couldn't handle them. Roll 'em out and just grab one or two these little
animals. It seems funny.
What areas of the Nahanni country

have you seen marmots in?

Practically all over. I seen 'em as far as from..not far from Jackfish,
what they call Jackfish Lake, that mountain. It's about fifty-five hundred
feet high I guess. There's marmots, lots of them up on top of that.
This is the one Devil's
Yeh, the same one.
on it, on top.
So,

right

Kitchen's

on?

The same one, only more to the left.

down there.

Up in the canyon country

It's more soil

have you seen them?

Oh yes, I've seen 'em clean up to that range of Coal River.
country's got them.
I see,
one?

okay.

How about the tittle

Yeh, that's whistler.
call 'em whistlers.
Oh, alright,

arctic

ground squirrel,

That's the one you mean.

now the one that

I was calling

The whole
the much smaller

It's the whistler. We

the whistler

is the one

that's
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almost

as big as a

Yeh.
Yeh,

woodchuck.

No, t h i s one i s smaller.
that's

This about l i t t l e bigger than a s q u i r r e l .

right.

Yeh.

And brown in

colour?

Yeh t h a t ' s the one.

Now, the one I call the whistler
tends to have some silvery-grey
Right.

is almost as big as a woodchuck but
hair on it.

it

It almost looks like a groundhog in colour.

Yes.
Yeh, only they're narrower.
Yes, and more

silvery-grey.

That's right yeh.
So now, all the time up 'til now, all the time we've been talking
about
whistlers,
you've been talking
about the little
arctic ground
squirrel.
Yeh.
Okay now, how about
almost as big?

these

ones that

are a little

bit

like

the woodchuck and

Well, they're not as plentiful as marmot or the woodchuck, but they're
here too.
What areas

have you seen them

I seen them on Jackfish too.
it, marmot.
Than the ground

in?
They're nicer looking than the, what-you-call-

squirrel?

Than the ground squirrel, yeh. So, I don't think I remember seeing any
up at the Coal River, but we seen 'em up at the Ram. Mary and I, we
seen them up there. In fact we shot one one time. Fat as can be. Gee,
they're sure fat. They're good eating, tasty, very tasty.
What, you roast

them, would

you?

Yeh, we roasted by the fire.
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Huh.

That's

good to know.

Flying

squirrels?

There's l o t s of them here.
At Little

Doctor

here?

Oh y e h .

How about over in the Nahanni

country?

Same.
Just

about

everywhere

you

went?

Yeh. You know, you can see tracks all winter. Sometime you never
see them, but you always see their tracks, but here we have them come
right down to the tent. It jumped on the tent at night. They kill the
other ones
What, the red

Oh yeh.

squirrels?

They kill them.

What, do they

get into

the nest

of the young or what?

No, if they do, that's one way, but if they catch 'em they kill 'em.
They kill

the adults

Oh gosh yeh.

even?

Didn't you know that?

No.

Oh yeh. Sure flying squirrel kill the red squirrel. In fact, when they
come in, you never see no red squirrel after they get in there. They leave
or bury themselves. Oh God, yeh!
Do the marten

feed

on the flying

Marten eat anything in that line.
Red

squirrel

at

all?

It's the flying squirrel or...

squirrel?

Yeh.
Chipmunks?

Packrats or anything. Marten they...of course they're good killers too.
Chickens or anything.
How about

beaver?

Are they fairly

widespread

throughout

the Nahanni

area?
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Not up there because it's too stony and not the feed. They can't dam
up, and what places they could dam up it's a little bit too much water,
because all the water comes down one lick, big rush and then nothing
afters. So they keep away from that part. More lowland.
How about

the lower Flat

River

country;

in

there?

There's a few in there. Not too many. It's mostly in the rivers there
again. It's not enough. Smoother lakes and clear water lakes, they
don't like to put up in there, on account of the eagle again. Eagles,
they clean 'em out if they can see when they dive in the clear water.
They just know where they're coming up, and they dive down again and
that way he winds them. He winds the beaver, and after he winds him
the beaver will paddle right to shore and flop there. I seen that.
I seen it. I even done it one time. I put out [unintelligible].
Just

keep chasing

the beaver

until

it

has to come up for

air?

No, I was just finished. I was finished hunting that spring and I had
lots of ammunition left. Twenty-two's [.22's] were left and the beaver
was about a quarter-mile out on the lake, more than that. Well, it was
too far to hit. I didn't want him anyhow. So I fired way up and the bullet
landed past him and he dove. Next time he came up, I fired again, dove.
Pretty soon he started coming for the shore and just kept a-firing and
he just came... There was a little grassy beach there, and he just
laid on it. There he was. He was a-puffing like a steamboat. That poor
little thing. I felt sorry for it. I didn't kill it, of course, but
I seen then how you can wind 'em. You can wind 'em, and that's the way,
that's the eagle does. He can see just where
I seen the eagle do this. Oh a great big devil too, about five-foot
spread and it was on McMillan Lake. I just stopped there. It was awful
hot in July, and I just stopped there for a rest and cool off. I had
quite a pack on my back, and I seen something going around the point.
I thought at first it was an otter. I just seen the head, so I went
across the point, and I sat down there then to see what the heck that
was, and it was a beaver. I had a .22 pistol in my packsack and I
watched the beaver swimming out there, and all at once just over the
top this spruce, it was only about fifteen-foot high spruce, little
clump, he come. Whosh-sh-sh, this gol-darn big devil down, and down
goes the beaver making a splash. He just banked like that and he
was watching the beaver all the time, and just when's the beaver coming
up, down he went again. The third time, and by this time I had my .22
pistol out, so I just waited when he just making the...by this time it
was close now. Just when he was ready to almost stop, like to bank, I
fired and I knocked a bunch of feathers out, and missed him. He took
off, and the beaver came again right to the shore just like what I was
telling about me shooting the .22. He went right for shore and there he
was puffing like.. That's how they wind them alright.
I found one place at the lake, and it was up in the jackpine. I was
looking for this lake. There was beaver houses on it. It was clear
water again and when I went the next year to look for this place, I couldn't
find the lake. It was right in the solid bush in flat country. So to save
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a lot of walking, I seen this jackpine there, I climbed up. I knew I
was close to the lake, but how far I didn't know. So I climbed up this
jackpine, and when I looked up I seen something looked like a rug hanging
way up there, so I got up. Here was a beaver laying over the limb, and
all this happened a long time ago. Faded, and the legs, everything was
on it, the tail, everything all dried up, and it's a big beaver, at
least a thirty-pound, twenty-five or thirty-pound beaver. The whole top
was all eat out, that is, you could see how it was, the skin was dried
away. That's an eagle for you.
Huh. Is there better
in the Nahanni?

beaver

country

once you get below the First

Canyon

No. That's when you come to where The Hotspring there. There's few in the
creeks. I wouldn't say it's good. No, you gotta get to swampy place
and more lakes.
How about
there?

the Tetcela

River

valley

and up in there?

Is there

beaver

in

Which?
Up Tetcela

River.

Oh yeh, that's good.
Up Fishtrap

Oh yeh, that there.

Creek and up in

those.

Oh yeh, that's good because that's a valley in there, big wide, fairly
wide, and lots of sloughs. Heck, must be a hundred sloughs in there.
In '66 up near Tungsten I saw beaver living at, oh, it'd be 5,500
feet
I guess.
Away above treeline,
just living off the dwarf arctic birch and
little
alder.
Is that sort of thing very common?
No, no. You see it alright, but it's not very often because they probably
got stranded in there, because lots of times the water's running pretty
good and then they'll make a dam, and after the water peters out, well,
it's too late in the year. Then they have to stay there. I seen it. A
lot of times they die out. They die out or freeze out. Their feed bed
freezes up and then, of course, they go.
They've

had it

then.

Yeh.
Now, muskrats,

I guess

aren't

very

common either

eh?

Muskrats get thick every so many years. It's like rabbits, only it has
to be the wet years to fill up a lot of the sloughs. Then they start to
get thick, and then, of course, the mink then come behind them. They
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generally...that's what the mink like most, the best feed.
Right.
It follows
then, that if it's
not good beaver
good muskrat country in the Nahannni.

country,

it's

not

That's right, yeh. Both gotta be the same.
What areas

have you seen muskrats

in,

in the Nahanni

country?

In the Nahanni...the only place I seen it now was around Jackfish and...
This is Jackfish

Lake is

it?

Jackfish Lake, yeh [Yohin Lake]. That's good rat place. Outside of
that, at the head of Tetcela Creek, that's the same. That is good for
rats. There's lots of lily roots in them lakes. All of them practically
got lily roots, and they like that.
You 've never
Canyon?

seen rats

anywhere

on the Nahanni above the canyon,

Oh, odd one, yeh, but travelling.
and taking off from there.
Now, another thing that's
you seen them around?

Nowhere else

have you seen

Coming out probably some little pothole

kind of interesting

Yeh, that's at The Hotspring only.

First

is the jumping

mice.

Have

Only at The Hotspring.

them?

No, no.
Are they common

there?

Not too many. No. There's a wonder there is any though, because that
place one time flooded, and you'd think everything flood out there, but
they still...I guess maybe they just go up on the high ground and come
back again.
Would they be just around The Hotspring
towards that moose lick
or...?

or would they,

say,

be back up

I never see anyplace, only at The Hotspring.
Just

right

around

the

cabin?

Yeh, just by The Hotspring there. They stay there.
warm all the time, that's why they like it there.

I guess the ground is
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Now porcupines
common in the

keep turning
country?

up now and again,

but are they realty

very

Yeh, lots of porcupines. They're coming back now, because since the '42
fire that just about cleaned them, but they're starting to get pretty
thick again.
I see.
Coyotes are something that
to divide the wolf family up into,

are of special interest.
what,
coyotes...

Now you seem

Coyotes, brush wolf and...
Timber

wolf.

And the timber wolf, yeh.
Now could

you describe

each of the three

of them for

us?

Well the coyote actually is just a little bit heavier than the fox. The
brush wolf is in between the wolf and a fox, 'er a coyote. He's heavier
set, and they're gray. Most of them are gray, some are little...lean to
the coyote, but, oh heck, they're sometimes three times heavier than a
coyote. They're not a wolf. They're a brush wolf.
What sort

of weights

would these

brush wolves

run?

Oh, I'd imagine they'd go about from fifty..around fifty pounds either
way or less.
What, fifty

plus

or minus

ten,

fifteen

pounds?

Yeh, something around there.
And what would your timber

wolves

be weighing

most of the

time?

Oh gosh, we caught some 155 pounds when one year we was up. We were
poisoning wolves for the Game Department there, through the Game Department. We got some 155. Several 130. I think the smallest, lowest we got
was 90. That's in a wolf. They was black, but the gray ones they're the
biggest.
Are the coyotes

any particular

colour,

or are they alt

sorts

of

colours?

The colours are generally pretty much the same, grayish and sometimes a
little bit of yellow on 'em, yellowish, you know.
Okay.

Now, have you trapped

or seen coyotes

in the South

Nahanni

country?

Only one. I caught one and Mary shot one, and I know one of the natives
caught one. That's all I ever know.
So just

three

of

them.
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Three, yeh.
And what areas

were they....

?

That was at the mouth of the Nahanni.
All

of

them?

Mmm.
All

three.

How about brush

wolves?

None here. I never caught none here but I caught them on Hay River.
'em at Hay River.
So that nobody,
country?
Yeh.

to your recollection,

has ever

seen brush wolves

in

I got
this

Oh they seen 'em alright, but I didn't catch 'em.

Have you seen them

yourself?

Here?
Yeh.
No.

Only on Hay River.

But the natives

report

seeing

them at

times?

Oh yeh, sure. They're very scarce, but then they're here.
Hay River, they were scarce but they're there.
How about

the red fox now.

Is it

quite

Same as on

common?

Oh yeh, red fox, they're the most. They're the most that there is, and
then afters there's more reds than cross and then there's more cross
than silver.
So,

you've

got all

three

varieties

of them

here?

Well, all four, black too but not too many black fox. Very seldom you get 'em.
When you say they're

common, can you give

us some idea of how common they

are?

Well, during one winter.. .well, they're just the same as anything else, if
the rabbits are thick they get thick. Oh, we used to get around a hundred,
over a hundred and fifty sometimes, up to a hundred and fifty fox in
the winter, trapped.
And they're

found,

I guess,

wherever

rabbits

are found are

they?
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Oh yeh, yeh, anyplace.
a lot.

Even where there ain't much rabbits.

So, you would get good foxes
there would you?

up the Flat

River

country

They travel

when you were up

Oh yeh, yeh.
Despite

the fact

that

you wouldn't

get good

lynx?

Well, these lynx were good you know, only the leg.
Sorry,

when I said

good, I meant

many.

Oh yeh, you get more fox at that time. Now,the fox you can't even see
a track. Mary got one last winter, and that's when we seen one more track.
I ain't seen fox track. Before we got here, we hadn't seen a fox track
for two years. They were just about wiped out that time with the rabbits.
It wasn't only the rabies, but they shot eyery fox they could seen, even
ones that didn't have it. They just about cleaned them out all over, out
to Alberta you know.
What years

was this

rabies

epidemic

going

on?

Oh, I think it was about ten years ago.
So about

ten years

ago they practically

disappeared

around

here?

Yeh, that's right.
And they 're on their

way back now are they,

or...

?

Very slow. Well, it's like last winter, we only seen two tracks and she
got one, the red one. It was a yery nice fox, real, what-you-call-it,
cherry red. It's hard to get them. \Jery seldom you get them.
Gus, let's
next turn
the area are they?

to black

bear.

I guess

they're

common

throughout

Oh yeh, there are lots of them, although they're getting less now too, but
then there's still quite a few.
Are there any areas of the South
in, that you have not seen black

Nahanni
watershed
bear in?

that

you've

travelled

Yeh, up. The further up you go, the less, because then you more getting
into grizzly. Same as towards the North Nahanni country. That is good
grizzly country, so you don't see no black bear much, very seldom.
So,

the black

bear will

be found

at the

lower elevations,

in the bush. ..
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Yeh, mostly lower and along the rivers, flats on the river.
The grizzly

will

he higher

then?

Oh yeh. Well, they'd come down low too, in the spring. Follow the
riverbeds and dig out the roots. Same as the black do too, but then the
black seem to keep away from them places more.
How about fisher?

Have you seen them in the

country?

We seen fisher, but they're scarce as hen's teeth here.
Did you ever

trap

any?

Not here, no.
Do you know

of anybody

that

has?

Yeh, some of the natives got, oh I guess, since I been in the country,
I guess the number was a dozen fisher killed.
This is in the South Nahanni
Yeh.

country?

And it was mostly towards the Liard.

Down near the

mouth?

Yeh, in that part.
Never,

never

up in

the...

No, none of them got fisher up [river].
Up above the canyons

at

all?

Not that I know of anyhow.
Now, the common weasel

or ermine,

it's

common throughout

the

country?

That's right, yeh.
How about

the little

least

weasel?

Yeh, we got them.
Are they

very common?

No, you don't. Some years you don't get none at all, and then you maybe
get one or two at the most.
What parts

of the country

have you trapped

them or seen them

in?
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Oh, we got them r i g h t here.
At Little

Doctor?

Yeh.
But how about over in the Nahanni

country?

Yeh, we got them at The Hotsprings, and we caught them up at the Flat.
Yes.
Never bothered to even skin them, they're so darn small. You wouldn't
get nothing for them anyhow. You're bound to catch them now and then in
the other traps, in the marten trap, once in a while you do.
Do they get pretty

badly

mangled

in the marten

trap?

Not too bad because they're so small. You generally catch 'em, some them
right over the head, because the short leg to the head and the trap
reaches right over, but the only thing, they aren't worth nothing.
So you just

usually

chuck

them aside

then?

Yeh, yeh.
Mink.

How about

them,

are they

common throughout

the

country?

Mink, they follow the rats and there's no rats now here.
a few here, but very few.
Where have you trapped

or seen mink in the Nahanni

So that there is

country?

Well, at The Hotsprings and up, clean up the Flat. We've caught mink....
maybe about at The Hotsprings, most we ever caught in one year, I think
was 27, and that was only the one winter. Most of the time we only get
about half-a-dozen or eight or something like that. Up the Flat we got,
I think one year that we got about ten at the most, and five the next
year or something like that. It's not too good up there neither for mink.
They like the sloughs again.
How about

skunks?

Skunk is only... Only skunk I've knowed of, and that was at the mouth of
the Nahanni there. Jack LaFlair, who run the store there, I think he
killed three in all he told me. Trapped two and one he hit with a stick.
Would you care

to tell

us about

that

one?

Well, his place there where he was, he made a runway going down to the River
and all the porcupines come along the River, the first place they get up
was up this runway. So him and his housekeeper, they had a big club there,
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and this what they killed the skunk, 'er the porcupine with. So, this
night he heard the dog bark and he went in the brush there. So he figured
it was another porcupine, so he slams away through the brush at it, and
boy he sure got it. Mary and I, we came over next morning... We landed
there already. I smelled the darn thing long before I got up to the top.
So I got up on top there, and he seen us coming, he started laughing
because he know we smelled it. I could see his clothes hanging up on
the line there. He sure got a shellacking that time.
Did he get

the

skunk?

Oh yeh. But it was no good.
was a porcupine.

It was before their prime.

Have you evev heard of anybody
country?

else

ever getting

skunks

He thought it

in the

Nahanni

Yeh, the natives got some at Netla, that's across the mouth of the Nahanni
up the Liard a little ways. Yeh, they got skunk now and then there. They
don't like to skin 'em.
Can't

blame them eh?

There's

none in recent

No, we've never seen a skunk since we left.
know it.
About when would it

be when Jack would've

years

that

you've

heard?

That's the only time I ever

killed

these?

That was in '43 I think.
Otter:,

are they

found

throughout

the country

at

all?

There's quite a few along the...there's quite a few along the Nahanni, and
here too.
All the way up the Nahanni?
country?

Would you catch

otter

up the Flat

River

Oh yeh, clean up to Glacier Lake, I guess they'd go, because they are more
ramblers. They run up and down, and heck, they don't hardly stay twice
in same place overnight.
How many would you have trapped

in a winter,

sort

of

thing?

Oh I didn't trap many. I shot one time at Jackfish, I shot three. Mary
shot one at the same time. There were four that time together. Then on
the Flat, I got, mouth of the Flat I got two, three one winter. Then, here
they come pretty regular, but still don't come out the same place. They
mostly stay up here about twelve miles, where there's open water and it's
mostly all fish there.
So,

you certainly

wouldn't

describe

otter

as common in the Nahanni

country?
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No. No, no. No place I ever been that you could say they were plentiful,
oh gosh no.
Cougar is a sort of animal which probably
you ever seen them at all?

isn't

found

in the country.

Have

No, only seen them once, one cougar since I've been up there, but then
that's way up the Flat.
What area would that

have been

in?

That would be at a place where they call McLeod Lake. It's about 75 miles,
80 miles up the Flat from the mouth. That's the only one I ever seen
live, but we seen tracks, both Bill, my partner that time, and I, we see
some of them.
We seen tracks, not too many, but now and then.
Could you describe

the circumstances

under which you saw this

cougar?

Well the first one, I was just making a camp. There's an old beaver
dam there and a nice place to camp. I was going to camp there for the
night, and I was just throwing my packsack down and looking for a place
to make a fire. Here look behind, and here comes this cougar come. It was
a game trail where I came on and he was following the same thing. So
he stopped there and he looked all around and then he started going to
the beaver dam. The beaver dam was broke out, so he backed off of that
thing and he came back. I made a little... There was a pole laying across
the creek, pretty wide creek. The creek must have been about thirty feet
across, and this pole was bent over. It was a dry spruce, burnt, and just
balanced just up and down. He goes on this gol-darn thing and he starts
to walk across, he got part, almost to the end, and the pole there was
no more than an inch-and-a-half through, two inches at the very most.
I made a little noise like the squeak of a mouse, and boy he looked around,
he made one jump and the pole just give him the swing, and heck, he went
about good six feet and landed on a log on the other side. There he stopped
and he looked at me, and from there he just walked away.
How big would he have

been?

Oh he about the size of...about twice as big as a big lynx.
Large, only a tail long.
Had a long

tail?

Oh yeh.
What colour

was

it?

Yellow, kinda yellowish brown.
Late fall

would it

be or...

?

This in the fall.

What-you-call-it?
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September I think it was.
What sort

of weight

Yeh, September.

would you have estimated

Oh gosh, I don't know. Maybe..
seventy. That could be less.
So,

certainly

not terribly

big

the animal

to be?

Oh, I imagine about sixty pounds, maybe
then?

Oh no. No. I know it'd be at least twice as big as a big lynx.
How many sightings
of cougar
the years up there?

tracks

would you and Bill

have made over

Well, the only one... Oh, only about four or five, I guess, all the time
we been in there. Some winters never see nothing.
And the only sightings
you 've ever had of tracks of the cougar is up
in that Flat River country where you were
prospecting?
Yeh, yeh. Never seen on this side or... It's close to the Yukon boundary
there, and I guess probably that's where they come from. B.C. probably
be, Yukon, B.C.
Have you heard other

reports

from other

people

of anyone seeing

cougar?

Oh the natives have, yeh. Oh, in years back. I think even one of them
at Bistcho, they even seen them there one time.
Ieh,

but how about

the South Nahanni

country?

There too. The Indians from Nahanni, oh yeh they seen 'em. Not many but
they..you mention to them, yeh, they know that they seen it. Tracks,
and one of them, I think they killed one year there, I think there, in
the thirties, they killed two of them. Somebody killed two of them there.
Would this

be around

the Butte

they

killed

them?

No away from the Butte, but the Indians from the Butte.
You don't

know what areas

they

killed

them at

all?

them in would

you?

No, I don't remember.
Do you know who killed

There again too..I think it was one of the Conesenta [spelling uncertain]
outfit. Joseph Conesenta1s bunch. Mary would know, and I know Jack told
me about it too one time. He told me who killed them. They shot them,
the cougars.
Let's

turn

to the mule deer now.

I take

it

that

they're

fairly

common
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throughout

the country

now.

Mule deer?
Yes.
No. No. Only seen one mule deer and that was a doe. That's where, on
the Prairie River. That's the only one, but there's a few white-tail.
Not too many either.
When would you have sighted

the mule deer?

Do you

recall?

That was in July, July '53 I think.
Do you recall

Jack LaFlair

ever mentioning

seeing

mule

deer?

No, but white-tail.
Dow white-tails,

you say,

are more common.

Oh yeh, but not too many. You have to...you may run the whole country
over and for years you won't see none. Only certain places where they
are, and that's from Jackfish, that mountain range that has it, and
this one here supposed to have lots...but nobody sees them.
The Nahanni range you mean?
Yeh. They have a heck of a time, I guess.
them.
How many sightings

of white-tails

The snow gets too deep for

would you have

seen?

Since I've been here, I guess we seen...I must have seen no more than
half-a-dozen at the most.
Can you recall

specific

details

of the

sightings?

Well, there was a doe and its fawn and the buck at one time, and another
time...
Where was

that?

That's on that Jackfish range. Another, at our place at The Hotsprings
there. Two years in the first snow of the fall we seen 'em. Then we see
one where the wolves killed it just about an hour before that. Eat the
whole thing. All that was left was a horn, just a horn, even you couldn't
see the hair. There's nothing. No hide or nothing. There were six wolves
because you could see where they bedded and we seen where they swim across
the River. You could see the tracks in the snow and then, of course, the
River is open. Swam to the other side, but we didn't see the deer.
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And where was that location

where it was

killed?

Hotspring.
At The Hotspring

itself?

Yeh.
Any other sightings
No.

that you can

Oh, on the Butte, yeh sure, on the Nahanni Butte there's deer.

And you've seen them down there?
Yep,

recall?

t h e r e ' s deer there a l r i g h t .
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Appendix

The following documents were kindly loaned by Gus Kraus
from his personal files.

They are presented as a sample of the type

of interesting and important source documents retained by Gus.
Other old-timers have done likewise.
The first news report (p. 232) on the death of Ernest Savard
should be compared with Gus' statement on page 114.
The subsequent Tully story (p. 233) is a fine example of the
sensational, erroneous drivel pandered onto the South Nahanni and its
people over the years by unscrupulous journalists willing to write
whatever an exaggerating blowhard would give them.

These latter

intrepid heroes, who conquered this savage land, always performed
a sensational first, such as returning to civilization alive while
discovering several headless bodies on the way.

In reality, hundreds

of more truthful souls had preceded them without incident or fanfare.
The years 1946 and 1947 saw the peak of this activity.
Curtis Smith's attempt to sell his home is described on
pages 144-145.
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Introduction
The South Nahanni watershed is one of the most poorly known
areas of Canada.

Certainly, no other National Park in Canada has such

a depauperate history, or such a dearth of resource documents on which
to base a historical review.
What little evidence there is, suggests that the South Nahanni
watershed may never have contained a year-round resident Indian population
because of the low productivity of the land.

Indians, living a nomadic

life, apparently travelled into the area periodically from different
sides of the Northern Cordillera (Mackenzie and Selwyn Mountains).

This

has produced conflicting accounts about the Nahani Indians, which have
yet to be resolved.
The history of white men in the area is known only slightly
better.

Until the last 20 years, few whites had ever visited the area

and fewer still left accounts of their works and travels.

The result

is that the history, as it relates to whites, has yet to be written.
The historical record, such as it is, exists as:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

a small, but important collection of secondary source documents
in the form of newspaper clippings and magazine stories;
an extremely small collection of primary source documents, of
varying value, in several archives;
an oral history of quite extensive proportions residing in
the minds of old-timers of the area, both Indian and white and;
a fairly extensive collection of primary source documents in
the hands of these old-timers, which includes photographs,
diaries, letters and legal documents dating back at least to
the 1920's, and possibly earlier.
Obviously, the great majority of the South Nahanni history

rests in the minds and personal possessions of the Nahanni old-timers.
In recognition of this fact, Parks Canada let contract 501/74/4 which led
to interviews of a number of the old-timers.

Contract 522/75/55 has

subsequently made possible the transcription of this work.

The wealth of

material turned up has exceeded my high expectations for the work,
especially in the number of primary source documents unearthed.
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The transcripts plus appended documents, produced in the
course of this work are the raw material basic to the writing of a
proper history of the area.

This material is definitely not a history!

These personal recollections are subject to the inconsistencies,
contradictions and vagaries of the human memory.

These can only be

resolved, if at all, by more interviews to corroborate or deny points of
view expressed here.

Only then can the process of organizing and

synthesizing a properly documented history begin.

The Interviewees

The people interviewed as part of this project must rank
amongst the most interesting in Canada.

This is hardly surprising since

the North has traditionally attracted a special type of person.

The

South Nahanni area, perhaps because of its special challenges, seems to
have attracted an especially rare type of person.

These people are rugged

personalities, highly individualistic, incredibly independent and free
spirits who, to a large degree, loath and pity the rest of we more
"civilized" folk.

The authority they respect is their own.

Hence, to a

person, they distrust government and anyone associated with it, since
government is the major threat to their independence.

Their attitude to

government and civil servants is often cool and suspicious, while a
slight seems to bring on a certain orneriness.
These wonderful people are difficult to characterize, but
Robert Hood did it as well as anybody in 1820.

Referring to the

annual gathering of post managers of the fur trade, Hood notes:

This general rendevous is delightful to persons who have
been so long incarcerated in the snow, with no other society
than their servants and natives. They catch a glimpse of the
civilized world, laugh at their own altered habits, and begin
the same course again. Many of them have lived thus for 25 years,
and some have visited England after amassing a competence for

Houston, C. Stuart. 1974. To the Arctic by canoe 1819-1821. The
journal and paintings of Robert Hood, Midshipman with Franklin.
Arctic Inst. N. Amer., Montreal, xxxv + 217 p. (see p. 23)
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their support, but have returned in disgust, unable to
reconcile themselves to those regulations of mankind which take
from them some of the privileges of liberty, to secure the rest.
So great is the love of power, and hatred of control, that
having once tasted the pleasure of cutting down a tree or
shooting a bird, without any license but that of their will,
the charms of refinement and comfort of security are offered
to them in vain. It is the spirit that peoples deserts, and
to encourage it, is to hasten its destruction.
The disposition generated by this mode of life will not,
unfortunately, admit any division of the bounty of providence
with another; and the encroachments of a neighbour are regarded
with a corroding jealously that betrays the selfishness from
which the professed desire of freedom has sprung.

Every person interviewed has, at one time, lived in the Nahanni
country under conditions as severe as those described by Hood.

To varying

degrees, all the interviewees exhibit the characteristics described by
Hood.

Any discussion of friends, or enemies, brings out a degree of

criticism of their fellow inhabitants of the country.

The basis for

this characteristic is perhaps their egos, which, as with most people
who have successfully proven themselves, to themselves and everyone else
under the most adverse circumstances, can hardly be described as inhibited.
Whatever its cause, this self-pride is not a demeaning feature as it
would be in the average person; rather it is part of the constitution of a
remarkable personality.
It does, however, present the interviewer with a particularly
delicate problem.

Most of these people "shoot from the hip" or speak it

as they saw it, without equivocation.

Friends are discussed in an

open and frank fashion; enemies sometimes receive harsher treatment.
Friends might be embarrassed or offended by some of the comments, while
statements about enemies are occasionally libelous or border on it.

The

interviewees fully recognize this, and therefore the interviews were
granted on the very

clear condition that offensive portions be deleted

from any public transcript.
however, edited.

This has been done.

The taped record is not,

Therefore, the tapes are highly confidential documents

which cannot be made public until some time, well after the death of
all persons mentioned in the tapes.
If further work is carried out, it is important that the
interviewer have the confidence of these people and establish a strong
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rapport with them, if a good interview is to be obtained.

An interviewer

who has to some degree proven his/herself in the South Nahanni country
and who is not a civil servant will have the greatest success.

Methods

The initial work involved determining whether or not
potential interview candidates were living and, if so, their addresses.
The following people had died:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fenley Hunter (deceased 1965, explorer, map of area)
George C. Goodwin (first mammalogist)
Harry Snyder (expedition philanthropist, big game hunter)
Arthur H. L. Mellor (R.C.M.P.)
David Churchill (R.C.M.P.)

Alan E. Cameron (first geologist) and Harry F. Lambart (surveyor)
could not be located.
Interview candidates were contacted by a letter requesting an
interview and outlining the general interview format as well as the
nature of the questions.

The majority of people contacted, responded

immediately in the affirmative.

The success rate was undoubtedly boosted

by the fact that I knew a number of the interviewees personally and/or
was able to utilize mutual friends as references.
Dr. H. N. Jennings, Calgary (friend of the late Harry Snyder)
did not respond to enquiries.
Duncan C. Martin and G. C. F. Dalziel were located in California
and the Yukon respectively but beyond travel limits allowed for in the
contract.
Time was not available to interview G. C. Matthews, Victoria,
or many residents of Fort Simpson.
The following people consented to interviews and were subsequently
interviewed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

R. M. Patterson
Bill Clark
Father Mary
Willy McLeod
Charles Yohee (Yohin)
Mary Kraus
Gus Kraus
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At this point, final interview plans were formulated and
confirmed wherever possible by telephone.
Interviews invariably had to begin with a three to five hour
"get acquainted session" in which no recording was done.

With friends,

this meant exchanging news, reviewing mutual Nahanni experiences and
establishing the basis, methods and subject areas for the interview.
With new people, the time was spent introducing myself, establishing
my creditibility, especially through my own Nahanni experience, establishing
a rapport with the interviewee and establishing the basis, methods and
subject areas for the interview.

This apparently unproductive time was

absolutely essential to obtaining a subsequent candid interview.
Recordings were made on two Sony H O B cassette recorders,
using the microphone supplied with the secondary back-up unit, while a
much higher quality Sony ECM-21 microphone was used on the primary
recorder.

Recordings made with the ECM-21 microphone were significantly

better than those made with the standard microphone.
Due to a cassette tape shortage during the summer of 1974 many
different brands of low noise C-90 cassettes were used.
depended on what was available.

The brand used

While there were no obvious differences

in the quality of different brands of tape, tape lengths varied by as
much as five minutes per side from one brand to another and by as much
as two minutes within some brands.

This provided minor problems in

synchronizing the two tape recorders.

In some instances the recording

from the secondary recorder was of such poor quality that it had to be
re-recorded from the primary tape.

In this instance, tape length

differences often presented an acute problem.

Sony C-90 cassettes were

the most consistent in length from cassette to cassette, as well as
being one of the longest running brands.
All interviewing was done in the individual's home.

This

presented real problems in keeping other occupants quiet, as well as
finding a quiet place as far removed from other occupants as possible.
In other instances the houses themselves were in noisy locations e.g.
Bill Clark's home is at a Mackenzie Highway truck stop.

As a result

background noise is present on all tapes to some degree.

Tapes were

monitored as recorded and whenever background noise reached too high
a level, recording was stopped.
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Rough drafts of transcripts were produced using a TC Electronics
cassette tape transcriber for playback purposes.

The rough draft

required editing for a number of reasons.
(i)

Some people used run-on sentences, while others had a
tendency to switch thoughts in mid-sentence. These types of
situations require editing to clarify the transcript for
readers unaware of the overall context.

(ii)

Interviewees often assumed some knowledge which the readers
of transcripts may not have. Therefore insertions and points
of clarification are necessary.

(iii)
(iv)

Some interviewees tended to be repetitious, in which case
redundant statements are eliminated.
The highly personal assessment of events, friends and enemies
is sometimes potentially embarrassing and occasionally
libelous. Such material cannot be made public until after
the death of all concerned. This was a condition which
interviewees clearly placed when granting permission for an
interview. Therefore, potentially embarrassing material has
been edited out of this public transcript. The tapes are not
edited, and are therefore highly confidential documents which
must remain unavailable for public scrutiny until sometime
well after the deaths of all concerned.
Editing transcripts is a delicate balance between retention

of the exact wording of the discussion and a free-flowing transcript
improved by editing.

In these transcripts editing has tended to err

on the side of minimal editorial intrusion, hopefully retaining as much
as possible the full flavour and intent of the interview.
The following editorial notations are used:
(i)

indicates one or more of the following:
(a) an interruption by one party of the other;
(b) a thought left in mid-sentence or;
(c) a switch of train of thought in mid-sentence.

(ii)

[ ] indicates editorial insertions, usually points of clarification, into the text of the interview.

(iii)

( ) indicates:
(a) a clarifying interjection by the interviewee when in
standard typeface;
(b) either an editorial insertion or a clarifying interjection by the interviewer in the italic typeface.
Square brackets are not available in the italic typeface.
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(iv)

[unintelligible] indicates that because of an interruption
by one party of the other, a sudden influx of background noise,
a dropping off of voice level, or a combination thereof, it
was impossible to hear, properly understand and transcribe
what was spoken. In nearly every case only a word or two
words or a phrase has been lost.

The name of the person being interviewed is given at the top
left of each page along with the cassette number and side of the cassette
in question in parentheses.

Thus cassettes or position in the transcripts

are identified first, by the interviewee's name; second, by the
cassette number, with numbering starting anew for each interviewee and;
third, the appropriate side of the cassette.
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BILL CLARK
ENTERPRISE, N.W.T.
JULY 31, AUGUST 1, 1974
Interviews with Bill Clark were conducted at his cabin
in Enterprise,
which is just behind Bernie's Frontier Lounge on the
Mackenzie Highway. The evening of July 30 was spent getting
acquainted,
a task made easier by the accidental discovery that we may be
distantly
related through our Scottish ancestors.
Interviews were conducted for
ten hours on July 31 and nine hours on August 1, producing nine hours
of tapes.
Bill Clark was an interviewer's
delight.
He was interested
in the ideas, co-operative,
candid and had a broad grasp of the history
of the area. He was concerned with the veracity of his statements and
when his memory failed him, he made repeated attempts to find papers to
refresh his memory or confirm his statements.
He has an extensive
knowledge of the Nahanni country during the poorly-known early 1930 's.
Bill made every attempt to accomplish as much as possible in the very
limited time at my disposal (brought on by air service
scheduling
problems).
It was obviously very tiring for him. In the two days we
covered about one-third of the information and material which Bill
could provide.
The interview provides an overview of Bill's
life and then
gets down to discussing the details of his association with the Nahanni
country beginning in 1929. When the interview ended, because of time,
we had only got up to 1935. From 1935, into the early forties,
Bill
and Gus Kraus were involved in the fascinating
work of proving whether
or not the Nahanni gold was really of consequence.
This was also a
period which produced some episodes of travel in wilderness as exciting
as any recorded.
All of this is still missing, along with an assessment of Bill's
collection
of photographs, documents, etc.
Bill Clark was a real surprise in regards to documents of
primary historical
importance.
Gus Kraus told me that Bill had kept
diaries.
As it turns out, most were destroyed in the Corona Hotel fire
in Edmonton and by the executor of Bill's mother's estate.
However,
several were given to Br. W. Fuller and subsequently deposited in the
Boreal Institute
Library, University of Alberta, Edmonton. It appears
that the Institute
has lost all but one of the Nahanni diaries,
however
that one is fascinating.
Bill has given verbal permission for Parks
Canada to reproduce those diaries.
The real surprise though, is
Bill's
collection
of photographs, especially
those relating to the gold rush
up the Flat River in the 1930 's, as well as his correspondence and
official
documents. As Bill examines them, they bring back a flood of
memories worth recording.
This work should be finished!
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Tape 1 - Side 1
I con interviewing
Bill Clark at his home in Enterprise
which
just behind Bernie's
Lounge and Restaurant.
This is July 31,
Now, Bill where were you born?

lies
1974.

I was born in Banffshire, Scotland, in the year 1901. As a matter of
fact, it must've been pretty cold. It was November the 2nd. I stayed
in the old country [unintelligible - and got?] my formal education and
academic and practical training there until I graduated to [unintelligible]
Academy, Gordons College, Marshall College, Aberdeen University. Then
jobs for engineering purposes were just going for a song so I wanted
to get out of the country. I joined up with the Hudson's Bay Company
for Canada. I came across on the icebreaker, the S. S. Nascopie and
landed in Montreal. In fact, we stopped in Newfoundland, Bay Roberts
there, picked up some boats and stores and came on to Montreal. Then
I was shipped to Winnipeg, Braba [?] was the Commissioner there, and
on to Edmonton. I was supposed to go to Port Simpson, being an engineer,
to go on one of the boats. Instead of that somebody made a mistake in
Edmonton and I was shipped to Fort Simpson down the Mackenzie River.
Now, where was Port

Simpson?

North of Prince Rupert, on the B.C. coast.
Now let's

just

backtrack

a bit.

It's a fishing....

What were your parents'

names?

It was James and Mary Clark.
Yes,

and what was your mother's

maiden name?

Davidson.
Where had they

come from?

Right in that vicinity. My grandfather then, had Birkenbog Castle
and my father was born there. My mother was born in Cull en which is
a small town about three miles away from where I was born on the coast,
on the North Sea coast.
How do you spell

the name of that

castle?

B-i-r-k-e-n-b-o-g. It's Birk, as in bogs, you know, Birkenbog. It's
an old, old castle alright. In fact, my cousin is there right now.
He's the same name as myself, Willy, William, William Clark.
Now what type

of engineer

were you when you graduated

from

university?

I was a...in fact, I've got my papers somewhere in one of my trunks. It's
electrical and mechanical. In those days we had to have the practical
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training while doing the theoretical work and, of course, the war
was on. We had to go to war. I was in along with others early in
our life because we went to school earlier. I went to school when
I was not quite five years old because there was large families and I
had three sisters and a brother ahead of me in this Academy. They sort
of looked after me and I suppose I was a nuisance at home, I don't
know [chuckling]. I was not quite sixteen when I got my..went through
my twelfth. In fact, there in the old country....you went from
Grade 8, then you went into Class 4, Class 3, Class 2, Class 1 which
is equivalent to Grade 12 in this country. So I went to Gordons College
and also into engineering just before I was 16. Then they were picking
young fellows up to get in the army at sixteen-and-a-half years old.
Whenever you turned 16 you had to be doing something for the war effort.
So we were attached, a number of us in this engineering college,
attached to the British Navy because this firm was making rheostats and
electrical appliances for marine, naval guns, and also [there] was an
attachment with torpedos. So, a number of us were attached to the
British Navy.
Now what year was it

that

you sailed

on the Nasoopie

for

Canada?

In 1923. In fact I've got my landing card. I still retain it. I
wonder if I've got it here? If not, I've got it somewhere. But some
of those items of interest in the life of an old chap like me I've
given to Bernie and Rita because they're...
This is Bernie

and

Rita....

Kapalka, who own this establishment here. We're \/ery close friends
and they really take a deep interest in anything like that and I
really appreciate it, because nowadays the way they're going about
getting articles and pieces for museums is a cold-blooded affair.
It seems to be cold-blooded. They want to give the proper background
as to where they got those exhibits and they don't give a
probably
doesn't give a true picture. Maybe I'm wrong but like later on, if
need be, the Kapalkas, I'll give those items that I'm gonna give them,
to any museum that they see fit. Don't you think that's a fair idea?
The only

fair

thing

is whatever

And I think that's fair.

you think

is

fair.

My [road?] is not long.

So in 1923 you ended up at Fort

I'll rest content.

Simpson?

Right, right. I stopped on the way through... The railhead was just
around Waterways then and they called it a prairie between there and
Fort McMurray and there was a steamboat plying from there to Fort
Fitzgerald. That year Colonel Connell [spelling uncertain] was in
charge of taking buffalo down to Wood Buffalo National Park. I came
down on the steamboat Echo and it was pushing two bargeloads of buffalo,
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that was just of interest. So I worked a while at Fort Smith and
while the paddleboat was coming back up from a fast trip down to
Aklavik. On the second trip I went down to Fort Simpson. There
were only two trips a summer, from Fort Smith to Aklavik and that
was it. Then later, depending on the fall, there might be a third
trip by what they called Liard River propeller-driven boat, pushing
a couple of smaller barges. Then they would freeze in down river,
if they came south as far as Fort Good Hope. They would freeze in
at the Hay River which was about three miles down from Fort Good Hope.
They still freeze barges in there.
What job OP task

were you assigned

with

the Hudson's

Bay at Fort

Simpson?

At Fort Simpson. Well, I was a clerk looking after the books actually,
and then there was help needed in the store. There was usually an
interpreter in all those Hudson's Bay stores and of course they wanted
the Hudson's Bay clerks to learn the language, and help in the store.
This would be Slavey

would

it?

Oh yes, Slavey, definitely. First of all you could pick up easily
what the Indians wanted. They would point to a package of sugar
say 'sucare', or whatever. It was fairly easy to pick up. Then about
February of 1924, there was a patrol came up from Wrigley, in fact
the police patrols, they met each other in between where the posts
were, more or less to check along the river [Mackenzie River] to see
if everybody was OK. Those old Mounties were wonderful people, I'll
tell you. So there was a patrol came up and after, the mail went down
from McMurray by dog team in those days. When the mail went through
Simpson New Year's time, about New Year's, around there,they went
further on down and when the patrol came back I was asked to go down
to Fort Wrigley. There was no clerk there and the books were way
behind from the previous fall. So that was my first trip in the north
by snowshoes. We walked from Fort Simpson to Wrigley which was
about 170 miles by river. By gosh, that was actually the start of my
interest in the Nahanni because there was a breed with me that talked,
of course, good Slavey and English and we met old Indians on the way.
They were camped in tents, had been up the Nahanni. They used to go
back for the spring hunt, make the skinboats and come down this Wrigley
Creek, I was telling you about. There was no name then.
This

is

the Wrigley

Creek on the Nahanni of

today?

Yes, yes. Well that's how I got my first interest in the South
Nahanni in the winter of '24, 1924.
Where were the Indians going from,
they go up the North Nahanni?

to get up to Wrigley

Well they went right back of Fort Wrigley.

Creek?

Did

Oh yes, some of them went up...
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This would be a winter

trail

back over

the....

Right, and they would trap, you see. They would probably come in
around Easter, into Wrigley, and get their supplies, and it would do
them until they come back in the spring.
So they probably
Nahanni area?

made two winter

trips,

did they,

up over to

the

Yes, right.
The first

one would be early

in the

winter?

Yes, oh yes, right.
So they'd come back overland to Wrigley around Easter and then go
back in again.
Then they'd build a skinboat
on one of
those...Wrigley
or Clearwater Creeks, one of
those.

Not the Clearwater, no.
Just

Wrigley?

Just Wrigley, because I checked on that.
I see,

and then oome down Wrigley,

down the

Nahanni...

That's right. All the way down the Nahanni, down the Liard. But,
you see, in those days there was no posts at the mouth of the South
Nahanni, in the old days. The first place was Simpson and they would
trade a little there, but naturally they would take the skinboats right
down to Fort Wrigley and Fort Norman. Then when they were finished
with them, they would take the skins apart and dry them out and then
tan them and sell them. A practical way of using the skins and a little
bit of money to buy.
Did you ever hear any stories
that the skinboats
that the Indians
were a relatively
new invention
in that country....?
That prior
about 1800, the late 1800 's they used spruce bark
canoes.

made
to

Well they did. In fact an Indian showed me. I helped to build a
couple of spruce barks, and also one skinboat, but that was on the
Beaver River with Jim McCauley. Jim McCauley is now retired up at
Fort Franklin, by the way.
And he's

an old Indian

is

he?

No, no. He was the one that took that picture of the three of us that
went down...that's the time he went down
Well then,

you two were with

an Indian

that

built

a spruce

bark canoe,

was

it?
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Oh, absolutely and I darn near was...I was afraid to go in the darn
thing. Jim said 'by gosh Bill don't part your hair on the side of
your head', and of course I always did.
Can you tell us anything
would have been?

about what the dimensions

of that

canoe

Well, I would say when you sat down there and I would say it's about
two feet at the thwarts there and it's a spruce bark so two at
the most could...one man at the bow and one at the stern.
Your hands seem to be closer
two
feet.

to about

20" apart, probably

not

even

Yes, not quite two feet, by golly.
What length

would it

have

been?

Well about
Actually I think I know about that—between 10 and
11 feet. What they did was... This was on the Beaver River about
fifty miles up from where it runs into the Liard. There's a falls
that [unintelligible]. Jim McCauley was with me then. We were
partners, and we ran into this bunch of Indians on our way back. We
were out there trapping, and we had just the one [moose?] down. The
Indians needed one moose hide to take back to the main camp to
complete this big skinboat they wanted to make, to take their wives
and family down. So they're good. They were hunting the same time
and made this camp. They were industrious. Right away this
Chief, they're from Fort Liard, he said we need one moose. I saw
tracks back where we came along. He went out. He wasn't gone, I bet
you an hour-and-a-half, and he got a moose. So the next day we went
out and got the dogs and packed the moose into his camp. Then they
started making these sprucebark canoes. The head of one family,
he made one and this old fella he took me. He says, he wanted to
show me. I said I never seen one made. There was trees about, well,
I would say anywhere up to...a real good stand of timber there, but
I forget now. Maybe those trees would be about up to twenty-two feet.
Twenty-two

inches?

Yes, diameter, and they were quite straight for, oh, I'd say twenty
feet, maybe twenty-five, before the branches were quite heavy. So they
didn't cut the tree down. You know a ladder, you know how to make it
and get up with that? Cut a tree down about this diameter, about nine
inches diameter, and put notches in the side, eh? Well, he got up with
one of those but then to cut the tree down
Here do you want a

pencil?

Oh, this is better, better to illustrate.
at the bottom, eh, for the bow?

Here's where you cut the tree
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Right.
You ring it eh.

Yes,

you ring it around the

bottom.

Yes, but you don't ring it straight, you serrate it.

I see.

Sort of like a pair of those pinking

scissors.

Right, and you do the same up there [cut a ring around the top]
and even from here to there, say it's twelve feet allowed. You
don't cut it [straight] right down [the trunk], you serrate it.

How big would the serrations

be?

They were about...I recall that.
two-and-a-half.

So that's
Right.

just

I would say about two inches, or

about the size of the teeth

on a mower blade

then?

Actually they did that with an axe.

Why would they serrate

the bark when they cut

it?

Well, we asked this, and I recall, that if he didn't do that and you
pulled it, it would...I guess it's through long practice, or whatever,
or finding out through from generations...if you did it straight down
and when you took the bark away...of course the juice, the sap is
running that time in the spring...it tends to split. Actually later
on I was talking to Gus [Kraus] about it. That's another story about
using bark. We used it when we built this house, our big cabin there.
We used the bark from the trees as big shingles-overlap....and we tried
to...unless you serrate it, it'll tend to rip. So, it was ^/ery
interesting to me. Naturally you take a tree...I forget now, it's a
long time ago. Those trees must have been two feet in diameter.
There was a good size timber stand there. Well then, you get the
bark off and they lay it down where there's damp moss to keep the
juice, the sap in the bark so it won't dry out. Then they go ahead,
and usually they've an assistant to go out, and get saplings for the
gunwales.

Right.

Would these be spruce or... ?

Spruce.

Spruce saplings

then?

Yes. And usually get some of those little spruce stands where they're
quite thick; that's where you get the best ones. You use them and I
know this, there was another one too they used. What you call it on top
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on these [unintelligible] or the same thing.
They would use the willows for ribs.
So the gunwales

would he spruce

and the ribs

They don't use willows.
would be

willow?

Willow, right. And for the...I figure a clean willow, they would use
that for the keel, otherwise they use a sapling....and if they have to
they use a oh...oh, it grows alongside the willows.
Alder?

Alder, but they tend to break. I mean it's usually willow or spruce.
Same as they use the spruce for hunting shoes [snowshoes]. That's
what we used to get, proper, with no knots. You get a type of spruce.
Is it the white spruce?
Yes.

White spruce, and you get the nice clean...and you can bend them, you
know...use them to make snowshoe frames. Same idea.
blow you've got the frame made out of the willow and the spruce.
You've
got the bark lying in the damp moss.
Now, what was the next step in
the operation?
Was the frame sort of laid into the bark?
Was put
inside that curl of bark?

Oh, the frame was built and tied together with...and roughly the right
shape. They put cross pieces.
To keep the shape they wanted.

So these

would be like

forks?

Forks, yes right. They used those fine white roots close to the
surface, from the spruce trees? They used that for ties. Actually
when they made the outline with the willow and the spruce and they
made the skeleton frame of that [unintelligible]. Then they turned
the bark the other way. In the meantime they had the bark out...
The smooth side

would be out

now.

They would turn it, yeh. Before that they had the smooth side down
on the damp moss. They leave the smooth side out.
Yes,

so the rough part

was

inside.

Right, right, getting the cart before the horse there. Now that's a
long time ago, but I remember when they took the bark over the edge,
they used roots. They were those long, long, stringy roots and they
cut them in two...
Split

them?
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Split them.

Oh, you've seen that?

I saw Mary Kraus do

It.

She teaches you a heck of a lot now, I'm telling you.
Mary taught

my wife

how to make birohbark

baskets.

Oh now I know. Yes, you were quite a little while there.
pretty clever lass, bet your life.
I was going to say, let's
get back to these canoes.
sew the sprucebark
onto the frame at that
stage.

Yes, and then they had this...
the...
Draw it

right

on

She's a

Bow they

would

Wait a minute now I'll just show you

here.

It's pretty rough [referring to his sketch].
here, right?

They take them together

Yes.

And up to here. Now, when that frame was made, then they had another
piece of... They would have another sapling, split as much as they
could. Then they took this bark, they turn it over this one and they
had holes drilled in this, this outside one, and they would use those[roots]
to lace it here and there, all the way through.
So what happened was they
(up between

the two halves

split

a sapling

of the split

and they brought
sapling

which forms

the

bark

the gunwales)

Yes, right, that's what I'm getting at.
They would drill

holes

through

the sapling

and they'd

lace right

around?

They usually had an awl with them, and that's right. Of course they
had a keel, and then they just put in willows, round willows, for ribs.
They didn't

flatten

them on the sides

at

all?

Well, they were pretty rough 'cause you didn't need all the willows,
too many with that [the keel and gunwales].
That would be three-quarter

inch

in

diameter?

Well, about that, fairly close. They seem to flatten them out a little
bit...but no, by gosh, because you put spruce [boughs] down. Whoever sat
down there, by gosh, sat down there and he bloody well didn't move. So
there was one continuous keel.

.
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And it

would be made out of spruce

too would it

or?

Oh, right. And as I recall it was all spruce except for the ribs.
Mind you this canoe was probably, at bow and stern, would probably
be about you know foot-and-a-half maybe, not quite that. It
was straight down and more or less.
Can you draw us a sort
looked
like?

of a side

view of what the canoe would

have

Yes, it was more like this. It was fairly abrupt, on account of when
you took those together, the bow and the stern, you couldn't make a round.
Without

doing a lot

of cutting

and

trimming?

Right, and when they sewed up here [bow and stern], from here up,
when it was cut, it had to come together. Of course, here inside was
part of your keel, right? Well okay, when they came together that's
when they sewed it. They had to sew it with a double
like a lacing in a
shoe with a double...using an awl. They used those the same roots.
Before they turned [sewed?] it up, they had pitch. They used pitch
with a little bit of...mixed up with fat, so when the pitch did harden
it would be, well....
Still

a little

bit

Plastic, plastic.
Now, this

plastic?
Otherwise it was all cracked and it would leak.

would be spruce

gum would

it?

Spruce gum, oh yes, yes.
What would they

use?

Bear fat

or something

like

that?

Yes, right, or even any kind of fat. It was usually bear fat or beaver
fat. Whatever fat they had in the camps. Any little hole, whether
it would be a knot hole, well, they would plug that with...and also
put fat [gum?] on it.
Would they make a little

plug

of bark or

what?

No, they made a plug of wood, green wood and but would put the gum
all around it and it'd be absolutely watertight.
Now on this

drawing

that

we have,

could we put in a few

dimensions.

Yes, you could put everything on. Gosh, I wish I had had a chance that
trip to take pictures. We couldn't take a camera. We were in pretty
rough country. Jim McCauley and I were prospecting and also the
primary object was to get beaver so we could live and also prospect on
the [unintelligible]
couldn't carry cameras, but I recall that
quite clearly.
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The depth of the aanoe you say was what?

Fifteen,

eighteen

Well, the bow looked out of proportion the way it was.
it's about...
That's

about fifteen

inches

or?

I would say

inches.

Yes, about fifteen inches, yes.
Fifteen

inches

(deep) bow and

stern?

Yes.
Now did they put a cut in the side of the canoe so that the canoe dipped
down in the centre the sides dipped down a bit?
Well, it looked as though it dipped down but...
overlapped.
Oh, overlapped
Right.

over those

No, maybe it was

gunwales?

That took it down a little bit.

So gust a

bit.

It looked a little bit as though it..yes [referring to the drawing].
So would that be approximately
Right, right.

what it

looked

like?

It was a little dipped there.

They crossed these saplings

on the end, eh?

Yes, right, right.
These are the

gunwales.

Yes.
And the total
did you say?

length would have been about. . .

Was it twelve

feet,

At the most, at the most. Let's see now, I would say...6 and 4 are 10.
I'm not sure now. At least, I would say ten to twelve feet.
And what would be the width again?

I've

gust forgotten

what you said

By gosh, when you sat in there, there wasn't yery much room and my
derriere wasn't....I would say twenty inches probably.
Now that would be.

I suppose that was a very tippy

Oh, my goodness sake!

craft.

I was not too much of a swimmer and I wasn't any

there.
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too fussy, and I went...[unintelligible]. Of course, right away you
got to try it and see if it... Mind you I've been in a sprucebark at
Fort McMurray in 1923. That was my first. It was an experience for
a fellow to learn. It was larger. That was a spruce. It was well-built...
[voice fades out for a short section].
What sort

of a load would that

oanoe have

carried?

Well, two men, and I know because I was in there, and at least three
big beaver, 'cause I went one trip with this old Indian. He wasn't
actually old, it's pretty hard to tell, but three beaver. Now I was
about, I would say then, 170, 175 pounds. The Indian would be about
150. Say 300 pounds between us, plus...a big beaver would be about
40 eh? I'd say 400 pounds, 450 pounds. Right, without a word of a
lie there.
Would you have much free

hoard with

that

hind of a load in the

thing?

Oh no, no, you probably haven't.
A couple

of inches

eh?

Yes, right. But then it seemed to be more stable. They sneak along
the shore with those canoes. He don't have to [unintelligible]...
he can sneak along 'cause it don't [does?] take a fairly shallow
draft.
Did they ever put a keelson
the bottom at all?

on the outside,

on the bottom,

to

protect

No, I never. Of course, I've only seen a few. I've seen the odd old
ones later on. But, no. They usually discard them 'cause they won't....
They get crumbly. They get dried out and any they've got in a museum,
they would be too dried out. I don't know if they've got any in the
museum. I know they've got birch barks.
When you said that you'd been in one at Fort McMurray, you said
bark.
Did you mean birch
bark?

Oh, pardon me.
I just

thought

spruce

It was birch bark.
that's

what you

meant.

Oh that's what I meant to say. No, no. That's the first one I've ever
been in, up the Beaver River. They have to be pretty well tied together
at the bow and the stern for the guidance. Otherwise they would swerve.
You couldn't control them. But they did that all by the eye. They line
them up and put them in shape. I remember even that far back in the
locality and they were using the old shoemaker's way of with the two...
Oh, the two pieces

of spruce

root.
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Yes.
Going through

from both sides,

so it

was double

sewing?

Double sewing, right, right. After they did that they put in this
heated gum and then when it tightened up, well, it was watertight.
Up close, they smear it all when they finish, smear it all when it's
hot. Well, I call it pitch but actually gum.
Now would they put anything inside the canoe say in the way of
that sort of thing to distribute
the load so that you weren't
sitting
on the spruce bark?
Or not?

branches,
actually

Well, the amount of ribs took care of that.
Oh, how close

together

would the ribs

be?

Oh I'd say about four, three or four inches. Three. I would say
three. Yes, that's more like three, right. Then, of course, they
put spruce boughs.
So they would put some spruce

boughs in the bottom

too.

Oh well, you'd sit on them. You had to sit down, and if you could, you
would sit down tailor-fashion.
With your

legs

crossed.

Crossed, if it was wide enough there but I forget. No, by gosh when
you sat down you squirmed in there. I remember I was in the bow, of
course. The Indian was paddling behind, and he'd make his own paddle too.
I had no paddle at all. I mean [I was a] passenger. They're easily
guided. When they sneak along the shore, that was on the Beaver River,
well, they get away from all the main currents. Then, if they do
capsize it's [unintelligible].
Would the shape of the canoe, looking from the top, would it have been
fairly
flat along the sides and then sharply tapering in there too or
would it have been pretty
well oval as you've drawn it?

No.

It's sharper than that.

Okay, I'll

No, no.

just

put a

It's not as oval.

note.

It's much sharper.

Just for the purposes of the tape recording
these things and they'll
be submitted
too.
view, might look more
like?

we 're drawing
So the canoe,

No, no.
Why don't

you have a go at it.

We'll

get it

right

then.

diagrams
from the

of
top
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Tape 1 - Side 2
Now Bill,
we've talked about spruce bark canoes, but just as
tape ran out, you started
talk about paddles.
Could you tell
little
bit about the
paddles?

that
us a

Well, they cut a tree down, a spruce tree, about, I would say nine or ten
inches in diameter. It was clean. They split it, split it up and just
whittled it down into a rough paddle.
What would the width
here
and...

of the blade

be?

Maybe we could

draw a

paddle

Let's see, I'll draw it roughly here. It was more or less like this.
It was more flat here. This is round. It's almost an authentic paddle
only this was not finished off round in here like a regular canoe
paddle. It's more flat.
It's

a square

paddle.

Square, yes. This was say flattened out some about from here to here.
And what would the diameter
finished?

of the handle

have been by the time

they'd

Oh, I'd say an inch-and-a-half and it was more or less straight, instead
of how the store paddles are more or less built in a curve, you know,
curving down here. This is more rugged, come down like this. That's the
way they built them.
Bid they put a little

knob at the top at

all?

A little knob yes, yes.
So usually

the top of the shaft

Yes, like a protuberance.

would be just

a bit

larger

Yes, a little larger, yes right.

Now, if we go to a side view now.
narrowed in a bit, on the blade?

Then it

would have come in a

Right.
Sort

of like

that?

That's about right.
Now, what would they

roughly

than...

make the

I would say about a foot, maybe.

length

of the

blade?

Yes, that's about right.

bit,
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About twelve

inches?

Twelve inches.
And then they'd make the shaft
suit
themselves?

of the paddle

sufficiently

long

to

That's right, about a normal length. It'd suit them. Oh maybe about
three feet, three-and-a-half. Yes. Shorter length than the
store-bought ones.
Now what width

would the blade

have

been?

Five, I'd say, about five, five inches.
Okay. Good. Now, I don't know that we got the year that you saw the
spruce bark canoe being built
up the Beaver River.
Do you remember
what year it was?

Oh yes.
Okay.

That was in 1932, spring of 1932.

Now when we got started

off

on this.

..

You wanted me to tell you how they made the moose skin boat?
Sure,

let's

talk

about

that

too.

At the same time, we crossed over, we used this and we made a raft
and the camp was down the river, crossed over.
Which river

was

this?

The Beaver, the same trip.
Oh, I see, yes I So the same time as the one Indian was making
bark canoe was there another one making a moose skin
boat?

spruce

No, not moose skin boat. When we arrived at the Beaver River from away
over on the Crow River, that's over toward Watson Lake, when we arrived
at the Beaver River and they made this. There was two. One Indian made
one and another Indian made this other one. He showed me how to build,
one of the Indians showed me how to build this one. Another Indian
showed Jim McCauley, my partner. Then after building that, we had to
build a raft to take all of us about six miles down the river, across
the river, where their camp was, where the women and kids were and
their dogs and whatnot.
Why didn't

they

take

you down the river

in the

canoe?

Well, they took us around... They had to get some beaver, there was beaver
there, and they were still hunting and they also used those canoes after we
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helped them built the skinboat, right down to Nelson Forks.
Sorry, I still haven't got something straight.
When you first
arrived
in the country and met the Indians, you rode six miles down the river
on a raft, was that it?
That was on this trip?
Yes.
After these canoes were built.
You rode on the

raft?

Oh yes.
Well why didn't you use the canoes to travel
the raft instead of the canoes?

in?

Why did you travel

on

They had beaver, loads, they also had a few dogs.
So it was too much to put in the canoes?
Oh absolutely. Then we had our beaver, so we had to. Even just the
two of us, Mac and I, we'd of had to make a raft. So we built a
larger raft and all of us went down but in the meantime, the Indians
built that. Heck, they built that; those canoes were built in a day.
This Indian was showing me and I helped him a little bit, but not a
heck of a lot, 'cause I was watching mostly. There was, I forget how
many, five? I forget how many, four or five altogether. It was then,
this one Indian went out and got this other moose, that I mentioned
before. Then, we went out and he wasn't gone yery long, about two hours
and he come back. The next day we all went out to bring the meat to this
camp. We had lots of meat there, and so that's when they built this, took
a day to build those spruce barks. Then we started on the raft. We
had lots of meat to eat, you see, and oh, it was lovely to eat.
[Unintelligible] big raft and we could build a big sweep for that raft.
We dove-tailed, of course. Then the white man came into their own.
We dove-tailed the logs
The cross

braces.

Cross braces. We gave them a hand with it.
How did you bind the logs

together?

Well, we used the...for just a short distance, we used their thongs from
their dog packs. We had one dog, just one big dog. We always carried some
rope with us, in case we got into any trouble on cliffs and whatnot.
We went from their camp, and the water was fairly swift, but good, to
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their camp about six miles down. From there they were following an old
trapping trail in fact an old [unintelligible], the Indians had used to
go from Fort Liard. They went about twelve miles up the [Liard River
from Fort Liard] river there. It's where old Jack Stanier had a
cabin. Then there was an old trail over to La Biche River about twentyone miles. You went about three-and-a-half miles up the La Biche and
you hit this trail from the La Biche River over to the Beaver River
which is about twenty miles or so.
Could you mark that

trail

on the map do you

think?

Oh right.
Well let me stop the recorder and I'll
get the map out.
Bow Bill
has marked on the map his route that they took from Jack
Stanier's
cabin at the mouth of the Kotaneelee
River over to the Beaver.

No, La Biche I beg your pardon.
To the La Biche, going just about straight
west from Jack
Stonier's
cabin on fairly
level country,
good travelling,
which leads to the
bend in the La Biche River where La Biche runs almost east and west,
going
up the La Biche for about five,
six mites to where the La Biche
turns
north.
At that stage Bill would proceed southwest down a targe
valley
with a creek in it that flows into the Beaver.
Then once he got to the
Beaver, he proceeded up the Beaver a bit and then over into the Crow
which is a westerly
branch of the Beaver.
Okay, so you trapped
in
there for one year, on the Crow.

Just in the spring, with Jim McCauley.
Right.
Bow you said on this
same trip where you saw this

same trip that you...or
was it
unusual moose skin
boat?

on

this

Oh right, right, where we met the Indians.
Could you tell

us about

how that

one was made?

Well we examined it, Jim McCauley and I. He was more versed in Indian
than I because he'd lived up at the...he was a trader and he quit the
trading game.
Was he with

Hudson's

Bay Company too?

No, he was with Revillon Freres, over in the southern Saskatchewan and
then he come over and was in the Northwest Territories with Northern
Traders in opposition to Hudson's Bay. So he was well-versed in Indian,
he talked the language. In fact he talked Cree fluently. He's a very good
linguist. So that was the first time he'd ever seen a moose hide boat
made out of one [skin]. It was almost round and there was just one man,
this Chief, I forget his name. He lived up above Fort Liard, I think it
was Sandy Creek they called it, a small Indian settlement there. We
examined it. They used two willows, I remember that and it was just tied
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together each end, just roughly he tied down. He used roots to tie
around the gunwales. There was....no, I think there was only one place
where he had shot it. That he sewed up and he flensed the hair off,
which was in the inside, and well flensed. It was just like a cockleshell.
I think you described

it

like a coracle at one time.

A coracle, yes.
What would its

diameter have been?

My goodness, I don't know.
four feet.
Oh, they're

very small craft

It looked as though it was about three to
then.

Oh, it was small, for just the one man.
Was this just
big loads or

to get him around on the river?
anything.

It wasn't

to carry any

Oh no, no. He came down. He was actually hunting and we were going
on the way up and we'd found where white man had been in there, and
there's a story attached there. They came in with pack horses into that
country from Fort Nelson. They were poaching and the Mounted Police
caught them. They were fined and chased out of the country. Then we got
this information that there was a lot of beaver in that country and we
were authentic trappers. We were told that it was more or less a
virgin country and we wouldn't be interfering with anybody. We were
surprised when this Indian come down in cockleshell of a moose hide boat
and we'd seen no sign of them on the way over to that part of the
country.
Did he actually

trap over the length of the Beaver (River)

in this

thing?

No, he built... He was up with, I think it was three others? There
was this chap and an older fellow showed me how to build this spruce bark
canoe, and two others, I'm sure. There was four altogether, yes and then
dogs. They shot one moose, big moose and he'd flensed it and made a
little curragh [Scottish for coracle] to get around in, shooting beaver.
This was gust for local

use?

Local oh right, oh right.
Not for

travelling.

Oh no, no. I know this Indian, he was a very, very good riverman because
I think he wouldn't have dared go out in this rough water. It's pretty
rough, fast water in this Crow River. We were stumped because it was too
fast to use a raft, there was rocks, little sections of fairly good water
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but you had to be mobile with that small canoe.
Okay, let's
backtrack
a bit.
When we got started
on this we were
talking
about the Indians at Wrigley and how they went up from the
Wrigley area and over the mountains and then down Wrigley
Creek.

And into the South Nahanni.
And into the South Nahanni, yes.
that they might call home base?

Did they

really

have a home base at

all,

They were pretty well nomadic tribes. When they were trapping and, say,
there was good trapping in the area because there'd be good caribou
hunting, [they would] get a few caribou or a few moose, and then the camp
would be near where they shot the animals. They would trap out from
there until....[unintelligible] bear hunt get some more meat and
maybe they'd shoot probably two or three moose and a few caribou over
towards where they were heading, eventually to make their moose hide
boats, this Wrigley Creek, the valley where it's split. There's a split.
So they know their base was at Fort Wrigley, or down at Fort Norman.
Even the Norman Indians

came all

the way up

there?

Oh yes, oh right, but mostly those from Fort Norman trapped up towards
Fort Wrigley and they would go back. Of course, they were related
to each other, some of them. They would get together at this splits
of this Wrigley Creek. Right now, today, there's old, old caches, ground
caches, and high caches. You could tell there'd been quite large
camps there.
Okay would you tell us for the benefit
tape record that when we were talking
on Wrigley
Creek.

of the tape, because
about it, about this

we didn't
situation

This Wrigley Creek runs into the South Nahanni River, I would say
approximately one hundred and seven miles or eight miles up from the
mouth, on the opposite of the River where Flat River enters it. It goes
right down to the mountains. It's fairly flat there, just at the mouth,
but as you go up just a few miles, you hit a canyon about six miles long.
From where it enters the South Nahanni to the fork, this river or creek,
it's about 35 miles. That's roughly, it's around there. Just before you
get there, there's a wide valley opens up and to the right, where it splits,
or forks, to the left outside, going up, where it parallels, the branch
parallels, the South Nahanni. That's where there's quite a nice timbered
bench there. That's where the big camps were. There's quite a big valley
there. It's all wooded and all around the mountains rise up out of the
timber zone, fairly abruptly. It's all devoid of vegetation there. It
seems as though there's one route that went right to the head of the
right-hand branch and there's clear sailing. There's gravel that's there.
The river or the creek splits into little streamlets
and there's a
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big expanse of gravel into the hills, makes a wide valley, oh, it
must be about four, five miles long there. Then to your left,
left-branch, there's pretty rugged mountains. We didn't go very far
there in our investigation. It seems as though the Indians came
through the hills between the two branches and also up through the pass
from the North Nahanni to get to where they would build the moose skin boats.
Okay. Perhaps
on the map.

we should

get

the map out and you oould mark those

things

Oh yes.
Alright
we've got marked on the map the Indian trail
that comes over
from the North Nahanni, down through the easterly
branch of Wrigley
Creek above the forks,
down to the forks.
It was at the forks,
then
that they built
their moose skins was it?

Bill,

That's right, yes.
Okay, so I'll
Right.

mark that

in

too.

That's where they dried their meat.

Now, what kind of meat would they be getting?
of course
and...

They'd

be getting

moose

Moose and caribou.
And caribou.
And how about
country,
do you
think?

sheep?

Would they get sheep in

this

Oh yes, lots of sheep on those...in this range here.
That's

what's

called

the Arnica

Oh, that's a new name.
That's

what they've

Range today

then.

Oh, is that right?

got on the map, at any

rate.

There was no names in those days at all.
But was there

a name for

No, no name.

Never heard of it.

So at the forks
Wrigley
Creek.

they built

that

range in those

the moose skin

days,

boats

do you know?

and then came down

That's right, right. They had to come down in the high water, when the
snow melted. Otherwise when the river did go down, there was cascades and
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little falls all towards the canyon, 'cause when Gus and I went up,
we went up in the fall. We couldn't go through this canyon. It
was too dangerous so we went along the side. This was the easiest. It
was a bench, a high bench, quite high bench. Quite a canyon through
there. We got right close to the forks. We shot a moose and we put in
a cache, built a cache. Then later on we come up and trapped and also
looking for this lost mine and that's when we found all the caches here.
We found the caches and where we had heard about this particular area,
where the Indians in the old days used to build the skinboats. So we
were the first whites, outside of Jorgenson.... This is Jorgenson's Creek.
Oh, did you call

it

Jorgenson's

Creek in those

days?

Well, that's what it was known as.
I see.

So Wrigley

Creek was Jorgenson's

Creek.

Yes, that was called after the Wrigley Indians.
Was there anything
the caches at all,

in the caches?
Could you describe
that were
there?

the campsites

or

Well, the caches, there was lots of what they call ground caches made
like little cabins, only they were about I'd say four feet wide and
about this high.
That would be what,

three

feet

high?

Three feet high, and they were built, just with logs roughly about
eight-ten inches in diameter. Then they had logs on top lengthways
and those caches would be about, they're still there, I would say be
about twelve, ten to twelve feet long. They used to put their dried
meat in there, evidently to keep the dogs away from it.
Would they

have put a slope

on this

roof

to shed...

?

No.
It

was

flat?

No. There was no roof. There was just logs put on top of this little
house, this little house. We called it little log houses. Our idea was,
when we saw them, that it looked like an old burial ground. No, we found
out that, and 'cause there's one up the Flat River too, I know where
there's
We found a camp like that away up the Flat River, close
to the mouth of Irvine Creek, later on. So that was a cache, a ground
cache, for the dried meat. See those Indians, when they had dogs,
they just unhooked the dogs. They wouldn't pack dog chains. Some
of them didn't have dog chains at all. So therefore, instead of
putting high caches they just built little log receptacles, you might say.
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They had to cover them with logs and then one or two trees felled over,
well, the branches would cover them, to hold, more or less, the
roof, the long roof down.
There was no attempt

Oh, no, no.
And then,

to make this

cache waterproof

then?

No attempt at all.

did they have high caches

as well,

or

not?

Yes, they were open though. Oh yes, there are high caches. Some of
them were just two timbers, but usually four. It's pretty hard to
get four trees right close together to make a good size cache, so there's
usually two. That was for the furs and that. Then they would put a
tarp over them. There was nothing, of course, when we saw them. They
were cleaned out, but talking to the Indians, that's how they did it.
In your estimate

would that

have been

very good trapping

country?

Oh definitely, because I got a lot of marten in there. Oh, yes.
So they might

have well

done some

trapping?

Oh definitely, definitely. In fact that's where this Jorgenson, in
that area--beyond that area, is where he found his gold.
Would you be willing
you to believe
that
River?

to discuss any of the circumstances
it was up Wrigley Creek, rather than

which
up the

led
Flat

Well, if we could just hold this for a little, I'll get the
information that I wrote down in 1932. It's in one of my trunks here
somewhere.
Now, Bill
Jorgenson

has dug out of his trunk, some notes he made on Martin
on the 30th of June, 1932. Do you want to try and read it

Yes, I've got it here. Mind you it's written in the rough. It says
here that, "Martin was a strapping fellow, well-versed in woodcraft
and prospecting, is found by Poole Field and party of Indians, in the
fall of 1916, dead near his cabin on the Flat River. Cabin burned
down. Body found sixty-five yards from cabin at bend of narrow trail.
Head missing, but lower jaw found. Cabin had been burned in the
wintertime as wood chips around seemed to be intact. Also Martin had
on heavy winter clothes. Rifle, .45-70" that's queried
So that's

.45-70,

question

mark eh?

Question mark, yes, and I found later on, and this is by way, it was a
.38-55, old rifle. "Found propped"...

Bill?
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Propped

to tree

isn't

it?

"To tree near t h e . . . . "
"Body".

"with hammer cocked and shell in barrel. Deep impression of rifle
beside body proving that rifle had been moved later on by some party
unknown. Tracks found a few yards ahead of body at side of trail.
Good clothes. One pair Hudson's Bay blankets. One pair heavy
breeches. Complete suit of Stanfield underwear and"
"Overshirt".

"
overshirt found in scattered heap near cabin remains. Nest of
kettles lying near trail and in direction of Flat River. Remains of
camp fire nearby and small copper tea kettle there with tea leaves
and one cup therein. Cuttings in spruce trees, for brush to make same
camp, show by height that they were cut while heavy snow was laying on
the ground. Two sets of human tracks
"
Brackets

hoots

is

it?

Yes.
"Two sets

of human tracks

(boots)

led from

the..."

Flat River and cabin eh?
Yes,

"led from and to the Flat

River..."

"From and to", yes right, right. "Only twelve miles away from cabin
at the mouth of Mary River." And by the way that Mary River was called
after Mary Fields.
And that's

the same Mary River

as

today?

Yes. Mary, her name was Mary Atkinson at the time, but she married
Mr. Field later on. That's when I knew them. She was a Lafferty from
Athabasca by the way. And now to carry on. "New .30-30 and .22 rifles,
property of Jorgenson, gone, later traced by number on .30-30. Sold
by N.T., Northern Trading Company, through Sutherland". Who by the way, no
doubt was the manager there. I know the name. I've heard the name.
Oh sorry, it was "by the Northern
to
Martin."

Trading

Company, through

Sutherland,

"To Martin", oh right. "Police Constable Churchill goes up summer of 1918,
swamps etc. and eventually finds and buries body of Martin. Martin last
seen alive fall of 1914 and sent word to Field and Indians to come to him
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as he had found gold." And that was all about Jorgenson and I might
have more but that's what I dug up just recently. This, now applied
to the lost gold mine of the McLeods.
Oh yes.
believe
instead

Let's talk a little
move about Jorgenson.
What led you
that Jorgenson's
gold find was in fact up Wrigley Creek
of up the Flat River way?

to

Well, to give you the story, as I have a picture of Poole Field here.
You know probably that he was quite a long time in the country. He's
an ex-Royal Northwest Mounted Policeman. T'was over in the Yukon,
the time of the rush. He got out of it and went after the prospecting.
He saw it was little too late to get in on that, so he went trading
with Hislop and Nagle [unintelligible] some of that old, old trading
outfit. It was at the confluence of the Ross and the Pelly River. He
was there trading when there was word came over from Jorgenson by the
Indians, via the Indians with this
And where were they

from?

There was a letter was given from Martin Jorgenson, to the Indians in
the Nahanni River, who met the Indians from the Yukon, to pass it on
to this Billy Atkinson, who was a husband of this Mary. Mary eventually
became Mary Fields, right?
Right,

yes.

Alright, so that Field, Poole Field got this letter when he was trading
for this old...they're still trading in the Yukon, that old, old trading
company connected with that railroad
Connected

with

the White

Pass?

Yes. And Billy Atkinson at that time was in on a five-year manslaughter
rap, in jail. His wife was housekeeper to Poole Field at this trading
post, and they more or less got together. Anyway, Billy Atkinson could
not come out and go and meet his partner, to stake together on this so
called gold mine. He was a great friend of Poole Field's and of course
he's [Atkinson, at that time was] still married [to Mary]. He gave Poole
Field authority to go in if he wanted, to go in and stake with [for?] him.
So was it the following? 1916, yes, as I recall it. Poole told me a
lot about this, because I'd been out on different prospecting trips with
Poole. He came over with a bunch of Indians trapping in the spring up
towards the headwaters of the Nahanni and the Flat where that branch of
Flat River goes over to little Nahanni River?
Oh yes,

right.

And so he came down over the height of land and he took the best Indian
with him, and they came down the Flat River by canoe.
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Tape 2 - Side 1
Bill when that other tape ran out you were describing
how Poole
Field with an Indian had cane down the Flat River,
at least up the
Little
Nahanni, and then was proceeding
down the Flat by canoe.
Right. That was in the height of land coming from the Yukon and that
part of the country where the Little Nahanni flows into the South Nahanni.
He came down the Flat River. It was quite navigable. He came down
with this one Indian. In this letter, it was a rough letter...
Poole Field kept it, in fact he treasured it. It gave the route from
around the mouth of Irvine Creek which is by River, up the Flat River,
about seventy-five miles. He trapped up as far, as around the
mouth of Irvine Creek there. That was where Billy Atkinson was supposed
to pick up Jorgenson's route. Of course Poole Field was taking his
place. There was no [unintelligible] his camping grounds up the
Flat River, so if it wasn't there in the letter, it should be down in
his main cabin. This is the instructions. If he wasn't at his main
cabin he'd be up in his open cabin...he called it an open cabin.
No, I tell a lie. Open shelter, away up on the Jorgenson's River,
Martin Jorgenson's River. This describes it. This is now known as
Wrigley Creek.
So Poole Field and this Indian came down and they were the ones that
found the body and all this that I've described. That was in the
spring. So, being an ex-Mountie, he didn't disturb it, looked around.
There's something that he told me that wasn't in what I have documented.
There was a dirt floor and only where...around the table, there was
just boards out of packing cases, that he'd taken in his canoe after
he'd been down for supplies, lying in the bottom of his canoe and
used that to make a table. There'd been a table there as he could tell
by the charred ashes and there was a hole dug in the cabin, in the floor
of the cabin. You could tell by the remains, you know, charred remains,
that it'd been covered and they figured that was where Jorgenson put
his samples of whatever valuables he had. That was gone. Anyway,
everything pointed to the fact that Jorgenson must have found something
and in those days gold was the only metal that they were after. That's
why Poole decided, Poole Field decided, after finding out what type of
a man Jorgenson was, how he was well-liked by the people and Indians
alike. He was a man of his word. So he decided, sold out his connection
with the trading and come over and lived at the mouth of Nahanni. In the
meantime, Billy Atkinson died, so he married the widow and that was
Mary Field. The reason why it was called this Mary River was Billy
Atkinson and his wife Mary were on the search for the McLeod brothers
and after they found the bodies they didn't come back [down the Nahanni].
They went on with others up the South Nahanni and up the Flat River
and they camped at the mouth of the Mary River. There was no name to
it and that's why it was called Mary. That was in 1908, I guess.
So it

sounds

as though Poole Field

was fairly

used to travelling

this
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route,
say from Ross River down, cross country and down the
South Nahanni.
He'd done it a number of
times.

No.
Well he'd

done it

in 1908 hadn't

he?

Not Poole Field, that was Billy Atkinson.
Oh, pardon me, okay,

yes.

They wintered. Their cabin, it was an old cabin, was up river from
the mouth of...I would say three miles up River from where the
Irvine Creek comes in.
This

is three

miles

up the

Flat?

Up the Flat right. About, oh, pretty close to eighty miles I guess.
Seventy-five or seventy-eight yes.
So Billy

Atkinson

and his wife

wintered.

Yes, I would say with others.
Do you know any of the others

that

were up there

at that

time?

There was this Norwegian I mentioned... Damn it, I don't know. I've
got a lot of stuff here. Maybe if I went through all my old writings.
It may have been in my diaries, one of my diaries in the Boreal
Institute.
Well,

at any rate,

maybe we'll

be able

to clear

up that

Norwegian's

name.

There was six in that party that went looking for Willy and Frank McLeod.
In fact there was a third, by the name of Weir and there's a story
attached to that of course. That's a story in itself right?
Yes.

So, but still on this Jorgenson. So it was so strong and so believable
too because to Poole Field and he found as he came down with this
Indian that it was accurate what Jorgenson's instructions were. In fact
Gus and I were camped one night in this old cabin, way up the Flat River,
where those people wintered in 1908. It was built like a Russian hut.
The logs were upright.
Oh, was that

a Russian

style,

the vertical

logs?

Yes. The same in Deadmen's Valley back between the mouth of Meilleur
River and the Wheatsheaf. Back on the snye there's an old log cabin
there, built Russian style. We found relics that we figured were Klondike,
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these people going to the Klondike. We found a little one or two
gallon oak keg...there had been rum or whiskey in it at one time...
lying there. There'd still be some remains there. It was all broken down.
What year did you find

it,

in there,

in Deadmen's

Valley?

That was an awful trip there. We had to eat several of our dogs on
the way back. That was in 1931, yes.
And the cabins

Oh yes.

had pretty

well

fallen

down at that

stage?

Oh, goodness yes.

Let's go back to summarize
the main points in this thing then.
I
take it that Martin Jorgenson was really a friend of Billy
Atkinson
rather than Poole
Field.
Oh r i g h t .
So, Billy Atkinson was in jail
for manslaughter
, authorized
Field to
go in to do some staking
for him. So, Field went, Mary Atkinson and
Field went together
did they?

Not the first time, no, no. He went with Indians. When he got over
the height of land, then he took the best Indian, most capable, and
they both went down, with the canoe, down the Flat River. I know,
I've been through there myself. Later, many, many years later and
he was right.
Now did Poole make any attempt
Creek as it's
now called?

to go up Jorgenson's

Creek or

Wrigley

No, no, not the first time.
Not the first

time,

alright.

After they found the body there and they figured he'd been done away
with that winter, just the previous winter there. They came down
when the rivers were open, in the spring, spring hunt, probably the
middle of May. It was in May, I know that. I recall that [unintelligible].
Right.
notify

Now what did Poole
the
police?

do.

Did he go on down the South Nahanni and

No. They didn't know where the Mounties were in the Northwest Territories.
There's very few of them of course. There was [Fort] Smith and how
many I'm not sure, Resolution. I know they were at Simpson and...
But at this time,
the
watershed?

this

was the

first

time

that

Poole had been

over
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Oh yes, oh yes.

So he didn't

really

know the territory

for himself

yet.

He d i d n ' t , no.

And that year you feel was 19—?
That was 1916.

That he eome over

the first

time.

Yes, because then he had to go back when... The last [time Jorgenson
was] seen was 1914. Authentic reports that Jorgenson had come down,
but he can be away a year. He usually just came down once and got his
ammunition, tea, and lived off the country. Of course, his record is
in the police too. It's in the police annals if a person wanted to
look it up.

Do you know if they were in yublished annals at all? By that I mean
the published reports of the police or would these be in police
files?
Police files. They might have been. I used to get that Police Quarterly.
That's years ago but I don't know if I gave it up or what's happened.
It could've been, mind you, could have been published. But I know that
Poole Field and myself and one of the old Mounties there, talked about
it years later, I mean after I got to know Poole. A lot of things,
they pretty well dove-tailed. Poole went back with this Indian to the
main camp and then they finished their hunt finally, beaver hunt.
Went down to the store. Then he had to go down... Where did he go
down to? I think it was Dawson, yes, and make a report to the Mounties.
Then word had to go way around and was it the following year? Yes. By
the time this Churchill...it was 1918 so it'd be two years later.
See 1916, '17, and no communications hardly at all.

Right.

It would all be by

letter.

As I recall it, it was in summer, or probably late summer, that they
went up, this Churchill [Cpl. David Churchill, R.C.M.P.] and I can't
remember who took him up. Some Indian I guess, and that's when he
investigated. Now I know about Meilleur and his son Henry. I met
them. They were in the country in 1923, and they left probably through
this trouble in the South Nahanni. They left the South Nahanni. They
had built the cabin at the mouth of Mary River. In fact I saw it. They
dug down in the loam, like Patterson and Matthews used. [Unintelligible].
In fact that was the first type of cabin I seen in my life, dug down,
the old one at the mouth of Mary River there. That was built by Meilleur
and his son. Well they got out of that country. I met them at a cabin
on my winter trip down from Simpson to Wrigley, in the winter of '23 and
'24. They were trapping and then eventually they lost their license and
couldn't trap anymore, so they got out of the country.
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Was this

for

infractions

of. . . ?

Oh, game infractions.
Do you know anything at all about these Meilleurs?
anything about them in the way of where they came

Can you tell
from...I

us

I know they came from Quebec, but outside of t h a t . . . As I r e c a l l
they had a cabin r i g h t in t h e . . . The only time I met them they had a
cabin I ' d say around 25 miles down the [Mackenzie] River from Simpson
on the l e f t - h a n d , on the west side. South s i d e , in f a c t , t h a t ' s where
i t was. I don't know old George Sibbeston he's not a l i v e now, I
d o n ' t t h i n k . No he died. I don't know who could give y o u . . .
Do you recall

what Meilleur's

first

name was?

Henry, yes, 'cause he t o l d me, as I r e c a l l .
r e c a l l and he was...
Partly

Bis son's

name was

Henry.

He was p a r t l y gray I

what?

Gray-headed, you know, gray. He was small-featured, dark, a s o r t of
an almost an o l i v e complexion type, and he'd had at one time p r e t t y
dark h a i r .
How old do you think

he might

have been when you met

him?

Oh gosh, he must have been about between f i f t y and s i x t y , because his
son was, I would say, probably between twenty-two and t w e n t y - f i v e .
Around t h a t . I d o n ' t have his h i s t o r y . Probably I was t o l d i t .
I probably had i t in my d i a r i e s that were l o s t .
Okay. Let's go back again for a minute.
out that Jorgenson's
find was up Wrigley
you or know about
it?
Oh yes, oh yes.
Oh, I see.

How did you finally
find
Creek? Did Poole Field show

It was in that rough map.

So there

was a rough map too?

Oh yes. In that letter that he sent out to Billy Atkinson, that was his
partner, Billy Atkinson, there was a map. He made a rough map of
where they could locate him up close to Irvine Creek down the Flat River.
There's good trapping country there. He wasn't there. There were two
locations as I recall but I think they were just more or less open camps
that they'd have in those days, in the wintertime. Usually those trappers
are pretty sturdy fellows, and they'll camp out in the open.
Now you went up Wrigley Creek,
what you think was Jorgenson's

you and Gus, and you subsequently
cabin...

found
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Oh right, oh right.
Could you describe

No question.
that cabin a bit?

Oh yes, definitely.
Well could we just

I got all kinds of paper here somewhere.
describe

it roughly

in words do you

think?

Well it was built up in the form of a
See the logs were built up
in the form of three sides. They were about, oh maybe two, thirty inches,
no, maybe two feet on the sides and the back, built up this way and here
was the centre post.
In the centre of the open
Open side yeh.
Fire just

side.

Here's the fire.

in front

of the centre

post.

Yes, and then there was a cross, two logs. One from each side of the
front to the centre post. They were dove-tailed into the top of the
centre post and then logs were just laid shanty style on top, overlapping
the front. It's quite an angle towards the back. Now do you get the
picture?
Yes.
And it was high enough when you were under the logs, under this log
roof, that a six-foot man could have maybe a foot clearance or so.
So this

is really

just

a

lean-to.

Lean-to. An open lean-to. Yes, right, made out of logs and the fire
was right out in front. At that time we found it there was, in the
bush, between three and four feet of snow in that country. It's quite
a snow belt there. Of course, we dug around and we could tell by the
trees that were cut down, had been cut down, the way they were cut, it
was more or less slashed. The way a white man would do it. The
Indians used smaller axes when they were hunting and they'd quite a
few cuts on either side of the tree, both sides, and then until...
So the Indians

using

the smaller

axesy sort of chewed away at the

tree.

Right, right, but if it was a white man, you could tell by the deep cuts
and heavier axe. That was there. Then we found snowshoes and of course
the babiche had been eaten out, just little portions left. By the size
of them...and in fact he'd two. There was two sizes. There were quite
large ones, hunting shoes, and about the same, I would say they're over
six feet long. They're still there, the frames I mean. Then we found
stretchers.
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So you found

what?

Wooden stretchers for marten. They could be used for marten or mink
and foxes or small lynx and wolves. Good size. The way the stretchers
were whittled out too, it was a white man. So it all more or less
meshed in.
There wasn't
Jorgenson.

anything

there

which would conclusively

identify

it

as

Oh, no, no. We didn't find any traps but then again they could make
dead falls, in those days without using steel traps. They were quite
effective too. But there was nothing outside of the fact that he was
only white man that was in that country and with the story and I'd
seen that map that Poole Field had. In fact he kept that map. Maybe
his son has still got it for all I know. Sonny Fields, he's in
Dawson City.
Okay. That raises a very important
question
. Poole Field
that also wrote a fair bit,I
believe, wasn't he? I've come
some of his letters
in the National Museum, on
Indians.

was a man
across

Oh right, but that's years ago.
Would Poole Field have left
his son might have?

a number

of papers,

do you think,

that

It's possible because he's just the one son, Sonny Field we called him.
I've got a picture of this little fellow. Right here. You saw it.
And you're

very certain

his son is still

living

in Dawson

City?

That's the last I heard. His mother died. Mary Field died, quite
elderly lady. Oh, I think it was only less than two years ago. And
Sonny Field was, for quite a while, in charge of the ferry at Dawson
City, and for all I know he'd been there for many years.
How old would Sonny be now?

Let's see now. Let me think back. Well, the time of the flu (well
I'll be like an Indian) he was about six years. That's 1928. 1928 was
the flu epidemic went through the Mackenzie and there was an awful lot
of people died. He, the little boy and girl got the flu. They were
at Simpson at the time and out of the Hudson's Bay. The only cure was
liquor, hot toddies which we had. Even in the convent there, in the
hospital. I know I wasn't a victim in those days and I gave Poole a
bottle and after they had toddies, sugar you know, good hot toddies...
So his

son would. . .

His son was about...I'd say he would be about six years old probably.
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So that

would make him about fifty-three,

fifty-two

today

then?

Ah, right.
He'd be born about

'22.

That would be about right, yes. He lost his sister.
drowned, down at Aklavik.
Now there's
another thing about Poole Field,
that is puzzling
me. She was a
Lafferty.

well,

She was younger,

Mary Field,

sorry,

Yes, from Athabasca. The Laffertys from Athabasca.
Now when you say Athabasca,

can we pin it

down more

particularly?

Well the community of Athabasca, not the Lake. The town of Athabasca.
Okay.

Now where was that

located?

That's 100 miles from Edmonton, north of Edmonton. An old, old trail
where all the goods came down from Edmonton, out on the road to Athabasca
and then down the Athabasca River. There was quite a few tough rapids,
and then down the Mackenzie.
Alright

now, I take

Oh yes, oh yes.

it

she was of French

origin?

She talked very good French.

I see.
So her family had probably
then, or had they?
Do you know?

not been that

long out of

Quebec

Well, she had a sister--wait a minute now. I know they were brought
up there because a sister came in later on when she [Mary] was Mrs. Field
and got lost in the Nahanni, up Meilleur River. That's another story that...
That's

what I was leading

up

to.

Oh right. She was lost. That was the woman that was lost.
out of her head. I could tell you about that.
Was there any... I've also heard suggestions
some Indian blood in them. Do you know if

that
that's

Laffertys
true or

Oh yes, definitely.
So they would probably

be what today we'd call

A Metis, oh, ^jery definitely.
Now when Mary's

sister...

a

Metis.

Right.

Her name was Annie was

it?

She was

also
not?

had
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Right.
Do you want to tell

us about

that

story?

Well, yes. What I've heard, well Poole Field told me himself too,
so did Mary, because I was a guest in their home different times, lots
of times. The reason why he was outpost manager, eventually out at
Trout Lake, for the Hudson's Bay. He was a good trader oh gosh, yes,
really good trader. I got to know them very well and he wanted
me to go up on this Jorgenson find. Twice, on two different years.
Well Harry Camsell went on one trip and he never did..he got tangled
around. Well, that's another story.
We were talking

about Annie

Lafferty.

Annie Lafferty, yes. This is how it impressed me. Now this is in my
words and but they were with the Indians going up towards the headwaters
of Meilleur Creek, in that country. This was in the summer. They
were prospecting and also good caribou country and sheep country in
there. There's a trail goes back in there. Meilleur River is full of
canyons because that's where we got tangled up in, later on, years
later on, on this trip. That's a story in itself. There's an old Indian
trail, it goes, I tell you, it goes right close up to Wheatsheaf Creek
and angles over towards Meilleur. You cross one creek and then you
keep to the left and that goes right up almost to the headwaters of
Meilleur River, but you've got to keep up...
On the high

country.

Yes. They were coming back after the trip and their women were with
them, Indian women, regular nomad camp. For directions in the upland
country...it was just shrubs like the birch, buck brush and stuff...
The Indians, for markers, they'll put a dead stick. Push that in the
ground and they put a bunch of this moss that they use for babies, after
the babies have made a mess of it in their little cradle, in their pack.
They put a bunch of that on top, for markers, e^jery so often, to guide
them in case somebody's behind. Evidently, they were approaching Deadmen's
Valley. They were probably about ten miles away, because that would opposite.
They're almost parallel to this canyon [Meilleur Canyon] and she
stopped to answer nature's call and the party kept moving. There's
markers there, there's old markers there. So they stopped, saw she wasn't
with them, and so, by gosh, went back and no sign of her. They went to
where there was a good place to camp and then they went back to search.
They found her clothes here and there over towards the canyon. They
never found her but they found most of her clothes. They never found
her body. They figure that she just went off her rocker. She lost sight,
no doubt she lost sight of the party, and probably she wasn't a very
strong-willed person, in fact she was slightly abnormal, in that respect,
and a little on the neurotic side.
Had she had any experience

in the. bush

before?
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No, no. They searched and searched and searched. Never did find her.
Of course, in that canyon it's all one stream and rock and then it goes
through a real... In fact, I've got a picture of it somewhere here.
It goes into a narrow canyon. It falls and it narrows up to about...
In fact, I was right there, in the winter, when it was frozen. There's
nothing that lives, could through there.
Do you know what year

this

happened,

that

she

disappeared?

Oh goodness, I know I had it written down, two of those stories. Now
I don't know if the...
Would that

have been in some of your diaries

that

were

destroyed?

It could have been. We'll see now [thinking it over]. It could've been,
because I've got no diaries. They were destroyed up to '28 and part
of '29. [A paragraph follows on the tape in which Bill is thinking
out loud as he tries to recall events. The snatches of recalled
memories are wide-ranging and somewhat disjointed and therefore not
transcribed.]
Tape 2 - Side 2
Bill has just finished
marking on the Virginia Falls map-sheet
the
Indian trail,
to the best of his knowledge, and also the area where
he believes
Annie Lafferty
disappeared.
We're now going to go
through Bill's
life history
and in a very general sort of way pick up
the highlights
of his history
since he arrived in Canada. Now Bill
it
was 1923 when you came to Canada and you were under contract
to The Bay.

I made a five-year contract.

Came over on the S. S. Nascopie ice-breaker.

And you were sent

in

to Simpson

'23.

In 1923 yes.
And your job was as a

clerk.

Right.
Now how about

1924?

I went down from Fort Wrigley to Fort Good Hope in the spring of 1924
with Inspector Hookin [spelling uncertain], took inventory at Fort
Norman, Fort Good Hope. Went down to Arctic Red River and was sent back.
I came back with the motorboat, [and] another chap, and was instructed
to stay there for that summer and the next year.
And then,

sorry

this

At Fort Good Hope.

was where?

At

Wrigley?

I spent the balance of the year of 1924, to the
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middle of the summer of 1925 at Fort Good Hope. By the way, Jimmy
Sibbeston who reached the age of...one of the oldest...and was
commemorated and died in Hay River recently, was the interpreter at
Fort Good Hope in 1924.
Mmm. And so this

is a medallion

commemorating...

That's a medallion. I just got that a few days ago, in a present.
I knew Jimmy well. From there I had couple of attacks of appendicitis
and so I was allowed to go out on the second trip of the Distributor,
the time that the Governor-General, Lord Bing of Vimy, was on that
boat. I went right out--it was a head party--right out to Edmonton
in '25, and got operated on and got my appendix taken out. I worked
a little while in the Head Office there until I was in very good
shape and I was sent down to Fort Vermillion.
This

is still

in

'25?

In 1925. From there I was sent to Upper Hay River and this Hay River
down at Slave Lake was known as Lower Hay River in those days.
And where was Upper Hay

located?

Right at Meander River, which is now at Meander, [in Alberta at
approximate latitude 59 10'N and longitude 117° 45'W] present
name of a place just close by. That year, it was ninety-eight miles
from Fort Vermillion to Upper Hay by wagon trail and all the goods
were taken out by wagon and also sleds in the wintertime. Then that
winter, late fall I went out to Hay Lakes, now called Zama Lake and
opened up the books for an outpost there for the Hudson's Bay. In the
winter I was out collecting and I used to, with the dog team, go out
to Hay Lakes and take the mail from there to Upper Hay and also go
right into Fort Vermillion. Three times a winter. In the summertime
we came out and went outside and bought horses and got all our supplies
from Edmonton. I was there for two years.
So 1926 you were also

at Hay

River?

Oh, yes. No, no! Upper Hay. I was just looking after the books and
everything to sent out, checking the furs at the outpost. It's a big
outpost and Tommy Bourassa was in charge there, Tom Bourassa.
So part

of

'27 you were also

at Hay Lakes?

Oh yes.
Oh sorry3

Upper Hay.

Upper Hay, up to '27. In the meantime, in the summer I was an
accountant, I went over to Keg River to check, when I was with The Bay
and down to Little Red River and Carcajou for the Hudson's Bay. Then in
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1927 I got a wire to go down by the steamboat. I had to pack up and
go back and go around to Fort Smith. Then I went through Edmonton to
Fort Smith, and charged as an accountant under Billy Lyle, I beg your
pardon, Billy Cook, not Billy Lyle. Billy Lyle was an old man. That
was in '28.
That was early

'28?

Early yes.
Well, it must have been
Was it?

'28 then,

that

your five

years

was up

too.

Right, right, and so I signed on for another... That's before I
wasn't sure whether to get out of [unintelligible]. Oh yes, my five
years was up. So I said okay, I'll stay for another year. There's
something wrong here. I went out in 1925, '26, '27 to '27 I went back
to Fort Smith.
Okay.
Right. 1927. It wasn't up until 1928, 'cause I went down... I stayed
there right till last boat. In fact, it was an extra boat went down.
Slim Bane, Captain Bane [spelling uncertain] was on this boat and it
went right down. It was a motorboat. Dr. Truesdaie from Fort Simpson,
his fiance' came in. I went down in the same, well it was a barge and
it was pulled on this. They wanted me to stay. Billy Cook wanted me
to stay there but there was nobody at Fort Simpson. The accountant
there was... They were short of people and he was sent up to Fort
Liard in charge of the post, so I was sent to take his place to look
after the books like an assistant manager.
This was at

Simpson?

At Simpson.
So that
'27.

was 1928 you went from Smith

to....

I just stayed the summer, to the fall end at Fort Simpson.

Oh, I see.

So the summer

was at Smith,

and then you went

on.

Yes. At that time, the Hudson's Bay postmaster Billy Cook, Major
Billy Cook, he was also Superintendent of the System, Mackenzie River
System. All the trade went through there, so it was very busy, \iery.
Okay what about

'28

then?

Well, I was at Simpson.
So you were all

1928 at

Simpson.
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Oh right, definitely. That was the time with the outposts and I had
to go out and check them. That's when Patterson, that Patterson....
I was all '28 from fall of '27 to, oh, August I think it was, 1929.
That's when I quit The Bay. Went up then.
What month would that

be that

you

quit?

Gee whiz, let's see now...end of July that's good enough.
It was the end of July, I think.
And that

was still

while

you were at

Around there.

Simpson?

Oh yes.
And you went back home for

a holiday

then?

No, I went up and staked the present Cadillac Mine.
Oh!

Okay.

But in the meantime I'd gone up in May when I was checking the outposts
up at the mouth of Nahanni. So I'd time enough off, I went away up to
Deadmen's Valley. I was going to go in there and stake, in the spring.
[Name unintelligible] was with me then.
So there was rumors
that
country?

floating

around

then

that

there

was something

up

Oh we knew, oh yes, right. So in the fall that's when the... We had
a lovely trip. There was Poole Field, Angus Sherwood, Marcel, Harry
Camsell, Diamond C, and... Was it Johnsons? There was about seven
of us. Oh, just by the way, that George's Riffle before you get to
Deadmen's Valley that's named after George Sibbeston and then [unintelligible].
Now, what happened

in 19SO?

Well, I eventually went home, flew out with Punch Dickins and squared
off with...got the claims all fixed on the way to Fort Smith. That's
where the government office was. Then I had to wait a little while, to
get my passport fixed up. Then I took a train. I went over with
the S. S. Melitta [spelling uncertain], C.P.R. I went over to the old
country and I didn't come back until the following year. That was May.
I stopped on the way back. I stopped in Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa
and Toronto quite a while, Winnipeg, Saskatoon and Edmonton. I was
planning to go right through to Victoria. After I was in Edmonton a
short while, I flew in with Wop May, flew right back to Fort Simpson.
By this time it was into June, I'm not sure the date.
This is June of

1930.

'31?

I went home in 1929.
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Oops. Somewhere along the way we got fouled
quit The Bay in July
probably.

up then.

You said

you

In '29.
In

'29.

Right, and I went home that fall. In fact I was on the boat. I
recall quite clearly that 11th of November I was on that boat.
Okay, fine.
So in the fall of '29 you flew
recorded your claims and then went home to

out with
Scotland.

Diakins,

Yes, right.
And in '30, 1930, you returned
Simpson with Wop May in June.

to Canada in May and you flew

into

In June yes, 'cause I stopped in different places, damn near a month
on the way. When I got there they wanted me to come back to Bay. I
helped them out with the inventory but then the Dominion Explorers, I
more or less was affiliated with them. [I] turned the claims over to
them, and then they went sort of... Well, it was after the stock
exchange collapsed, so there was no more exploration. So here the like
of myself were on our own. Then I helped the Hudson's Bay out at
Simpson and then this Jim McCauley and I got together.
This was in

1930?

1930 at Fort Simpson. We were affiliated. In 1930, going back,
I made contact with Punch Dickins when he flew in, in the winter of
'28 and '28 and took mail into Simpson. That was Western Canada Airways.
Punch was a pioneer, you know. I was his agent at Fort Simpson. I was
also postmaster there. It was like the Hudson's Bay office [unintelligible].
So they were looking ahead to put big game hunters into the Nahanni, South
Nahanni. So Jim McCauley and I then, were at loose ends, so we went in
together and taking goods up the South Nahanni and--in fact I've got
pictures. The water was so high.. We hired men too and took supplies
up there for big game hunters to come in. They specified we get all
our stuff wholesale and whatnot. Then, to cut a long story short, that's
when Gibson the Commissioner made it like, not a park, but all the way
from Fort Liard right through to Arctic Red River, a preserve. So
we lost out.
Was this

1930

then?

That was in 19...
So there

Actually it didn't come through until 1931.

you were with

all

your supplies

up

there?

Well, we didn't have too much, because we took enough supplies and we
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had Carl Aarhuis and Ole Loe and they were to help us put a main,
build a main cabin in Deadmen's Valley, right close to Wheatsheaf
Creek. Then have eventually put small cabins. Let's see, one up
Ram Creek, and one up right at the mouth of...past the fan there,
Prairie River. Well that's all we could afford. So that was squashed.
Then we [unintelligible]. After being with McCauley on this trip
in the spring of 1931, when this photograph was taken going up, well
then Mulholland had to go to hospital.
Was Mulholland

with

you?

Well, this is his picture on this one trip, when we had to eat our dogs.
Okay.
better

Sorry, I think we're getting
mixed up in details.
gust leave that and we'll come back to it later

Maybe we
on.

From then on I was prospecting and trapping.
So that's

'31 you started

prospecting

and trapping?

Late

'31?

I had a lot of tuition on the different [unintelligible] mining
engineers and whatnot. I was leading up, and I was with this old
Jack Stanier, who was really good.
So '32 was your first
'32 right, right.
That was into

trip

with

Jack Stanier

was

it?

That's true.

the Nahanni

country?

Yes. We went as far as Clausen Creek, there at The Hotsprings there.
In the wintertime we went back up the Liard. Oh, Jim McCauley went
to that rush on Great Bear Lake. That's why we split up. He wanted
to go there and I didn't. I wanted to go up the Nahanni. We're still
good friends to this day. I met him different times in Yellowknife.
He lives

in

Yellowknife?

Not now. He was with the government quite a long time and he was at
home in Ireland. So I asked him, well, he was intending to retire.
So he retired at Fort Franklin, Great Bear Lake. Oh, he talks all the
languages.
Is he still
Oh yes.

in Fort Franklin

now?

He's quite a rugged [unintelligible] type.

Had he travelled

the Nahanni country

He didn't know the Nahanni. No.
Now 1933, what were you up to?

prior

to your being

here?
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'33 that was when I got this map. That's when we...I didn't get a
[unintelligible] Stan McMillan, through Stan [Leigh] Brintnell.
Mackenzie Air Service, chartered a plane, went in there, and staked.
Well we found these...well it was a lost mine--McLeods.
So you and

Stanier.

Oh yes, it was Jack Stanier

and myself.

Now, which of the...
Was this the workings on Bennett Creek that
you located,
or were these the workings of McLeods on McLeod Creek?
No. This was McLeods. It was different type of workings on Bennett
Creek. See this is on Bennett Creek, this picture here.
So you spent the better
McLeod Creek in 1833?

part

of the season

in there

with

Stanier

on

Oh yes, when we found these sluice boxes, you know. I've got pictures
here. I'll show you them. We found picks and old shovels, gold pan
and the old... The place, still there I guess, where they cut the
lumber for the sluice boxes. We found pits that they'd put down.
So you flew

in 1933 you flew

in with

McMillan?

Oh right, yes.
Now what about

1934?

Well '34 of course I was in there. From '33 to '39 I was in that part of
the country, in the surrounding country.
By surrounding

do you mean the Flat

River,

Beaver

Over towards the Beaver, the Caribou River, and
coming or going, usually going and coming out.
on the Prairie River, with this mining engineer
three different mining engineers, but that's in
'cause of prospecting. But I spent those years
know what I mean?
Right
Right.

River...?

also, I was either
We went in to check
and I got...in fact
the course of a year
in the Nahanni. You

yes.
Different locations.

Maybe we could just quickly review who your partners
were you in there with?
Do you remember?

were?

In 1934 who

Oh, my partner was still old Jack Stanier but then he got sick--bladder
trouble. He went out and met his wife in Vancouver. He was pretty
elderly then. He was about seventy-four, I guess. He never came back.
We wrote, corresponded because we had interests in the claims. I was
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left to, more or less, carry out the assessment work to hold the claims.
We had syndicates formed, and I was, more or less, doing a lot of work
to hold the ground, but his health went right down too.
Was Poole Field

in with you at all

that

year?

Oh yes. He came out when Stan McMillan came to pick old Jack and I
up, after, when we went in to locate this old lost mine. Poole Field
came in with the more or less empty plane. It was one of those Fokker.
It was a CAS name on it. There was Stan McMillan and Hudson, the
mechanic. In fact, I've got a picture, I'll give you a picture for
that matter, that I've got here showing the bunch. Poole come in and
he'd seen pans taken during the Klondike rush. When he took pans
himself in this creek he staked. He said 'this is worth staking'.
So McMillan staked and in fact we staked for the mechanic. He had to
stay with the plane, there at McMillan Lake. Of course I'd known
Poole before. But he was the one that really showed great interest
in that country, too.
Okay, now what about
least Jack
Stonier.

19S5? You were without

a partner

now eh?

At

Oh yes. Well, the winter of '34-'35, it was in '35 actually, Gus
flew in from...actually the winter of '34-'35. Right. He flew in
with Brintnell, Mackenzie Air Service, to stake. Jack Stanier didn't
come back, so I helped Gus out with his staking, and he helped me,
and we just got together. Then we were partners in trapping and
prospecting, whatever just what, [unintelligible] until the war broke out.
So,

'36 you and Gus were in there

Oh yes, every year, right.

again

then?

'37, '38...

Who was in? Was there anybody else ever in with you, besides
and Gus, or did the two of you pretty well make it
alone?

you

Oh no. We were together, just ourselves. There was others in the
going, oh yes. There were others came, did a bit of work. They went out.
So '36 to

'39 it

Oh right, right.
Was it

actually

was you and Gus together

then?

In fact '39, '40. Yes, right.
'40 that

you were in there

together

too or

not?

Just think a minute. It's hard to recall. 'Til 1940, because I was
in there in '39. In the fall I was going into the North Nahanni.
I came down alone. Gus stayed in the country prospecting and I came
down and we'd, yes... I had to wait for a plane and then in the
meantime I got disorganized while I was waiting. I was going to go in
with these two Indians, like George Sibbeston, George Cli up the
North Nahanni and check on these caves, but it didn't come off.
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Well, maybe we should leave it.
Gus weren 't in together
then?

What happened

in 1940 then?

You and

The war was on. I've the literature here somewhere. I applied
for what-do-you-call-it? I wrote home, I wrote to Aberdeen, I
wanted to get...I lost my papers in this Corona Hotel fire, and I
wanted to get my papers to show that I was an engineer to get on the
ground crew and be an aero mechanic. So, my gosh, took a while, I
got them though. [They showed] that I'd spent five years and I was a
[unintelligible] or whatever and electrical and mechanical engineering.
Then when I didn't get them, they put a... This was coming up this
Alaska, this big project, Canol Project. So, in the meantime, I was
working for the government DPW, the boat and the [unintelligible].
In fact I've got papers, around here somewhere, I was looking at
a few days ago, where I hired out the boat with three men to check
the Rapids, the Green Island Rapids above Fort Simpson, and put in
buoys. We were using ten-gallon kegs and screen wire with big rocks,
until they got the proper, the Americans got the proper buoys. I
was doing that in the summer for the DPW.
So did you get into

the Nahanni country

at alt

in the war

years?

Oh yes, yes. Well that time I got in with Donnelly up to Glacier Lake.
What year was

that?

Oh, that was in '42. I recall that--the year of the fire, my gosh.
Those damn Japanese balloons.
Why were you going

into

Brintnell

Lake,

dust

as a matter

of

curiousity?

Well, that was part of the points where Donnelly had to have his
stations to...
Oh that

was the

survey.

Survey, astral observations, yes. It was all at night, of course.
Oh yes, it was all night watch in there.
Did you get into

the Nahanni country

at alt

in

1941?

Oh well, that's when I did all the work on the claims.
Oh, I see,

okay.

This was the claims

Yes right, right in 1941.
So you were in there

work on Bennett

Creek

then?

Yes here--Bennett Creek.

a good deal

of time in

'41?

Oh well, I'll say. In the meantime, I was at Simpson there, I was
helping this Jimmy Cree, he was manager of the Northern Traders. They
sold out. The Hudson's Bay they squeezed them out, took over. He bought
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out that whole place there, all the buildings and that. I helped
him because I knew him just from Dundee, Scotland. Anyway, we were
so close together. He used to work for Revilion's, then he came north
from the Peace River country. In fact, he married the stenographer
from Revilion's head office. He got a good deal from Northern Traders
and he came down north. He was at Fort Rae, Fort Norman and then he
came up to Simpson. He was the manager. So he got the chance, when
the Northern Traders were bought out by The Bay, all the managers
got a chance to buy, if they wanted too, the lands and the buildings.
He had enough money. His dad had died, and he got enough collateral
through the bank to buy that, plus what he had in the old country,
although he couldn't get the money over. So I helped him out there,
in the meantime, when I wasn't in the government service. Then he
got the CPA agency and I was Western Canada Airways. There let's
see now...
Tape 3 - Side 1
Bill we were going
way and we finished

through your life history
in a very general sort
up 1942 and we had to talk a bit about 1943.

We finished 1941 I think.
Yes,

1941,

of

Is that right?

you were working

on Bennett

Creek?

Right.
In 1942 you did flying

with

Donnelly

into

Brintnell

Lake.

Yes, before that I did flying with...picking out the airstrips with
Matt Berry, the late Matt Berry. He was a famous northern flyer.
Yes.

None of that

was in the Nahanni country

though

eh?

No, that's true, that's quite true.
That was Canol Project

work.

That was Canol Project, yes, along the Mackenzie. But most of the flying
after that, that was the early part of the year, but then I was flying
up the Liard, up the Nahanni on this survey. That took up until in the
fall. Well, I did a lot of flying when the planes started coming in,
Canol Project started. Then they were flying from Fort Nelson down
to Fort Simpson and to Norman
Wells. They were getting lost and I
flew a lot over the Nahanni country searching for missing planes.
This was in

'42.
'42

still.

'43?
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The winter of '42 and '43. So in '43, well from '42 to '45 I was
with the Canol Project. I was doing a lot of flying in any type of
weather. I was out at South Lake in charge, as a civilian, attached
to the U.S. Air Force there, to build that weather station.
Freddy Stanton was going to do one at Nelson Forks. A lot of weather
builds up in that area. This Norseman [was] doing a stunt, couldn't
pull it out of the dive and went right into the river and so we
didn't build one there [South Lake], but I was on that project.
The diversified types of work is terrific, because not only was it to
do with the project and the goods that were coming in and a lot of
flying, but also this looking for these Japanese balloons. Running
them down. That took a lot of time. I was with the Canol Project until
1945 cut it down. Then, when the war... I was doing work too for
the Imperial Oil, Canol Project. Imperial Oil was building a pipeline
and so I was asked, with this other engineer and myself, to build this
tank for them at Fort Simpson in the fall of 1945. That's when the
Canol Project finished. So, I helped to build that, put up warehouse,
tank farm. I ran that for that winter, '45-'46, the Imperial Oil bulk
plant. Then, I was asked by Imperial Oil to come up here to Hay
River. There was a road going in. So I came up and said okay. I came
up to Hay River in '46, flew up, and there was nothing. It was just
primitive at Vale Island. Then I was agent from 1946 until 1955. You see,
close to ten years.
At that

time you were in Hay River

I presume,

ail

the

time?

Oh I was away a couple of years.
Oh you did get out

too.

Oh out! Out eyery year. The planes came back and forth. Oh lordy, yes.
Even when I was with the Canol Project, the planes flying to Edmonton.
I wasn't isolated. Oh no! Oh no! When I was in Hay River with
Imperial Oil I was all over, gosh, in Vancouver, Victoria, and I was in
Calgary, and Regina. I took a course in blending too, blending aviation
gasoline from Calgary. It's the Calgary refinery.
Now in the time of '46 to '55 did you ever get back to the
country at all then that you
recall?

Ndhanni

'46 to '55? No.
Okay, and then

in

'55.. .

Yes, just a minute. There was one plane down. Yes! I was in there.
The Stockall and Busse, the photographer and two others that were
missing. I flew in there with Poison with Associate Airways from Hay
River. They were found around Little Doctor Lake in a burned-out plane.
What year was this? Might have been after.
I think

it

was

after.
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T'was after yes.
I'm

trying

to find

it

here.

It was '62,

that

was.

Wait a minute I'll just get right to it.
Stoekall,

Henry Busse,

Gunther

Goertz,

and Hudon.

They weren't found during the search. Yes, I was away out there
[on the date]. I was in the Forestry then.
Yes,

you were In the Forestry

Right.

when the search

was on?

Yes, yes.

So you got out of Imperial

Oil in

'55.

'55, right. I went home. I was away from...'55. I couldn't get a
seat to go over to the...I wanted to go over through the Arctic
route to Amsterdam and I didn't get away until April '56.
April, May, June, right. I came back from the old country in the
beginning of July. Pardon me, it was the 22nd of June. I was about
a little over two-and-a-half months over there. I had a holiday
over in the old country. I went by the Arctic, by CP and came back
here TCA.
Now in '57 ('56) is that when you went to work for
you got hack from your
holiday?

the Forestry,

when

No, I went prospecting.
Well,

where did you go

prospecting?

I went over to Rocher River, over that way, for uranium. Uranium was
quite a...I was there. In fact it cost me damn close to $2,000 that
summer. I went prospecting the following year, '58 [with] a friend
of mine. I had paid pretty well most the shot, that was planes, and
whatnot. Have you got it right?
Yes, you went for your holiday
went over to Rocher
River.

in

'56 and then when you came back you

Right. That's '56. Took care of that. Then in '57, went all around
the lake with a powerboat. It was really a lovely boat, a big launch.
It had accommodation for about nine, [only] three of us. What a
lovely trip. Prospecting all around Great Slave Lake and away up and
toward Snowdrift in July and Rocher River and so that took care of in
between there. I was just taking it easy. That was '57. '58? What
the heck was I doing? I think I was taking it easy. I know I stayed
in my house, then. I had people, Superintendent of Highways there,
down Hay River. '59 this friend of mine [unintelligible] he asked me
if I wanted to go on... No, I was asked if I would go to the Game and
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Forestry. Yes. That was in '58? '59? Right, because I was pretty
close to ten years with that outfit, when I was retired in '68. So,
it was '59, because I wasn't ten years with them.
Now I take it that you realty didn 't get into the Nahanni again
that, other than that one flight
you were looking for Stockhall
company?
Yes, right, since that time.

after
and

That's quite a while ago.

J think now Bill I'd like to go back and pick up some of the
smaller
details
of things.
I suppose the one thing we've been avoiding so far
is talking
about the McLeods and that whole family.
Before we
actually
get into the story can you give us any background into the
different
members of the family?
Like there were the three
brothers.
There's four. There was Charlie, and Willy and Frank and Fred. Charlie
was the oldest, and Fred I believe was the youngest, and Fred was with
the Hudson's Bay Company. Willy McLeod showed most of the Indian in
him and he liked their ways. He, more or less, travelled with them a lot.
Now can you remember what their

parents

' names were?

Do you know off

hand?

Off hand, I couldn't tell you.
Was their

father

associated

with

The Bay?

Oh yes, the whole family was associated with The Bay, yes right.
Frank worked with The Bay. In fact, he quit his job to go up with
Willy the time they disappeared. What had happened, Willy had gone
with the Indians and met the Indians from, what they call, Lower Post,
close to Dease Lake. Those Indians came over and were working on the
creeks around the present location called McLeod Creek and Bennett
Creek. They'd take their gold into the Lower Post. That's where this
alluvial gold was coming from. Willy McLeod, as I was told, got to
know them and met them, but he trapped with the South Nahanni Indians
pretty well. But there was always a sort of a no-man's land in there,
because there was a trouble over their trapping territory. Also they
had to watch their women. If they left their camps unguarded, they'd
raid each other. That's a way back at the turn of the century. Even up
until, oh by joe, up until maybe 1910, 1915, they used to be pretty well at
loggerheads, should I say. The old Indians have told me that. Oh there
was Chief Charlie, Bobby Babiche and Diamond C, they've told me about
those stories.
Okay, let's
just backtrack
Babiche and Diamond C?

for

a minute.

Who are Chief

Charlie,

Bobby

Well Diamond C came from the Yukon and he met a woman from the South
Nahanni tribe and he married her. Old Charlie, he was quite a stout
chap, and he was Chief of the Nahanni band and he'd been on the Yukon.
He was affiliated with them. He was quite a prospector. So was Diamond C.
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Diamond C got his name from the Yukon Prospectors. He used to go
out with them and he'd get good white grub he said. He used to talk
fairly good English, old Diamond C. They told him when he was out away
from the white man's environments, out in the bush, that any rocks,
and one prospector had a diamond ring. He said diamond see? Anything
sparkle? Diamond see? He said that's my name now. That's how he got
his name, Diamond C.
Is there

any relation

between

Diamond Creek and his

name?

Oh we called it Diamond Creek.
After

him?

I called it. Right. That's between Clark Lake and Caribou River. Oh
yes, I named lots of them.
Now who's

Bobby

Babiche?

Bobby Babiche was an Indian from the South Nahanni. He'd be a
Slavey Indian and he was a very good hunter but he was no prospector,
oh no. He was a hunter and a trapper.
Now the Indians that lived at Nahanni at this time, sorry the Nahanni
Indians at this time, did they live at Nahanni, or at Netla, or Liard,
or where did they
live?

Well, most of them actually, they were at Netla...and some of them would
be camped at the Nahanni, mouth of Nahanni. Then eventually when the
trading post came out to Netla, they built there. This George Boudah...
That's where Dick Turner and his brother came in. But there was
mostly Indians that moved there.
Now did these Indians,
in any of the stories
you heard, did they
consider
themselves
to be Slaveys or Nahannis or what did they consider
themselves
to be? Do you know?

They were the Nahanni Indians. That's what they called themselves.
But they

certainly

spoke

Slavey?

Oh right, 'cause I understood the...oh definitely. It was the same
Slavey spoke, along the Liard River, right up to Nelson Forks and
even at Nelson. Course, then you get Cree, and Beaver, and whatever
there. But all along the [Mackenzie] river...until you get to Good
Hope is a change...Slavey. Just for instance. ..[Bill was speaking in
Slavey].
How do you spell those words? How do you spell
have to have proper phonetic
(alphabet) ?

Yes.

Cli?

I suppose

you'd
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Now, we got sidetracked
onto the Indians when we were talking
the McLeods.
Well, Willy MaLeod had made friends,
or at least
to know some of the lease Lake
Indians?

about
had got

Oh yes. I met some of the Dease Lake Indians later on, when I was up
with Gus. There was a Charlie Bronson...I don't know... Those names
are in my diaries. Long Jimmy. They talked considerable English. I
know the first time I met two of them all alone and got talking. They
knew Chief Charlie and Diamond C. They knew those two. They called
themselves...they were Dease Lake Indians.
So then what happened?
Did Willy MeLeod come in with
Indians to the Upper Flat at some point?

the Dease Lake

He was out from Fort Liard. In those days the Indians, after the
spring, they break up and come in with their furs and they get their
Treaty paid or wait for Treaty just after. Then they get a certain
amount of grub and they'll go into the hills and live all summer,
caribou and fish and whatever. There were [unintelligible]. Wherever
they shot a caribou or a moose or sheep, well they'd move their camp
then. So they gradually worked their way over towards the Yukon
where there was the Indians sort of a no-man's land. That's how Willy
MeLeod, I know this, this was all explained to me, met occasionally
and talked with the others from Dease Lake and Lower Post. They
called it Lower Post. There was no such a thing as Watson Lake in
those days on the Hyland River. So, there were the Toobally Lakes
there, so called Toobally Lakes. So therefore, they told him where
they found this gold in Bennett Creek and we found the workings there
too. So Willy came down with one of those fruit salt bottles, after
being with the Indians way up in that country, way up the Flat River.
No white man knew where they were getting it. [They] thought way up
in the mountains somewhere. He came in to Fort Simpson and old Fred
Camsell saw this sample, this old Joe Hope, I mentioned and there was
someone else...who the dickens was it?...that I talked to, saw this
gold. It was rough gold.
Now did MoLeod indicate
whether he'd actually
or had he traded it with the
Indians?

mined this

gold

himself,

Oh no, he mined it.
So somehow or other

he got into

the country

with

the

Indians?

Oh yes. I quite believe that, talking to the different Indians. We'd
found out that he was that type of person. He was a good trapper,
and good hunter, and he loved their life instead of working at the job.
That's it, instead of working at a job. When he showed the gold around
he got his brother interested. Frank was, I think, with the Hudson's Bay.
I'm not sure if he was with the boats or around the Fort. They had
quite an establishment at Fort Simpson in those days. Just like a
district [headquarters]. The boat crews used to pull out there too.
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So he got his brother Frank interested and also this Weir, I forget
his first name. He was a short fellow I understand. So they got
together the following year. Like Willy came down one fall, so they
got ready. This Weir went to there. Quite a bit of the boat crew.
They had quite a staff and old Johnson, I think Johnson, he's the one
that made the propel lor for that first plane that broke down in
Simpson.
Johnson?
Johnson, yes.
He was the carpenter

there

was he?

Yes. I knew him, bald-headed fellow. He was alive until maybe five
years ago; quite an elderly man when he died. But it was he that
arrived at Simpson [presumably referring to Weir] to go up the Nahanni,
and their own rough boat.
Would their

boat have been one of these

poling-type

boats?

Now, I'm not sure about that. Likely because that was quite a nice
method to use. Like Andy Wittington, he had a narrow boat and that's
all he used, a pole. He could make good time on swift water. Oh yes,
I was told this by Fred Camsell [he] was there at the time, Simpson,
and this old Joe Hope and there was...(Who was it now? It was old George
Sibbeston...I'm not sure of the third party totally.)...had seen them
travel. You know those fruit salt bottles, two sizes. There's one
about this size and then there's one a little larger. This was that
size, and that was about half-full, a nice sample. Probably a few
ounces. I don't know, five, six ounces probably, maybe more. I don't
know. It was rough.
They
that
word
Damn

went up. That was in 1904 I believe. Well, they didn't come down
fall, they didn't come down in the following spring. So they got
out to outside that they were missing. I don't know, was it 1906?
it!

I think

1904 they went up and somewhere around

It was 1906, I think a search party went out.
Have you got it?
Charlie McLeod and the five-man
my records.

party

1904,

1905 they

probably..

I've got it somewhere.

went in in 1908, according

to

1906 when Willy and Frank and Weir went up. It was two years before
that, took two years before. Yes, it was 1908. I'd swear it when
Charlie McLeod--it was Charlie and party. There was Charlie and
Mrs. Atkinson and oh...I've got it in my diaries there, I know. I
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wonder if there's anything written on here [referring to some photographs].
I might have in others, some of the others. No, I'll have to look up
in my other pictures. I've got quite a few of this taken.
Of the

workings?

No, but different other pictures. This is what he [a CBC producer]
took out and they'll be on T.V. [referring to the CBC old-timers
program, which included Bill, and was aired in 1975] and that's authentic.
In fact that was where they were laid down, those [unintelligible].
That's the way they found them, in fact I found them and took those
pictures myself.
Well at any rate

McLeoals didn't

show up?

Right.
According to some of the records that I've seen Poole Field
party that found their bodies.
That's not the case?

was in a

He was away the heck in the Yukon. In fact, I think at the time he
was still with the Mounted Police. Yes, because that's a way back,
you know. But the woman that was to be his wife later on, Mary
Field, her name was Mary, Mrs. Atkinson. Billy Atkinson and Mary
his wife, they were on the party.
With

Charlie?

With Charlie plus three others. There was six in the party. I talked
to Charlie. The last time I talked to him was during the war. We're
in there, come in there, old Brintnell looking for tungsten. I found
tungsten too, close to... That's where they've got it now, close to
McLeod Creek. But the hell of it was, there was lots of snow and in
a test, the tungsten gives that glow, you know, and the long caribou
moss gives the same glow [under ultraviolet light], lesser. It doesn't
give the same surge, but it gives a glow and so I washed it out. That's
the last time I talked to Charlie though.
And what are your recollections
were found and where they were

of the stories
found?

about

how these

bodies

I recall this, and I recall too when we was camped at this site where
the McLeod brothers were found. Right at the upper end of Deadmen's
Valley, the mouth of that little creek, just below the mouth of that
little creek. There's a little eddy there.
Shall we identify
that creek
running up through
here.
There's the creek.

on the map?

Now here's

Deadman's

Valley
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That's

the creek right

there?

Right, on this side here.

So they were found gust below

it?

That's for sure. There's a little flat there. That's where they
were found. There was one of them still in the blanket and the other
one, the blankets were all scattered. There was a little tarp and
blanket. How they identified the remains, their heads were gone,
this Willy McLeod was....his bones were underneath this one tree. It
was a white spruce with all those small little limbs, small limbs
like matches, and he'd his watch hanging up there. It was a Hunter
watch, a gold Hunter watch with a case. That's how they figured, that
must be Willy McLeod under there, his bones, because his watch was
hanging up, but just natural way to [unintelligible]. There was nothing
around the camp except there was a, I think it was a frying pan. I
don't think there was anything mentioned about any other utensils.
The reason why they were watching yery carefully, from Deadman's Valley
up, and I meant to mention it before, is that you come into Deadman's
Valley from the head of the First Canyon, there was a driftpile just
close to the Dry Canyon. It's still there I believe, could be. That's
where they found the remains of the boat. It'd been washed, thrown
up there and it was in the debris, the logs and whatever there. Then
they knew that something happened above. It was just because it was
a good camping place at the mouth of this little creek that they stopped.
It was a nice flat there, good trees, nice eddy. That's where they
found the camp. That's when the party split up. Charlie and...wait
a minute now, Charlie and one of them, two of them went back and the
four of them went on. I don't remember the names. Mr. and Mrs. Atkinson
and two others went on and they wintered above the mouth of Irvine Creek.
Gus and I, you can check with Gus on this, we camped there one go!-darn
night, it was colder than a son-of-a-gun, on the way down to see Faille.
We used some of the old logs. You'll find it's still there what's left.
This gol-darn building was built in Russian style. There was a centre
post. and... Oh, by gosh, it must have been built long time ago.
Then that party went right up to the head of the Flat and went over
into Yukon. I'm sorry I don't have the names here of the...

So did Charlie then bury the

bodies?

Oh yes, yes, right.

And he and a one other person went downstream?
Right and reported. Charlie and the six. They had two boats and I
couldn't tell you if they were... No, I think they were canoes because,
see, they came right down, down the Athabasca. They took them over
the road, that was, more or less, where all the goods came in, went down to
Fort McMurray, right through to the portage at Fitzgerald, Fort Smith
and all the way down. A long journey.
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Yes.

New what happened

next?

Did the R.C.M.P investigate

this

or...?

Oh yes, oh definitely. They wanted to find out just how... They
figured foul play of course. It was. There was no white man that
we..Meilleur wasn't in the country then. They didn't know about
Fisher. At least he was in the country.
Fisher

was?

Yes, oh yes.
Yukon Fisher

was in the

country?

Yes, right. They didn't think that
the South Nahanni. They figured he
Lake, up in there. The Ross River,
Nahanni, you know. So they started
here, came through sources, that it

Fisher was anywhere so far as down
was more or less up towards Frances
maybe the head of the Flat and
checking on the Indians, and then
was a person answering....

Tape 3 - Side 2
Bill
said

could we just go back and start with Yukon Fisher
that he was located where in the area?

again.

You

Well according to what we found out later, and Poole Field knew about
him, that... Of course, you know the history of Fisher don't you?
No, I don't know any of the history
of him.
Nothing at all.
I
haven't come across a thing on him, not even a mention.
Let's
off the McLeods first
and then come back to Fisher
okay?

finish

Oh fine. So the police they checked on Indians and this Bobby Babiche
was, they figured, that he was up in that area. He was more or less
a suspect. No. And I quite believed him to, later when he was an
older man, of course, much older man. They couldn't figure out what
happened, except that there was no sign of Weir. No sign in the
camp at all, that there was a third person. Eventually, I believe
it was two years later, if I recall, they got word through their
inquiries there was a person and answering to the description of
Weir, went into this assay office in Vancouver with a lot, of
course it was exaggerated probably...he had about $20,000.00 worth
of gold. Well at that time, gold was worth—what was it?--only
$16.00 an ounce or something those days before it went up to $35.00.
Be quite a pack wouldn't it, to make $20,000. There was a person
answering Weir's description went in with a lot of alluvial gold,
so the police checked from there. Evidently this fellow, they chased
him all over, right to eastern Canada, and down through the States,
and back. That took, oh, the course of a few years. They lost him
in Seattle. They figured he might have gone down in the waterfront.
They figured that he might have gone to Alaska and they checked
Alaska, because Poole Field checked on the records, the police records,
to see if he could see what had happened. Now that he's disappeared,
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so nobody to this day knows who did them in.
Now did you ever have the opportunity

of meeting

Charlie

MoLeod?

Oh yes.
What kind

of a person

was he?

Well he'd a farm outside of Edmonton. He was quite...well, he
believed in spiritualism. He got more or less adamant, in the
fact that he thought Weir was the one who did away with his brothers.
In fact they wanted him to go on, one time, and to look for this
gold. He figured that he would eventually find out, where they got
the gold. He figured that in the short time, even the sample that his
brother Willy took out, he must have had a place staked out, and
no doubt he had. So he came back in 1928 with the N.A.M.E. [Northern
Aerial Mineral Explorations] with "Doc" Oaks [H. A. Oaks]. You
probably know about that.
I've

heard of him coming hack,

yes.

I met him then. Then I met him, the last time, during the war...
Actually the only times I talked to him was when Doc Oakes flew
him...Doc Oaks had about six prospectors and canoes that went in three
pieces. They were built in three sections, sectional canoes. Fly
them in and tack them together, screw them together. That's how they
ranged up and down the Flat River. Charlie was one of them.
Did you ever hear some of the stories
that are attributed
to Charlie
in which he supposedly
tracked this Weir fellow down
himself?

Well I heard one story that he got through his spiritual influence, right?
Did you hear that too?
Yes.

Oh well, so have I then. I don't know but they didn't and something
happened. Well, he just wasn't found. That what you heard?
I heard that Charlie
then over to Seattle

actually
and...

tracked

him down in Vancouver,

and

Oh that could be. That could be possible because he was the one that
put the police to get after him.
I've

read over some of Charlie's

material....

Oh have you?
Well, he published
a few articles
subjective
impression
of
how....

later

on.

I'd

be interested

in

your
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I think he was a little bit out, from my impression on talking to
him. He was, well, he was giving too much credence to some inner
influence.
His story seems to have changed over the

years.

Yes.
And so you don't know what to believe.
quite a sincere and honest person?

Did he strike

you as being

In his own belief. But he didn't strike me as being a steady type of
fellow. He'd be too easily swayed. You couldn't tell him otherwise.
I know he...like this McLeod Creek, it wasn't named then, in 1928.
By the way, I think I mentioned I have a letter from Doc Oaks. I'd
written him about...he's given me authority, if I ever get in there
to take any, help myself to the grub he left in the caches, on an
island, on the... You were there weren't you?
Landing Lake?
Landing Lake. There's two islands there. You saw the house that
Gus and I built?
I haven't been into Landing Lake myself.
been in it.

I've

flown over it but not

On the one island closer to end of the lake, right close to shore there,
so actually you can walk to the one where Gus and I built that cabin.
Oh, it's all flat there on that island. The other island was where
Ernie and me built the high caches and left grub. That's where Hall
went and got some rations, some jam, and..., in fact I had a list.
Then that's when I was on search for [unintelligible] anyways I am
going away from the subject. Charlie was in, at the time, in 1928.
I don't know, he's a bit hard to describe. He was, I think, too much
influenced. He was dedicated to what he was told through some influence
that this spiritualist medium....
Well how about his brother Fred then?
anything I've got since then.

He doesn't

seem to show up in

He didn't care. He's a big family and he was trading for the Hudson's
Bay and...
In what

localities?

He was at Fort Liard but I knew him in Providence. He was still in Fort
Providence there in 1927, '28 because before '27, '28, '29. He was
there until he retired in Fort Smith. He stayed. Then one of his
sons..Hector? He's still there... He, more or less, was Assistant
Manager, his son, for quite a number of years after. Fred was a
different type. He was strictly a trader.
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And he had no interest

in

this?

No.
So to your knowledge

Fred never

followed

any of this

up at

all?

No. He knew about a lot of it but he didn't...nothing to give or...
I talked to him, I knew Fred quite well.
Now where did you hear most of your version

of the story

from?

Well, from different people. From Fred Camsell especially, I knew
Fred well. He was my manager at Fort Simpson in 1928. George
Douglas was manager when I went down there in the fall of 1927
and then he quit and went with Northern Traders. Fred Camsell
came from Fort McKay. I think that's where he came from, to go
over to Simpson. He was my boss in 1928, because they all had the
flu and that was the time the scourge went through.
Now had those people
1904-1908 when these

actually
events

been in the country
transpired?

back in

period

Oh, yes, like Fred Camsell. He was born... How old would he be?
He died when he was 94, what was it?--three years ago? He knew
the whole story and different times we get talking about it, with
like the police, different newcomers come in there. This old
Joe Hope was in on it with him. Who was an old Norwegian? Walter
Johnson, that was another one.
Walter

Johnson

was one of the party

of six

that

went in you mean?

No.
Or was one of the people

you heard the story

from?

Yes, right. He was carpenter. That was the time that they, the
Hudson's Bay, hauled some of their boats, smaller boats, out at Fort
Simpson. They had quite a set-up at Simpson, even when I came there
in '23. It was all re-organized and but their big garden there,
growing up vegetables and keep 'em in the wintertime. He was another
old-timer that knew the facts, because this Weir, yes, this Weir was
an engineer on the old, old, Leon River. That's the name of the boat.
That's the name of the Hudson's Bay boat that eventually was damaged
and broken up around the confluence of the Liard and the Mackenzie.
[Unintelligible].
Did you ever

know, Bill

Atkinson

at

all?

Never met the man, no.
He would have been in jail
he already died
then?

at the time you came in the country

or had
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Oh no, he'd already died then.
Did he die in Jail

incidentally?

I don't really know. If I recall, he got time off. It was really a
brawl that he got involved in. This was in Dawson City. Of course
there are no fines or anything like that for murdering a man, since
he killed this fellow. It would have been murder otherwise,
but it was a brawl and he got off with five years. Otherwise they'd
have strung him up for it.
Did Mary Atkinson,
have an opportunity

and subsequently
Mary Field
to talk to her?

did she,

did you

ever

Oh lots of times. Oh lots, definitely.
And did she pretty

well

confirm

the story

of the other

people?

Oh yes. In fact I probably got more from her in detail than say from
her husband Poole because she'd told him, but it varies. She went into
more detail. She was quite guileless, probably just as much as I am.
I think we '11 Just leave the McLeod story there unless there 's something
else you'd like to add at this stage of the gome. In your
opinion,
yes,
there is something I would like to ask you.

Yes.
In your opinion,
play
involved?

from what you 've heard,

there

was definitely

foul

Oh yes. It was authentic that he got that gold, not from barter or
anything, because in those creeks we've in this particular picture,
that's on Bennett Creek and even on McLeod Creek, we've got good chunks.
Rough, small nuggets. So he got it and that was his workings. We've
checked. I checked with the Indians from this Bronson, Long Jimmy,
Charlie Bronson, and as a matter of fact I met him on McLeod Creek.
He came from Dease Lake.
The

Indians?

Yes.
Charlie

Bronson,

is that

the same as Chief

Charlie?

No.
Charlie

Bronson

Yes, right.

is one of the Dease Lake

Indians?
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And Long Jimmy is the

same?

The same. That's two of them I met. Another item of interest,
they trapped like Jorgenson. They came and had been trapping and
all the traps they had were piece of stick about this long pointed,
about nine inches long, I'd say, another piece about four inches,
and they made dead falls for the marten. The upright was to hold the
one log apart from the other and this long stick was on top with the
bait. When the marten pulled that stick it would actuate this
little groove, drop the short stick and down would come the top log
on the marten. That's the quickest form of killing an animal, the
safest that I know yet. That's by the way.
Now we wanted

to talk

a bit

about

Yukon

Fisher?

Oh yes, right.
As far as I'm concerned,
he's a completely
anything at all is of importance
to me.

unknown quantity

so

Well, there were stories that we'd heard, this is old stories too,
there was a white man or we didn't know, somebody up in that part of
the country, away up the Flat River. Evidently he'd been around
that country until the Indians checked on him. Whenever Indians
approached he was gone. He lived entirely off the country. There was
nobody except Indians and not too many of them for that huge country.
So that's all the stories we had, until, it was Poole Field told us
about him. That when he [Field] was in the Yukon there was, the Mounted
Police, they got word that there was a fellow going under the name of
Fisher, but that wasn't his name of course. To try to get in contact
with him because he thought,that this Fisher thought there was a murder
charge against him. He was on his way through B.C. to go to the Yukon
and the last barroom he was in, he got into an argument with the
bartender, clobbered him with a bottle on the head and opened up his
head. There was blood all over. He thought he'd killed this fellow,
so he took off into the bush and he stayed in the bush. He lived for
years and when he did come into the odd...like there used to be an old
small trading post at Frances Lake and also around the Ross River and
he'd come in. He'd a .44-40 rifle and it would be all bought, something
like Jorgenson, with ammunition, [unintelligible] tea, and he didn't
smoke, no tobacco. [Unintelligible] tea, no coffee in those days, and
salt, that was it, salt. Tea, salt, ammunition, and what the dickens
else was there...
Flour?

Matches. That's it. There was practically nothing else, outside of
those staples. Lots of ammunition. Now, there was word came through
to get in touch with Fisher because he was exonerated. He didn't wait
around. He thought he'd killed this fellow. He lived for years that way,
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mind you, not for months but years. Indians saw the camps, in fact
we're not sure if we ran across one place ourselves. He used to build
little teepees out of those small poles in form of a teepee, with the
branches on. He'd pack them with moss all around, leave a place in the
top for the smoke to...and he'd have his fire inside. When the snow came
in the winter time he'd have a nice warm place. He nicely lived on hunting,
his .44-40. He had all this huge country to himself but the Indians came
on him more than once and he took off. They didn't get near him until
they made advances, I forget now what year it was. It was away up towards
Frances Lake that's where the Liard River comes there. I'd say, that
would be between the head of the Flat River and the left [or] the
western branch of Frances Lake, in that country. I'm just repeating this
as I recall it. So they managed to tell him that he was okay, and
evidently he didn't believe. So Indians took word back to the police and
they sent out one of the interpreters. What did we call the interpreter?
Forerunner. That was a forerunner and he got in touch, through the
Indians, with this chap with a note. He believed it then. After that
he came to Fort Liard once, he came down the South Nahanni, and I don't
know if he...what type of boat or canoe or whatever I don't know about
that. Probably built his own. He got ammunition from them then and his
staples and that was the last time he was seen. Well then...

Sorry,

but what year was that,

or do you have any recollection

of the year?

It was early, ^ery early twenties, before I came in. It must have been
in about, oh, I would imagine between 1910 and '20, in that period,
I imagine. It has to be. When two of Doc Oaks prospectors stopped,
just up from the mouth of Bennett Creek where it runs into Flat, not
too far from Landing Lake there, Seaplane Lake. I've been up in there.
There's a nice bench there and it's about eight, nine feet. It's really
nice slope. It's a nice bench. Those two fellows, they camped there,
and just glanced up from the north bench there, and they saw these bones,
white, bleached bones of grizzly bear. [They would] tell by the skull.
Here right close by was a bucket, a pail and what was left was small
bones, human bones, and this rifle, this .44 rifle. I saw the rifle.
It was the carbine style. Oh, the barrel was only about that long. From
here to the point there's a bend on it, little bend on it, and Doc Oaks
has that now. I don't think he's alive.
No, Doc Oaks -is dead.
Yes, he would be. They figure that this person, he made a camp there,
went down with the bucket for water, came back and the grizzly was
there in the camp. That's what they figure. He must have shot the
grizzly, wounded it, grizzly came at him and with the last swipe or
whatever, bent his barrel. I had the rifle in my hands. Tell you who
had the rifle too, in his hand, was Harry Camsell. He knew Doc, in fact
he made one flight with Doc Oaks in there, in 1928. So that's what we
figured. There was no more word of Fisher after that.

You think

that might have been Fisher

then?
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Yes. Who else could it have been? None of the Indians were missing.
It was long before Hall disappeared and he disappeared up around
Bennett Creek in 1928. Oh pardon me, I beg your pardon, '29! 1929.
Frank Gilroy and he. I knew them.
Yes,

it

was

'29.

No, I didn't know Hall, but Gilroy and Andy Hay, of course I knew
him. There's more to Fisher story but that's the outline.
Yes.
Is there any more you can add to Fisher's
story at all?
One
of the things that I've read is that he was wanted on more than one
charge.
He had quite a criminal
record.
Do you know whether or not
that's
true?

No. I haven't heard that. I just heard that...what Poole Field,,told
me was that he was quite a character when he got into this trouble. He
was quick-tempered and maybe he had been, but otherwise no, no.
Well is there

anything

else

you can recollect

about Yukon Fisher

then?

Well, that he was \iery able and Poole Field told me that he was just
like an animal after. The Indians said, when they got to associate
with him, but he could tell, if he heard something in the bush, he could
almost tell what it was, if it was a human being, or a moose or a
caribou or a bear walking. He was so keyed up by the years he'd spent
in the bush alone because it's [unintelligible].
Did anybody

ever have any photographs

of him that

you know of?

No. I was just trying to recall what his other name was. What did
he go by? He went by Fisher but I heard it. I was wondering if I got
it down in my diary somewhere. I don't know.
Okay, let's
turn to the Atkinsons
now.
things about the Atkinsons
but I gather
quite a while.

You've mentioned some of the
they had been in the
country

The Atkinsons?
Yes.

Bill

Atkinson

and Mary

Atkinson.

Oh no, they just come in..they never been in the country until Charlie
McLeod. They come in with Charlie McLeod.
Oh I see.

Had they

lived

in the Liard

country

or

where?

He had been, but his wife hadn't been, Mary, because he was a great
friend of Jorgenson. He was a buddy. I'm hazy as to where they'd got
together, been together, otherwise they wouldn't have been buddies. But
they'd made this deal. Jorgenson was a prospector, but now I don't know
where they came from. Was it in the east, in Ontario? I couldn't tell.
Sorry but...
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Do you have any idea when he married

Mary?

I probably did, but gee whiz, I don't know. I wouldn't even speculate
because I don't recall. But he was evidently a woodsman, definitely.
Let's

turn now to

O'Brien.

Oh yes.
What can you tell

us about

O'Brien?

What was his first

name at any

rate?

He was one of those chaps that came out the First World War. As many
of the trappers, white trappers, they came from the Peace River country.
They came all down the Mackenzie and there was quite a few of them.
There was a lot of white trappers came in. They finished the war and
they got help from the government. O'Brien one of those chaps. He
was quite a good man and Jonas Lafferty told me about him, because
Jonas, he stayed with him was a young man from Simpson. At that time,
oh now, Ed Clausen...
Alright,

Bill's

got his

teeth

fixed

up now that

they'll

stay

in plaee

eh?

Oh yes, oh definitely [chuckle].
Okay you were about

to say something

Ed

Clausen?

So I mentioned Jonas Lafferty being with him when O'Brien had a cabin
at the mouth of Jackfish Creek on the South Nahanni. There was a
big camp up at Lafferty Creek, where they figured there might be some
gold there, and also they had a camp right across from The Hotsprings.
Now when you say they,

who are we talking

about

again?

That's Poole Field and Ed Clausen and two of the Laffertys, there was
Jonas and Phillip I believe. There was Jonas, Phillip, Jim, and, oh,
Henry! Jonas and Henry it was, Poole Field, and Clausen in those cabins
right across from The Hotsprings. They're broken down now. So Jonas
was helping O'Brien now and then in the wintertime because the trail went
past the mouth of Jackfish, followed the snye, right up to The Hotsprings,
from mouth of Nahanni. So O'Brien was trapping up Jackfish Creek and
also in a line, across the Nahanni, around Twisted Mountain. There is
a valley goes around there and he had a trap line way up parallel to
up in the mountains on a big bench there. So Jonas came along and somebody
else, I forget his name, and O'Brien hadn't been home. He should have been
in his cabin so they went and checked up on him and they found him frozen,
frozen to death at the end of his line, around this Twisted Mountain.
They called it O'Brien Mountain. Evidently it'd been really cold when he
was out, and he probably got sick because he was sitting in front of
his open fire and he was frozen right there on his knees. He still had
his matches, those big matches, you know those big boxes, travelling
box type. Evidently his arms were so cold that he couldn't get the
little fire going or sick and he just froze right there. I heard it
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actually called O'Brien Mountain there.
Bid he do any prospecting

throughout

the area that

you know of?

I don't think so. He was just, at least as far as I heard about
him, that he wasn't too interested because this prospecting was going
on in Clausen Creek and also up Lafferty Creek. That's why it was
called Lafferty Creek, from the Laffertys were there. They put a hole
down there, cribbed it too, in the wintertime. It could've been a
story, I never heard it authenticated, that they found a little gold
up Lafferty Creek. There was a stake. They were trying to get into
that country to get things going, because they found when they went
down as far as it could, with this shaft in the wintertime, they hit
the granite. One of the crew they had on one of the gangs figured
it was bedrock and should be gold with the contact—granite and
limestone, the native rock there. But it was a boulder, evidently,
left there by the glacier. So they abandoned that and went out.
Now Lafferty

Creek you said

is named after

the

Laffertys.

Laffertys, right.
Would this

have been because

Henry and Jonas were working

that

country?

Because they were working that winter, one particular winter, with
Poole Field. They built cabins right across from Gus's place. They're
broken down, and you see the vegetation there. Oh, a lot of raspberries
and [unintelligible]. I remember 1929, we stopped there in the fall,
not only having...well we made our camp over there and went over and we
all went into The Hotsprings. Because of the [poor-tasting] water, we
made our camp on the other...[side of the River from The Hotsprings].
Tape 4 - Side 1
Bill we were just talking,
when the last tape ran out, about the
Laffertys
and you mentioned that they'd been prospecting
up what is
now Lafferty
Creek, and that they'd built some cabins.
Where were
the cabins
again?

They were built right across the South Nahanni from The Hotsprings
where Gus is established. There were two cabins, the smaller one
that I recall.. They lived there and worked up Lafferty Creek. They
put down a shaft and it froze down the seepage, it froze down. This
Ed Clausen was with them and Poole Field and Mary and there was Jonas
Lafferty and Henry, that I know of, but I'm not sure if Phillip was
there or not, because there's four Lafferty brothers. There's Henry
the oldest, Jim, and Phillip and Jonas. Well that was the time I think
I mentioned that Jonas was a good friend of O'Brien and we talked
about that. Well that's where the name came from—Lafferty Creek from
the Laffertys and Clausen Creek from Ed Clausen. He trapped up that
way, Ed Clausen.
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Now do you have any idea what year that might have been...that
sunk their shaft and so on?
That was before I went in there.
early 20's or the late teens.
Now, these four Lafferty
come from?

they

I think it must have been in the

brothers,

what part of the country did they

Oh they came from Fort Simpson. Their home was in Fort Simpson.
Incidentally

how did they spell

their name?

L-a-f-f-e-r-t-y.
Rave you ever heard it being spelled

L-a-f-f-e-r-t-e?

Yes with an accent?
Yes.

And also

L-a-f-e-r-t-i.

Oh. I take it that these latter
Are they, or do you know?

two are the wrong way of spelling

it.

Well, there is... I might be wrong, [but] Lafferty was an Irish
mixed up with the French and I think, like a lot of other names...
Then in the French way, it would be L-a-f-f-e-r-t-e' or -i. Same as
this old Indian healer, Cli, the old Indian that used to be chief
at Simpson. I've seen his name spelt different ways. Hudson's Bay
was C-l-i, Cli. Down in Northern Traders, I saw this after the
Hudson's Bay took them over, it was K-l-e. When they were paying treaty
it was K-l-e-e, Klee. I think in the mission it was spelt a little
different. There were four different spellings and it all...well,
it was mispronounced.
Now were the Lafferty

brothers

any relation

to Mary Field?

There was a relationship there, right. They spelled the name the
same, Lafferty. They still do, I mean the Laffertys at Simpson-L-a-f-f-e-r-t-y. The fact is, one of them is working down here right
now, a young lad. He's Ed. He was quite a number of years with Army
Signals and they spelled the name the same.
You don't know what the relationship
Mrs. Field?

was between the four brothers

and

No, but the relationship was in the older people, through the older people.
It was probably not a very direct

relationship

then?
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Probably cousins or second cousins or whatever, but not immediate,
not in immediate family, no.
Now do you know if the Laffertys
area for very long?

were associated

with the South Nahanni

No, they weren't. The last time I think that they were up in that
country...Jonas knew it well. He travelled. He was my forerunner when
I went up there in winter, in 1928.. Or 1929 was it? Yes...to go up
and check the outpost at the mouth of South Nahanni, which a fellow
by the name of Vibberd ran. V-i-b-b-e-r-d [some sources spell it Vibert].
He'd got shot in the First World War, and this [most of his hand] was off.
He had a great long finger on his right hand...
But most of the rest
Yes.
Just

of his hand was shot right

off.

This was left here.
his index

finger?

The index, and I'll tell you a funny episode in the way he was. He
wasn't \/ery clean in his culinary tactics. Well [it was a] lovely day.
'What you're going to have this morning?' Jonas was there, and I had
plenty of provisions. I said maybe I'd like some hot cakes and he was
mixing up a batch at the time instead of using spoon he was using his
big long finger as what the Scots call a spurtle, a wooden spoon. I
said, 'No, I'm not too fussy. I think I'll make some porridge.' So he
was quite a trader. He got burned up. He went from there to, this
side of Fort Norman, where the coal is burning, where the coal seams
are burning. He started a small industry there to mine the coal
and ship it down to Aklavik, and he got burned up in his cabin--so
it happened.
Now let's turn next to...
Sorry I just came hack to find
How did you say you spelled that last guy's name?
V-i-b-b-e-r-d. "Slim" Vibberd we called him.
Vibberd. He was an old man.

one

thing.

"Slim" was a nickname.

Alright.
Did you ever hear of a fellow by the name of Bredvic.
That's
B-r-e-d-v-i-c.
Apparently he went in with Poole Field and Atkinson and
three of them, according to Shaw (that's
that H.C.M.P. article),
located
Jorgenson's
skeleton.
No, no.

Not what I was told.

Did you ever hear of this

Bredvic

fellow?

No, no. I forget. There was an Indian, he told this time and again, the
same story. I've got to take his word for it. It was true and it was an
Indian and I forget the Indian's name that came down, down the Flat River
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with Poole, but I never heard of that name, no.
And Atkinson

certainly

Oh, he wasn't.

wasn't

with

him?

No, no. Definitely wasn't.

Now you arrived in '23.
Did you, in 1923, did you hear anything
the goings on that were involved
in the signing of Treaty 11 in
area, hack in 1921?

of
that

Well, I heard talk that the Rae Indian bunch was the last to sign and
that they [the signing party] went down the River [Mackenzie]. They
figured it was a good deal. Those that wanted to buy out and take
script, what we called 'take script', they were quite welcome. In
fact some of them did, but of course they lost their treaty rights, by
taking script, by taking a lump sum. I recall that, but there was
no trouble. The Indian agents were few and far between and no, there
was no trouble at all.
Now in 1923, or after
of Crickmay?

there,

did you ever

hear of a fellow

by the name

Crickmore?
Crickmay—coming

through

in 1922.

I believe

he was a

geologist.

Oh yes, yes. He went right down. He was after.... That's the time
that Norman Wells oil was found. I've heard that name but I don't
think I met him.
Then you don't
the area?

know any of the circumstances

of his journey

through

Well, he came down as I understand it with dog team from McMurray [if]
that's the same person.
I think this guy must have come down the Liard
collections
of plants at Nahanni
Butte.

because

he made some

Crickmay? No, I'm in the fog there now. I knew others. There was this
professor Bliss. Oh, there was couple went into Glacier Lake and I got
one or two pictures from him. It was a team. One was after flora and
the other one was after fauna. That was Raup. I met him. He spent a
little time on the Great Slave Lake up over towards Reliance and Snowdrift-in that area.
I think

Soper was the other

one that was....

Soper, yes. He found the blue geese nesting place eventually way up in
Baffin land. Remember? Was he the one that found the...
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Was it

that

Soper?

There were two Sopers

in

the...

Oh by George...
I'm

not sure.

It might

have been that

one.

I'm not

sure.

I'm not sure either.
Okay. Bid you have some correspondence
with
talking
to him when he was in the area?

Roup then,

or (were

you)

Yes. I wrote a letter or two. He was up there at the time that...oh,
this was in the thirties when Snyder was in with.. There was Raup and
there was Goodwin.
Oh, was Raup in there

with

that

bunch or was Raup in there

later?

No, he was in with that bunch, and there was Goodwin and let's see now,
Goodwin and... Oh gosh, I met them all.
Wasn't Goodwin in there in '37? This is according to the
I've
got, and Snyder, or sorry, Raup was in there in '39.
records could be wrong but I doubt
it.

No, no.
Snyder.
them in.
stuff in
Well,

records
Now my

Raup was in and his wife went in the time that Goodwin and
There was quite a party because Stan McMillan was flying
Somebody told them to stop at McMillan Lake and take some
to me. Who else was there in that party?

you say Roup's

wife

was with

them

too?

been...

I wonder if

Oh yes, yes, right.
I wonder if
then.. .

that

would've

Raup made two

trips

Could've.
...because
in '39 I'm pretty
sure
gust the two of them went in.

he only

had Soper with

him.

I

think

'39 well, I was down in Simpson. The war broke out because I remember I
had to wait. It was a heck of a job getting a plane because that was
I can't recall just the two of them going in.
Yes, I think so.
two of them.

That's

all

that

Raup mentions

in his paper,

is

the

Could have. Yes, I was in Simpson at the time war was declared and they
picked up wireless boys all the way from Aklavik, and they went out right
away--the ones that could be spared. They more or less took over any
planes, or the government did, until they get a hold of it. So [that] held
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us back.
Now there's
another group of people that I'd like to talk a little
bit
about that were in the Flat River country.
Patterson
mentions
them
and so does Gilroy in his Edmonton paper despatches.
The four names are
Langdon, Smith, Brown and Ray.
Do those names ring any bell with you?
They were trapping and prospecting. We found... They went in... By gosh!
I've got some data on them, if I can dig the gol-darn stuff up because
Gus and I found one of their camps up on Bennett Creek. They wintered
in there and they went out by B.C. or the Yukon. I don't know if they
wintered one or two winters but, yes, I recall those names.
I think
that's.

that
..

the first

name should

be Langham, rather

than Langdon,

but

Langham?
I think
further

it should be Langham.
down the Yukon.

He was from Ross River,

I think,

or

else

Yes.
I can't

get

them straightened

out as well

as I'd

like

either.

And you know what really turned us, Gus and I, and he could colloborate
this..we found right on Bennett Creek, just above the canyon there, before
the camp there... That's where we found the names. They were inscribed
in a dry tree and imprinted maybe a [unintelligible] might be there yet.
I doubt it. We found a little box about this size, little tin box.
What about

twelve

by six

by three

inches?

...just half-full of horseshoe nails. Horseshoe nails! What are they
doing there? Well, we shook our heads and then we found another bit,
with a bit, one of these extension bits. Eventually we found one
that was broken in half. This was right in the camp, big camp there.
We wondered what the dickens would they be using this for until...I
found the first one. We found two places, and good-sized trees. What
they were doing, they were boring holes in the trees and they'd put
three horseshoe nails into the hole, like that at an angle, and put the
bait inside the hole and then the marten would go in there and try
and get the bait and he'd get caught in the horseshoe nails, and be
hanging there. I thought that was the most cruel way of trapping that
I've ever seen.
I would think

that

would be rough on the fur

too around

the

neck.

No, it wasn't too sharp prongs. They would hit the marten right
under the jaw or they'd puncture him if...I don't know whether-ohh [disgust]. It's a peculiar find. That was them. But they were
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prospecting and they took off. We talked to Diamond C and told him
about those names and they were from over from the Yukon. They'd come
over and trapped, I guess. I don't know how many winters. We never found
any cabin.
Did they stake any claims there,

that you're

aware of?

No. We didn't see any posts. In fact, there was no...on Bennett Creek
there were no discovery posts or anything. On McLeod, yes, right close
to the workings. I have photographs right here that I took of the
discovery posts that I...number one discovery, and the old, old post
that we figured was McLeod brothers. I even had my rifle leaning
against one. So actually lit hadn't been recorded, otherwise I couldn't
take another discovery on it. To my way of thinking then, and even
now, Bennett Creek is by far the richest that we've found, but McLeod
Creek could be richer, only we didn't get the right start. Can't
answer there either.
Now Pierre Berton claims that, in a thing he wrote,
that Annie Lafferty
disappeared.

that it was 1926

1926?
That's

what he

claims.

1926? It was before that. He came in and landed in Deadman's Valley.
Did you see any of his write-ups?
Yes,

right.

I've got them here in the Vancouver Sun. I kept them. Somebody sent
me the papers and I kept them, but I haven't looked at them and he made
sort of a commentary for all the places that he stopped. He couldn't
see anything in the wintertime, for God's sake, in Deadman's Valley.
You see those pictures? I was interested in his stop, when he stopped
in at that quick-silver mine. Remember?
Oh yes,

right.

Because I didn't know where it was located. I heard about it and
it closed down during the war. I couldn't figure it out, but then they
got it cheaper from Spain. But I don't know, Pierre was a good, good
reporter alright, but it didn't jibe with what we [knew].
He mentions an Indian by the name of Big Charlie in that article

too.

Well, that'd be Big Charlie or Chief Charlie, yes. He's a big man. Yes,
that would be Chief Charlie, well, Big Charlie.
Let's turn to something a little
different
next.
You're familiar
with
these, what you'd call, outposts that The Bay established.
Do you know
who the first trading outfit was at Nahanni Butte? Was it The Bay or
was it somebody else?
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Oh no. It was somebody else, because The Bay never established an
outpost. It was under the auspices of The Bay. It wasn't called the
Hudson's Bay outpost. Actually, just Slim Vibberd has a small
trading post there. He had to buy the goods, on his own credit, on his
own rating, but to ourselves, employees, it was a Hudson's Bay outpost.
But to the Indians at large, or the customers, it was so-and-so's trading
post. Like there's a Jack LaFlair there came to the mouth of Nahanni.
He traded there quite a while.
Yes,

the first

record

I have of him and maybe you can check

Oh, I knew him for years.
I think the first
Butte in '26.

this

out.

He died there [unintelligible].

time I have him recorded

is

1926, being

at

the

Oh, yes?
Would that

be about right?

Or would it

be a bit

earlier

even?

He was located right at the foot of The Splits before you came down to the
Butte. You know where it makes an S bend, in fact two. In the bend
at left-hand side just before you get into the swift waters of The
Splits, that's where he was located. In fact his old cabin, I saw his
old cabin and it was small. He was trapping there before he
started trading. He used to trap over between O'Brien Mountain and
the Butte, towards the Bluefish Creek. Up that way. That's where he
used to trap. So he retained that trap line when he moved down to the
mouth of Nahanni.
Bo you know what year

he made the move in?

He was building his store. It must have been around '28. He must have
been in there before '26, up the South Nahanni, because he had a new
house built at the mouth of the Nahanni. He was living there and
part of it was for trading business. In the front, it was. The other
part of the house was for living quarters. Then in 1929 he was building
a big store. Yes. So, he must have moved down to the Butte or working
and moving, not long after he built his first little cabin up the Nahanni.
I'm just trying to recall when he came into the country but I don't
know. He was up in this silver and galena too.
Up Prairie

Creek?

Oh yes.
Now I gather
the outpost

that Jack was strictly
traders.

an independent,

he wasn't

one of

Oh, absolutely. Oh right. Oh definitely. He would get his goods shipped
in from a wholesaler and then he would put his fur out for bid in the
spring or take it out to others. I know that he was quite an independent
cuss [unintelligible] to work there.
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So you think

likely

Edmonton

then?

Oh yes, oh absolutely.
Would you have a record when this case might have been going
It would be after Jack died wouldn't
it,
obviously.

on?

Itis kind of hazy now. I know he left about thirty-three thousand.
That was quite a bit of money in those days. She got it and she put
it into sort of a trust fund and she kept working. I don't know
where she went. She went outside.
I heard that

he married

late

in life.

Was that

the housekeeper

did

the case do you know?

That was her.
Oh, he ended up marrying

he?

Well I don't know if he married her in the end, but that's the woman.
She was right there at the mouth of Nahanni when he was going to saw
wood with a Swede saw—keeled over. Oh I knew Jack well. He was a
[unintelligible] always bubbling and bobbing around and around. He was
quite heavy.
Anything

else

you could

tell

us about

Jack?

He lived ^jery frugally and he didn't pay the highest price for furs.
Aye you could be sure of that.
What trader

did?

Oh, I know. He always had a good garden, as a matter of fact
beautiful garden. His place was right on the north side of the South
Nahanni as you enter, going upstream. Remember those old chimneys
sticking up there right on the Liard River, just right where Nahanni
enters the Liard, on the right-hand bank going up. There was three,
at least three that I recall. That was all that was left--the chimneys.
Of his

place?

No, no. This was old chimneys, of old, old Indians there [unintelligible].
They were abandoned. The Indians spent, in those days and later on
for quite a while, spent most of the time in the bush.
He was a good carpenter. He was good with an axe. He had done quite a
bit of work on the wood in the mills in the east, according to his word.
Do you know what part

of the country

he was

from?

It was either southern Quebec or, I think it was Maine.
there, don't they?

See they join
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You think

likely

he eame from

Maine?

Gosh, now that's where my diaries would have come in handy, because
any time when I wasn't in a hurry, I would usually go in and see Jack
and kept track. He was there when Donnelly and Bill Cormack and I,
were going up the Nahanni because we made a... Bill Cormack and I,
of course, always put in gas caches. We put a gas cache in, but
Jack LaFlair was the only one at the South Nahanni. Quite a nice
property.
Did Jack ever,

to your knowledge,

journey

up the River

at

all?

Well, he did. He went this one trip that I know of, he went up as far
as the galena with Indians. That was about 19..., oh about five years
before I went in there.
Well let's
just stop there for a minute,
quit taping for today since Bill's
quite
with things
tomorrow.

okay? Now we've
tired and we'll

decided
to
continue

Now we're continuing
our interview
with Bill Clark at his home at
Enterprise
on August 1, 1974. Now Bill one of the things I'd
like
to straighten
out is this business
of who was trading when at Nahanni
Butte.
Now the records I've been able to dig out, that are based on
government files
indicate
that Jack LaFlair was trading there as far
back as 1926, and that Poole Field is listed
as being an
independent
trader starting
in 1928.
Can you shed any light on that
problem?
Well Poole Field was trading at the mouth of Nahanni but he went
further up the Nahanni at the upper end of The Splits with his family
and that's where the Indians had their tents and trapping from there
in the wintertime. Poole Field and Harry Camsell lived in tents
together there that winter because I went up and checked the trading
post at the mouth of Nahanni for the Hudson's Bay and there was a
fellow by the name of Slim Vibberd running it.
Bow did Vibberd

spell

his name

again?

V-i-b-b-e-r-d. And I forget his first name. That's what he was called,
Slim Vibberd, a grey-haired chap, war veteran and his half his right hand
cut off.
Oh yes,

we 've mentioned

this

yesterday

I think.

Yes!

Right. His index finger was left and it seemed to be a long right
down to his wristbone. The balance of it was shot off with shellfire.
Poole Field and Harry Camsell, they were more trapping than trading that
particular winter. But they had a trading outfit also because the
Indians were right close by, further up. They were camped about the
place there about six miles below the mouth of Clausen Creek but
opposite side of the River.
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Now Vibberd

was operating

an outpost

for

The Bay?

Yes.
Now where was he

located?

At the mouth of the South Nahanni. I stayed overnight with him and
checked the furs he had and I had Jonas Lafferty as a forerunner.
He's still alive. In fact he became a Captain and he's a Pilot on
the boat.
He's still

piloting

on the river

(Mackenzie)?

He's still, yes. He stays in Hay River here.
Tape 4 - Side 2
Now Bill,
Lafferty

when that other
is still
a pilot

tape ran out you were saying
on the
riverboats?

that

Jonas

Yes. I don't think he's steady as a pilot now. He's getting pretty
old, but he was a pilot and then became a Captain on the riverboats
with the Yellowknife Transportation Company. They were bought out by
the Northern Transportation. He was for years with them but I don't
know if he's retired now and if what capacity he is.
Is he in Hay

River?

Yes.
Did he have much experience

in the Nahanni

country,

do you know?

Well he had gone up there before, before I added him on, or the
Hudson's Bay added him on as a forerunner to help me up on this
trip checking on the outposts. He was quite a young man then, but
now as to how far up he'd gone, I'm not sure. I know he'd been up
the Nahanni probably as far as to see the Laffertys, up at the mouth
of Lafferty Creek. That's possible but I'm not sure on that point.
Okay. So that in the winter of 1928 there were at least three
then at the Butte,
or in the vicinity.
There was Poole....Poole
up at The
Splits.

traders,
Field

Yes, at the head of The Splits.
There was Vibberd

at the

mouth.

And Jack LaFlair at the mouth.
...and Jack LaFlair at the mouth.
relation
to Jack
LaFlair?

Where was Vibberd's

spot

located

in
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Well Vibberd's spot was right behind that island the upper island in
the mouth of the Nahanni there.
If we get

out the map ean you locate

them?

Oh absolutely. Yes. Oh, that's Bluefish.
Oh yes, right in here, that's that island.
down, there's a big eddy back here, right.
That's where Vibberd's...
And LaFlair

was a little

further

Here's the Liard here.
This where the Butte comes
It'd be right in here.

downstream.

LaFlair was about down in here. Oh right close to that
There's a
little creek here, right here. You'll have to make a better map too.
Yes.

I'll

do that

if

you

want.

Yes, because there's a little flat there and LaFlair was located right
alongside that little creek there. It's a small creek coming down from
the Butte. That photograph I showed you where that old log building
showed up there, that was where Vibberd had his trading post.
How long did Vihberd

maintain

a post

at the Butte?

Do you know?

Oh just one year. Yes.
Did The Bay sort of take
pull out or what?

their

licks

that

year and then decided

they 'd

Right. The furs were fairly stable price, but he wasn't getting enough.
He wasn't making enough money for them. He was, himself, a poor trader.
Then he left there, he left the vicinity. He went right down to this
coal deposit at Mackenzie. The explorer, Mackenzie, found it on his
way down to the so-called Pacific Coast and it was burning there. Well
he went down there and started an operation to mine the coal and also
a saw mill to build barges and ship the coal down to the coast, to Aklavik.
Then, he got burned in a tragic fire there and that was the end of him,
years later.
To your knowledge is the one year that
through Vibberd, is that the only year
Nahanni
Butte?

The Bay operated in 1928,
that they ever operated
at

Oh no. Actually Poole Field operated, let's see now... Poole Field
had been operating the outpost at Trout Lake before that and he went
to Nahanni Butte. He was with... He got a hold of Slim Vibberd and Poole
Field didn't want to..he'd money then. He'd made money in the Trout
Lake deal, quite a bit in fact. Furs went up and I was there and I checked,
I know what I'm talking about in the amount of money he made. He had
two fellows out with him at Trout Lake and they went down to the coast.
Now I forget their names. They went away down to where present Coppermine is,
around that part of the country. They eventually went out by those
whaling ships to Vancouver or Seattle or one of those places. I can't recall
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the names, but I met them before they went down to the cost, and one
of them was actually married to a daughter of Poole. Poole Field had
a daughter by some previous, either by marriage or whatever. I'm hazy
on how she came about. They went down. At one time I had pictures of
them but I got them all burned up in the Corona Hotel.
Actually it was just the one year that I can recall that Hudson's Bay
put in that trading post and Slim Vibberd ran it in opposition to
Jack LaFlair. To my knowledge Jack LaFlair was the first trader at
the mouth of the Nahanni.
Well then did Poole Field
Nahanni area?

ever

trade

on behalf

of The Bay in

the

Well, he was up The Splits.
Oh when he was up The

Splits.

Oh right.
And how long did he do that

for,

do you know?

Well, when that was in '28, winter of '28-'29. We staked..'29.
Yes, that was actually 1929 when I went up in the winter of...I call
it '28 and '29. It was actually 1929. So then, Vibberd left and
went down the [Mackenzie] river and Poole Field took over there at
the mouth of Nahanni. That was that log building I have in the picture.
Okay,

yes.

That's where the store was, store and dwelling.
We don't
Splits.

have Poole Field's
location
of his
Could you put it on the map?

cabin

and so on up The

He didn't have a cabin there.
Oh, it was just

tents

was

it?

Oh yes, just tents.
Could you mark the

location

on the

maps?

Oh yes, absolutely.
Alright,

we'll

just

get

the map

out.

Twisted Mountain. Well here's the valley that goes over towards the North
Nahanni. There's a little creek comes in here. They were right in here,
beside this little creek. There's a mountain here. In fact I took walks
on top, Harry Camsell and I walked up there. They were in here. And see
that's where the River takes quite abrupt turn towards the First Canyon.
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There's a bench at the lake there yes. The Indians were trapping over
this way and over up Clausen Creek over towards Tlogotsho in this
between here and Jackfish Creek, in the direction here. That's good
country through there for trapping.
Okay next
of Fenley

thing I'd tike to turn to is 1928 and what are your
Hunter?
You met him somewhere along the way.

recollections

Oh yes, definitely. I thought of him as a wonderful chap. He come in
with... It was his second year. He came in with a guide that he had
from the Yukon. He'd done a lot of research on the sheep. In fact he'd
researched the big horns, and Stone and the Fannin. Then he was
working on the Dal 1 sheep. He found out from his trips in the Yukon
that there was more of the Dal 1 sheep over on the eastern part of the
Rockies. So he took his equipment.... He had a big canoe, a rubberized
form of canvas. It's hard to describe. It could be packed and then
put together and extended. He had a good-sized canoe.
What would the size

have

been?

Oh it was a good size. It must have been eighteen feet, and fairly
wide, like a freighter type.
So say,

four

feet

wide?

Oh yes, it was. It would have been. Well it was a good size. It would
have been about four feet and it was eighteen feet I'm sure of that,
maybe a little longer. It was quite sturdy. He had a motor, kicker,
at the back. He'd finished surveying, I think, for quite a long
distance up The Splits and through to Deadman's Valley, around that
location in the first, summer of 1927. Yes. Well, in the meantime
I was at Fort Smith. I'd come from Fort Vermillion to Fort Smith and
stayed and worked there. I didn't come down to Simpson until that fall.
So were there
in the
fall?

rumours

of him having

been in the country

at that

time,

Oh definitely, and he'd gone out.
That was in the fall

of

1927?

And he left his equipment with the Hudson's Bay.
In the fall

of

1927?

Yes. So he came back in '28 and he completed his survey right up to
above the Falls. When he come down, I met him. I forget what time in
the summer I met him. It's hazy, you know. Oh, we had quite a few
visits because he stayed with us at the Hudson's Bay Company in their
quarters there. He had an Indian with him from the Yukon, more or less,
an educated type should I say. He was a ^ery capable man, otherwise
I guess he wouldn't have been with Fenley Hunter for a number of years.
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So then we got very close together and I gave Fenley a few souveniers
to take back to the States that I'd bought or got from the Indians.
What were these

things

like

beaded moccasins3

that

type of

thing?

Yes. There was one little novelty gift. It was made out of a foot of
a swan that I'd accidentally shot. I thought it was a white wavey
coming over the trees. It was going north, it was in the springtime
too, and I shot off. I was fairly good with a shotgun and knocked this
bird down. My gosh, it just about broke my heart when I knew I'd shot
a swan. Where I shot him, it was right close to the Upper Hay River.
In 1926 I guess it was, when I shot that, and I got the Indians to
fix this little tobacco pouch with the black feet of the wedge of the
swan. It was made into a very unique type of tobacco pouch. This old
Indian woman knew how to fix it up because they'd done that before
to keep, to be a little pouch to pack with them when they went out
in the bush, this [an Indian name]. They used to put in this dried
mushroom powder, from those puff balls?
Oh3

yes.

And that's an old Indian cure to coagulate blood. Just shake that on.
You've tried flour over it, where the blood was flowing? You can't
stop it, but you shake on that brown powder from puff balls, it'll
clog right up.
Interesting.

Yes, that's true. So that was just one of the items. So we got very
friendly and he got me a map and I was quite interested. Afterwards
he sent me a book. He was a friend of this Huntington who wrote a
wonderful book. It's quite obsolete now, I think, on climate and
civilization. I liked it so well, that I took it over, when I went
over to the old country and gave it to my Dad. That was in the
beginning of November, 1929, when I went across and back to the old
country. But anyways to go back to Fenley Hunter, he was a very
agreeable type. There's not much I can tell you about him except
that he had a standing order that he would give quite a reward to
anyone, especially to the natives that were hunting sheep, if they
could get a sheep hide with completely white, because the Dall sheep
always have a few black hairs in the tail, tip of the tail. To this
day, I don't know of anyone that's found, and has collected the
reward because they've all have a little black tail.
Do you know how much that

reward was or do you remember how much?

Five hundred dollars, I remember that, right.
That was a very

handsome sum in those

Oh, you bet your life.

days.

I think he was pretty sure of that bet..reward.
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When Fenley Hunter left his equipment
the fall of 1927, how did he go out?

with

The Bay in the fall,

in

By jove I don't know. He could have come up the river to Fort Smith
with the Distributor. I was so busy, I would never have seen the
passengers going out that way. That was the quickest way of course.
Now how did he come in 1927?

Bo you know?

Oh, I think he came in...believe he came in down by Fort St. John,
down the Nelson. But I'm not sure of that score now.
Okay.

How about

1928?

How did he come in?

Bo you

remember?

By jove he came in on the first boat. Wait a minute now. Now I'm
not sure on that point. He was in fairly early. He could've come in
with some of those, we call them the banana boats. He could've come
in with Pfeffer. It seems to me that he came down the Fort Nelson.
In

'28 as

well?

I think so because the rivers are open there much earlier. They
couldn't cross Great Slave Lake and usually boats, we called them the
banana boats, they came down with fruit, vegetables, down through
Fort Nelson, down the Sikanni, down the Fort Nelson and down the
Liard. I believe it must have been down that route, the same as
where Patterson, R. M. Patterson came down. That's as close as
I can come.
Subsequently
when he finished
on down the Mackenzie didn't
down the Yukon?

up on the Nahanni in 1928, he went
he, and then up over the Porcupine and

There was one thing... That's true. That's when he finished in 1928,
he went down the Mackenzie, as I recall it and up the Rat and down
the Bell. Now it's the Porcupine.
Now what's
recollection

your recollection...let's
of the first
airplane

change subjects...what's
coming into the
country?

your

Well I wasn't there when the first airplane come in because that was
during the time...that was in 1921, when Imperial Oil sent in two planes.
There was Gorman, who was one of the pilots, and Chesterton I think was
the other. They broke a prop at Fort Simpson. I heard all about it,
and being written about it, but they...this Johnson I mentioned,
bald-headed. Oh, I forget his first name. He was the one that made a
new wooden prop for this plane, using glue from the hoofs of a moose,
and using hickory sledge [runners] from winter sleds that they used,
dog sleds. He made this new prop and that's in the museum right now.
Now what year did the next

flight

occur

into

the Mackenzie

country?
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Well, the next flight was Doc Oaks. We called him 'Doc' Oaks,
Captain Oaks. Well, I knew him quite well and he came in for N.A.M.E.
in 1928. The gas, the Hudson's Bay took down the gas and I was looking
after the gas cache on the flats at Fort Simpson, down from the Hudson's
Bay. He had one, two, three planes, he had there. He was a pilot,
of course, old ex-World War pilot and he had another pilot by the name
of Barriger [spelling uncertain], another, MacDougall. Barriger was
accidentally killed just out of Lake Winnipeg later on. He was
showing the Boy Scouts...he was swimming and he dove in and cut his
head on a rock and broke his neck. Then MacDougall or MacDonald, I'm
not exactly sure there, but he went flying when the [Great] Bear
Lake...in between Fort Rae and Bear Lake into the find, the uranium
find in Bear Lake. Doc Oaks was the one that promoted the search for
this lost mine up the Nahanni and Charlie McLeod was with him and his
party. There was about six prospectors.
The names I have are Grizzly

Si-mmonds.

Simmonds, yes.
J. A. Davidson, and W. H. Wrigley
him Professor
Wrigley.
Does that

Wrigley.
Gus

whose name was, or they
ring a bell at all?

nicknamed

There's a professor. Yes, that rings a bell.

Morrison.

Morrison, yes right.
And

then...

Charlie McLeod.
Yes, Charlie McLeod. According to the other information
was an Adams who was the pilot
of the second plane that
crews in.

I have there
flew
these

Oh, wait a minute yes. There's another one. Then there was a mechanic.
In fact I went over to the old country on the same boat as he did. In
fact I've got a picture of him. He came from beside Liverpool and he
was taking his flying courses too. At the moment I don't recall his name.
So they flew
did they?

Yes.

this

crew into

the Nahanni country

two aircraft

then,

Landing Lake. That's why it was called Landing or Seaplane Lake.

Which was the first

name assigned

There was no name at all.
Well,

with

it

was called

Landing...

to that

lake

incidentally?
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Landing Lake, yes, Landing Lake.
Seaplane

Lake Is a relatively

new Invention

Is

It?

That's right, yes. Evidently they landed on a lake further up the
Flat River. There's a few lakes further up towards Tungsten. But
I think they must have landed... There's one lake there that's unless
you get a good breeze, it'd be pretty hard for those old planes to
get off. They needed quite a run.
Now as I understand
this Oaks and Charlie MoLeod affair,
there
some problem about MoLeod and his party getting
picked up was

was
there?

Oh, right.
What was the problem

there?

They didn't want to leave those boats. Their load was too...
They would have too many trips to take them out, with the length of
the lake for those planes and I can understand that now, because they
didn't have the power that planes have in the prop, propellor, they
pitched... They can alter the pitch now, of course, to get off with
shorter distance. So two of them that I know of... There was two of
the canoes came down the River, down the Flat, and come right down to
Simpson.
Well,

did the whole orew acme out that

way?

No, there was some of them came out, were flown out and there was
four left. There was two, like two canoes that I recall. I know
there were two canoes came down.
Right.
Do you recall
of the summer
or...?

when they were flown

out?

Was It

the

end

Oh yes.
The version of the story that I have Indicates
that Doc Oaks, for
one reason or another,
didn't
come and pick these people up on time.
Do you know whether or not that was the case?

Oh no. Where the trouble came and the difference in time and, well
do I know it, because I've experienced it, with the weather. The weather
could be alright way up in there, nice weather; be all right in
Simpson but in between you could be socked in. We have had a lot of
trouble since in those days. That was the hold-up.
Did you meet any of the McLeod party

when they

came out via

Simpson?

Oh yes, because the Hudson's Bay was more or less their headquarters there.
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Did they have anything
to say about their
what was your observations
about them?

experiences

for

the year

or

Oh yes, they were quite taken with the country even if they figured it
was pretty rough country. I think it was one or two made the remarks
as I recall, that they didn't want to go back in that country and
so-and-so because he figured...
They'd

had a belly

full

of

it.

Right, right. It was too rugged. Of course those were the ones that
came down the Flat River and there's a portage there away up above
Irvine Creek. There's falls, you know, and they'd have to portage around
there and then there's quite a few terrible points because I know, I've
come down there different times.
Well did they give

any indications

whether

or not they'd

found any

gold?

Oh yes, oh yes. There was good prospects. There's no question, yes.
They just said that they didn't find any veins anyway but there was gold.
They found gold in different creeks there, just small, small quantities.
Like there was no...
They certainly

didn't

get enough to pay for

their

summer I take

it?

Oh heck no. They didn't take out any gold that... It was just samples
that they got from the panning. Of course they had rock samples which
they turned into the N.A.M.E.
Did N.A.M.E.

ever go back into

that

country

again?

No, they were more or less flying out of Sioux Lookout, in the Red
Lake district there. There was quite a lot of activity through there
so they, more or less, left this McLeod [business].
I take

it

they weren't

too encouraged

That's right, that's quite true.
Creek.
Which creeks

were they

then?

But they never went to this McLeod

on?

They were on Bennett and they were actually... They were down to mouth
of this McLeod Creek but they never went a way up. It's a way up from
the mouth where we found, Jack Stanier and I found the workings. Same
with Bennett, it's a way up, not to the mouth.
Okay.

Is there

anything

else

you can recall

about

that

party?

They took in.... They'd all kinds of food supplies because they left a
lot of stuff on those caches, on that island on Landing Lake. In fact
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at one time I had a list from Doctor Oaks, or Doc Oaks rather, I had
a list and also the okay from him if any prospector went in to that
part of the country, for them to help themselves to the food that he'd
left. That's where Hall was headed for and Gilroy and Andy Hay.
One of the versions
of the story
at Simpson in a....,
this is the
canoe, it describes
them turning
and very worn out state.
Would

I 've seen describes
them as turning up
four that came down the River in a
up at Simpson in a half-starved,
emaciated
you say that's
accurate?

They were pretty worn out because they took longer coming down and
they didn't have enough grub, that's for sure.
They weren't

half-starved

by

then?

Oh no, no. Gosh no.
Now let's
go to 1929 next.
This was the year you were on your
winter
trip of inspection.
You've described
that to us pretty well.
Now that
was also the year that you quit The Bay..

Right I quit near the end of July or early August, something like that.
You went into

the Nahanni as soon as you

quit?

Oh yes.
To do some

staking?

Oh yes, I had an outfit all ready. There was Poole Field
So who went in?

There was yourself.

..

Yes, Poole, Harry Camsell, Poole Field, Angus Sherwood, he was manager
of the Northern Trading Company in Simpson. He was an old prospector
from the Cassiar. Then we picked up Diamond C. Did we have George
Sibbeston along? I think it was George Sibbeston with us, and old Yohee,
Charlie Yohee? I think it was Charlie Yohee. There was seven of us
and dogs. It was a good-sized boat.
So this

was a powered boat you went upstream

Oh right, oh right.

with?

I was running the engine.

Bid the whole bunch of you go in one

boat?

Oh yes.
You must have had a big

boat.

That's what I say it was a good-sized boat. It was built right there.
It was a scow type and it was a sturgeon nose, and built scow...
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Scow

bottom?

Scow bottom with a sturgeon type nose they call it here. Oh, it was
quite a good size boat. It was about thirty feet I guess, fairly wide.
I had a 28 horse Elto, twin carburators and I had my gas mixed in a
45-gallon drum, [then poured it] into a 10-gallon, and it'd pump from
there into the carburator automatically. Oh it travelled.
When did you start

up the River?

Do you

recall?

Oh my word. I should have written down. I think I have, because those,
some of those, I think one of those diaries is in the records in the
Boreal Institute. If not,then it's somewhere in my papers.
You went up with

the intention

of staying

over

winter?

No, no.
This was gust

a fall

trip?

...because I was intending to going home to Scotland. Oh definitely, yes.
It was just to find out. See we'd already gone up in the spring, the
first open water, when I went up to the mouth of the Nahanni to check
on this outpost and to take down the furs or help Vibberd.
Oh, but I thought

you only went up as far

as the First

Canyon that

time?

No, no. We went a way up, trying to get into this...oh right, oh yes.
So in the spring
that
trip?

of

'29 you went on a trip.

Who was with you on

We'd a pointer boat then. I went up from Simpson. Then the boat I had,
was George Sibbeston with me and Harry Camsell and we picked up Poole
Field and Diamond C, and who else now. There were six of us. We
couldn't get to there...
Well how far

up did you get on the first

trip?

Well, on the way up we staked at Lafferty Creek. In fact I showed you
the claims and claim numbers and then we went right on up. That was
the time that we went in, up that little creek at the head of Deadman's
Valley. We left our pointer there. The second time we went further up,
went in up above, in the fall, we went in, up in the Second Canyon, by
a different route.
Okay, so the first

time you got to the head of Deadmen

Valley?

Yes, and went right up that creek, and we went down....
That 's the creek

by which the McLeods were supposed

to be

found?
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Yes, absolutely.
been camped.
Then you walked

We left the boat right in that eddy, right where they'd
up that

creek?

Yes, yes, good one.
How far

up did. you go?

Oh, I'd imagine that's maybe seven, eight miles. Oh, more than that
probably, about nine, ten. There's little lake on top.
So you went right

to the

headwaters?

Oh yes, definitely.
And you were prospecting

on the way of

course?

Well, yes. We went down. Of course, the Indians knew the way and I thought,
well, we'll go around, down this creek from this little lake. There's
just a height of land there. That's quite steep and we couldn't get
into Prairie River that way. There was still ice, still snow in
patches in that part of the country. We had to go around sort of the
shoulder of a mountain. It was too steep, it was too dangerous and we
just couldn't make it. We had to turn back. We expected to have sheep
for meat and you couldn't get near them. There was lambs, and the
ewes and lambs were all together and the rams were away high, and no
moose, nothing. So we had to turn back and we were pretty hungry. That
was the time that on the way back down the same route, that George
Sibbeston shot this moose. It was a cow and had to shoot the calf too.
Sorry,

what did he

shoot?

A cow and a calf moose.
Oh, I

see.

And I was just describing the other day to a party about the whole
deal. Then we went back up, we went right in there. There was
no problem going right into where that deposit of galena is.
Up Prairie

Creek?

Prairie Creek, oh right.
Tape 5 - Side 1
Bill,
you have a story about this moose that
you were walking back down to the Nahanni.

George Sibbeston

shot

while
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Oh yes. We had left most of our food on the boat and we figured on living
off the country pretty well. So George, he tracked this moose down,
ahead of us, on the way back and it turned out to be a cow and a calf.
He shot the cow and he had to shoot the calf because it would've died.
So we're all pretty hungry and made camp right there. After getting a
few roasts, roasted meat around the campfire he said 'you ever taste
moose milk?' I said 'no', well, he said 'here's a cup. Get a little
bit of out of...' The udder was full of milk. So I tasted it and it
was almost like mare's milk which I had tasted for an experiment
before. Sort of sweetish. He said, 'now we're going to have a meal
that you've never had before and probably won't after on account of
this...you should never, never shoot a moose that's with a calf, cow
moose.' He cut the udder right off and put a little tripod and he
puckered it up full to a point with willows and let it swing around
above the hot coals until it was baked. Then we tasted it. By gosh,
to us tasted like a cake, one of those, oh what do you call those
boxed up type of cakes?
Chiffon

cakes?

Yes, yes. I'll never have a meal like that [again]. I never had and
I never will, of course. I thought it was quite interesting.
Now after you'd done your prospecting up the Prairie
went on up to the Second Canyon did you say?

Creek* you

subsequently

Not on that trip that I'm talking about. We had to get back. That was
in the spring. We had to turn back because I had to turn back. I
was running the kicker then and the Nahanni was in flood. Believe you
me, that riffle as you go out of the Deadman's Valley into the First
Canyon, there's an island there, where the two currents come together.
When the water is high there's tremendous waves and then you're thrown
against the left-hand side going down--those cut walls. George Sibbeston
got kind of rattled. He wasn't a white man but he sure was there for
a little while going through it. He was scared. So since that day,
it's been called George's Riffle.
I

see.

Then before that time one of the Lafferty's had gone through that riffle
just before you come out of the bottom of that canyon. That can be
pretty bad too in high water and he got scared and they called it
Lafferty's Riffle. So that's the more or less the names of the two of
them bad riffles there.
Okay.

On your fall

trip you got up as far as the Second Canyon?

Oh yes. Oh definitely.
Did you prospect

Lovely trip.

up Prairie

Creek on that trip

too?
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We packed in, left our boat on the River, and we packed in. We figured
it's twelve miles, maybe a little more, from the Nahanni to where the
Indians knew where there was a vein of galena crosses Prairie River.
Quite large, lot of stringers there too. It was a most remarkable trip
because it was wonderful weather, and there was sheep all over the
hillsides, the mountainsides, in little bunches. We staked them.
We took out, of course, had to take out the samples and that and I took
notes to prove everything regarded and also we got in to register the
location of the claims as close as possible. Made them in a group
eventually, twenty-eight claims. The beauty of it was that we actually
lived, almost lived off the country there.
I was going to say, another thing we don't have on tape is...
You
keep referring
to the material that you've lost.
Would you care to
describe how your diaries and a lot of your material got lost?
When I went out and left the Hudson's Bay Company that fall or late
summer of 1929, I got all my trunks shipped out by boat and rail to
the Corona Hotel because Hudson's Bay men always stayed there.
Corona Hotel was in what

city?

In Edmonton. It was a temperance hotel and that's why the Hudson's Bay
sent the men there to more or less to keep them in place probably. When
I went over to the old country, I took one of my trunks with me and
actually it was full of well
There was many, many souveniers that
I'd picked up, antiques now, mostly to give to my mother, father and
sisters. Furs and whatnot that I'd legitimately bought from the Indians
and from The Bay. The others I left there, [Corona Hotel] with most
of the photographs and, in fact, I left my camera behind there. I had
snowshoes and a rifle and I had odds and ends. My goodness, butcher
knives and hunting knives and whatnot. Collections for six years. I left
my trunks there because I flew down with Wop May, in June of 1930 right
from Edmonton to Simpson. I was the only passenger because his plane was
full of mail. There was just room for me in that old Bellanca-AKl. It
couldn't carry too much. I think about 550, 600 pounds at the most.
I'm pretty sure of that. They were on pontoons. So then the Corona Hotel
burned down before I could get my trunks out. What I left there and what
I'd taken [brought] back from the old country too. Therefore all the
diaries I had there from the time I left the old country until part of
the diaries, up to this trip I made up to the Nahanni and staking, were
in those trunks. All my pictures, my gosh. The negatives. I was
really sorry to lose that.
Let's return to this business again of 1928 (1929).
You staked your
claims on Prairie Creek and then did you subsequently go upstream into
the Second Canyon?
Oh no, we came out on the Second Canyon.
Oh I see.

You walked across country and came out.
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Oh yes. The second time we did not go up that little creek at the
top of the...[Deadmen Valley]. We went on another route.
Could you describe

those

routes

on the map at

all?

Oh yes.
Now Bill's
marked on the map the routes that he followed in the
spring
and the fall of 1929, getting
from the South Nahanni into
Prairie
Creek, travelling
overland.
Also, a route that he followed in 1945
with the mining engineer,
Duncan Derry.
Now you followed
the route
from The Gate back into Prairie
Creek with Carl Falcon did you say?

That's right but only we... It rained so much that we didn't get to it.
We turned back. It was one of those terrible, terrible downpours.
We were coming down. We'd hired Faille to pick us up. This is the fall
of 1940 I believe it was. Yes. We'd hired Faille to pick us up. We'd
flown in to McMillan Lake. We were checking the Flat River for the
water, for the depth of water, [unintelligible] could take freight
up there to work these alluvial deposits up in the McMillan Lake area.
So we left Faille at The Gate and Carl and I went up. That's when we
got this rainbow trout in that pool, just up that creek from The Gate.
Just below...there's a falls there. We were going in there to check
this...to get some samples from this vein. And the rain! We was way
up the top and was it raining, mist and fog. It was terrible. He just
had a limited time, so he had to come back. Went right down the
River, right down to Simpson. So that was in the same route again.
Now, Bill did you...
Once you staked
what did you do next?

your claims,

up Prairie

Creek,

That was the last job we did and we got out. There was no time at
all with the current in the Nahanni to make quick trip.
Down to

Simpson?

Oh yes.

It's a lovely trip coming down if the water is in a normal stage.

Now you then flew

out with

Dickins,

I take

it,

did you?

From Simpson?

No. That particular fall was the time that the Dominion Explorers were
lost with two planes away up in the Arctic. Stan McMillan was chief
pilot and I forget the other pilot's name but it had two planes. They
had some of the chief executives of the Dominion Explorers with them,
and they were lost. Punch Dickins was on that search. He was to pick
us up at Simpson and he picked...on his way out, they gave up the search,
before the freeze-up. He took a load from Simpson, of Dominion Explorers
who had been up in the Coppermine District, and he flew some of them
out, relayed them out. They swamped in the Bloody Falls there. I forget
the names. I was to fly out with him from Fort Simpson but I gave my
place up, and I went out by the last boat, and he picked me up at Fort
Smith. I flew out from there to McMurray and gassed up there and into
Edmonton. Punch Dickins.
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Okay.

And you staked

your claims

at

Smith?

...were recorded there.
Oh yes, sorry, recorded.
Now then,
you returned
to Canada and you flew

you then went home and then in 1930
into Simpson with Wop May.

Yes. I helped the Hudson's Bay out a while, until the end of May?
No. T'was in June I guess. I'm not sure of the dates right now.
I can't recall. But it was about around, say, the end [of May]
or the first week in June because the Hudson's Bay takes stock for
the 31st of May. That's the end of the year. They had all the
inventory taken. They asked me to help them out. I stayed with them.
They wanted me to come back.
Maybe before we proceed further
in 1930, there was one thing we should
return to for 1929, and this is your information
on the
Gilroy,
Hay, and Hall.
What happened to Hall or what circumstances
led up to
his
disappearance?

Well, they had trouble with the engine, the kicker and I guess they wasn't
exactly probably too friendly. There must have been one or two
arguments because when they got up to the Second Canyon there, Hall,
who was an old prospector and trapper--he came from Peace River. He
spent a long time in the bush. He had a little black and white dog
with him. So they decided there, they would split up and there'd
be less of a load for them to take up. They were having trouble with
the kicker. They split there. He went right up this Cache, we called
it Cache Creek from then on. He went up and he came out around the
where this old Indian trail, the Indians have told me about this, although
I've never gone over that on foot myself, just below the mouth of the
Caribou River, where it enters the Flat about twenty-five miles up from
the mouth. He went right up the Flat River to Landing Lake. He took
a few items out of the cache and left a note there. He was allowed to.
Any prospector was allowed to go to the cache and help himself to
what his needs. Well they went on up and they found the note.
It was Gilroy

or Hay that

found

the

note?

Andy Hay. So they checked the different creeks around there, and as
far as I know and it's the only story I've heard about it. Actually it's
nearly authentic that his bootmarks or his imprints of this particular
type of bushman's boot was found about two miles up Bennett Creek. The
Indians called it Gold Creek then. Anyway we were the ones that called
it Bennett Creek.
lou and Gus was

it?

Yes, for R. B. Bennett, the premier.
Je Andy Hay still

alive?

Do you know?
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He was. Oh he was alive a few years ago, because he made a trip to
Yellowknife.
Do you know where he lives

at

all?

No. Maybe Alf Stephens who is a good friend of mine and he's a
Giant prospector, attached to the Giant Yellowknife Mine. He could tell.
The thing that interests
me, I'd like to know if Hall, or sorry, Hay
still has that note.
This is the first time I've ever heard that he
actually got as far as Landing Lake.
Oh he did, yes. The note was [that] he'd taken some rice and a little
flour, and a pound of tallow. It was very little he took. There
were a few, just necessary items and some tea. I forget now. It was
a short list that he'd set forth. That was the last clue outside of this
imprint. He was headed up Bennett Creek. They called it Gold
Creek in those days. There was a sequel to that that I'd rather not
discuss. I've got another tale which might implicate a party that I've
got no proof of...because that dog was seen later on in the country.
Of course, the master could've been killed by a grizzly or he
could have been out on a rockslide or got into some trouble and died
under circumstances we don't know.
Just returning to Al Stephens in Yellowknife again, I checked the
Yellowknife phone hook the other day and I found a B. Stevens and an
M. Stevens.
I've got a letter.

Just a minute now.

This Al Stephens that Bill was referring to that knows a lot of
geology people in Yellowknife,
his initials
are J. E. Stephens.
for Giant Yellowknife,
and Stephens is spelled S-t-e-p-h-e-n-s.
Bill we were talking about the Hall affair when we left off and
thought that Stephens would know Hay 's address.

the
He works
Now
you

Yes, I would imagine because Stephens is an elderly man and he knows
all about what happened to Stark, his old partner, you know, Stark
and Stephens. Stark was lost way north of Yellowknife somewhere and
they never did find him.
Nell is this J. E. Stephens the same fellow
that was partner of Stark and Stevens?
Now, I couldn't tell you.
know him so well but...
His name is spelled

that was partner

the

fellow

I never thought to check up on that, and I

differently

I

think.

To be quite truthful, if I'm right, I think it's S-t-e-v-e-n-s was
Stark and Stevens. They were one of the white men that I knew of that
went away up there [up the Nahanni].
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Now I have a newspaper report that says a G. Spongier,
and Curly Cochrane were supposedly
in that country in
Do you know anything about any of those
people?
I've heard the names.
I don't recall them.

Billy
1929.

Hill

Curly Cochrane, yes, I know that name, but

Okay and also in March of 1929, in the Edmonton Journal,
there was a
story saying that a W. R. George and a P. M. Moncton were being
flown
from Victoria
into the Nahanni to look for gold, and the pilot's
name
was supposedly
Patterson
and the initials
weren't given.
Did you
ever hear anything of that at all?
No, no.
Okay. Now I guess next we come back to you and 19SO because
into the country
again.

you were

Right, right.
Now what mischief

were you up to in 19SO?

[Chuckle]. I went with this Jim McCauley who had been trading up at
Nelson Forks for the Northern Trading Company.
And you went into

the Flat

River

country

that

year or

where?

We got an outfit together. We got our own scow and kickers. We went
up to Fort Liard for some business purpose. We got some of our outfit
there that we couldn't get at Simpson and picked up the balance at the
mouth of Nahanni. Got some from Jack LaFlair. We got our whole outfit
together and we decided to go way up the Nahanni as far as the mouth
of the Caribou River. We figured that as a good location, on our way
up the Flat River, for trapping and prospecting.
It was a very early freeze-up and we encountered the ice at the mouth
of the Nahanni and it was really getting cold and snowing a little and
this was about... Still we started up the Nahanni with our scow and
outfit and our grub stake. We had two kickers, a good supply of gasoline
and whatnot. It got so bad, the ice flow was so bad, we decided to go
in the mouth of Jackfish Creek, behind those islands there. That's the
middle of The Splits and overnight it froze so hard that, well, we chopped
the ice around and we just couldn't... We had to stop. We couldn't
get into the mainstream where the ice was flowing. We thought it'll
warm up and we'd better wait. Instead of that, it never did let up.
It froze right up and we were stuck right there. So we chopped out
a channel right to the bank and unloaded. There was a cabin right
close there. O'Brien's cabin. The old cabin had never been used
since he had frozen and passed away. We unloaded and made a Spanish
windlass and hauled our boat up, so it would be clear of any raise
of water and whatnot, away up on shore. Then we were busy fixing up
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the cabin for winter.

It was a good size cabin.

At the same time we'd made arrangements, going away up there, with
Punch Dickins, to go in the big-game hunting business. Our idea was to
check the country, for we had to live to, to get our furs. That was the
reason we went up in the first place, but the good fur country was where
Stark and Stevens was. We knew there was a good cabin there. So in the
middle of wintertime, we'd a good team of dogs, and Jim McCauley made a
trip to Simpson for the mail. We went up Jackfish Creek and there was
a cabin up there, that O'Brien had built, about maybe ten miles up the
river, where it makes a bend. There was a cabin there in good shape.
So we went right up and I trapped. That was when it froze up. Of course,
it was frozen up then. As soon as fixed our cabin up, we went to do a
little hunting too. So we followed...there's an old cut trail there.
That's where we found the cabin and we went away on up where it forks.
We trapped up that way. Naturally, we were trapping beaver to, which
was supposedly not cricket, you know--the laws. Marten, quite a few
marten. Around Christmas, I'm not sure of the date or the time, it
was decided, well, somebody's got to go and get the mail and see if
there's word from Punch Dickins about the deal we made to bring
big-game hunters in. So, Jim McCauley took my dog team, our dog team
rather, and went into Simpson.
He met Corporal Halliday of the Mounted Police, on his way up, to
check into the disappearance of Hall. His wife in Peace River had
asked them to check the disappearance. She hadn't heard from him.
So he came up to the cabin and he told me where he was headed. He
asked me to go as a guide. I told him where I'd been in the summers,
up as far as the middle of the Second Canyon. So, away we went. I
think we were the first to go through the First Canyon in the wintertime
with a dog team, as I recollect.
Patterson,

I think,

claims he was.

In the wintertime?
Yes,

they went through in the

winter.

That is correct. That is right. Yes, I'll retract that. There was
a route through, when I come to think of it. There's a portage. Instead
of going through the First Canyon, the Indians have a portage from
Ram River. It's a good portage, into Clausen Creek.
We'll mark that on the map. We've just marked the Indian trail up
Clausen Creek and across to the Ram. Bill remembers the portion of
Clausen Creek well hut he's a little
uncertain of the rest.
You say
there's also an extension of that (route), Bill.
Could you describe
it?
That was right, yes. When you cross the Ram River you go up a little
ways where there's good walking below the high mountain ridges there,
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within probably about four miles of the Nahanni River and follow more
or less parallel to the Nahanni River. Then swing over to your left,
over towards the Meilleur and going to the...pretty well going west,
and you hit that trail that I mentioned going up parallel to the
Meilleur River. That's an old Indian trail.
Who told

you about

these

Bill?

The Indians did. This old Charlie and Yohee and Diamond C
been all through.
Okay.

So Charlie

they've

Diamond C has been all through that country.
Yohee...

Yohee.
Yohee you pronounce
it.
Yohee, Yohin. Well they pronounce it Yohee, but it's Yohin I guess.
There's a creek named him down there runs into I believe the Yohin Creek.
Well there's

Yohin

Lake.

Yes, Yohin Lake, that's the name of it. They keep on the high ridges
where there's good walking on that particular trail. It was on
practically that same route that all the Indians went in from Fort
Liard when they were staking. They went right to McMillan Lake
country. There's a good path from the head of Meilleur River into
a creek and there's no name, that runs into Caribou River almost
directly opposite this Diamond C Creek, which leads to a good path
right through to Flat River. No problem there. To go without
knowing the country or the particular parts to take, you'd get into
difficulty. Like there's only one pass that's any good between the
head of Meilleur River and the waters going into the Caribou River.
Now let's
return to your winter trip
asked you to go along as a guide?

which Constable

Ealliday,

was

it,

Right, right.
You started

to explain

that.

You went up through

the First

Canyon. . .

Oh right, yes.
Bo you want to continue

from

there?

We went as far as the, what-do-you-call-it, Patterson-Matthews cabin?
It was in pretty good shape then, of course. We figured we'd hunt
from there. We're breaking trail, and with five dogs, figured there'd
be caribou or moose. We hunted and no avail. We had a long way ahead
of us and we found out that there'd be no chance of getting any moose
through the Second Canyon because it's too easy for the wolves to get
them down there. The moose were in a different district altogether.
So we had to turn back.
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Was Jim MaCauley with

you as well

as...?

No, no. Just the two of us. So we had to turn back.
You turned

back at Deadman's Valley

though?

Oh yes. We went actually to the upper end, hunting, but that was as
far as we went on that trip.
So then you stopped

off

at your

cabin?

Oh yes.
Trapped for

the rest

of the

winter?

Oh, I did, yes. McCauley came back of course with the mail and so we
went from there. When he came back, I went out the South Nahanni.
As a matter of fact I went back to the mouth of the Nahanni with Corporal
Halliday. That's where I met Jim McCauley on his way back. He stayed
in Simpson a while, visited, and waited for the second mail to come in.
Oh very, very few trips of mail from outside, as I recall now. So we
eventually made a deal with this Mulholland then.
Was it

Jack or

Joe?

Jack Mulholland. Joe wasn't in the country yet, then. Mulholland and
Eppler were together trapping up the Liard, right almost at the mouth
of Flett River, Flett Creek rather. Half-way between there and mouth
of the Nahanni and toward Liard there. We made a deal with him and the
three of us--Jim McCauley, Jack Mulholland and I--would go way up
with a dog team through the First Canyon and up Meilleur River, up through
that route and go away up there, and that we'd trap. There's a lot
of beaver up in that part of the country, evidently. Then when the
snow left we'd prospect on the way back. So that's how it happened
we got caught. We were altogether on this trip, that I showed you in
the picture of away high up. We went up Meilleur River and the River
went out. We're in the middle of the canyon, in the mouth of the creek,
and we had... Well, it was snowing for at least seven days straight.
We'd thrown our snowshoes away. We had to leave most of our gear to
get out of there.
Yes,

tell

us a little

more about

that

trip?

Oh that was rugged, I'm telling you.

Right.

So how far

happened?

up the Meilleur

when that

I think I showed you in that....
No, I don't

think

so.
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At least I saw it on the map. We hit a creek over the height of land
between Deadman's Valley and creek running into...there's a hogsback
back there. You're not in the high mountains yet. We went down
that creek and went up Meilleur River, which was still frozen, and we
figured on going through that canyon instead of keeping to the high
ground. That would be an easier route to take, walking with our dogs.
We had the dogs packing. So we camped at the mouth of this creek in
a bank. The River went out early in the morning. Oh, we were stuck
I'm telling you. We thought we'd... Well, just about 150 yards up
this creek, here was a huge waterfall and slippery rock, fine-grain
rock. Looked almost like a church. It was very...got no cracks to
clamber up. We just couldn't get up past it, and cutwalls ahead
of us. The River was roaring with ice and you couldn't possibly swim
or... It was just too rough and it was too deep. Oh, it would have
been suicide to try and get across or even to go into the River then
because right below us was that canyon. No! We were in the canyon.
The only way we could get out was to follow a sheep trail and
we had to face the wall and go over this almost...it was quite an
angle..almost perpendicular stretch of the mountain to get around, out
of this predicament. We had to relay our stuff out of there and we
just took what we needed to get out of there and left, even left
one eiderdown. We just took two with us and slept together after that.
What about your

dogs?

The second trip we made over, when we relayed, three of us, we cut the
dogs loose and we had the dickens of a time. They were scared. They
didn't all follow us on this narrow sheep path. They're way up above
and knocking rocks down and whatnot and whizzing past our heads.
Tape 5 - Side 2
Bill would you like
loose again because

to start with, the bit about letting
the dogs
we -probably missed part of it on the other
tape.

Well, on the second trip, when we were relaying, I know we made two
trips and they were quite hazardous. The second trip we left our traps
and the extra food and an eiderdown and everything except what we needed
to get out of that predicament and then turned the dogs loose. It was
worse watching them, than even to go crawling spread-eagled along the
side of this sheep trail. When we got to that creek, it was in flood
now, and of course we were drenched. We had to get across there. We
were up to not quite to our waist, up to our hips, and it was full of
boulders. I don't know how the dogs managed to collect behind us. But
they'd no packs then, because we had to pack their packs over. That's
why we were relaying. Once we got through we built a fire across
that creek and got things dried out a bit. Then we packed the dogs,
of course.
There was snow about two-and-a-half feet, almost up to our waist. So
we more or less backtracked and went right back to Patterson's cabin.
We'd no food hardly. Just a little bit that we figured, by jove, because
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we had to get out of there. We were going to head right back home to
the mouth of Jackfish. We went right down to Patterson's cabin. We
knew there was some cereal left there. In the meantime, while we were
going down through the brush, we got a few spruce hens. We looked
around after we got a little bite to eat, give the dogs the bones and
that. Then we all went out hunting and we got, oh, two ducks and spruce
hens and whatnot and grouse. We found two packages of this cereal
in Patterson's cabin. We never noticed but they used it in their
porridge and a little bit is a sort of anemic [laxative], keep their
bowels clear. Here we made porridge with this. Well siree!
The next day we started off to go down the River and the ice was
running in the Nahanni and it was hopeless to make a raft, so we
had to go over the portage. We missed the Indian portage and we got
into difficulties. I forget how many days we were out of food—nothing-and one squirrel for two days. We just shot one squirrel a day, and
that was all we had. We were wading through snow up to our waist
and the only moose track we saw, the dogs went after it. We couldn't
hold them. We lost a dog. We're getting pretty, a little bit weak.
So I think it was in the fourth or fifth day we decided, we'll have to
shoot a dog so we pulled sticks. For the three dogs, we were to kill,
I was unlucky. I was the one that had to shoot them and skin them and
they did the cooking. I thought it was terrible. The poor dogs had
to eat their own. Then we got the The Hotsprings. We'd left a little
cache there and our sled. I remember there was a package of prunes
and we even broke the seeds in the prunes, and ate them. We divided
them out. Oh yes! No kidding.
We had to then go from there right to Jackfish Lake. I knew there was
going to be fish there. There was only one bear track and we went after
that bear but it was foraging and we never did catch up with him. We
were pretty weak. We had just the one dog left, Old Brit. When we
got to Jackfish and right away we knew... There's one lake running into
Jackfish, a little circular lake. There was a beaver lodge there but
we knew it would be easier for us to cut a hole in the ice and jiggle
for jackfish. We got lots of them too. That's what we ate, straight
jackfish. We'd a little tea left and no sugar, just a little tea, a
little salt and I had a .22 and we had one rifle .30-30.
After we filled up with jackfish, Jim and Jack decided to go down to
our cabin then, at the mouth of the Jackfish. We'd some supplies there.
They left me with the dog and the .22 rifle and they were going to go
down and pick up... We'd had left our furs right at the cabin in the
cache. Sorry, wait a minute. They were going to go down the mouth of
Nahanni, put in our boat and run to mouth of Nahanni and get some
supplies and come back and get me. Come out. There's a lot of fish in
Jackfish, and I would stay there.
They didn't come back, didn't come back and the jackfish took off, and
pretty hard to get the odd duck, so I decided to go to the Jackfish
cabin. So got there with the old dog. Of course, I had to build a raft
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to cross Jackfish River. I just cut one dry tree and spread it out,
and chopped in poles across. Got there and there wasn't a thing in
the cabin. They'd taken everything. I'm telling a lie, there was one
tin of malt. We used malt for making our bread. That's all there was
to eat and I hadn't eaten well in [unintelligible]. I did shoot a
couple of beaver but I lost them. I hadn't the knowledge enough to
get the beaver on to land so I could shoot him. Any beaver I shot
would either sink or be taken out in the current. I shot all the
squirrels around there.
By jove, I was just getting ready to, oh, a few days... They had been
gone quite a little while then, no sign of any of my partners. I was
just starting to make a raft to go down the Nahanni when this
Diamond C and one of his sons, his eldest son, came up with a canoe
with all kinds of grub that they'd sent up. What had happened, to
my partners... They'd got the boat in the water alright and taken
out all our equipment and everything down to mouth of Nahanni. Furs
and I know I had a lovely shotgun there, a Parks shotgun, 16 gauge.
Anyway, everything and away they went. The ice was still running a
little bit here and there and they ran into...saw ahead of them, an ice
jam right in The Splits before you get out of The Splits, above Mattson's
cabin. They came back up and they were maneuvering along and the main
ice came down and they got caught between. They couldn't get out of it.
They were smashed right up. Thrown on a big driftpile and all that.
Jim McCauley, he'd been running the kicker... He said 'I don't know
what made me. I just unscrewed the kicker and threw it on the logs and
an axe.' Jack Mulholland, he grabbed a tea billy and that's all they
came out with, on top of a big driftpile. Everything went. The
boat was all smashed up in the ice. They say they stayed there.
They were lucky too.
The driftpile was an old big one. They stayed there until the ice
cleared off. They got a rough raft together and just dove-tailed it
roughly and took off. They managed to get over to where they thought
was the mainland. They crossed, I'd say, to the north side of the River
and just as they were going along close to the shore, Jim McCauley
threw the kicker off, this small kicker, four horse, and jumped with
an axe to the bank and so did Jack Mulholland. Here they discovered they
were on an island. Well, they had a dickens of a job then. Eventually
they had to make another raft, of course. They left the kicker there.
They got on the mainland and they had a dickens of a time. They made it
on the shore then down to mouth of Nahanni but there's lot of swamps
and whatnot, snyes.
They were tuckered out when they got to mouth of the Nahanni. Jack
Mulholland had to go to hospital. They both went down to get treatment,
to Simpson. So it happened, I think it was the day after they got in
the mouth of South Nahanni, the Mounted Police Patrol from Liard called
in there on the way to Simpson. They went down with him, with McNeil
[spelling uncertain]. McNeil became Inspector and years and years
later I talked to him about this. Mulholland went to hospital. Jim
McCauley, he was \/ery tough. He got over it. Then there was people
were kind of annoyed that they left me up there. They were a little
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against them for doing so, but I thought the heck with it. I came
out alright. I watched myself and not eat too much too. I think that
was one of the reasons Mulholland went to hospital. When they went
out they were both starving. Oh it's easy enough to keep eating.
I think that's why he got really sick. Well, that was that trip. Of
course, there's a lot of detail that's quite interesting.
Yes,

that's

fascinating.

So that

was rather

an unprofitable

winter?

Oh absolutely, except what I had in the bank and credit with The Bay
and one thing and another. Oh, definitely, but it was sure experience.
bo you think
the Meilleur?

you could locate that canyon and where you got stuck
The spot in the canyon?

on

Oh yes, oh right.
Now Bill,
that takes care of well. .. Let's go back to 1920 for a minute.
Who else was in the country in 1920 in the winter of '20 and '21 besides
you and Jim McCauley and Jack
Mulholland?

Well up the Liard at the mouth of the Netla there was George Boudah
who had a trading post there. With him was Dick Turner and Stanley
Turner more or less helping him on his line. The line went right out
to Trout Lake. Then up further, up the Liard River there was Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur George and their son Raymond. They were almost opposite,
the cabin was almost opposite above the Flint Rapids, where it comes
in. It starts in the Liard there. Opposite the mouth of Flett
River or Creek, up the Liard from the George's was Jack Mulholland
and Bill Eppler.
lias there
mentioned

anybody up the Nahanni country
earlier,
Mattsons?

in that

winter?

You

Oh yes, Mattsons were there, the time that Patterson and Matthews were
up in Deadman's Valley.
Were they

there

in the winter

Winter of 1930.
Well I suppose

of

'20

still?

Let me think.
if

they

had been you would have tried

to reach

their...

Right, oh right, they were still there.
They

were?

Yes, right and then they went down to Norman, Fort Norman. There was a
fellow...
Well how was it that you fellows when you were coming out starving
try and get the Mattson's
place?

didn't
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It was away further down than Jackfish.
Yes,

but wouldn't

that

have been closer

Well, we would've stopped.
I

than the

Butte?

In the springtime, they're not there.

see.

They're finished. You see the Mattsons, they were on this flat there,
in fact it was an island when the River was high, right at the bottom
of The Splits. Their cabin's still there. It's broken down, of course.
They went, I'm not sure what year it was, it was later on. They'd a
fellow with them, Overvol, by the name of Overvol.
How do you spell

that?

Oh and he stayed around Fort Norman. 0-v-e-r-v-o-l. He's a young
chap, young man. They had a niece there. She got married to Tony
Anshaw, who was [with] the wireless, later on.
Let's get Mattson's
cabin marked on the map. How Bill could you
tell
us a little
bit about the Mattsons?
I take it there was a husband
and wife team, at
least?
Oh yes. There was Mr. and Mrs. Mattson. They were quite the rugged
types, nice, congenial people. They had a niece with them and she
was about, oh, fourteen, fifteen. This Overvol was some relative.
I'm not sure, if it was a nephew on her side but he was about, I would
imagine eighteen, nineteen then. They were good workers, built and had
a good-sized cabin. They had it portioned off, so that they could have
more or less some privacy. He was there for a few years. I'm not
sure how many but he was there, definitely, when Patterson and Matthews
came up and down the River. He was there in '29 definitely.
That would be the winter

of

'29-'30?

In the fall of '28 and '29 because I stopped there, going up to
Poole Field's.
Do you know what their
initials?

names,

their

first

names were at all,

or

their

Goodness sake. I wouldn't like to... I might recall later on. Was
it George?
I can picture them, and Overvol. They were down at
Fort Norman for quite awhile. They started a restaurant there. I
know that.
This was

after?

Oh yes, they went down there, and Overvol went down there and he married.
Overvol married, I believe one of the local girls and his progeny has got
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that name. They're still down there. I think he married a Hudson
girl or a Lenny, either a Lenny or a Hudson down at Fort Norman, and
stayed there trapping up the Bear River.
Now Mattsons just

lived

in that country

in the wintertime

I take

it?

Right. They come down like all the trappers did to Simpson. That was
the gathering spot. There was quite a few white trappers all along
the Mackenzie River too.
So they'd

stay in Simpson over the summer would they?

Quite a bit, yes. There'd be work. There was work around there either
painting for the Hudson's Bay or wireless or government there.
There was a boatwork.
Were they both white folk,

Mattsons?

Oh yes. So was Overvol. I remember I was at this big wedding of this
niece. She married Tony Anshaw, who was with the Army Signals. In
fact, he was the Staff Sargeant there. They eventually got divorced
and he married again. He became head of all the radio equipment for
the Forestry in Alberta...managing all the radio equipment. He's
retired now of course.
And the Mattsons

trapped both sides

of the Nahanni or was the

main...

Oh yes, but mostly up the Nahanni a little ways and down a little
ways. They more or less had the cabin as a central location and short
lines. The longest line, well it hit Mattson Creek and it went away
up in, over to the head of Jackfish and whatnot and over towards
Flett Creek. That's the one where the branches go.
So they had one line

that actually

went over to Flett

then?

Not the Flat—Flett.
Flett.

Yes, that's

right.

Yes, right, up in that country, as you get a height of land there.
It's [a] pass, see up the head of Jackfish. There's a lot of timber
through there and you're not out of the tree line. I remember flying
over there so often that... It's quite a good country for trapping.
Do you know what part of the world the Mattsons originally

came from?

Oh yes. They came from the States, like Arthur George and his wife
Lodema. There's a creek named after her. I named it. It runs into
Canyon Creek away up the Flat River country. Like Arthur George, he
came from Boise, Idaho. He was a mine manager there. His lungs were
affected with working underground, so that's why he came north. He came
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into the Peace River country and homesteaded down the Peace and
started in a big way with sheep and, of course, the bears and the
coyotes chased them out. He come on down and started trapping.
This Eppler, he came from Winnipeg. Mulnoil and he came at one time
from the States but actually around Winnipeg country. So Joe,
his brother, Joe Mulholland, disappeared with Bill Eppler. He was,
more or less, a chichaco, as far as being a bushman was concerned,
compared to his brother. Mattson came from the States somewhere.
There's lots of people, they were down the North, they came from
the States. Quite a ways off there.
Now Bill there's
two people
lunch, and who are they?

we hadn't

mentioned

that

you recalled

over

That was Carl Arhus and Ole Loe.
Now do you remember how you spell
Oh yes.
Right.

their

names?

A-r-h-u-s [spelled Aarhuis by others] and 0-1-e
Now when were they

in the

L-o-e.

country?

They were in the country in the late '20s and I don't recall what year.
They were trapping up the Liard and then they went down and their
trapping area was down around Willow River [which] runs into Mackenzie
below the Camsell Bend there. They were interested enough to come
up the Nahanni there one trip with Jim McCauley and I, which I haven't
mentioned before..I've got a photograph here about them. They never
spent any time up the Nahanni actually.
I think Patterson
mentions
the winter of 1928-29.

them as being

below the

(First)

Canyon in

Well that's where I was a little fuzzy on. I know they were up in the
country there but where was the exact location. They were with us when
we staked, they had their own outfit, when we staked on Lafferty, in the
spring of 1929.
That would fit

well

then with

Patterson's

Yes, yes. I've got it right here.
Silver King group.
This is the Silver

date,

yes.

This is the little staking here.

King group of claims

here?

Yes, yes. Claims staked 31st of May, 1929, approximately forty-three
miles up north side of South Nahanni River, up Lafferty Creek, staked
five claims on the left side and one on the right side.
And so Poole Field

staked

one did

he?

Yes, myself there, that's the name of the claim.
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What's

Poole Field's.

..

Snip.

It was after his dog's name.

Okay do you want to read out the names of the people
the claim names?

staked

them and

Well Poole Field staked one called Snip; myself, William Clark is Scotty;
Harry Camsell, Silver; Carl Arhus, Goldie; Ole Lbe, Tiger and; George
Sibbeston, Bluebird. That's the six claims. There's five on one
side and one on the other side of the creek. That was in the spring
of '29.
Were these

placer

claims?

No, no. They were galena claims. Remember I mentioned that there was
a lot of calcite there, and quite a wide vein. It's quite a wide
vein. It's, more or less, little stringer groups and one from the
hanging wall to the side and about twelve feet wide.
Now you mentioned
and one
point.

also

that

Carl and Ole were with

you and Jim McCauley

Right, right.
Do you recall

what trip

that

was?

That was the time that Jim McCauley and I went up, in fact I've got
pictures here, to get started on building a lodge close to Wheatsheaf,
mouth of Wheatsheaf Creek, to go into the big-game hunter business,
working in with Punch Dickins, to fly the hunters in. There were things
upset us and the whole thing fell flat because the government, through
Roy Gibson, the Commissioner in Ottawa (he was a dictator in his own
way then), they made the area from the B.C. border and right about
twelve miles above Liard all the way down the Mackenzie Mountains to
Peel River, Arctic Red River. That was made a, not a park, but a...
A game

preserve?

A preserve.
Now if
that'd

So that ruled out any big game hunting.

Ole and Carl were in the country in 1928-29 and again with
be '31 wouldn't
it, when you
were...?

you

Oh yes, right.
Do you know whether
years at all?

or not they 'd been in the country

between

those

Oh, they weren't way up the Nahanni, no. They were trapping then.
They went down trapping down the river, Mackenzie River, because they

in,
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got quite a few lynx. There was a run of lynx there and they were high
for the season. Their dip was on the upsurge. Then from there in
1932, I remember they went into [Great] Bear Lake, this time the rush
in there in '32. There was a big staking rush there. They went in
eventually, two of them went into hauling goods up the Bear River
rapids. They built special type rapid boats and they did very well.
That's how they got out of the Liard and Nahanni country.
Now another
we sort

thing

of left

that
off

at,

happened
that

in 1932, which is really

was the year

that

Phil

the

Powers

year
disappeared.

That's right, right.
Would you care to relate

your accounts

of that

event?

Yes. Phil Powers was a good prospector and a trapper. He, like
ourselves later on, he trapped to get enough money to prospect.
There was \jery good trapping in most of the areas and furs were a
fair price. He'd gone up the Nahanni, up the Flat River and he'd
built a cabin up there. He got his outfit from the Hudson's Bay
and that's how I got to know when he came down, and before, and
got his outfits when I was at Simpson.
Excuse me for

a minute.

Was he going up the Nahanni prior

to 1932?

Oh yes.
So he was really

a Nahanni veteran

by that

time,

was he?

Oh yes, yes. He'd gone up through there and that's where he
established, above the mouth of Irvine Creek, away up the Flat
River.
Do you know the

location

of his

cabin?

Oh yes, of course.
Let's mark that on the map. Now we've located Phil's
cabin on
the map. Let's backtrack
a bit.
Can you remember what the
first
year was that he might have come into the Nahanni
country?

He was in there in 1930, this was in 1932. He was in there, I think it
was 1930. He wasn't there in 1929, that I know of.
OK.

So you think

1930 was the first

year.

go up to the Flat?

Was that

I think so.
And did he always

That's the o n l y , yes, r i g h t .

always

his...
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And did he always

use the same cabin

site,

do you know?

Oh yes, he went up there and that's where his headquarters [were]. He
was a pretty tough type. He'd sleep out in the open. His main cabin
was small, and he hadn't any outcabins that had been located. We went
on one line later on, and they could follow the, roughly, the blazes,
a blaze here and there. And he was, more or less, trapping marten,
at that central cabin.
He trapped down the Flat River from there,
and up Irvine Creek and then on the treed slopes over towards
Landing Lake. Then across the River, just off the Flat River.
And I take it at this time
part of the River
yet.

that

Faille

hadn't

bothered

working

this

He hadn't been in that location.
Re was always

further

down the

Flat.

He was, yes. And he was also up the Nahanni. His district didn't
jibe with [Powers]
Well, at least as far as we know.
Now, in 1932, you began to suspect

that

something

had happened.

Why?

Well, we knew that he would come out at a certain time in the spring,
and he was expected out and made a deal with his fiance", at Grand
Prairie, to meet her at the mouth of the South Nahanni. And they were
going down to Simpson and getting married. Old Jack Stanier and myself
were at the mouth of the South Nahanni, and we were expecting every
day to see Phil Powers coming in. But then, we allowed the fact that
there was so much driftwood and rising water. This was in June. I forget
the date now. He'd probably be holed up in some back channel until
the driftwood cleared up. We couldn't move, either. It was just
too risky for upstream. That's where this lady come in. We must have
stayed there around the Nahanni for about a week. We wanted to get up
prospecting of course. She was quite impatient. She more or less
instilled in us the fact that he should have been out, and wanted us to
go up and search for him. But we didn't have the gasoline and we didn't
know the River away up there. And anyway, I took her on a trip up
to just past Mattson's cabin, and, more or less, showed her how swift
the water was and all those old snags sticking up and dangerous. Well,
it would take us more gas than we could get hold of to get away up to
search. So, I took her back and as soon as she could get somebody
to take her down to Simpson, she left. They went down to Simpson and
reported him being so late, and something wrong and do something about it.
Well then, the driftwood cleared up, and Jack and I went up, up the River.
And this

was also

the first

year

that

you and Jack were

Right, right.
Now, do you recall

what his fiance*'s

name was?

together.
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I'm sorry. She was wery thankful. Quite a nice type you know. She
was connected with the news media, and I can't recollect the name.
When we were talking about it over lunch, didn't
that her sister
was married to a senator?

you also

His sister, Phil Powers' sister was married to a senator.
now, I can't recall his name.
Phil

Right.
party.

And he put pressure to bear, and the Mounties sent a search
I think the first one was Martin [Duncan C. Martin].
what I have

who was a

And right

So that

That's

Powers had a brother-in-law

mention

senator.

here.

Yes that's right. That was in '32 because we were camped, old Jack
and I were camped just below The Hotsprings, at The Hotsprings actually,
when they went up. Faille had gone up ahead of them. They caught
up to Faille. I think Faille was with them when they found the canoe
above the mouth of the Caribou River and Flat River. There was a big
bend above, as they went upstream, and this canoe of Powers was on
the driftpile there. I think it was fifteen or sixteen ribs were cracked.
That's how the canoe was. It was a big canoe, twenty-two footer, a
big cargo canoe, a freighter canoe rather. And they went right on up,
and that's when they found the cabin was burned.
OK now.
Martin.

According

to my records,

special

constable

Edwards

accompanied

Billy Edwards, right.
Where's

he

from?

Fort Liard. He's dead of course.
These special
constables
were people
sort of thing, were they?

they

took on to act as guides,

that

That's right, yes. Interpreters.
And what did you say Martin's

nickname

was?

Chink.
Chink

Martin.

Yes, Chink Martin.
in California now.
Oh!

Now could

He was a good head, a very good head.

you describe

He's retired

what you know about what they found in the

area.
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Yes, they found that the cabin was completely burned out. They found
the bones lying there inside the four corners of the cabin. The
largest one was evidently a knee bone. The rest were all just small.
They were burned right up. It's strange there was no jaw bones there.
Tape 6 - Side 1
Now Bill,
when we ran out on that other tape, we'd just got to the
stage of your having described
that Phil's
home was burned down,
right?
Or cabin.
Well then, they found us, the police found us, Martin and Billy Edwards,
and Faille was with them then. They'd picked up Faille and they had
found the canoe, on a big driftpile above where the Caribou River
empties into the Flat River there. It would be about thirty...
I would imagine thirty to thirty-five miles, maybe closer to thirty-five
miles up from the mouth of the Flat River. There's quite a bend
there. They found this great big freighter canoe, and there was about
fifteen or sixteen ribs cracked in it. Well they figured then that
there was definitely something happened. It had been taken away in
the high water, and deposited up on top of this driftpile.
So they went up and they eventually found his cabin. It was burned
down completely except just the corner logs were left. Must have
been a terrific fire. They looked around and found markings on the
cache posts when he had finished [building]. I can't recall exactly
now what was written on there. Then they found some furs in his
cache and they found bones. Picked up enough bones, just to about fill
an old empty candle box. The largest bone was from a knee, a knee
bone. The rest was just very small. They didn't check around too
much then, and went down, and they had an inquest. There was a six-man
jury figured it was human bones. Doctor Truesdale said it was human
bones of course. And they couldn't say that the bones belonged to
Phil Powers. So then, they had to investigate through the fact
that he was insured, and relatives wanted to know if maybe it was
somebody else.
So, the next year, there was another expedition went up, and that was
led by Corporal Fielding from Fort Simpson. And I forget who was with
him now. They checked all his trap line. They went on these and found
fur, fur in his traps, some of his traps. And they had a good
interpreter. I forget his name now. The only thing was that they
figured, well, he died in the wintertime because he hadn't picked up
his traps. They were still at a little loss as to what happened. I was
in to see the police to see about getting my licenses, and Inspector
Martin was in charge then (he was strict too). He asked me if there
was any chance of me going down towards that location and if I would
have time to look around to see what we could find. I flew back into
McMillan Lake then.
First chance we got, went down with Gus.

That was the time we found those
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hot springs. We just took a short cut down McLeod Creek. We found
that the trees, by the way they were burned, that the fire was in the
wintertime. There must have been a terrific heat because the stove,
the remains of the stove, was just burned into almost a cinder in
a small space. Bottles were just melted right down to little small
round heaps. So we poked around. Phil was known to be very careful in
choosing his load. He'd oil left there, but he'd no gas for his
kicker. It didn't look right. And anyway, Gus looked around while
I was out on some of his lines. He'd had sort of a few lines strung
out from his main hut, his main cabin. And I had an idea, well, I'll
pan this dirt in the cabin floor. It was a dirt floor, and so I
panned this area, especially the area where his bed was, and I got
eight little globules of gold in the pan. They kept them, and they
sent them out to the Mounted Police with a notice to where it was
found and whatnot, and what circumstances. And soon they were checked
up, they found out where he'd had his teeth filled and fixed up.
That identified them as coming from the mouth of Phil Powers. And it
more or less cleared his demise with the insurance companies. As far
as we were concerned, we didn't know what happened, but at least he was
identified.

Yes.
In your mind there is a suspicion
death.

that this wasn't an

accidental

Oh, absolutely! Absolutely, because it all tended to show with that
fire... It was a shanty roof, sloping roof, not a peaked roof.
There had been poles on top, and the moss, probably a little bit of
dirt, because some of the dirt was on the... There was a little bit
of gravel in it when I was panning. We saw where that had come from.
So it must have been a terrific fire to burn it up so completely,
especially the bones. There was no sign. Well, if it had just been
an ordinary fire in a small cabin, the skull and the jaw and the
teeth would be there. So, it must have been a terrific fire. It looked,
to be quite truthful, it looked to Gus and I, knowing the circumstances
(he was quite a cautious man in most respects) that what happened to
all the extra gas? That was gone. That's why. He always just took
enough oil to mix with his gas for his kicker. He used candles. He didn't
read too much. He was an outdoor man, and all he'd needed those candles
for was to skin his fur at night and he'd be out in the daytime.

Could you tell

us anything about the character

of Phil Powers?

Well, he was a fairly quiet type, and more or less reliant in his talk.
He was fairly sure of himself and his manner and his ways. He was a
chap that you could believe anything he talks about pretty well. He
was upright type. And he was known for being a good bushman. He'd been
a bushman for many years, a prospector. He was certainly not the type
to commit suicide. And if he had, there'd have been a rifle there, or
a gun. It'd been found right there.

Were any of his personal
should be there?

effects

missing

that you would have thought
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Well now, what personal effects he had must have been burned up because
there was nothing but furs, these furs up in the cache. He didn't
have too many personal effects, but what he had would have got all
burned up.
Wliat about

this

canoe floating

down the

stream?

He had his canoe, must have had it back far enough to put in the water,
but safe from the break-up in the spring. But then after the break-up
is usually...not too high. Then after, the water rises. Later on, when
the snow melts, then you expect a bit of a flood. By that time,
if Phil was alive, he'd have had his canoe under control. The fact
that the canoe was taken away, it was taken away through high water.
Now} you weren't
cabin had been.

up the River in
It wasn't until

'32 at all
'33 then.

then,

to see where

Powers'

Oh no. It wasn't until '34.
Oh.
When I was with Gus.
Jack Stanier.

It was in '33 when I found McLeods5, with old

OK. Now, let's
go back to '33 then.
I think we've got '32
pretty
well straightened
out.
No! By golly,
we haven't got '32
straightened
out.
It was in the spring of '32, the first
time you went up with
Jack
Stanier.
Right, right, right.
Nell, we don't have that recorded yet.
did you get to meet Jack
Stanier?

Let's

backtrack

a bit.

How

I met him at Fort Simpson. They all came down. I was with the Hudson's
Bay. They'd get all the liquor in, come in the first boat. This was
good. Well all the Hudson's Bay people from Fontas, mind you the other
outposts there, Fort Nelson, Nelson Forks, Fort Liard and any outposts.
Of course there was Poole Field. He was on outpost at Trout Lake.
There was a whole bunch of them. And all the white trappers in between
came in. Oh, there was a lot of them. And then, along the Mackenzie,
down the Mackenzie and a few from around the Nahanni and they all came
into Simpson. Jack Stanier, he come down too, of course, and they all
had their liquor permits. And if they didn't drink, then somebody
sent for it, because in those days it was a case a year, twelve
bottles a year.
This was all

you were

allowed?

All you were allowed. Most of the white people when names were sent in
if they didn't drink, well somebody else would give them a bottle for
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their medicine.

So anyway, that was how I met him.

The magistrate down there, Flynn Harris, he was quite a guy. Quite a
history to him too. He was also Indian agent. Well, he was a man
for his drink, my gosh. He had about half-a-dozen cases and he had
a couple more put away for Christmas, and after he drank those with
his cronies, he ran out. So, by golly, he wanted to look to see who
the heck he could get a case off. There were quite a few extra cases
there hadn't been called on. Wouldn't be either. So here was
Jack Stanier's. Well, Jack wasn't around. So, fine. He managed to
get a friend of his to go and see Jack and round him up. They were
playing poker and still drinking. He said OK. He gives Jack a
bottle, his medicine, it was all Scotch whiskey I believe and give him
a bottle if he'd turn that over, and a friend would pay the cost for
the whole thing. Jack wasn't very fussy about this but, well, OK.
They went down and they got this case and they gave him a bottle.
Then, the Mountie came in and wanted to know if Jack has authority to
take this liquor out and take it away out to Hudson's Bay. He'd
no authority, it wasn't checked out properly. There was some technicality,
and so, Flynn Harris wanted the liquor anyway. Jack Stanier was charged
with having this bottle in his possession. Oh yes, he didn't have the
clearance, that was it, because somebody else had sent for him. He swore...
It was quite a mixup. So he was hauled up and he was fined fifty dollars
and costs by this same Flynn Harris. You've probably heard of him.
He was a bald-headed Irishman. Right after this court is over and all
this, "Now Jack" he said, "here's the money, you pay the fine to the
Constable", or actually it was a corporal there. "And now," he said
"here's the money for your liquor. Come on. We'll go over to the
house and have a drink." So that's where I come along. I got to know
Jack, and, well, he got quite a chuckle out of this. And that's how I
got to know Jack, before I even went with him.
So Flynn paid Jack's

fine,

and plus,

he paid for

the

liquor.

Oh right, oh right.
Well,

Flynn must have wanted some booze pretty

badly.

Well, of course. Oh my God, talk about drinking. Terrific. Oh, he'd
quite a racket going there. Yes, Flynn, he's notable. At one time, he
went in for the priesthood and I guess he was... Well, he told us
himself he was thrown out because he drank too much. Then he went with
the Hudson's Bay. He was away up at Fond du Lac. He used to chuckle....
He used to get red ink in, you know, in sixteen ounce bottles. He
would run that through bread and charcoal and take out the dye. It was
straight grain alcohol, and so... He said he made a mistake there, the
Hudson's Bay got after him. Then he went in with the government. He was
an Indian Agent at Chipewayan before he came to Simpson. He wrote off
two kegs of nails. He just put in particulars, and he's quite a joker
too of course, and he put in "eaten by mice". Two kegs of nails. So he
was that type of fellow. He was terrific. That's how I came to meet Jack.
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And Jack was a very, quite a well-educated man. You saw his picture,
didn't you. And he was, in fact when his father died, he was left some
title in the old country there, and a manor and the arms, motto and
whatever. But he wouldn't...he'd have nothing to do with that. But
that's how I met Jack, and I liked him. So, we got together and when
Jim McCauley went to Bear Lake in '32 when the rush was on. Oh he
[McCauley] was bound to, but I wanted to go up the Nahanni. I don't
know why. There was just some attraction, and that's why we went up.
You saw that picture with Jack and I. That's our first, going up.
Long narrow scow. And talk about the terrible, terrific power they need
now to go up. We'd two little four horse Johnson engines, and I took
the snyes and no trouble.
Now, that

was in

'32.

'32. Well, we spent oh, I'd say practically.... By the time we went
up there, and then we went up to Clausen Creek, and stayed there. And
we prospected from there.
Clausen?
Clausen Creek, yes. On the way back, we didn't spend all the summer
there, in the fall, on the way back, we prospected the bars on the
Liard River, all the way up from the South Nahanni. Also, that was the
time, that fall we prospected bars going up and then we got our outfit
at Fort Liard and went up to his cabin late in the fall, and cleared
out his line. I built a cabin between the mouth of the Kotaneelee there,
and LaBiche, off to the side, over towards Pointed Mountain. In
fact, I built that alone, while Jack was on his own. When he did trap,
he had his own particular round and I had mine. So that actually
took care of '32.
I take it, that while you were up Clausen Creek, you stayed pretty
much
in that watershed,
or did you go up Lafferty
and look up there
too.
Oh, we went up Lafferty, oh right. I tried to get up to the caves
there, but oh, it was too much of a bother for what was... Well, we
were more or less after minerals.
You didn't
work up into the First Canyon at all, you stayed,
below the First Canyon, up those two
watersheds.

in

effect,

Yes, we went as far up as the Spray, The White Spray. And I got a
few fish. There was all kinds of meat, because I shot a moose. There's
a lick back up the Clausen Creek about three miles. It's just a
terrific place if you wanted to include that. You go up Clausen Creek
and you cut across it. Keep to the right-hand side going up from The
Hotsprings. There's a pathway goes around, and you come to a nice
sort of a meadow there, and that's where the lick is. Right across
from that meadow is a knoll, a good-sized knoll. If you want to get
a moose, you've time, you go, walk across Clausen Creek, it's not very
deep, sit on that knoll. It's only about 200 yards to shoot any
animal coming down to the lake.
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I've

actually

walked into

that

lake and it's

quite

a

spot.

Oh you know where it is. Oh, for goodness sake.
Gus told me about it,
Is that right!
I would think

and I walked in there

one

afternoon.

Well is my mileage about right?

it might be a bit

less

than

that.

Two-and-a-half?
You're certainly
in the right range anyway. Of course, I'm gust
guessing too.
You could be right and I could be wrong. Yes,
that's
about
right.
Was the creek right there?
Yes.

Then the water in that

lake is salty,

yes.

Right.
Now, I guess we next turn to 1933.
and summer of '33?

And what did you do. in the

spring

Spring and summer? In the wintertime we would come in, it's only
twelve miles to snowshoe in to Fort Liard, and we talked to this
Father Turcotte about the McLeod finds, and Willy McLeod [nephew
of Willy McLeod who disappeared in 1904-06] was there of course,
the next year. He was interpreter for the Hudson's Bay. Eventually,
it came around that he, got talking about, he and Father Turcotte,
Jack and I and this Patty Crickmore (he was trading for the Northern
Traders then). Jack Simes was trading for The Bay. We got together
and played bridge a lot, when we were there. We were talking about
the McLeod find. Either old Jack or Father Turcotte mentioned the
fact that there was a mention of a map made, before Willy went in.
So Father Turcotte said that he was going to check all through the
papers in the Mission there, which he did. Then, he thought maybe
Father Le Guen, who was in charge of the Mission there, when Willy
McLeod set off, that he would know about it. Later on that winter,
Father Turcotte went to Providence for Lent is it?
to be there
and relieve Father Le Guen of his duties. He went through a lot of
papers, and he found this map. So he sent the map with a letter, down
to us at Fort Liard, and we got that by the police patrol, up from Simpson.
Sometimes the police patrol would meet each other at the mouth of the
South Nahanni, from Simpson and from Liard, and got our mail up that way.
Here, we got this old map and a letter that this was the old map, Willy
McLeod's. It was, it was signed, you know. It was quite a crude map too.
It was signed by Willy McLeod?
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Oh yes. I forget...was it 19..? I forget the date now. I can't
picture the date. The date was on top, but Willy's initials. I mean
his W. McLeod on the bottom. And it showed this creek with, with a
split on top, and looked as though there was two little lakes on top.
There was this split and lake, little lake. So, anyway with this, fine.
That was, oh heck, end of March I guess it was. Anyway, Stan McMillan
came in, it just so happened, after we got the mail, with the plane
to pick up some gas. He had been flying fellows away up... They were
trying to find some gold, a group of prospectors. Taggart was the
name of one of them. That's Big Taggart that eventually died out
towards Pine point. And, Stan McMillan was on the way to pick them
up and fly them out.
Where were these

prospectors

located?

They were up close to the lower Liard, up from Liard.
Above Fort

Liard.

Above Fort Liard.
Oh yes,

They called it the Lower Post.

sure.

In one of the creeks around there somewhere. I knew Stan, you know,
and because actually I got my first flight with him when he was with the
Dominion Explorers, at Fort Simpson. I talked to him about it. By
gosh, we made a deal. So that's how, well we had to go down, went
down with the Police in the spring. That was, oh, I think the end of
May. And we had to wait until, now what was the date? Well anyway,
Stan come in, and we had to wait for weather and we went as far as
the mouth of the South Nahanni. My gosh, we had quite a time there.
The water came up high. This must have been June. It was away into
June, because the water was high, and the logs.... It was pretty rough
to land. Anyways, it was pretty miserable weather. We waited a week
almost, at the mouth of the Nahanni, before we took off and we
had to turn back because it was all socked in halfway. Had to wait
another day, and went right on up there. Then, we'd, of course made
arrangements for Stan to pick us up. We'd flown over McMillan Lake,
went over those two peaks, you know?
Yes,

two

cones.

Two cones, off the Flat River. It was in that area somewhere. Jack
Stanier was sitting up beside Stan McMillan, and he'd never been there,
of course, but being the man, you know. Instead of us landing at
McMillan Lake (I don't know what choice I would have made), he landed
in Clark Lake. So when we were unloading, unloaded right at the east,
southeast end of Clark Lake. Well Stan would be back sometime about the
first week of September.... No, it was about the middle of September,
I think it was, to pick us up. But for us to have a smoke going. I forget
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the date, it was, anyway. Maybe he would come in about the same route,
and maybe we would be in the other lake. There was no name to it, a
big lake. That's when he did come in and pick us up. We lost a lot
of time relaying our food.
This is relaying

it

from Clark down to

McMillan?

Yes, at the other end, and over to McLeod Creek.
pack you know, my gosh.
Bad there been any flights
into that country
Oaks went in and '33 when you went in?

It was quite a long

between

1928, when Doc

No, no.
So this

then, would be the second set of flights

Right, absolutely, absolutely.
Bow, you got your gear packed

into

that....

Yes, there was no other.
over to McLeod Creek.

What did you do

then?

Well, we found this... It was a game trail from the end of McMillan
Lake, and we followed that and got to McLeod Creek. It's particularly
level there, and made camp just before it makes a bend up into the
mountains. We didn't see the lakes on McLeod Creek then, but we knew
there was a lake or two in that area, [from] when we flew over. I went
up the creek while Jack was making camp. That's when I found these old
sluice boxes, just as you see them in the photograph pretty well, on
those poles. Well, after I found them and looked around, I was quite
excited. I came right back to camp, and told Jack about them. Well,
of course he had to quit right there and come up. We didn't do very
much that particular evening. We were all tuckered out. But the next
day, we checked around, and moved our camp up right close to where we
found the sluice boxes. Then we found shovels, old shovels, and picks
and the gold pan. Then we found the old staking, old stakes. I've got
a picture.
So it

had been properly

staked.

Oh yes, yes.
If this had been strictly
properly
staked.

Indian

workings,

it probably

wouldn't

have

been

It wouldn't have. It wouldn't [wasn't] have been [like] any other Indian
workings we've seen. The Bennett Creek was the best [example]--there was
no stakes at all. No, no, no.
Now was there anything
on the
stakes?

on the stakes

that

you could

recognize?

Written
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No, no, no.
Would you care to guess how old the stakes

might have been at that

stage?

Well, Jack and I figured that by the growth, it was alder, the growth
on this set up for whip sawing the lumber, they were quite thick. Oh,
about that size. That's...
Four or five

inches?

Yes. In fact, I've got pictures showing.
thirty years old.
So it's

going back at least

We figured about twenty-five,

to the Mcleod's

time.

Yes, oh definitely. And these posts, I forget, we found two, three...
three I think it was.
So that would be three claims that had been

staked.

Yes, yes. Or there could have been others that had fallen down.
Right, yes.

Now those would be placer

claims.

Oh, definitely.
Placer claims,

you were only allowed to stake one claim apiece,

weren't

Unless you made a discovery.
And then how many?
If you made a discovery... If you went in, for instance, and discovered
gold in a creek in those days (I don't know how the laws are now), you
could make a discovery claim.
You've got about 1,250 feet say, I'm
not sure, it was away over 1,000 feet, and you staked right down the
centre of the boundary, and you got so many feet to either side.
Then any other claim that you staked, you were allowed two more, if
you had the powers of attorney covering two of your friends.
Yes,

but you were still

Oh yes, individually.
Is there any possibility
to the Mcleod's?

only allowed the one.
Yes, yes, that's right.
that these claims could have been staked

Oh right. Oh right, but there's no way of knowing.
But you certainly

don't discount

that

possibility.

prior

We just surmised.

you?
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Oh no, no.
Conceivably
there could have been people
white people who had staked and so on.

in there

before

the

McLeods,

Yes sir. As you say, that it's possible. It was white men who had
whip sawed out the lumber, and made those sluice boxes, and riffles
and the McLeod brothers never used them. Or maybe the McLeod brothers
found it somewhere else.
Right.
There 's no record of the McLeod brothers
kind of equipment to whip saw stuff
is
there?

having

taken

in

the

That is right. There's no record whatsoever.
Everything
suggests,
equipped did they?

in fact,

the opposite.

They went in fairly

lightly

Oh, of course they did. Oh right. Oh definitely. I understand that
all they had were gold pans and a shovel and their axes and their
rifles. That's all they had. Yes, we thought of that too, you know, but...
The fact that it wasn't very well known in the Liard country,
that suggest that if somebody had been in there before,
that
come in from the Yukon end?

Oh yes. We thought Of that.
Jack Stanier.

would
they'd

probably

In fact, we talked that over, old Jack,

Tape 6 - Side 2
Oh, I was just going to say, when the tape flicked out, that Jack came
from the Yukon. He'd been all over the Yukon. As a matter of fact,
old Jack, to say something on the side, the way he went into the
Yukon, he came down the McKenzie River, went up the Liard. He wintered
above Fort Liard and went across that way, hauling a sled.
While we're on this subject did Jack ever mention to you having
anybody who tried to get into the Yukon via the South Nahanni?

met

We talked over that and no. He knew there were people went up the South...
instead of going right up the Liard, the route he took. There were people
that had left Edmonton going to [unintelligible]. Some went away down
to McPherson and down that way. But he said he knew there were people
who had talked about going up the South Nahanni and over that way. He
was with...I can't recall. It was the same route that the Camsells
took practically, going into the Yukon--Charlie Camsell and Fred. Jack
Stanier couldn't recall the names of the people.
Now what route did Stanier
and the Camsells take?
This is
something
that has cropped up time and again.
I'd like to get that down.
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They went up above the present Fort Liard. They went as far as they
could with their boats. They got frozen in and there was an Indian
encampment, they called it....Sandy Creek goes out there. It's an old
name. I've been there. [Unintelligible name] had an old encampment
there. The Indians from there, they had a route, over towards the Coal
and the Hyland. That was the route they followed. It's a summer
route from what Jack told me because they were high up and when they
went through there with that [unintelligible name] and the sleds,
relaying (there was no dogs, you know) and there were times when the
only way you could follow the leader was--he chewed tobacco--and they
could follow the dark stains where he expectorated in the snow. Right
now I can't recall any of the names of the people that went up the
Nahanni.
Now Bill, let's piek up back in 1933. You and Jack Stanier went into
the country, and you prospected, moved your camp down to McLeod Creek
from McMillan Lake. You prospected around the vicinity
that summer.
Oh yes, yes. And one of our trips, we went over towards Canyon Creek,
but we couldn't get down into the canyon. But we also, from the end
of Clark Lake, went down this creek that's now called Diamond C Creek.
We found very good colours throughout the gravel. We went up the
mouth of Canyon Creek and got very good samples there, but there was
no gravel to...for any purpose. We were looking for gravel deposits
in there, a place where you'd get down to bedrock. That's all we
did in that part of the country, and we spent the balance of the time
around McLeod Creek until Stan McMillan came in and picked us up. In
fact he stayed, he and Poole Field and this mechanic Hudson stayed
and they came over to McLeod Creed with us and panned and staked
also. Then we flew out.
You staked a number of claims on this

trip

then?

Yes, definitely. We all staked. [They] said it was good enough.
This Poole Field was an old-timer along with Jack Stanier. We already
had staked, Jack Stanier had discovery 1 and I had discovery 2,
Also, we had power of attorney and we staked those. So we had quite
a little bit of land. Jack Stanier went out that winter, that fall
actually, and then he had to get operated on, and he didn't come
back in the country.
Oh, did he have a fairly

serious

operation?

Right. So then, we sort of looked after each other. I looked after
the assessment work for the claims there. Any paper work, he was in
touch with Stan McMillan. Gus had flown in from Hay River, and then,
I went with Gus.
Sorry,

you say Gus had flown in from Bay River,

Into McMillan Lake.

flown in to where?
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This was also in the summer of

'33?

No, he came in in the wintertime.
I see.

You had met Gus where,

No, this was the next year.

then?

Oh, years ago at Upper Hay River and Fort Vermillion when he was
trapping out at Bistcho Lake. I was with the Hudson's Bay then.
That was in '20? I forget, '25, "26, Tl I was in that country. Of
course, we knew each other quite well and I knew he was a good man,
good type, well-liked. So we got together and we stayed together.
Bid you send word out to him to aome in then or. ..
Oh no, no.
He just

showed up on his own?

Oh yes, yes. He'd heard things, there was a little bit of a rush there.
Then, it was publicized, of course, and Wop May had flown people in.
I knew Wop May, and had flown with him out in Edmonton, so it all
tied in, you know.
I'd like to hack up a hit for a minute to tie up one hit of
Jack Stonier never did aome baak north again.

business.

No. I think he did come back to try it out on some prospect for the
Consolidated Mining and Smelting, but it was just a trip. He couldn't...
He was too weak. It weakened his system. He got his, uh
Prostate?
Prostate, yes.
When did he die?

He'd had quite an operation there.

That's right.

Bo you remember?

Uh, it was about two years later, I believe, or about 1936. I'm not
sure now of the date. I've one or two letters here. I know when we
were cut off and not hearing a word. Communications were pretty
poor in those days. And mail was far between. He had his wife in
Vancouver, and so he died on the coast.
He died in

Vancouver?

Yes. Or around down there. It was either in Vancouver. His house,
his home was right in the outskirts of Vancouver. Whether he died in
a hospital or at home, I don't know.
OK. Now we can aome baak to '33. I have a news clipping from the
Medicine Hat News, dated Beaember 8, 1933. In it, it's talking about
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Wop May doing a lot of flying
in the month of December,
rather mum about where he was going.

keeping

That was when he was flying into McMillan Lake.
Yes,

they were referred

to as mystery

flights

into

the Nahanni

country.

Well, that's exactly right. And I've got clippings from the Edmonton
Journal, telling about his flights and what information, eventually,
he got, and it was some of mine too. In fact, I've got them here, which
you could have if you want to.
I'd like to very much.
I take it there weren't
you and Jack
Stonier?

Now, back in '32, and the early
too many people in the country.

part of '33,
Was there
only

Well, in 1933, we were the only people up in that country, absolutely.
That's

the summer of

'33.

Summer of '33, right.

There was nobody else that we knew of.

Was there

coming up the River

anybody

else

at that

time?

No, nobody that we knew of, no.
Right.

We flew right up, but of course we
How did this word get out about this business
of gold.
I suppose
some of your cronies and that found out at Simpson you'd been up
there
and...

Oh, of course. And they were all eager to find out what happened when
we came back.
I suppose
Edmonton.

the old moccasin
Is that
it?

telegraph

probably

got going down to

Then, what happened, we went to Simpson. I had a toothache. I got a
couple of teeth pulled by Dr. Truesdale. Jack Stanier, he
Wait a
minute now, he stayed there. We were on floats, and he stayed there.
Yes, now I know. Stan McMillan flew me back up to Fort Liard, on
his way to pick up the prospectors that he'd left above the side, around
the vicinity of the Lower Post. He flew them out, and he picked Jack up
at Simpson and went...took him outside. And Jack organized a little
company for us, with Brintnell.
Oh, so Brintnell

got in on it

too.
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Oh yes. Then of course, there were others, friends in Simpson,
started syndicates, and my friends in Fort Liard started syndicates.
I had left the country, so I was the Joe boy for the other syndicates,
more or less, I went ahead with this and that and I'd get a good
share.
At this

stage,

these

other

syndicates

hadn't

staked

any ground

yet?

Oh no, no. And that's when Wop May started to fly them in to stake.
What with this business
of forming syndicates,
forming a company and so on, this I suppose,
out, down south.

and Jack
Stonier
is how the noise got

Oh definitely. And that's why when I went up to Fort Liard, and had to
go up to Jack's cabin, and my cabin too, our cabin
We'd a lot of
private stuff there. I had to go up there and take it down to Fort
Liard. When I was there, I didn't... Oh yes, we formed a company
[syndicate] there, and that was why I went by dog team, down in the
wintertime. Meantime made arrangements through, well it was the
mail, before the freeze-up, get the mail down to Simpson [to get] in
touch with Wop May and my cronies at Simpson. Then I was to meet
Wop at the mouth of the Nahanni.
In the meantime, start them [members of the Fort Liard syndicate] off
about...it was eleven dog teams to go in from Fort Liard. There was
Willy McLeod, who is the nephew of the other boy, in charge, when
I left them at the mouth of the South Nahanni. And we had to pay the
shot.
Welt,

who's

we now?

Well this was Jack Simes, the Hudson's Bay manager, Crickmore...
Jack,

sorry,

Simes?

Simes.
S-y-m?
S-i-m-e, Jack Sime actually. Scotsman. He's quite well to do. He's
got a big store close to Fort Nelson right now. And Crickmore, Patti,
he's an Irishman, and he was in charge of the Northern Trading company
for us there. So, and myself. We got them all, the papers lined up
and we got all those people, and arranged to give the wives a [unintelligible]
there, so much. We rigged them out. We got to go, and I went with
them (actually, it was pretty cold) as far as the mouth of the Nahanni.
And this was after Christmas I think. Yes. It was darned cold anyway.
I waited for Wop. He was on his way in. His engine had packed up on him,
right beside Ole Lindberg's place which is about twenty-five miles downriver
from the mouth of the South Nahanni. So, I had to wait. I didn't know
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for awhile if he was packed up. And those boys, they got in and staked
and they were out before Wop came and picked me up. So anyway, I
got all the papers made out.
Now, what was the name of the company that
Stan McMillan, Leigh Brintnell
formed?

Oh, oh that was...
Oh, it wasn't

you and Jack Stonier

There wasn't a company.

a company

and

We just syndicated.

then.

Not then, not yet, no, no that was syndicates. Our company wasn't
formed, the Liard-Nahanni Gold wasn't formed until away later on,
and that was Gus and myself, and Carl Falcon. They weren't these
companies. They were syndicates.
Right.

Did you have names for

these

syndicates?

Oh yes. I forget now. Oh Simpson was... There was a Simpson Syndicate,
Hudson, he was manager of the NT. Gerald, Gerald Hudson, and
Jack Stanier and myself was in on one.
That was the Simpson

Syndicate?

Yes, there was somebody else. Oh, we got Father Turcotte in on a share
for the information. Right. That was the original. Oh now I'm getting
to remembering. He was very helpful in getting us going. We didn't
get anything out of that and we also had a syndicate with Brintnell,
Stan McMillan to help to take care of the plane fares, charters and
whatnot. We'd quite a little turmoil over that. Brintnell, he
wanted to give us at one time $7,500.00 and he would keep $12,000.00
as his share, $500 [$12,500] out of $20,000. We thought it should be
the other way around. We wouldn't sign the papers. That was another
syndicate. Then there was the one that I started in the Liard when
I was up there, a bunch of us, with all those Indians. Eleven? It
was about eleven. Then there was Willy McLeod, well, he was included.
I was in on that and what we were going to do was, for every...you'll
get 50%, which is pretty fair deal out of it. Well, it didn't pan
out and there was a lot of expense for nothing. But then, it was,
it was later on, when this Carl Falcon came in. Yes, because we got
Drummond, who at one time was head of the Chamber of Mines in Edmonton,
he was one of the first presidents, and he was an ex-geologist from
CM and S.
What was

that?

Cominco. Consolidated Mining and Smelting. It was through Wop May they
got him in. Wop flew him in, and I flew in with Wop. Gus was there at
the time. He'd flown in before, to split the loads, and Drummond stayed
with Gus and I, oh, it must have been six weeks, checking the creeks.
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We did a lot of work putting down test pits. He thought this one
creek was so good, he staked himself too, on it. Our test pits in
this one particular creek was just going down from grass roots, to
taking a cubic yard, you know. Right through the moss, grass roots,
or whatever, tree root, and then, taking out a cubic yard. With the
test pits of this area, and the creek, he figured about a million
yards. OK. Taking it just from the top, three feet down, then we
averaged, I think it was a dollar thirty something, .35, .36 a yard
at $35 a yard [ounce]. But it was some of those yards went to
about $8.00 a yard, and others went at about $.08 where there was
just nothing but sand, see. So that was a pretty good showing. And
that's how the news went out. It was legitimate. It was a good
prospect.
Ummm. Is Drummond still
Oh no, he died.

around do you know?

He died some time ago.

He was a fine man.

What year would Drurnmond have been in there

with

you?

It was 19.., let's see now, '30? about '35. Oh it's more than '35.
'36? Just a second now. Oh it was before we had our big home
built in, on Bennett Creek.
OK, let's
go back, and get back to 1933.
The winter of '33 and
That was the winter you flew in with Wop May after
everybody
else had got their stakes in.
Of course, you already had some
ground staked
anyway.

'34.

Oh yes, yes, definitely. I was in on all those claims that were
staked, the Indians had staked.
Now, you stayed

in how long in

'34, when you flew

in in the

winter?

Oh, I stayed, that was the time that we took in...Gus was there then.
Oh, so Gus had also

flown

in,

yes.

He'd flown in—Mackenzie Air Service.
This

is without

your real

knowledge?

Oh right. I mean he was apart. He flew in there. Of course, we talked
before he flew in and landed there. In fact, he flew in when I was
waiting at the mouth of the Nahanni for Wop to come. Anyway he came
from Hay River, and it was the time before Wop had left Edmonton to make
the trip down, with the mail, down the Mackenzie. Then, I think he had
to come back, and then come up the Nahanni. Right. That's why I had to
wait a little while for him to come on up. That's why, when this Mackenzie
Air Service flew up the Liard, if Wop had been down, they would have
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spotted him. But Gus was in there when I flew in with Wop and there was
Mr. and Mrs. George they took in, and they stayed with Wop.
This was a separate

syndicate

Oh yes, definitely.

then,

or a separate

group from

you.

They were on their own.

Once you got in there,

how long did you stay

in in the winter

of

'34?

Time I flew in with Wop? Well, I met Gus there, and so we got
together, and before we landed, Wop flew me around. I wanted to find
out where to stake just over the divide into Canyon Creek, because I
knew there was gold up there, where Jack Stanier and I had done a
little prospecting on Canyon Creek. So, we went away up this Lee [should
really be Leigh] Creek, Gus and I. On the way up, that's where we
met Dalziel, George Dalziel, that same winter. We just stayed,
we helped Wop. While we were away, Wop stayed, went over with the
Georges and staked on McLeod Creek and we staked for them on Lee Creek
on the way up, we just put posts in and put their names on as though
they had been there. They were, close by. And so, we were gone
one, two, three...we were gone about three days on that. Oh, that was
a tough trip, going and going and going, and then when we came back,
that was four days at the most...flew out with Wop.
And while

you were on that

three

or four-day

trip,

you met George

Dalziel.

Oh yes.
Would you care to relate

the circumstances

of that

meeting?

Oh well, Gus and I were going up this Creek, Lee Creek [which] comes
in just between the end of McMillan Lake towards Clark Lake, and...
It's named after Leigh Brintnell actually. It should be spelled
Leigh, not Lee. While we were up there, we saw these fresh snowshoe
tracks. [We] kept going and saw somebody had been staking and had
been using charcoal to put the initials and the date. No pencil.
George [Dalziel] he claim staked, I forget now how many. Anyway, we
kept going. Pretty soon, over to the left, we saw a bit of smoke and
so, we walked over there. He was this tough looking fellow there with
a few dogs around and an open fire. He introduced himself as George
Dalziel and we introduced ourselves, of course. Anyway, we told him
what we were doing. He said that he was the one that had staked, using
charcoal, no pencil. And so we went up the Creek from there. We
didn't stop very long, and he followed us.
When we camped, it was still on Lee Creek, we were heading towards the
divide, up, climbing, [towards] where he'd a cache, almost a height of
land. He stayed with us that night, and he was pretty tough, because
we had eiderdowns and, oh it went down, I think it went down to about
fifty some-odd below that night. It was the last really cold bitter
spell. He only had a tarp and a four point Hudson's Bay blanket, and
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he kept the fire going all night. Actually, us in the eiderdowns,
we weren't any too comfortable because we'd just a makeshift camp.
That was the way he was accustomed to travelling. He was tough.
So, he left us there, and we told him Wop May had his camp, where
he'd landed [at] McMillan Lake, and there was feed for his dogs.
Gus had shot a few caribou close by there. So, we went, and did
our job and staked way over, and called one of the creeks, Lodema
Creek, after Mrs. George. And the...
Sorry,

one of the creeks

Lodema.

was

called?

That's her name.

How do you spell

that?

L-o-d-e-m-a.
We should
Oh yes.

mark that

on the map.

I'll show you where it is.

How Bill,
you were describing
how you were going up Lodema Creek
which was named after Mrs. George, that was her first
name.
That's right, yes. So Gus and I staked there. We had packed our
rations with us, and we were going, well, you may say, from dusk to
dusk. It took us quite awhile to stake, although staking lots of
claims, you just go up the centre of the creek, and blaze, cut the
small trees, clear line. [It's] not like staking quartz claims where
you've got to make your four posts.
So we staked Lodema Creek,
and also staked Canyon Creek. But not too many claims. I forget
right now how many, but we staked a few claims on Canyon Creek. That
was the main object, to get a few claims on Canyon Creek. And this Creek
that come in, was no name on it, so we called it after Mrs. George, Lodema.
There was no other name that I've heard of, like that.
You had a few comments about Mrs. George.

You were saying

still

alive?

Yes, she's still alive. In fact, I heard of her, oh, I'd say a month
ago, six, five weeks ago.
Where is she,

do you know?

Over towards...she was around Fort Nelson. But, she'd come in there
on a visit, because her son, Raymond, her only son, had ambitions around
there. And onetime, after the Georges quit trapping, they went up to
Nelson and started a restaurant. He started a trading post and
restaurant in the old town, right by the river, along the river. They
did quite well. And then he got, Mr. George (I forget his first name)
he got pretty stout. Oh, he was quite stout, more or less. Later on,
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she ran the restaurant, and he sat back on easy chairs, smoking cigars.
He was too heavy to walk around too much. But he eventually died,
and she kept going and her son got into some business there, and did
quite well. That's the last I... Then she went outside, and whether
she's got a little place of her own, I don't know. But she was down
visiting her son this last winter at Fort Nelson.
So, presumably,

her son is still

there.

Oh, yes, must be, must be.
Now, you had a few comments about her abilities

in the bush.

Oh definitely. When they were trapping up the Liard River, Jim and I,
Mulholland, spent a Christmas there. That was the Christmas of '31 -'32.
That was Jack

Mulholland?

Jack Mulholland, yes. Went down to Georges'. I think Bill Eppler
instead of spending Christmas, he didn't want...he was going to stay
behind and search for this and that. Mrs. George, would break trail
for her husband, and would go out on the trapline. They had cabins,
in those days, I'd say ten, twelve miles apart, depending on the
location for timber, and water or, not so much water. You'd get snow.
She was just like a man herself, in the bush. She was greatly
admired by everybody.
I take it she had quite a wonderful
Oh definitely.

personality

as

well.

She was very sincere type too.

OK. Let's get back up to Bennett Creek. You
Oh wait.
Before we do that, let's talk a bit
A couple of things that you'd mentioned to me
for instance, the way he travelled across the
to describe some of that?

staked your
claims...
about Dalziel
first.
earlier about him,
country.
Would you care

Oh yes. When we met him up Lee Creek there, Gus and I, he had five dogs,
and he'd those huge hunting snowshoes. They were about six-and-a-half
feet long, and quite wide there.
Ttoelve, fifteen

inches?

Oh they were at least. Yes, twelve or... Yes about that, twelve, fifteen
inches, and light. They were made out of light spruce, woven by the
natives. They were made by the Indians, because they all need those
large type of shoes in that part of the country, between there and the
Hyland River, the Coal River. There's quite a heavy snowfall through
there. They went and travelled great distances.
Heavier snowfalls

than over in the Nahanni?
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Oh yes, right.

And probably it's just weather comes over.

How much heavier might it
of feet more, or what?

be in a winter?

Would you get a

Be about that. A foot to a foot-and-a-half, yes.
difference going over towards the....

couple

We noticed the

Did you ever notice a difference
in the snowfall,
coming from the
Flat area where you were prospecting
down to the Nahanni?
Was there
any gradation
there?
Oh there was, definitely.
The closer

you got to the Nahanni,

The less there...
Sorry,

I interrupted

the

less

there

was?

Yes, right.
you on George

Dalziel.

Oh yes, that's quite true. He had that method of travelling with
packing the dogs. He would have maybe ten, fifteen pounds at the
most, usually ten, about ten pounds in the first dog, coming
behind him, and next one would have fifteen, and then twenty or
twenty-five and then the last pack dog with thirty-five pounds.
So they, more or less, one would break trail for another. And they
would switch around.
They'd

be following

behind

in George's

trail

anyway.

Oh yes, yes. But George didn't sink very far down with those big
snowshoes, so the poor dogs, they had to break trail for themselves.
Almost like wolves. Right one behind the other. So [that was] his
method of travelling, and that's why he covers great distances that
way.
His only cabin, he told us, was on the Coal River. Quite a little
ways up. He cut across from the mouth of the Hyland River, which runs
into the Liard, of course, above the canyon, and over to the Coal. It
was alongside of a lake, on the Coal River. I don't know where that
is to this day, because I never checked up on it. And I hadn't flown
in that vicinity, actually. I might have, high up, but I never noticed.
Anyway, he would travel to where he would shoot a moose or a caribou,
and that's where he'd camp. Right handy, where he could make an open
camp, and put a shelter of spruce and whatnot.
Lots of dry wood.
And then he would trap from there, then keep going.
So he'd
No.

trap from that

spot

until

he ran out of meat would

He wouldn't probably run out of meat.

he?

He would trap up from there
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and keep going. Trap ahead, and then, if he happened to get close to
a moose or a caribou that same day, or the next day, and he would just,
he'd the dogs with him, he'd just keep going into new country. That's
why he travelled so far away.
So he never really
that he circulated
Oh no.

trapped in one..never had a trapline
around the same area at all.

in the

sense

Not in those days, no.

Always on the move.
Yes, right. In new country. Actually, that country hadn't been
trapped in there so you'd get a lot of marten that way. You'd go
into country where there's [unintelligible]. There was a lot of
marten. If he gets into a country where he's close by a marten den
or a midden as they call it. They'll call it a squirrel midden, where
they [squirrels] have their home. I've seen three of those. You
probably have yourself.
Yes.
Well, then they [marten] don't range very far. You set out a small
number of traps, then overnight, two days, you get quite a few. You
don't have to spread your traps.
What do you do for stretchers
and things like that? Surely
couldn't carry things if he was travelling
all the time.

he

Skin them, and then freeze them.
Yes,

and, then when he finally

settled

down, he'd stretch

the whole mess?

Oh yes, sure. When we saw him there, when he went with us up Lee Creek,
he wanted to settle up for the stuff he'd taken out of the caches. This
is quite true. I'd told him already that I'd reported to the police
that somebody...
I don't think we've got that set of circumstances on tape either.
We
should put it on, hut fust before we do that, you've mentioned two other
things about him that I thought were interesting.
One was the way he
packed his
rifles.
Oh right. That was in the summertime. And, what do you call it, the....
In fact it was the last dog in the string when he came into our camp
at McMillan Lake where Gus and I were together there. He'd seven dogs
and the last dog had two rifles and the muzzles were sticking in his
rear end, and one on each side of his hips. And here Dalziel was going
along there with light shoes on, and shirt and khaki pants and revolver
strapped to his waist. And that's what he packed all the time, was a
.45 revolver, no pardon me, a .38 revolver and on a .45 frame. It was
a police [unintelligible]. He demonstrated his accuracy with it too.
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I'm telling you, he was good with a revolver.
With a rifle

too?

Oh, a rifle, crack shot, dead on. He was really terrific. He'd this
long .22 rifle, shot this very long
22 special, that's what it
was, rimfire shells. They were quite long.
They were longer

than the

long rifle

even?

Oh yes. They've got quite a wallop to them because he told us that's
all he used for beaver. It made a small hole.
Now, you made another

fascinating

comment about

his summer

footwear.

Oh yes, all he wore too.
What was

it?

It was just, more or less light, almost like tennis shoes. They were
light brogen, no not brogen. Anyway, they were actual shoes, built in
the style of tennis shoes. We sort of laughed at him going through
the country like that. "Oh," he said "best thing. You go in the water
and a hundred yards you're dried out. You wade in the water, and
pretty soon you're dry." And, he said, he'd worn out a...it was only
his second pair, and he'd two more pair, I think, with him. He
figured that would do him. And he said, he'd found they were the
best type of footwear, instead of those heavy type of boots, partly
long boots. I know., I've used them. The bottom part was sewn onto
the top, a long top. And this is where the goldarn ridge would get
you, right in the back....
Were they

rubber

bottoms

and...

What we used to use?
Yes.

So these

Gum boots.

were the old

Yes, right.

How would you rate,
as a bushman.

gum....

Sons of guns.

or would you even care to rate

Dalziel's

abilities

Oh, the tops, absolutely. No question. Jeepers. He could go anywhere
in that mountains. His sense of navigation was terrific. Direction?
You couldn't beat him. I don't think I've known of anybody else in
the bush that [is better], knowing where he's been. It's proved.
He proved himself too, when he was flying.
Even better

than the

Indians?
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Oh yes. I think, oh yes. He could out-trap them, out-shoot them,
out-do them in hunting. Oh yes.
Uhm, it may be a little
premature to get into this story,
because
it's
a little
later,
but would you care to describe
how he travelled
right
across the Nahanni
country?
Well, he started off from the Lower Post, lower Liard there, crossed
over to approximately the mouth of the Hyland River, and followed a
route that he'd taken during his winter trapping, which was over towards
the Coal River. Past his cabin there, which he used as a stopping
place and a sort of a trading post for the Indians. They used to
trap out that way. In fact, he was after them for being on his trapping
ground, at one time, and they were there for centuries.
Tape 7 - Side 1
Now Bill when the last tape ran out, you were describing
how
was starting
his cross-country
journey from Lower Post and I
you'd got him as far as his cabin on Coal River.

Dalziel
think

Yes, yes. Evidently his cabin was right near to the lake there. I
don't know how large the lake is. But then he came from there,
followed more or less a general direction of his trapping route, right
through across--the Coal branches—he crossed Coal River and then he
crossed over to the North Branch. That was in the Yukon there. The
height of land is between Skinboat Lakes and Coal River. He came through
Skinboat Lakes and over across Canyon Creek and down... This time when
I met him, came down Grizzly Creek, instead of down Lee Creek. Probably
he'd been on that route, I don't know (he knew the country) and right
to our camp on McMillan Lake. He stayed with us at least two nights
I know. I recall that quite vividly, because we'd quite a talk. He
left some stuff there with us in a cache because he figured he'd live
pretty well off the country and with his seven dogs he'd quite a bit
of stuff. They were all packed. So he figured that he would probably
pick them up some other time, perhaps when he had room. We had two
caches there so... The reason why [was that] Gus built his own cache
right close to where I had mine with Jack Stanier. Anyway, he left us
and his idea of going through there was to meet Wop May down at Fort
Norman and be flown in from there, into country, way into the
Mackenzie Mountains back of Fort Wrigley. Well he had to go from
McMillan Lake there and he went right over across the Flat River and
went up Irvine Creek, down to... Yes, that's the route he took. Down
to McLeod Creek and over past these hotsprings I mentioned and he'd
come out about, oh, almost the mouth of Irvine Creek. There's a pass
through here. And follow Irvine Creek and right up to the head of...
followed the Nahanni River right up to the head and then down the Keele.
Keele

or

Gravel.

Keele or Gravel, right.

Of course, he was telling us later all about it.
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And he made a raft on the Gravel. He went over a falls there and
lost three of his dogs. He managed to rescue some of his supplies
and made another raft and came right down the mouth of Gravel and went
right down to Fort Norman.
And he did this

all

in one summer?

Oh yes! Yes, yes.
By

himself?

By himself.
Must be one of the more incredible

journeys

across

that

country.

It's a wonderful trip and he thought nothing of it. No kidding.
That's quite a long trip.
Oh it's

a very

long

trip.

Right. Didn't bother him. When he walks into a camp, he gave a
ho-ho and a holler of course. That's the usual, in case a fellow
is not accustomed. Maybe it's a bear or something coming. Of course
he wouldn't take any chances himself, after knowing him. He was quite
nonchalant should I say.
Any other

reflections

that

you'd

like

to give

us about

George

Dalziel?

He was a \iery good in his grammar, quite well-educated of course. He
told us himself that he'd put three years in as a medical student in
Winnipeg. That's how he came to be in the country with his medical
student friend and they got tangled up with a boat. They came down
Dease River, come in through Dease Lake, that way, down Dease River
and they got swamped. So they had to go right down the Liard but
they must have known the Canyon, because it was not navigable. I've
only known one came through there and survived--Jenny Smith. That's
another story. And the Indians picked her up that was...
That's

a fairly

well-known

story.

Oh you know about that?
Yes.

Oh well that's authenticated.

I knew Jenny quite well.

When Dalziel
and his medical student
did they swamp in the Canyon?

Oh yes.
It was in the Liard

Canyon?

friend

came down the

River,
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On the Liard, yes, and his friend got drowned. So George stayed
around to try, maybe he'd find him. He searched and searched on the
sand. He told us about it, but we heard it from different sources too.
In case he got marooned down below or if he was stuck in an inaccessible
place to climb out, and no. All they found was flotsam and jetsam in
the eddies. By the time he got finished the search it was too late
to get out, go back out. So he stayed in, and started trapping.
Did he go down to Fort Liard

and outfit

No, no. He went to the Lower Post.
Lower Post.
Do you know what year

it was that

there?
Yes. He was close by to the

he aame in?

By jove, I did hear that and I don't know if I've got it in that
information, in my diaries or not. I'm not sure. But I know there
was one diary and I don't know where, I don't know if Bill Fuller got
it. There's one that I lost. It was one of the diaries I sent home
to my mother. There was seventy-two pages in a book, in the form
of.... It was a little notebook. It described all of those things
in detail. I wish I had it here now. However, he'd been in the
country a few years then, oh definitely. There was a number of
years.
What year was it that
Post to Fort Norman?

he made this

trek

across

the country

from Lower

That was 19...? That was in 1934, because Eric Fry came in there for
the government to, or was it '35, just a second now... The first
aerial maps [that] were made was the time that Eric Fry come in. There
were two air forces planes, took photographs and always landed in
McMillan Lake. In fact we got some of the supplies in with them. And
Eric stayed at our camp. And that's why there's a government post
in there, giving longitude and latitude. Also he was camped at the
other end of the lake first when the air force planes come in. We were
out, Gus and I, prospecting, and we didn't know there was somebody at
the other end of the lake until an air force plane came in and land at
our place and landed away over toward the other end of the lake. Then
they came over to take off and they saw our smoke, campfire, and come
over and told us. So I walked around the lake after, and that's how I
got to know Eric. When he finished that reading there, his work there,
he came over and stayed with us. And he stayed with us until he
completed his work.
That was

in?

Was that in '35? Let me see now. I think it was '34. Wait a minute.
Yes, because Gus and I were camped in tents right there. We hadn't
started to build a place there. Yes.
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Did Eric Fry also
do you know?

operate

out of Brintnetl

Lake later

that

season,

No. No, I think, at least the air force planes took pictures from
the Liard all up the Nahanni River, right up the Flat not quite to the
head, and they photographed Caribou, Skinboat Lakes way, in that area,
that block.
They did all

this

working

from McMillan

Lake?

Yes, yes. They took in gas and...
Is Eric

Fry stilt

alive

do you know?

By jove he could be. He'd be quite an elderly type now. Donnelly
was alive and he knew Eric Fry well. In fact, Eric, the last I saw
Eric Fry was during the Canol project. It was after some of the work
I'd done with Donnelly, his assistant, to get astral ovservations.
We were up at Glacier Lake and then down the Root River, off below
Camsell Bend there. There's a lake in there, supposed to be a lake.
They had it down on the map as a lake. It was because they photographed,
Americans photographed, with those B-25's in the wintertime and they had
down on the maps places where you'd think it was a lake, only it was
an old lake that's dried up, an old beaver pond that had dried up.
Eric had to come in and check up on this so he checked up with me. That
was the last time I saw Eric. Very interesting man. If he's alive,
he could be, I'd imagine he would be around Ottawa.
Ee would be with
Oh yes.

the Surveyor-General's

They would know.

department

or something

like

Donnelly would be the one.

Do you know where Donnelly

is?

He was around Ottawa but he's quite elderly now. My word, he must
be in his eighties.
I see.

So Fry would probably

even be older

then.

About the same, because Fry was an artillery observer in balloons
during the First World War. I know that. And the time's they let
him up...there were no parachutes in those days in case they got
shot down. He said he'd come down in a hurry more than once.
We got side-tracked
off George Dalziet.
There's one other thing
that
I think we should get on tape.
George Dalziet,
at one point,
helped
himself
to some things from your cache.
Oh yes.
What year was

that?

that?
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That was the fall of 1933, because we left quite a good a supply,
maybe with a little bit of meat and that. It would last two men for
a month, five weeks you know. Rice and flour and tea, coffee, a
little milk and sugar and whatnot.
Where was this

aaahe?

At the end of Clark Lake, right where Diamond C Creek runs into Caribou.
It's three trees. I built the cache very high, in case of grizzlies-sixteen feet, that's what you have to have. It was a made sort of a
little tent and left it that way on top and also all those samples,
a big tin and a little tin of box of samples. It was about 71 or 72
samples that Jack and I got from Manitoba Chamber of Mines, and a lot
of different types of rocks from the shield that go in. Maybe you might
see them, similar types in this country up where we were in. After
we went out and I was telling Poole Field about this and as the news
got around we'd found gold, well, he went in by a dog team also, from
the mouth of Nahanni about the time that the bunch from... It was before
that we came down the Liard with eleven dog teams.
He went in from the mouth of Nahanni, with two Indians, I think it was
two, and they took that route up the Nahanni and instead of going
through the Canyon, and keeping to the River, they went over up followed
Meilleur River and a proper pass the Indians knew and crossed the Caribou,
almost opposite where Diamond C Creek comes in. There's a creek goes
down which I showed you on the map. Took them right to where I told
them my cache was. They got there, it was colder than the dickens and
they figured, well, we got a lot of grub there. There was also food
that we'd left at McLeod Creek, a cache there. It was no use taking
it out with us.
So [they] got there. Cache was cleaned, including the sample. Well,
there was something I didn't tell you about. They were really disappointed.
The dogs were sniffing around and here they found something sticking
up on the lake not far away and here was a moose horn. Here they had
shot a moose and just taken something off of it, here the moose horn
was sticking out of the ice. So they did get some of the meat from
there. Otherwise they would've been in an awful fix. And with that,
they were home free. They went over to McLeod Creek and naturally
they were going to stake. [That's] what they did do, and the cache
at McLeod Creek was gone too. But there was a note left in this cache
at Clark Lake. It said to Chief Charlie, so-and-so and so-and-so was
here and Dalziel, mentioned his name. But, wasn't signed Chief Charlie.
Well, those Indians... It was written by a white man. I saw that.
And that was turned into the police. I don't know where it is now, maybe
Poole got it. I wished I'd kept it.
So they were in pretty bad shape. They would've been and that was the
time they're on their way back to get some more of that moose meat and
Wop came in with Harry McGurran and Ted Trindell. Ted Trindell, you
might see him at Simpson and ask him about that. It was so cold, it was
about sixty-five below. It was so cold that Wop would not turn his engine off.
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They landed right at the southeast end of McMillan Lake fairly close
to shore and, by golly, he had to go back and get others. But in the
meantime, it just so happened, along came Poole Field and the dog team.
So by gosh, in no time at all, they told the story and Wop took Poole
and one of the Indians out. This other Indian.. Wop couldn't stay very
long. He didn't want to let his engine stop. So Poole flew out with
Wop and there was this Indian. I think it was... It wasn't Diamond C?
Yohin? Charlie Yohin, I think it was. And I think it was Boston Jack
that they'd left in with the dog team. It was Boston Jack.
Naturally, we reported that to the police, as we should, because that's
quite serious. We didn't know what was going to happen. Who was all
in the country from the other side. And so when we met Dalziel up
Lee Creek we started talking about that and eventually he wanted to
pay for it. I says well it's too bad, it's too late now. You'll have
to square that off with the Mounties because I put in a complaint.
He wasn't very happy about it. Then I mentioned the fact that, what
got me a little annoyed, to say the least, was throwing away all
the samples, rock samples with the elements in them, minerals. Well,
he said I was pretty mad at you fellows coming in, prospectors
ruining our trapping country. So that didn't go over very big either.
So away we went up this creek, Gus and I, that's when Dalziel followed,
followed us. We camped that night together and he offered me ten
marten. He'd all kinds of marten and that's how I know how he carried
them. He just skinned them and rolled them up in sort of a ball.
They're very small. He could pack a lot of marten and when he got home
he would stretch them all.
There's another point that I should've mentioned, that one of his,
in fact his best dog, best-looking dog, black dog, squat-looking
type, fur like a black bear and quite big ears but short and stubby
but heavily-built, quite a big chest. Gus took an interest in this
dog. Gus bought it for four or five marten I think. Gus was trapping.
And he bought that off Dalziel and this dog... His dogs were wild.
You couldn't get near Dalziel's dogs, you know. Oh, just Dalziel.
They were absolutely wild, no kidding. Well Gus tamed this dog with
kindness and he called him Snoodles after some comic cartoon. This
dog became our pet after. You could put fifty, sixty pounds on that
dog, in the dog pack, twenty-five pound flour on each side and some
other things, and he'd walk along beside you, or ahead of you, around
you all day. Tremendous dog. Had him for years. But that was one
side of Dalziel's nature. Oh those dogs, boy oh boy. They got a
licking or else.
Now, who else was in there in '34? According to the records I have,
Gus Kraus came in but he was accompanied by George Boudah when he
flew in?
No.

George Boudah and a fellow by the name of Clark too, came in.

Well there's

a J. P. Poland I

have.
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J. P. Doland. Oh yes, well they did a bit of work on claims on
McLeod Creek, yes right.
Would that

be in the winter,

or that'd

be in the summer I would

think?

That was the summer, because I met... I knew George Boudah well. He
was up at the Netla and he flew in with, was it John Clark? It was a
fellow from around Fort St. John, around Charlie Lake there. And
there's a farm there--Clark's --three brothers. I knew of them
but first time I met this chap. And they flew in and staked. It
was just more or less trying to get in on it. They didn't know beans
about prospecting. But George Boudah, and they staked for this
Doland. He was in but he didn't come in the country. But J. P. Doland
was, he was around Simpson at the time, and he came in from the
Peace River country. I think he was connected a little while with the
Bear Lake. This is a sort of a side interest, to get a claim up in
Flat River country. But his main interest was over freighting up the
Bear River and towards that.
George Boudah was an Indian

was he?

No, he was a Frenchman. He came from Quebec and he was an orphan and
he was brought up by his two aunts and he couldn't talk French either,
or \iery well. But he was French, because later, much later on in life,
he come up to Hay River, and he couldn't get his pension, old-age
pension. In fact, he died on Great Slave Lake, didn't get up in the
morning, about 1962, around there. He told me he was an orphan. Then
I found out when he was trying to get his age registered, he had no
birth certificate. They enquired so that he'd get his old-age pension
and that's how I got this information then, because I helped him to
get it. He never did get his birth certificate but he got when he
was baptised. That was as good.
Now also,

in 1934 the eleven

dog teams oame in too,

was

it?

Oh yes, right.
And that

was another

whole raft

of people

from mouth of

Nahanni.

Oh right. But they just went in there, they had their own grub. We
saw to that.
There's

no, well

possibly

in your diaries

there's

a record

of who they

Oh definitely, definitely.
Were there any other people that came in, in '34,
that you know of, that we haven't
mentioned?

in that

staking

rush,

Oh there was a...let's see now... Later on in the rush, there was
Milt Campbell. Oh, what was that Belgium name? Harry Vandel! Now I

were?
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recall his name.

They come in together.

How do you. spell

Vandel?

Wop flew them in.

V-a-n-d-... It was all in one. I think it was -d-e-1.
all one name. V-a-n-d-e-1.
Okay, we'll
leave that
remember at any rate.

anyway.
Those are another
Where did they come from?

Know it was

two that you
Do you know?

Harry came from Edmonton and then he went down to Calgary...around
Edmonton. Between Edmonton and Calgary. And Milt Campbell. I know
he's in Calgary. Airdrie, right now in Calgary. Milt Campbell, he
might still be partners in this Texaco Station in Airdrie, thirteen
miles north of Calgary.
Sorry

what

town?

Airdrie.
How do you spell

that

one?

A-i-r-d-r-i-e-, Airdrie. Say about fifteen miles I guess, on the
highway. He was there for a long time. He decided to get rid of his
filling station. But he became airport manager at Fort Simpson during
the Canol Project. I got to know him very well after that too. I
more or less I saw him in Airdrie and later in Calgary.
According to an Edmonton Journal article
that I've got dated
September
28, 1934, Harry Snyder didn't
land in the country but he flew over
the country inspecting
it.
Did you hear anything about
that?
Oh yes, with Stan McMillan.
So it

definitely

was '34 eh?

Yes. Let me see now. Was that 1934? Right. He went up the River,
by gosh, getting sheep because he took his daughter with him that
one year I think. Right!
I don't

think

that

was '34

though.

flew

over the area in

'35 then.
Yes.

He gust

'34.

Just a minute now. By gosh, I might get a year tangled. I know this
much. The year that George Boudah and was it John Clark?...met them at
our camp there at McMillan Lake, came in. All that George Boudah took
to build a boat to come down.... He flew in and went down by boat...
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He built that boat on the Flat River, below... There's a falls there,
above where Faille's cabin is... Instead of equipment, all he had was
an axe and some nails and used their old underwear for packing between
the boards. He whittled out the boards for his whole little craft,
out of trees....
Oh boy!

And they were beautiful. I guess he hadn't much free board but he's
a wonderful riverman. In fact I've seen him, he went on a bet, to
cross the Liard River with a log. Well he did have little spikes in
his boots. He was a logger in Quebec. But nobody could touch him in
that respect as an axeman and he didn't even have a broadaxe. He
built that little boat. It was a pointer, and I could take you to
where he cut the trees he cut down. They were only about ten inches
I guess. They're fairly
kept the size up. I think it was only
about eleven, ten, eleven feet boards that he built. Oh, it was
maybe about that wide. And he built that boat and I guess there was
about that much free board when the two of them got in.
Couple or three

inches.

And that's when he met Snyder. There was a hunting party [unintelligible]
after Dall sheep and the grizzly at a camp above The Gate, at the mouth
of that little creek. He was amazed and took pictures of that boat.
That's when he met Boudah and this John Clark coming down the River
with this darn boat he'd built himself. Yes, now that ties in.
I think that'd be '35 then because that
his hunting,
and that's
the year I also
being
along.

was the year that Snyder did
have a record of his
daughter

That's '35, when Boudah and Clark came in. That's another Clark.
Now according to an article
in the Edmonton Journal
Charlie McLeod was supposedly
organizing
eleven-man
the country.
Did he ever show up?

dated March 17, 1934,
expedition
into

That was Willy McLeod. I'll get the pictures, paper, myself right here.
And the nephew took Bill Clark. There's one article, that McLeod
nephew, one of the McLeods, was in charge of this party. They got it
all tangled and I was supposed to be connected with the...in this one
article. I probably should give it to you.
Yes,

I'd

like

to at least

make a copy of

it.

Oh heck. Wonder if I got it here?
Let's not worry about it right now because
That takes care of '34.
On no, it doesn't
one other thing I wanted to ask you about.

we're going pretty well
here.
either,
pardon me.
There's
This Ed Clausen.
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Clausen?

Oh yes.

He wasn't up there then.

No. When did he first
aome into
below the First
Canyon?

the Nahanni country

and start

trapping

That was
Now I'm not sure, but it was after I came into the country.
I came in, in '23. I'm not accurate on that, but I would say around
'25, 24 and '25.
So he probably

trapped

a good many years

around

the Clausen

Creek

area?

Oh yes, he did. He did.
Was he still

there,

in say,

'35?

Oh no, no, no.
He'd left

by

then?

Oh yes he l e f t .
He'd gone
Yes.

He l e f t , oh goodness yes.

He wasn't there in '29.

then?

Oh yes, he was gone then.

Co you know anything

about

his

history

at

all?

No. I've heard of it. I might have it in my diaries, some of my
writings somewhere. I know of it through Poole Field, because I got
a lot of history from Poole Field, of others that were trapping along
the Liard. There were quite a few white trappers in those days, in
those old days, between the Simpson and the South Nahanni, South
Nahanni, Liard, all right up to Fort Nelson. I could probably recall
others you know if we got talking. Like Lindberg was down the...01e
Lindberg, down twenty-five miles, down from the mouth of South Nahanni
and his son right now is in Simpson. Edwin, who is up in the transportation business, and doing very, very well. And well there was others.
So getting back to Clausen, Ed Clausen, I know he was there a number
of years. I know it for a fact, that he was there when Poole Field
and the Laffertys were working on Lafferty Creek. I know he is by
talks I've had, I recall that quite truthfully. He had a cabin. You
know that cabin that was about six miles down from mouth Lafferty Creek?
No, I don't

know the

location.

There's a cabin there.
On the opposite

side

of the

River.

Right. That's the right-hand side going up. Little creek there.
There's a trail goes up past that creek and goes way up to the height
of land where and there's a lake back up there on the map.
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Should

we get out the map and

look?

Oh yes sure.
Now we've marked Clausen's,
location
Bill,
where did Clausen
trap?

of Clausen's

cabin

on the map.

Well he trapped generally over up in Clausen Creek but al
Tape 7 - Side 2
Bill we might as well go back to the beginning
there.
We've
located
Clausen's
cabin on the map. Now where did Clausen trap again?

Clausen, he trapped generally, up Clausen Creek over towards Jackfish.
Then also, right close to his cabin, there's a trail went up this little
creek and over towards a bench, going over towards the North Nahanni
direction. He trapped away back in there. He was quite a good
trapper. That wasn't yery far from where the Indians trapped all
around there. Whether the Indians enjoyed that or not I don't know
but he was certainly trapping in Indian territory, because the
Indians always went up in that part of the country. It was good
for moose and caribou and close to Jackfish Lake there for fish.
Now Clausen seems to be the origin of these stories,
as nearly as I
can see, about the pottery
in the caves, and all sorts of
things
about the caves.
Bid you ever hear him connected with those
stories
at all?

Well, I heard that there was caves in the South Nahanni and also in the
North Nahanni. There was talk about pottery but I didn't believe
that, in those days, also animal remains. Then I found out there was
a lot of blarney, as far as I was concerned, in the South Nahanni.
We figured they were just, more or less, maybe caused by the wind
action, soft limestone and didn't go yery far into the cliff, until
I found out it was up the North Nahanni. There was certainly strong
indication that one of the stories was true. That there was caves
up there [North Nahanni] containing old, old pottery, those shards of
pottery just at one cave entrance. The Indians were afraid to go in
because it was against their inclinations. As a matter of fact, later
on, when cameras came in, and the Indians could afford to buy those
box cameras, [they] used to take them into Fort Simpson. This was
actually during the war, early part, '40, '41, and I developed quite
a few of their negatives. I'd done this before [unintelligible]. Here,
there was one whole negative was full of
There was about three,
four pictures on this roll, with caves. But there was trees alongside,
in the background, or in the foreground, and the caves were... I found
out where the caves are alright, but they're low down. They'd be no
good for pottery because I figure that where those caves are, that
there was supposed to be pottery in, they must be away high up.
Did you ever hear any stories
of the caves?

about

there

being

drawings

on the

walls
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I heard that yes.
Anything that you oould give credence,
blarney of somebody
talking?

at all,

to?

Or dust

the

No, it was this Mrs. Cameron. She was there when she was about
twelve years old. She could talk ^ery good English. She talked
and she was Mission brought up and she [had] no reason to lie.
No, who is Mrs. Cameron

again?

She was a daughter of a native that came from the aftermath of the
Reil Rebellion, when it was disbanded, and there was Dumas... His
name was Desoto, Desoto, and he was of the, I think,the Swampy
Creek tribe.
Do you know how they'd

spell

that?

Well, we spelled it in Hudson's Bay, D-e-s-o-t-o. Just like a car,
a Desoto car. Quite well built and I think he could be alive yet.
Be pretty old. ^ery, very...I mean his sons you know. But yes,
I think his son is still alive. Mrs. Cameron just died a couple
of years ago in Hay River. She told me different times when I got
her going, that she'd been there when she was about twelve years
old. This Cli family, he was Chief for a long time, and his son,
George Cli, whom I knew very well...in fact, I was on a expedition
with him for Doctor Duncan Derry. He was the one that I was going in
with to find this cave or caves, he and George Sibbeston. But, he
told me that there was pottery there, looked like pottery, and there
was a sort of a bench in this one cave and looked as though
this pottery was in the shape of that old Egyptian style...
Urns?

Urns, yes. Then there was broken pieces at the mouth but he says none
of them would go in.
George Cli said

this?

Yes.
Is George Cli still

alive?

Oh yes, oh yes.
Where does he

live?

Simpson.
Lives

in Simpson.

Okay.
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If you have a chance go and see him. You'd have to ask somebody to....

Interpret?
No, no. To introduce because unless he knows...there's some of those
Indians they don't want to give you any information. Go and see
Julian Hardisty. Tell him you're from me. Julian Hardisty.

And arrange for Julian
Yeh.

to...

Talk to George Cli.

Bo you know the approximate

location

of any of these

caves?

I wish I did.

Okay.

So there's

nothing we could put on the map at any

rate.

No, no. I have an idea because it's a trace, to trace the migration
of the Indians when they came maybe eight, ten thousand years ago
from Asia. That's a talking to anthropologists and others that...
They had to stay on the height of the land because the low land was
flooded. Therefore the caves would be away high up. Is that reasonable
to suppose that? Has to be I think. So therefore the low caves,
way low down, were probably hollowed out by the rush of water
and the different whirlpools and whatnot. And then wind and whatnot.

That's

an interesting

theory.

I know this much. I got this much information that the caves are not
on the North Nahanni. They're on a creek running into a creek that
runs into the North Nahanni. That I, more or less, got that before I
attained that knowledge. So therefore, it's...they didn't say how
high up but it was three days after you get past, say the thirty-five
mile mark up the North Nahanni. Then you've got to take to dog packs.
You had to walk because there's no water. I mean the time I was going
in the fall, you see. So you'd have to leave the canoe. I tried to find
out well how far can you walk in a day? Oh well then you see, maybe
being in age you couldn't go ^iery far, maybe go ten miles, maybe you
could go twenty, maybe good day, long day, maybe good walking, thirty miles.
So you couldn't pin him down but anyway I figured well could be about
sixty, from forty to sixty.

This was George Cli you were trying

to pin?

Oh right.

But he's supposed to know the location

of it anyway?

Oh yes, oh definitely, because he was taking George Sibbeston and I in.
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George doesn't know. He didn't know but he knew all about them, and
he was as anxious as I was myself to go in. And I was paying him, not
very much mind you, but $5.00 a day, you paid them in those days.
That was in '39. And give 'em grub, food of course, and then you
gave so much to the family, keep the family when you're gone, (laughter)
Well that

could

he an expensive

enough

proposition.

Oh by jove a dollar was...you know. But still I had something in the
back of my head...not then it was...it was just of interest. If it
really is so, it would really tie in. It would be a wonderful link,
wouldn't it?
Be very

interesting

yes.

Oh goodness yes! They were so sure about it because George CIi wasn't
after the money, oh no. \ery good hunter and trapper and well-abled.
Those Cli family, always well-abled to look after themselves. In fact
Julian Hardisty had quite a time talking him into coming with us when
I went in with Doctor Duncan Derry. I took time off, and got it all
arranged and had my boat at the airport when he came off the plane.
We were all set to go but then I had to go take him back to fix up
papers because they were signed. So that took up a few hours. We
had quite itinerary to just keep right. I had quite a job because he
was not the type that was out for the money. And so therefore, if you
have a chance look up Julian Hardisty and Julian is gray-haired chap,
very, quite a mission-educated, educated at Hay River in the [unintelligible].
Sorry

which

Anglican.
At Hay

Mission?

Used to be a big Anglican Mission here.

River?

Oh yes. Across the river, big mission there. There was including the
pupils and the staff, there was between eighty and ninety. Harry
Camsell used to help around there. So he's quite well-educated, and
he'd know. He's a great friend of mine. Well those pictures I showed
you, fellow with the beaver? That's him. He wanted me to go with him
on beaver hunts and prospecting.
Did Julian

Hardisty

ever get up the Nahanni at

all?

Oh sure. He was with me and with Doctor Duncan Derry.
This was somewhat

later

then,

in the forties

then?

Oh yes, in the forties, yes. But outside of that... We used to trap
together in the spring. That was my holiday to get, when I was with the
Canol Project.
I can't

remember whether

you said

or not.

Is Duncan Derry alive

still?
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Oh yes. He's head of... He became head of Rio Tinto Mines. Rio
Tinto, it's a big outfit from.... As a matter of fact, he was in
Edmonton at the mining convention. I saw his name in the paper. It's
a yearly convention.
Did he take any pictures
in the country
do you know? Any
photographs?

when you people

were in

there

Oh yes, and he also took copious notes and he carried a pedometer is
it? Yes. And also an altimeter. I know I didn't think that pass was
so darn high. We got tangled up a little bit in the pass here. He took
a...well why not go up this creek and I wanted to go up to The Gate.
We didn't. We went up the creek below The Gate, between The Gate and...
anyway.
Well we can leave Duncan Derry 'til
later
out what the situation
was with him.

but I just

wanted

to

find

Yes, he could probably give you a bit of information.
Okay.

Now we should

get on to 1935, at

last.

Well we got '34 pretty well. There was others came in of course
and staked. I forget now. There's quite a few flew in and staked.
Let's get the odds and ends out of the way first,
so then we can get
back to you.
Charles Camsell flew over the area in '35.
This was
when he was supposed to settle
the issue of tropical
valleys
and all
that
garbage.

Which was a lot of garbage, right! No tropical valley up the South
Nahanni, no, no. It's just The Hotsprings at the foot of the First
Canyon and one up close to Rabbitkettle River, but I think the best
of all, is just off McLeod Creek. Have you seen that?
I haven't

seen it

myself.

Oh that. Oh gosh!
This

is

the one with

the deep

pools?

Yes, and one big deep pool. I ought to say this. There's a shelf
built up with silica, oh, about two-thirds around it and hemming
the water in. It's trickling over it. It's built up to, well just
about makes a nice seat. 'Twas about that height I guess.
So about

two feet

high?

Two feet, maybe a little less, and about that width. Below that,
towards the creek--there was a creek there--was this other hotsprings
and they're round. They're not hotsprings, pardon me, they're just
like wells. They're round and built up sort of a conical type. There's
a hole in the centre. There's one of them, there's a hole just about
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that size, deep as the dickens. I forget now how deep but the water
was sweetish. Nice water! Lovely! Gus and I were there one time,
it was beautiful with just a mass of purple with, not.... Violets!
Violets! But between those wells, should I say wells, and the big
hotsprings and the little lake there, it's absolutely flat. It looks
as though it was built up with silica and as hard as
Well, it was
rock. It's rock, and there's old prints made by animals, that had
solidified there. Flat? You could play tennis there. Did Gus tell
you about that?
Yes,

he mentioned

it.

I think

that

one is included

in the Park now.

Oh that's good.
They've

jutted

the boundary

up enough to include

it.

Oh well does it take...? Well, it wouldn't matter if it took that
lake in. People could fly in there and see that.
That water

isn't

very

hot in that

hotsprings?

No. No, no. But if you sit over a bubble you'd feel the hot.
Just wonderful. Then you get away from those bubbles and it's lukewarm.
Oh it's terrific and we were there too when the berries were out.
And gooseberries! My gosh, the gooseberries! I'm not kidding you
about that size.
About an inch

across?

Well, yes, I would say close to an inch. At least an inch. This is a
quarter long. Just loaded! Oh raspberries! And gooseberries!
We ate there until I was just about bursting. But it was such a sight.
In fact, we thought if it was possible to cut a trail over this sort
of a hog's back. It's only just a hog's back between there and that
lake, the lower lake on the McLeod Creek. You could land, plane could
land there quite easily. Deep, very deep. And it would be a wonderful
place, by jove, to go in and relax if a person wanted to get away from
it all. It would, by gosh! I'm glad to hear that's in the Park.
Okay. We got on to that;, and some very interesting
got on to that from Charles Camsell and his flight
Bid you meet him at all when he came in on that

remarks, too, we
in the area in 1935.
flight?

Well, I'm not sure now. He landed at Simpson and I don't think
No, I missed Charlie Camsell that time.
Now another person that was on the River, at least the lower part
the River, in 1935, was Doctor Alan E. Cameron from the University
Alberta.
Oh well yes! I met him at the mouth of the Nahanni.

of
of

I know him. He
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checked the galena outcrop there, right at the Butte. He also went
up and checked where Cadillac is. I think he was the one that left
a moil there because I found it later on...
Left

a what?

A moil.

Well, it's a part of a mortar and pestle, actually a pestle.

Oh I see,

yes.

I shouldn't have called it a moil. That was right close to one of the
veins there. I found that when I went in with Doctor Duncan Derry.
And also, what else? I found that [the pestle] and also a single jack,
a chisel in other words. They use it taking a cross check on the...
Chisel out the...
So -it would be like

a eoal

chisel.

A coal chisel right, to take samples right across from the hanging wall
to other wall and your vein is in between [the] hanging wall and foot wall.
Oh, Cameron, oh yes.
He had a son with

him did

he?

Yes, sir.
How old would his

son be at that

time?

Bo you know?

His son, I would say, about fourteen, around there.
Bo you remember what his

son's

name was?

Gosh no. I recall Doctor Cameron. In fact I was at the mouth of
the South Nahanni then. Yes. Was that '36? I know we were waiting
for a plane.
No,

that

was '35 he eame

in.

'35?
Yes.

Who did he travel

with?

Whose boat did he

use?

I believe it was Poole Field's. Poole Field was there. It wasn't
LaFlair, no. I'm not sure now on that. I'm not sure, to be quite
truthful, whether he came in by boat or plane.
He travelled

by boat according

I think it's by boat.

to his

accounts.

And so he came up the Liard, yes.

In his article
he doesn't
make clear at all who was with him other
than
his son, so there's
a little
difficulty
in knowing what went on. Is he
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stilt

alive

do you know?

By jove I couldn't tell you.
Do you know where he was last

living?

Well he was connected...he was in Edmonton, definitely. But he was
connected with the Edmonton Chamber of Mines. Most of those people
were. I was just wondering who you could get in touch with. But
he would be, I would imagine a pretty elderly man now. He was quite
active though.
Maybe Doctor Fuller would know, although it's not his
interest, mining. Doctor Cameron was a geologist and mining engineer.
Okay,, so we're

not going

to get

too far with

him.

I was just recalling. There was a conversation that occurred there.
I wasn't saying wery much. There was somebody with him. Who else
did he say was with him? It was some white man?
Just

his

son.

Yes, but there was somebody with him. At least there was somebody
there with Poole Field, and myself, and who else? Gus I guess, yes.
And I [he] was describing how he'd already checked the galena vein
there on the Butte and how it had shifted, sheared, and describing
that, I remember. It would be a waste of time to even mine it, to
think of mining it. Like it would be too expensive trying to find
out where it's a fault, a shear. Now, I'm trying to recall, if he left
to go up the Nahanni before we left or did we fly right away after.
I know he went up by boat and, he went as far as The Gate and went
up that creek. That's how he got in. That's the nearest way to get
in.
He said he got as far as The Gate,
and then he very carefully
avoided

got as far as the Second
saying anything
more.

Canyon,

There you are. Now I know that, that he did go in that route.
Right.
Okay. How in '35 I have a record, from government
files,
that I guess it would he Jack Mulholland,
was doing a
little
free trading around the
Butte.
Oh yes, definitely.
That's the first
to that?

year

they

list

him.

Had he been doing any

prior

No. He was trapping mostly yes, trapping, yes. He was trapping
as I mentioned up the Liard above, well right opposite Flett River
there. That area, on the left-hand side going up. We built a cabin
right alongside of him, Gus and I. Then later on, he came down and
built down at the mouth of the Nahanni. He got a woman in, and he
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married her. And in fact, I think Jack might still be alive. He
was alive just a few years ago.
Where would he he?
In Edmonton. Oh yes, oh right, definitely. Slim fellow he is. Don't
know if I got his
It's an old, old address book. [Bill is
checking an old address book.]
Okay. Looks like we haven't got anything for Jack anyway.
Well I can
do some tracking
on that one now that I know where to start.
Maybe
we could come back to these other things.
1935 was the year
Snyder's
biggest
expedition,
and that's
when he had Goodwin along,
and...I'm
sorry not necessarily
his biggest.
It was one of his
expeditions.
Apparently
his daughter went along in '35.
Oh yes, yes. They had a boat then.
by boat to get the sheep.
Harry Lambart was

The first expedition he went in

along.

Lambart! I've been trying to remember, yes. Lambart was a well more
or less a....
Surveyor.
Surveyor, right.

And Goodwin was, he was a...

Mammalogist.
Mammalogist. Oh yes, now. That was in '35! By gosh they flew into
Glacier Lake then. Oh now I recall. Yes! Lambart! Now I remember.
Do you know if

Lambart is still

alive

or

not?

No, he could be though.
Do you have any idea
have is Ottawa.

of where he lives

or lived?

The only

thing

I

Gosh, no.
And I can't
By jove.

locate

him

there.

I don't think I would have him in this old address book.

No.

Nothing

there.

No.

No, I'm sorry.

Because he took a lot of photographs
and did a lot
can't find the records of his material
at
all.

of surveying

and I
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I'll tell you. He was in with George Roberts, a friend of mine. In
fact he climbed to the top of Cathedral Mountain and put in a
cairn, with Lambart.
Is George Roberts

still

around?

Trouble is he died about I think it was a year-and-a-half ago, out
in B.C. And his wife is still alive but...
Was George Roberts,
any
photographs?

would have been the type

that

would've

taken

He did take some. He was the one that was trapping up that creek below
the Falls with his partner.
Off Marengo

Creek?

Yes! He was a wonderful outdoor man that I know. He was next to
Dalziel or Gus you know. Oh, he was good. Oh definitely. He
was the type, he made up his canvas, going on a beaver hunt, made
up his canvas by himself, sewed it up, and that was it. It was
about fourteen-ounce canvas, see, and into a ten-foot, oh not quite
ten feet probably. That was it and take that and his dog team and
go and where there's quite a few beaver and access to the stream.
When the snow melted, well, he'd his canvas and he made his canoe
right there. He'd fix his canoe, good canoe too. Used grease for
filler. Oh he was good. He went up. What he was doing, he was
relaying for Snyder's outfit, he relayed some of the...
Snyder was taking in a lot of, quite a few of his friends, and George
was relaying from the mouth of the Nahanni, up to the Falls, foot of
the Falls and then took his friends and stuff over the portage there.
The plane would come and pick them up there and take them into Glacier
Lake. Well you know that then?
Yes.

The major events

of the Snyder

expedition

are pretty

well

recorded.

Oh I see.
Snyder published
an article,
Lambart published
one, George Goodwin
published
a couple.
But there's
a lot of little
details
would be
interesting
to know and a lot of data that's..
.photographs
which
would be nice to have.
Oh I see. Well I know George did take pictures. By jove, I don't know
where they would be. I don't know whether his wife, his widow, that'd
be pretty well easy to check up alright, because she had a family before
marriage and her son... She was Mrs. Jones, and her son in the Imperial
agent at Inuvik, Dave Jones. He would know. I better shut the window
[due to noise].
I think

we better

shut

the window yes.

Now is Dave Jones still

in

Inuvik?
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Oh yes, oh yes. Very good, charming type of man you know. He's got
a family there. He used to be Imperial agent at Aklavik and when
George Roberts, he married down there, after leaving the Nahanni.
The last that he was in there, he was helping Snyder. George Roberts
had a good riverboat too, really built for it. Oh he's a good riverman.
He relayed the stuff up to the foot of the Falls and some passengers
that liked to go through the Canyon. And they'd go over the portage
and they'd be picked up by a plane. Taken into... So he went down and
he married this Mrs. Jones, she was a widow. He became Imperial Oil
agent. Then when he left Aklavik, after the war, he bought...he did
pretty well, he came up to Hay River. He looked after all the
hauling for me when I was the agent there, Imperial Oil agent. I knew
all his family quite well. And so he went out, he retired, went out
and they retired somewhere in B.C. I just had word, oh, it was a yearand-a-half ago I guess that he'd passed away. He was about my age, he
would've been if he'd lived. And his wife, his widow, is still alive.
And well you could get in touch with her. She might have them.
Raup, if you could get a hold of Raup he was...he took. Well, you
saw that picture I showed you of Cathedral? He'd a whole lot of those
pictures.
He took

that

did

he?

Oh yes.
So Roberts

actually

ended up, went up to Cathedral

Lake...

No, not Roberts, Raup, Raup.,
Robb who?

Mr. and Mrs...

They were up there..Raup was it?

Oh Mrs. and Mrs. Raup,

yes.

It was Raup that took that picture.
most of them anyway.

And I got others but they're gone,

Yes,
into

I may be wrong.

I think Raup has died now too.
that and see.

But I can

check

He was the one that really had a whole collection of pictures, because
I got a few. They're gone, you know. [Friends would say] "Could I
have this picture?" It's pretty hard for me to refuse and now that's
the only one that I've got. Stan McMillan was in that plane, and I
said... Well that's a souvenier.
Now I take that in 1935, you were sort of elsewheres
and you didn't
run into the Snyder
expedition.

in the

country

I was over in the McMillan Lake area and the times I knew all about it was
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when they were flying in. A few came in to stake, and also for getting
supplies in through Stan, through Mackenzie Air Service. Stan, with
the flying he was doing, he was doing a lot of flying for Snyder, and
he took in quite a bit of stuff for us. Mostly flour. He'd lots of
room in the planes, land and put it in our cache.

So you got a little

bit of stuff

Absolutely, absolutely, yes.

You thought he could afford
Definitely, definitely,

Okay. In 1935, let's
to that year.

flown in courtesy

of Harry Snyder.

Quite happy about it too. [laughter]

it better

than you!

[laughter]

get back to you and what mischief

Well actually we were busy.
McMillan Lake.

you were up

We'd built the cabin at the end of

This was you and Gus?
Yes.

And then

Was this

in the winter

of

'34-'35?

At this point, late in the evening, with this cassette
finished,
the interview was terminated.
Both of us were quite tired.
Bill
to complete the interview at a more mutually convenient
time.

offered
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Albert Faille journeyed from Fort Simpson to Edmonton
during the week of May 18, 19 72, his first trip out to Edmonton since
1926. The trip was iniated by Mr. Leonard A. Stephens who had met
Albert during an Edmonton Chamber of Commerce tour in the north.
Edmonton home and school groups sponsored the trip.
Albert spoke on
several occasions to school children at Lansdowne and Westbrook
elementary schools, during his
visit.
Albert stayed with the Stephens family in their home at
12319 51A Avenue. It was here that CBC producer, Garnet Anthony, of
CBX radio, Box 555, Edmonton, taped an interview with Albert
Faille.
I arranged with Mr. Anthony 's office to obtain a copy of the tapes
for Parks Canada on July 29, 19 74. Subsequently written
permission
was obtained from Garnet Anthony for Parks Canada to use this taped
material in any way they see fit (copies of correspondence and
letters of permission
attached).
The two tapes, as received from the CBC, were wound on 3,500 foot,
10.5 inch, large hub reels which do not fit common recreational and
business tape recorders.
Recording was single track, full tape width
at 7.5 inches/second.
Accordingly, each of the large reels of tape had
to be cut and wound onto two 7-inch reels before they could be duped
onto cassettes.
This was done. The tapes were cut at a pause in the
conversation and thus no recorded material has been lost.
In listening
to the tapes or reading the transcript,
users
will became aware of abrupt changes in topic, with the first
topic
being picked up again, in an equally abrupt fashion later.
In other
instances, parts of the interview are repeated verbatim on the tapes.
Repeated portions are removed from the transcript.
The apparently
disjointed portions are not rearranged into a more coherent order in
the transcript
because of uncertainity
about their proper order, if
in fact these sections are out of order. All of this suggests that the
copy of the interview received has been edited, and/or rearranged for
broadcast purposes.
Thus it is not known whether or not these tapes
constitute
the entire interview conducted by Garnet Anthony with
Albert
Faille.
The correspondence

regarding

these tapes

follows.

CBX RADIO
BOX 555, EDMONTON, ALBERTA

469-2321

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
August 16, 1974

Mr. Addison
R.R. #2
KAKABEKA FALLS, Ontario

Dear Mr. Addison:
Enclosed are two taped interviews with Albert Faille,
Only a small portion was used on the air because of
Mr. Faille"s failing speech control.
My only regret is that we didn't do more with him
sooner.
I have copies of the interviews; you may keep these
tapes with my compliments.

Regards,

Marian Parslow (Mrs.)
for
Garnet Anthony
CBC Resources
Enclosures

VERBATIM REPRODUCTION OF A CARBON COPY
OF TEE ORIGINAL LETTER

Sept.

7,

1974.

Mr. Garnet Anthony
CBC Resources
CBX Radio
Box 555
EDMONTON, Alberta
Dear Mr.

Anthony:

Thank you for your very prompt kindness in forwarding
the two
of Albert Faille which I phoned about earlier
this summer.
I am collecting
historical
source documents for
is certainly
one of the more valuable
ones.

Parks

tapes

Canada, and

this

May I have your permission
to do the following
with the tapes you
have
donated:
1. produce a transcript
of them for Parks Canada?
2. duplicate
the tapes so that several branches of Parks Canada
will have
copies?
3. use the material
in the tapes and/or transcripts
in whatever
way seems appropriate
to Nahanni National Park and
Parks Canada?
I presume the tape is recorded
Is this
correct?

at 7 1/2 i.p.s.,

single

track

My apologies
for not replying
sooner, but I have gust returned
the N.W.T. where I was interviewing
other
old-timers.
Once again, my personal
thanks and thanks on behalf
to you and Mrs. Pars low for providing
these
tapes.
Yours

W. D.

truly,

Addison.

of Parks

per

tape.
from

Canada

CBX RADIO
BOX 555, EDMONTON, ALBERTA

469-2321
CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

September 16, 1974

Mr. W.D. Addison
Renewable Resources and Parks Consultants
The Eyrie
R.R. 2
KAKABEKA FALLS, Ontario
POT 1WO

Dear Mr. Addison:
The tapes are recorded at 7 \ I.P.S.
You may use the tapes anyway you wish for Parks Canada
and Nahanni National Parks.

Garnet Anthony
Resources Commentator
AG/MEP
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REEL 1 AND TAPE 1 - SIDE 1
Mr. Faille

how many years

did you spend in the Nahanni

country?

I spent about thirty years up there.
That takes

us back to roughly

when,

the

Oh, longer than that, later than that.
I went up there, it was 1927.
What have you done all

that

time

1940's?
Nineteen...

The first time

essentially?

Trapping up there. I done nothing but trapping until I went to work
for the doctor [Dr. Truesdale] down here at Simpson, in the Indian
Department.
Now in the Nahanni valley it's
been described
as rather a dangerous
river,
and the legend has it that there were men found without
their
heads.
There's all kinds of speculation
about Indians from the west
country,
Sasquatch.
All kinds of myth has grown up around them.
We're talking
basically
about the Mcleod brothers.
Now what are
your thoughts about the Mcleod brothers
and Deadmen or Headless
Valley.
Well, my theory is that McLeod brothers... There was only one McLeod
there and the other one walked out but he never got out. The two
that they found up there, one was Weir and the other one was McLeod.
That is my theory of course, I'm not sure, because they found another
skeleton between Nahanni River and south. So one of them disappeared
in there. So it must be one of the McLeods you see. They come
into the country the year before and one of them went out in the spring.
He's gonna come back with a load of grub maybe or maybe he went out
to the [unintelligible - Fort?] or something like that and was gonna
come back. He didn't come back, didn't come back so they had to come
down. I know they come down in the fall and they lost their boat.
The Indians [were] supposed to come deer-hunting in the fall for
meat but they were a little too late. They stayed a little too long
there and they starved to death. That's my theory and that's the
police theory too and I think we're both right.
Why do you think

they were found without

their

heads?

Oh, either a bear or wolverine or something else gnawed it away.
But that they wouldn't
have taken the rest
the blankets
or the sleeping
gear.

of the body from

under

Well you see a skull there has got brains in there and it takes a
long time for that to evaporate, that smell. [A] bear comes along
and she just grabs that and packs it away, a little ways, [and]
probably drops it again.
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There were other people in the valley that met their fate by
starvation
or the River.
Now in all of yoicr years in the Nahanni you must have
come close to death quite a few times yourself
especially
in a boat
on the River.
Can you tell me some of these experiences
that
you've
had with the River when you were a bit concerned about your own safety?
Well, the first one I experienced was a coming down Flat River with
a raft. I was sitting on top of the raft and the raft washed from
under me and, of course, I went in the river...the whole thing went
down. Everything was tied down on the raft, except my packsack. Well
I started to swim but I started to swim the wrong way so I turned around
but the eddy was still strong enough behind this rock to pull me
up to the rock. If I pushed myself away from the rock upstream I'd
have been alright but I just pushed straight across. Just as soon
as I left the rock...why I started..my feet started to drag and I
started to go towards the wall again so I grabbed a rock in the
water. It wasn't wery deep there, but strong, so I turned around
and I swam right up. That was the first experience that was a close
call. And then the second one was when I lost everything in the
Second [First] Canyon.
Now, if you lose everything
in a situation
tike that and since
you're
so far from any help, what did you actually
do to save
yourself
and give yourself
some food and shelter
and fire and so on. How
did you make out?
Well, I started to walk as soon as I got out of the River. I
started to walk down but I couldn't make it [because] the wall was
too high. I couldn't climb up. So I had to climb over the top,
see, but it started to rain there shortly after that so I built a
camp there so I wouldn't get wet. I take sticks and dry wood in
and I put moss on top and lots of moss underneath and a big fire in
front so I was pretty nice and comfortable while it was raining. So,
next day I couldn't pull out until about, oh, five o'clock in the
afternoon. I got up on top through the brush and wet. I didn't
want to walk so I built a fire up on top too. It took me about
four hours the next day to put it out without any water up there, and
I wouldn't leave it. So it got to rain a little bit and that night
I'd have got down to The Hotsprings (I figured there'd be quite a
few berries there) but there was a wall, a canyon there, I couldn't
get down, I couldn't go up on the other side. It took me a whole
day to go down that, so I got down to The Hotsprings, oh, the second
day about three o'clock and there was no berries there. The bear got
ahead of me...raspberries. He picked them all out. There was
hardly any berries there. So, I went down to Clausen Creek. I crossed
that, and that's where I built the last fire. From then on, I didn't
have no matches. For sleeping I'd just dig a hole in the moss and
then bury myself with moss and I'd go to sleep. Nice and warm. I
didn't meet nothing. Didn't see a bear or nothing and I was darn
glad I didn't. Of course I didn't have nothing but a jacknife. I
didn't have no hat. All I had was my jacknife and my watch that was
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still ticking but I got it in my pocket and that's all I saved.
The rest all went, all my money. I didn't have much. [There]
was a little over five hundred dollars. That all went.
Was it

all

washed down the

River?

Down the River, never... Well, I got my boat back, my boat and my
blanket roll. That's all I got back.
Nobody ever

did find

any other

of your

equipment?

Well no, no... Well, the motors they got swept [away] when the boat
was upside down. They got swept down from the boat while the boat
was upside down through the shallow water. Well that knocked
the motors out. The boat was upside down when they found it.
Gus--no Dick Turner, you see, soon as he found the raft he was going
to turn back. He was at Liard just then. There was rangers going
up. They was coming up the River, the ranger or game warden from
Liard River, him and Joe Donta [spelling uncertain], they was going
up. They went above the Falls that summer. They was going up and I
was out in the bush walking. Better walking than on the shore, and
I heard the motor, so I come down to the River. They went past me,
oh pretty close, so from there to the road. They claimed they never
saw me.
So what did you do?

How did you get something

to

eat?

Oh, I picked up a berry once in a while. There wasn't very many berries.
There's a little berry that tastes pretty good, but dew berries
or any other berries they're no good to eat. You just get hungrier
and hungrier, but these little berry, I don't know what you call 'em,
a bear picks a lot of them, and I was looking for them. But anyplace
where they were growing, well there was just one or two. The bear ate
the rest. I picked up them powder puffs. When they're green, you
know, young, they're pretty good eating but when they get little
over-brown then they're no good. But I got a few of them but not
very many.
What other kind of food is there in the bush apart from the meat.
You're talking
about your powder-puff
mushrooms and some of the
berries
and so on. What about some of the barks and buds and so on.
Can you tell me about some of these
things?

Well, yes you could, you could. If you catch a frog and kill him,
that's good eating. That's damn good eating. They're just as good
as fish. And that's about all that you could get. There was no
porcupines up there in that time of year or that time. There was
quite a few porcupines but they disappeared. So them you could get
alright enough, but there wasn't any, I didn't see any. So there's
quite a few berries that you could get and powder-puffs once in a while.
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You weren't

able

to catch

any rabbits

or

anything?

Oh no, I didn't have no string, nothing. It was the eighth day
without eating, and then the eighth day, Dick Turner and his
[unintelligible—wife Stella?], well they were going up [to Fort
Liard]. They [ranger and Joe Donta] had their transmitter with them
and when they got into Deadmen's Valley they called up Liard. It was
a policeman from Fort Simpson that was up there [at Liard] to relieve
the guy that went off on holiday and he picked him [the ranger] up.
He just happened to be figuring on being there and picked him [the
ranger] up and he went and seen Dick Turner right away and told him
what happened. So, Dick was going to turn right around and come back
and go up the River. The Union Oil, I think it was Union Oil, it was
some oil outfit that was up there at Liard just then with a helicopter....
He, the policeman said to him 'how about a helicopter?' Dick said, 'Hell
yes'. So they went and saw the boss but [the weather] was closed in so
heavy that you couldn't see no place. The boss told him, he said, 'sure,
be glad to do it but' he said 'look at the weather. Now if the pilot
wants to go, go ahead'. So they went and seen the pilot. 'Oh sure,'
he said, 'we'll just fly over the River'. So they got down to mouth
of Nahanni and it was closed in. Ralph [Turner?] he's here in Edmonton
right now, he was home with his mother, and they heard the helicopter
so they come out. They didn't see the helicopter until it was about
six feet off the ground and they see when he come down. It was closed
in that bad.
Now when you were going down the River and you didn't
have any more
matches left and you were eating berries
and puff-balls
and that kind
of thing, how long did it take you before you got back to the Butte
or somewhere where you could get some food or supplies
and decent.
...
Well, I figured it would take me two, three days from where I got
picked up to get down to the mouth of the Nahanni because after I
crossed Mattson Creek up there, then from then on, it's good walking.
What kind of thoughts do you think or can you remember going
through
your mind when you lost your boat and all your supplies,
finding
your
matches were all gone, and you really
didn't
have anything to eat,
you had no gun, nothing like that.
What thought was going through your
mind? Was there any time when you were afraid that you gust
weren't
going to make it and somebody would find your bones on the bank?
No, I never figured that all. I figured I was going to make it and
I would've made it because from there, after I crossed the Mattson
Creek see, from then on, well, it was nice walking. It's good walking
there just like you were walking down pretty near on this road so I
was sure I was going to make it, but of course it was better I got
picked up. [Pause in the recording during which the subject was
changed.]
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Just a second. Changing speed...going
to seven-and-a-half.
meant if you're going to stay the winter that you'd have to
a cabin or some kind of
shelter.

Now this
build

Well I already had a cabin the first time I was up there and that's
the cabin that burned down on me and all the traps and everything
I had. Then the second time was the same thing. Well a guy disappeared
up there. Powers, Phil Powers disappeared up there. I found his
cabin while I was going up the River [Flat River] and I found his
canoe. I found his gun first, then I found his canoe, then I found he
started pitching lots of traps. Then when I got to Irvine Creek, I
know he had a cabin there and he had some traps there and camp was...
shack was burned down. But I thought that when I found his gun down
at Caribou River that he went to Liard and I missed him. But when I
was making the third trip up the River with my stuff and the police
come up to investigate. There was a woman come in that he [Powers]
was going to marry. He didn't come so she went to Simpson and
make the police go up and investigate and see what happened to him.
So I didn't know that he'd disappeared. The police caught up to me
and we were talking there maybe an hour before the policemen told me
what they were up for. Then they told me that Powers had disappeared.
After that I told them everything about his affair up there. So that
was another time that I had trouble but that was next year that I
didn't go down.
There was some stories going back years ago in the early days of
man in the Nahanni, and apparently some of the Indians were panning
gold on a creek and they were making a decent living off
that.
Well that's up the Liard River above the canyon on Liard River, up
along Lower Post. Well the Indians up there, they make enough money
to buy a grub stake in the fall, just sluicing up there, grizzly work
and so forth, but I never found anyplace on Nahanni or Flat River
where you could make money.
Bid you ever find it lonely?
You're in there all by yourself
in this case you're in for two winters, no one to talk to.

and

No, I never got... I get a little low [for] maybe a few hours but
that's all. I go out for a walk or go out hunting or go out cutting
wood just as soon as that feeling got started to catch onto me. I just
go and get over it right away.
You're talking about cutting
the axe? Ever cut yourself

wood did you ever injure
badly?

yourself

with

No, I never cut myself. I speared myself one time running the knife
through [unintelligible] while I was building the shack, the last one
I built up the... Well there's one time too but I didn't hit the
bone you see just...
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Right

through

your

hand?

Yes. Well I hit the bone so it didn't go through. I had the shack
pretty near finished when that happened. I was prying the bone
apart to get the marrow off and the knife slipped and she just went
right through.
How did you get

the hone out of your hand or the knife

out of your

hand?

Oh, I just pulled it out.
Did you have any problem

with

infection

or anything

like

that?

No, no.
Well how did you overcome

that

kind of a

problem?

Well I just bandaged it up tight but I couldn't do nothing. If
I started to work with anything, with this hand, it started to bleed
so I couldn't do nothing until it healed up. Then I whipsawed enough
lumber for the floor and shelves and...not floor but for door and
shelves and things--furniture inside. I whipped that all by myself.
[There is a change in speed in the recording at this point for a
short period and tape must be speeded up, presumably to 15" per
second. Then the tape was slowed down and duplicated.]
Wolverine.
Wolverine is, not sighted
too often in the wild by most
people but in all the years in the north, and especially
the
Nahanni country,
you must have had some association
or some
experiences
with
wolverines?
Many a good experience too. The first year I was up on Flat River I put
the best two pair of snowshoes...they were tied together, over the limb
where a bear couldn't reach them or couldn't get after them.... I put
them up there with a bow. Then I went up the River and I forgot my
knife there and but I came right back after I missed the knife. I come
right back. I was gone about maybe an hour-and-a-half, two hours and
when I come back the knife was gone. I left it there on a bar [in
the River]. There was a little blood on it and wolverine come along
or something, somebody else, picked up the knife and carried it
away. Then in the fall, ice was floating and I didn't have nothing
to do so I thought I'll sharpen my axe up and so I'd have it ready.
My other old one was getting pretty well worn, so I went down to get
my axe. When I brought it up there I leaned it up against the shack
and I never thought about it again. I went out again and my axe was
gone. And I look up in the limbs there and the snowshoes was gone.
So I started to look for snowshoes because I wanted them. The two
pair I had, a big pair and a small pair, but the big pair was the most
important one. They were gone. So I started to look around and I
found the little pair alright. They were still tied together but the
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wolverine chewed the toes, toe pieces out, so they were no good.
I had to repair them again and I started to look for the big one
around, look up trees and places. I found one though but never
found the other one. So just one of them was no good. So, then,
a little while after the axe disappeared. I needed a pole and I went
out in the bush to get a dark pole that I need and there was my axe
laying oh maybe about fifty feet, or two hundred feet away from the
shack, right on the game trail. Well the wolverine took it. I
could see his teethmarks on the handle as he packed it out there.
Then he left it there on the trail. Oh they steal anything them. Then
up by the Falls I shot two big moose up there, one of them especially...
I put 'em up on the cache. Well I know nothing could get on the cache,
on the posts, but there was a tree laying [leaning over the cache?].
So they go up that tree and then jump down onto this cache. They haul
some meat off, then they go down. There was a big poplar tree on the
other side of the cache and they jump for that tree but they grabbed
the tree...they just about two feet off of the ground. I had to laugh
when I saw that. But the meat was all gone. All that was left was
piece of backbone and side of ribs, the rest was all gone.
Did none of that ever make you mad?
the animals for doing that to you?

Did you ever become angry

with

Well, what is the use of getting angry? Don't do no good anyway. So
anyway I started cut trail the next day after I got there and about
a mile away from the shack there, a lot of trampling in the brush
over there, so I went and looked. There I found one of them front
shoulders from this big moose. I couldn't hardly put it on myself
on the cache but the wolverine take it about a mile away from there.
So when I found that I brought that back home. I started following
the wolverine that's the reason I got pretty near all the meat back.
So I fooled them. They didn't fool me. So anyway I set three traps
that day and next morning I got three wolverines and next morning
I got three more. So I got seven wolverines in...no six wolverines
in two nights and then I got another one, then no more.
How many years

ago would, that

have

been?

That was in '29.
What would have been the price

of wolverine

pelt

back

then?

Well the price of wolverine then was twenty dollars here. Hudson's Bay
paid twenty dollars then they shipped them down to the coast [Arctic
Ocean coast] and they sell them down there. They didn't ship them
outside.
[Break in conversation, now talking about Jorgenson.] That wasn't left
for me, it was left for a friend of his, the guy that left it there.
There was a bunch going up...they tracked up and they got stuck on
Flat River. They couldn't go no farther. They stopped just, oh, about
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half or so this side of the canyon and so they built a cabin there.
Then during the winter an Indian come along there, his name was Big
Charlie, and he started to tell them about gold on Wrigley Creek. So
his partner went over and panned the river and started trading posts
over there. But he [is] still over there yet, if he's alive yet. But
he was pretty old then, so he might be dead now. And anyway, his
partner come down and well he was trapping too. He was in the country,
living off the country maybe down here five, six years that he didn't
go out, this guy didn't. Anyway he met them, that's my theory. He
met three Indians, you see, up on Wrigley Creek and they tell him about
the same, which the Indians told me down here in Simpson. So he was
quite a man, hard-working man. Well, he found it. Then he wrote to
his partner over on Pelly River and told him to come back and he put
in the letter that it was on Nahanni River above the Falls, he'll
be along the River someplace. So he see his camp. But, if he
come back the same way as he went over, he leave a map there in the
shack, you see. When I went in I saw that one which... See, the
map was gone. Well, my map burned, you see.
So then

the woodpecker

ruined

the entire

map and it was all

lost.

All lost yes.
Now at that point were you mad?
that kind of
effort?
Oh no, no! I wasn't mad.

Did you get mad at woodpeckers

for

I laughed about it.

What made you mad? Did you ever get mad when you were in the
country by
yourself?

wild

Oh, I got mad at myself when I pulled off some damn crazy thing.
Like what?

What would make you mad about

yourself?

Oh, [unintelligible] way; didn't set my trap right and something...
I didn't get there on time [and it] got out of the trap. I get mad
at that there, but that was my own fault so I get mad at myself and
nothing else. Maybe at dogs. I had dogs for a little while up
the... I get mad at them once. They barked all night.
You had them for

a little

while.

Why not have the dogs all

the way

along?

Well you see to start with I was packsack. There was packing all the
time. Then a bunch of guys was going out that was trapping up on
Athabasca River when I was coming in and they were selling traps and
outfits so I bought their outfit so I started to have dogs then.
Would dogs eat a lot?

Would it

be hard to keep dogs in the wild

country?

No, no. They're easy to keep along as you feed them regularly. They
don't eat much. But the way the Indians is down in that country, well in
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the summer they don't give them nothing to eat. They tie them up
and then in the fall, they eat all they give to them and still
they don't pick up. But if you take good care of them, a little
chunk of meat, and a little slab of dry meat in the summertime
and give them all the water they want, well, they're nice and
smooth, nice and quiet.
Being out in the wild areas for so long by yourself
there must
have been times when you came in contact with bears who were out
foraging for food or you were on the trails
that bears
normally
went on and so on. Did you ever have any problems with
grizzlies
or black
bear?
Yes. I had trouble with black bear one time but that was right
near my camp. It was raining, so I had to stay there, and high water
kept me there. There was a bear one morning...I woke up there was
a bear sitting right alongside of my bed. First, when I opened
my eyes up, I didn't know it was a bear. Then I saw the moon, you
know that white patch that they have on their breast there. Then I
knew it was a bear, so I yelled my head off and reached for my gun
at the same time and the bear got up and throw sand all over my bed
but he disappeared. I got up after that and I started to build a
fire and I went to get a dry stick of wood to make shavings and the
bear sat down in front of the camp again. This time I grabbed the
gun and I told the bear if he didn't get over that windfall, that's
as far as he's gonna go. I don't know if he stopped for that reason
but he got his paws on the windfall alright and he looked down,
stuck his nose up in the air and I guess he got scent of me or
something and he says whoosh-whoosh and away he went. And next day,
the same thing happened. This time he come along and I was building
a fire. Well anyway I was,... Next day I was throwing sticks at
him and the first stick I throw at him, it was in the morning again,
building a fire for breakfast. First stick I throw at him he went
in the bush but he come right back. And I throw the second stick
at him, this time he cuffed it in the bush someplace but he went
back in the bush again, so I cooked my breakfast. Then after
breakfast it was wet, so I thought I'll get a magazine and read
a little bit. So I went down in the boat and I got a magazine and
got it under the mosquito bar. I wasn't there M&ry long and this time
he come along and he come right straight for the bed. He was...gads his
ears were laying right back and he was clicking his jaws. I know I have
to shoot him. First I was going to fire through the mosquito bar, but
then I thought hell I don't want to burn the mosquito bar up. So I
throw the mosquito bar and so he got within, oh, six or eight feet
before I pulled the trigger. I know when I pulled the trigger the bear
was going to go down and he just went down like a ton of bricks, when
I pulled the trigger.
What would you do with

the carcass

Oh, put it in the river.

then?

Shove it in the river.

Push it out so that
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the other animals wouldn't smell it. It would drift away from the
camp.
But you wouldn't
or anything?

have decided

that

the bear meat might be good

eating

Well it was an old bear so... If it was a young bear I'd probably
cut some meat off of him but it was an old bear and that gets pretty
tough, especially in the spring of the year. After about a month
or so after they out they get pretty poor and the meat then is no
good.
Bid you ever have any other bear

problems?

No. No bear problems except one time grizzly bear was...few times
a grizzly bear was chasing my dogs but I never had no trouble with
grizzly bears.
What about

wolves?

Oh, the wolves startled me up there. I had to shoot one out of bed
and this was on Flat River.
They were doing some stealing there.
I shot at both of them but I didn't hit 'em and then they wouldn't
come around except when I went to sleep. I was sitting up, I don't
know how many nights there, trying to get a shot at them again that
close but they wouldn't come around until I went to sleep. This time
I was eating dry meat. I had moose meat. First, I had a little bit
of sheep meat. They stole that on me and a pail of rice that I was going
to have for breakfast. Well that evening I was eating supper and I
was eating dry meat, but it was moose meat. I happen to throw a
packsack over it. In the evening when I went to bed, I looks around
I didn't see my meat there, so I thought I put it up on the cache but
it was under the packsack. So it was laying there and during the
night, in the morning, I woke up and I thought that something woke me
up. So I get up and look around. I didn't see nothing. I looked at
my watch and it was before five o'clock. Oh, it's too early to get
up, so I thought I'd go back to sleep again but what makes me lift
my head up--just bent my head up like this--and I see one wolf coming
right straight for the bed. I yelled at him and he stopped and turned.
There was a bunch of trees right where my mosquito...my camp was pitched.
He went around the trees. When he got around the tree, I was already
out from under the mosquito bar. When he come around the trees I just
lifted the gun up and let her go. I hit it--broke his back. Well,
he's dead just that quick.

This break marks the point at which the first
6,500-foot CBC tape
was cut so it would fit onto two seven-inch standard reels.
The
taped interview with Albert Faille continues on the other side of
this
cassette.
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It was another time then, once they attacked me out in the bush by
the Falls. This time it was in the fall. The ice was floating a
little bit. So I had plenty of meat up at the other two cabins but
I didn't have nothing here, but I had plenty meat. But if I got some
deer, well, I wouldn't have to haul it from any place else. So
anyway I was going out and go over
There's a place, just a little
ways from the shack. I shot a moose there. That was lots of mushrooms
there. If the moose finds the mushrooms he'll just stay there and
gets fat on it. The meat is awfully good when they do that. Anyway I
thought I'll go over there and go to that little lake over there where
there is mushrooms. That's the only place where I found them. There
was lots of them. I brought home the whole packsack full and dried
them, so I had them dry for the winter. But anyway, my canoe was
just a little ways from the shack. When I got up there I started to
look around see if I had any [dog] pouches in the canoe and one of
the dogs started barking. So I thought maybe [there was] something
behind the shack. So I went down a little ways from the canoe and
I made a circle. I couldn't find nothing, you know, tracks in
there. So I started for the canoe again. When I got half way
between the shack and the canoe, all the dogs started to bark and I
thought there must be something there. So I went back and I made
two circles right around the shack. I didn't find nothing again.
So I came back out of the bush there and I was bawling the dogs out to
keep quiet and if they didn't I'd take a stick at them. They were
sitting there just like 'you damn fool, there is something out there
alright'. Just as I started to step down, the woods opened up
down the River a little piece. So I takes off my packsack, went inside
of the shack and I got a box of cartridges and I dumped them in my
pocket and took the axe and the gun and away I went down the snye.
I got down there, about half-ways down and well, I thought I wouldn't
see nothing anyway, so it's no use. Then I saw the snye was closed,
you see. So I thought I'll go down there and maybe I could get across
the snye down there on the ice. But when I got down there, I didn't
even try the ice. I knew it wasn't good enough. So I was gonna have
a smoke there. So I sat down there. The wolves started to howl again.
So I started in the bush again and when I got just a little ways in the
bush there was another wolf then started to howl right close to me. But
it was little [unintelligible] so I couldn't see. But when I got over
the ridge, just as soon as I got over the ridge, they started to squeal
like pups, you know. All of a sudden one of them scooted and he was
coming right straight for me. Another one come out and wanted to cross,
another one, another one, and by the time I pulled the trigger on one,
the last one that come out on the old snye. He stopped just as soon as
I fired. When I fired at this wolf and it was... I waited until the
wolf jumped right on top of the old snye there... It was brush there,
so I was sure to hit him even if I did hit the bushes because that time
I had the two-fifty with me. Any bush will deflect the bullet, you see, if
you're any distance away, but if it's close by then it doesn't make no
difference. So anyway when I fired the shot I leaped up and I throw
another shell in and the wolf made one full jump yet and then he start to
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lean sideways and then shorter and shorter jumps and when he got right
close to me and, I was watching him, I had him covered if he reached
for me I'd pull the trigger. Then I got him anyway and he went by
me. When he got by me he throw himself back and his head wasn't that
far away from my foot, cause when he went over he was done then.
Then I opened him up and I see I split his heart there wide open.
It was in two pieces, his heart.
A lot of people would say that wolves shouldn't
be shot...they
should
be left alone because they say there's
not a documented case where
wolves ever attacked
a human being.
How do you reply to that?
I say that's a poppycock. That's [unintelligible] and they attack me
so they attack others. There was a guy, this is known fact, that was
down in Atikokan [Ontario] there. Oh this is the division point
there. There was a guy I know, got idea to come and eat Christmas
dinner with postmaster there and this time he came in too early, a
week too early. So he didn't want to stay in town. He went back to
the shack. He had a few dogs and he drive the dogs back and forth.
He was doing a little travelling this old guy. I didn't know the
old guy, but I was right there then. So anyway when Christmas came he
didn't show up, didn't show up. So the postmaster, he sent couple of
guys to see what's happened to him. They got half-way to his shack,
they found the old sleigh there, harness all chewed up and rags and stuff
there--all ate up. The dogs were all ate up and he was all ate up.
So now this is a known fact. So they attack me. I was before that
time I met 'em [him?] and one night got home there they kept me awake
all night. I had a fire going all night. They wouldn't leave till
daylight and then they went. Another time I ran into a bunch there
and they didn't bother me. They went. Another time this was early in
the summer I... There was a creek there but it was just a high-water
creek but there was a bridge built across there because the lake was.,
she floods in from the lake. Well after it gets around the bend,
there was no more creek. But they build a bridge from the trail where
the telephone lines go through there. I thought that was a creek you
see. I never went that way so I was gonna look, see how close the creek.
I was looking for a beaver house in there. So anyway I just got across
the bridge. I didn't even take my paddle, the paddle to push myself,
when the wolf come out on a beaver slide there and he jumped down and
then another one, another one, another one. And two of them that come,
they sat and looked for mice, you see, hunting for mice around the slough
there. They were getting closer and closer to me so I reached down
for my gun. I always fastened a gun down there, .22-colt automatic.
I reached down. I didn't have no gun. So when they got real close
again I just stuck my arm out. I was going to take a paddle, you see,
and hit 'em with the paddle, if they got close enough. When I moved my
arm to reach for the paddle, this wolf that...never made no noise..the
first wolf that's coming out on the trail he jumped up and the whole
gang went in the bush.
You were lucky

you could've

been in

trouble.
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Oh sure, sure, but you can't tell what the wolves will do. Well
did Gus Kraus tell you about the wolves put him in a tree up...
He says that the wolves thought he was a caribou. I told him...
I says never mind what they thought.
So you believe

then

that

wolves

will

attack

humans?

[Unintelligible] attack at a time and bear. You can't trust a bear
either. I don't care. There was a friend of mine down home there,
had a little cub. This cub, this was in play alright enough, but the
cub choked his son. Well they were playing and the bear got a hold of
him and that was it. Nobody around to rescue him and choked him.
Mr. Faille
let's
assume there were people interested
in going to the
Nahanni valley and you could act as their guide, or in that part of
the country,
the Flat River, the Nahanni River, the Liard and so on.
What are some of the things you would like to show people?

Oh just tell 'em things. There's nothing to show. They see all these
things along the River or if they want to see more, tell 'em to climb
up on the mountains and not take no chances.
What thought comes to your mind when you think in terms of
Virginia
Falls?
If someone who had never seen Virginia Falls were to ask you
'what's Virginia
Falls like',
what would you tell
them?

Oh I'd tell them one of the most beautiful falls in the world, and how
high they are and so forth.
How high is

Virginia

Falls?

Virginia Falls is three hundred and a few feet straight drop and there's
three hundred and sixteen feet from top to the bottom, 'er, four hundred
feet pretty near from top to the bottom. Once you start, you see,
then she's quite a drop before she goes right straight down but it's
three hundred and sixteen feet straight up.
Now in all of your years on the South
biggest
obstacles
you were faced with
wasn't
it?

Nahanni River one of the
was getting
around Virginia

Falls

That's right but it's a good portage there. That boat portage was cut
the time that Joe Cody came down with a bunch of Indians. He come down
from... He was over on the Pelly. Then was a bunch of Indians up there
and he come down with them to build skinboats above the Falls. Then
they portage the skinboats over [around] the Falls and they cut a
portage out. When they were... There's a little creek on the other side
and they built a kind of a corduroy--put sticks across so they could
slide the skinboats right down on them. The sticks, well, that's all
gone of course, that's all rotted out and washed out. It doesn't show,
but when I was up there the first time you could still see. Then on the
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other side of the portage was a stick [?] washed there, cut out,
few yards on one side, the way they do with a skinboat. They thought
they might have to rebuild the boats so it would be quicker if they
build a new frame and take that frame over. But they took the boat
over. This is what Joe Cody told me this himself. I met him in
Simpson. So I know they were the ones that cut the portage out.
Tell me about Rabbitkettle
Hotsprings.
What was your first
if you can remember, when you first
saw
Rabbitkettle?

reaction,

Well when I first saw it, I was kidding, I said there was no hotsprings
there. But there are hotsprings there but they're not on the Rabbitkettle.
They're just past Hole-in-the-Wall up there. That's on the other side.
Well there's a creek goes one [way?], which two creeks see, that comes
into... One of them runs into Flat River and the other one runs into
Rabbitkettle, but the hotsprings is on the other side so they're not
on the Rabbitkettle water.
We're talking
about some pretty
rugged country.
Now in all the times
that you were there had you ever, ever thought about the
possibility
of falling
and hurting your back or falling
and breaking a leg, and
perhaps dying by yourself
when, if in fact,
if you had someone with
you, you might have been saved?
Had that never bothered
you?
Never bothered me at all, at all. As a matter of fact, I hardly ever
climb up the mountain, never up the mountain. I went up to get a sheep,
yes, once in a while, or a caribou. It's always nice walking up there
and I never thought, nor striked me at all that I was going...thinking
about breaking my leg or anything like that. Never!
And you've

never

hurt

your back or anything

in the

bush?

Not there. Well I did hurt my back a little bit up there on...when
I was portaging the canoe across. I was twenty-two days up there from
the time I slipped off the rock there...the rock is still there yet...
Well, I either had to stiffen and hold the canoe up or go over and break
my leg. That's the only time I thought about my leg but I stiffened
up, and it jarred me so bad, I was twenty-two days there from the time
I done that until I was able to move the canoe. But this was on the
Falls there.
But you were able

to feed

yourself

with no problem

and so on?

Oh yes. I had lots of wood there. The first thing I done... I had
another canoe across, the small canoe across... So the first thing
when I got there, I put my camp across [the portage], the stuff over.
I packed it up the top of the hill, then from there I haul it with my
dogs and a sleigh. I done the same thing with the canoe. But I had to
get it up on top. I couldn't drag it, so I had to pack it bodily you
see. It was 22-foot canoe that I was packing up there and well as
soon as I got... I had plenty of wood there so I didn't have to worry
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about the wood. The grub was already there. So that was the last
thing I was taking across you see, was the canoe. I was there twenty-two
days pretty near from the time I got right and I was able to move the
canoe again.
Tell me about the kinds of food that you would be eating.
I know the
wild game and perhaps bannoak and so on.
What was your
favourite
recipe when you were out in the bush? Was there a favourite
food of yours?

Sheepmeat was the favourite, the favourite meat. I like doughnuts once
in awhile and I bake sourdough bread. Out on the trail, it was
bannock all the time but when I was home I bake sourdough bread.
Do you have a favourite
gives it an extra little

recipe for
flavour?

sourdough

bread or bannock

that

Well I don't know. It tastes good to me. I don't know how somebody
else that eats my bannock thinks about it.
How would you make the bannock?

What 's your recipe

for

bannock?

Well, you take enough flour...to put it in a pan. Then put, oh say,
mix tablespoon full of dry milk in. Then if you got an egg to mix
it in with and then a little grease. You just warm it up so that it's
running. Pour that in and then beat it up and mix that all together.
That makes pretty good bannock.
And how do you cook

it?

Oh, cook it in a frying pan alongside an open fire. Just lean it up
against the open fire and let it bake on one side and then turn it over
and bake on the other side.
Did you ever get

tired

of wild

game?

No, never.
What about

fish?

Did you ever

take

time

to catch

fish?

Well, [laughing] I don't like fish. I lived on fish once, oh, for
about a week or so. Ever since then, I don't care for it.
What happened when you were living
that was
available?

on fish

for

a week?

Was that

all

Well, I could get something else but I was catching plenty of fish and
I didn't want to go to town just then so, I just ate straight fish.
Now there are people in the Territories
that would like to have dammed
up Virginia Falls, put a power dam on it and also The Gate. .Hell's.
.
not Hell's
Gate,
but...
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The Gate.
The Gate.
thinking?

The Pulpit

Rook.

What was your reaction

to that

kind

of

Well it wouldn't hurt much to put a dam in there. It would actually
improve the scenery there. Well the people go there, but if they put
a dam there they wouldn't... They'd just flood a little canyon on
the back there not [unintelligible]. But if they did put a dam there,
well, make them put a lift there. There'd never be no heavy traffic
there except canoe or a scow, jet-boat or something like that. Make
them put across, up and down free. Then behind that dam will be a
little lake there. It'd be nice going. So that wouldn't affect no
scenery at all but as a matter of fact if they let one build a dam,
well somebody else would want to build a dam so they're going to
spoil the whole thing. So it's better the way it is now, so nobody
can touch the Virginia Falls or anyplace else on the River down below.
So you're

very much in favour

then,

of the National

Park?

Oh sure, sure I'm in favour of the National Park as long as it is the
way it is, so the natives who could go in there and hunt and get their
meat there. So it's all right. That's not hurting the National Park
any. It's actually helping. Them people, well, they could get meat
there and they'd be able to guide now; the different time of in the
summertime when people go in and need a guide. Well they make money
that way.
If you feel that way about the Nahanni country how do you feel
about
some of the commercial development
that's
happening in some of our
National Parks now. There's a lot of controversy
about areas
like
Lake Louise for example and Village Lake
Louise.

Well up here on Nahanni River there'd been no...could be ski lift
or something like that developed in that way as well, alright enough.
But I'm not favour of that. I'd like to see keep every sport out of it.
Just keep it the way it is. Let it stay wild, the way it is. That's
the best way to keep the National Park.
If they bring in a lot
the wild South Nahanni
own campsites,
they're
portage points and so
of
development?

of people or encourage people to go and see
River, in order that people don't make their
going to have to establish
some campsites
and
on for them.
Are you in favour of that kind

Well, when I was down home I usually had a license to take tourists into
Quetico Park. Well you could park anyplace along the river but after you
got done put your fire out and clean it out. But I'm in favour, yes, to
build the camps because it's handy for the guides that take the tourists
in and it's handy for the tourists if they go in alone. Just stop at the
camp and build a fire. They don't have to build no camp. I am in favour
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of building the camps alright enough.
favour.

But either way, I'll be in

When I was up at the Nahanni country last fall we were out
looking
for moose to photograph one day with a helicopter.
West of
Virginia
Falls, we counted in about a twenty-mile
stretch
of the River and a
few miles wide, fifty-eight
bull moose.
Wow we didn't
see any cows
or calves.
Where were the cows and where were the
calves?

They were up high.

They go up high to get away from the wolves.

Oh, I thought it was the name of the game for
to get
together.

the bulls

and the

ladies

Well that's the wintertime they yard up, yes, but they do get together
in the fall when they're rooting [rutting].
And there was another situation
up at Glacier Lake which used to be, I
think, McMillan Lake.
There was a great big bull and he was way
back there all by himself. ..miles
from anything else.
Would he be an
old renegade kicked out or what?

Oh no, no. No, they go by themself in the summertime, most of the
time... Well, if you see two of them together, well, they are usually
young ones probably a cow and young bull together from last year's
calves or something like that.
There are legends of the Nahanni about tropical
valleys
and they
haven't found tropical
valleys
but they have found the hotsprings
and
when I was up there we discovered
another hotspring
that they
didn't
know about.
There's eleven that they know about now and what in your
estimation
then, is the tropical
valley
legend?
Where does that
all
come from?

Well that come from tropical... Well, actually started, oh, around
Liard River. You see, there's hotsprings just right close where
Alaskan Highway crossed the Liard River. That's where that all started,
talk of tropical weather. That started years ago, even before I was
down in the country. But it got carried into Rabbitkettle, you see.
Well these stories.
. .or the talk rather
would have come from I suppose trappers
on wouldn 't it?

of tropical
valleys
and so on
and prospectors
and so

Yes, yes, yes, that's where it would come from.
Telling
Rum or

some pretty
something.

tall

stories

over a bit

of the old Hudson's

Bay

Well, there was no Hudson's Bay Rum down river [the Mackenzie] when I
first come--just alcohol.
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What would you drink?
Out of the alcohol?
Just

water

and

What kind of a drink

would you make?

Oh water.

alcohol?

That's right.
What kind of

alcohol?

Grain alcohol.
Now3 how would you buy it?

What quantities

would you take back

in?

When I first come down in the country here, well when the Hudson's
Bay boat come in, he brought the permits in. But you had to send the
permit out in the winter, and probably before, so you get it next
spring. Of course, then you could get three gallons of alcohol I think,
for one permit, for one year.
How much alcohol

would you get

to keep with

you over a

winter?

Uh! Well, I never got nothing because I wasn't down here long enough,
staying here, to get a permit.
But some of your friends

would have some of it

would

Oh yes. 01e Lindbergh up there had a little drink.
by there, somebody had a little drink.

they?
Every time I come

Reel 2 and Tape 2 - Side 1
[NOTE: The first 116 feet of cassette 2, side 1, and therefore a
proportional amount of the tape on reel is a repeat of material on
cassette 1 and reel 1. New material begins as follows.]
What prompted
first
place?

you to go to the South
Why South Nahanni?

Nahanni River

country

in

the

Well, I heard about the McLeod boys. You see, one of the brothers
was running a post at Providence there and I heard about that. So
I thought I'll go up Nahanni River and I heard it's pretty good
hunting up there, trapping I mean, so that's what took me up there.
What kinds of animals are you trapping?
What else would you be
getting?

You've

got some of the

wolverine.

Wolverine, wolves, foxes, marten, mink, beaver—anything that's around
there, [and] other places around that part of the country.
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Now let's
suppose at the end of a good season's
money might, would you have earned?

trapping,

how much

Oh, I imagine all the way from three to four, five thousand dollars.
Which was a lot

of money in those

days.

Oh, it was lots of money in those days.
Tell me about the health problem.
You didn't
always have the proper
foods obviously.
What about things like salt?
How did you make
out?
We require salt in our
system.

Well, I always take plenty of salt, more salt than I need so that
I always had plenty of salt. But other grub; if I didn't have
that other grub, I'd just go on straight meat.
And on straight

meat?

Straight meat.
No fresh

vegetables

or

fruit?

No, none at all.
Did you ever

have a problem

with

health

because

of

it?

Oh yes. I caught scurvy one time up there and I didn't know I had it
until I was ready to pull out. When I discovered I had scurvy, well,
Gus Kraus planted potatoes the year before up there and when I discovered
I had scurvy I made up my mind I was going to go up to The Hotsprings.
If the potatoes were there I'd keep on a going but if I didn't get no
potatoes there I'd go back to town. So when I got up there, I went
over to his patch, sure enough potatoes was there, and I dug a pailful
and just like new potatoes when I dug them. I ate nothing but potatoes
for about a week then. Then I took, oh, quite a few with me. Then
as soon as I got into Deadman's Valley I got two sheep and then I had
fresh meat.
And you got over the

scurvy?

Got over the scurvy completely.
Did you boil

the potatoes

or eat

them raw?

Oh boiled the potatoes, of course. Well, that's what you need. Either
fresh meat but you got to eat it raw then if you have fresh meat but if
you eat potatoes well it doesn't make no difference if you eat them
raw or boil because the same thing. It's a potato anyway.
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In town if we have things like a toothache,
which can he very
annoying,
we simply go to a dentist
and get it extracted
or get it filled
or
whatever the case might be.
Did you ever have any problem with your
teeth?

Well I did have a toothache one time but that was on account of I
was trying to crack a nut and I cracked a tooth instead. But I was
trying to pull it out. I made a pair of forceps to pull it out but I
didn't get it out but I did break the nerve, so it didn't bother me
'til I came down here. The tooth was still in there yet, but I had
scurvy and my teeth was all loose so I pulled six or eight of them
up there in the bush myself. Then when I got downtown, [unintelligible
name] pulled out the rest of them that was loose. He was going to
pull out the whole bunch and then send me out to get a dental work put
in but I wouldn't do that. Well, I actually didn't have enough money
just then to go outside because I was sending the money home and I
wouldn't do this. So I didn't because I had my pride but if he send
me outside I have to declare myself a pauper and I wouldn't do that.
That's why I didn't go outside.
You had to declare

yourself

a

pauper?

Yes.
....if

you were to get dental

care free

then?

Yes, yes.
And you had too much pride

for

that?

That's right.
So you'd

rather

stay

back in the wild

country

and pull

your own

teeth?

That's right, that's right.
Tell me, how do you, how do you condition
yourself
the pain and suffering
that you had to go through
eight teeth
out?

mentally
to overcome
to pull those six or

Oh gee, that's hardly at all. They were all loose. You could just...
some of them, you could pull them out with my fingers. Didn't hurt.
I don't know why. The first one I tried to pull, I make forceps,
that hurt alright enough. The forceps, I tied a string on it and pull
up on it and that. Well, the string stretched, so I put a piece of wire
there. I kinda yanked on it and it cracked. And the toothache went just
like that. I broke the nerve. I had my tooth...well, I had to take it
out after awhile on account of this scurvy you see. But it was in there yet.
You make these
pretty
rugged,

things
pretty

sound so very simple.
In actual
spartan existence
haven't
you?

fact,

you had a
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I like it that way, so that's why I put up with it.
And the National Film Board made a film of you in the Nahanni
country,
and this goes back to when you were what,
seventy-three
years
old?
Seventy-four.
And on occasion when I'm going into the mountain country and I put
a pack on my back and I put forty pounds or so I think I'm
really
doing well.
And yet here you were, seventy-four
year old man
carrying a 35-horsepower outboard motor, twenty gallons of gas,
lumber to build the boats, and supplies.
Did you do that kind of thing
all during your trapping and prospecting
career?
Well, I done that a little while before. I packed my stuff across...
I didn't pack much then, you see, but there was only, there was
18-horsepower motor that I packed across, and 5-horsepower, not
twenty-five or thirty-five.
How do you condition
your mind to that kind of an effort
where
have to make all these trips on the portage and you're by
yourself
and if it's
going to be done, you have to do it?

you

Well, that's it. Do it, that's all! I didn't think nothing of it.
Just do it!
Would you advise

this

kind

of existence

or life

for

other

people?

Oh yes, yes. If you get used to it why you'd like it but you got to
get used to it.
Now when people
or particularly
think?

are thinking
in terms of the Northwest
Territories
the South Nahanni River, what would you like them to

Well, I don't know. I think what I want to do and I advise everybody
else to do the same thing.
Tell me more about the wild animals?
Did you ever have any wild animal
pets?
It seems that in the north where there may be a young cub or
some animal that is an orphan that very often this animal and the
trapper might get together
and look after one another somewhat and
in fact you'd have a pet.
Did this ever happen to you?
Oh yes, but that wasn't an animal, it was chickadee. Usually pretty
near e^ery year in the wintertime I have a chickadee pets that's feeding,
you know. Then I had a marten one time that it come in and take a
piece of meat out of my hand. Then I had a squirrel there but that's
the only thing that I had...whiskey jacks or chickadee or squirrel for
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pet around the shack.

I never had nothing else when I was up in the bush.

Tell me about the River itself.
There are a lot of people who are
asking, who now have an interest
in going to the Nahanni,
particularly
young people with a canoe, and they ask about the River.
They say, you
know how dangerous is the River?
What are the areas you should watch
for when you're on the River because they want to go the whole
length
of the South Nahanni River to say they 've been there.
Now can you give
them, more or less, the guided tour of the River.
Things they
should
watch for when they 're on the River and where they should watch for them.
Well, I advise anybody that wants to travel to go up the River instead
of flying in and go down the River because if you, if you fly down the
River or come down the River, you're going too fast. You're liable to
run into... Well, there was a doctor and his girl. They flew in
above the Falls with a kayak and they portaged the kayak. There at
the Hell's Gate or Figure Eight, they swamped there. They drifted down
a little ways before they got out. And well if they'd known that was
there, why they'd have portaged. There's a nice portage there, just
a little portage, oh maybe two hundred feet long but they didn't know
that so they tried to go through and they swamped there. So I advise
anybody that wants to go up that River, I'd advise them to go up the
River instead of flying in and going down the River.
But that's
pretty
difficult
with a loaded boat,
have to put the rope harness on a lot
and...

isn't

it?

Don't

you

Well, you either have to track up but you got to have [unintelligible]
and a half to have the power to travel up or you can't travel parts of
the River. But you got to have power to go up. I'd advise power.
That was R. M. Patterson
who wrote a couple of books and you're
featured
in his books.
Perhaps the most famous of his books is the "Dangerous
River" which is in fact the South Nahanni, and he takes pride in the
fact that he knew you in the Nahanni country and wasn't it you who told
him how to rig his canoe properly
for
tracking?
That's right, that's right. I caught up to him...I met him at Resolution.
I met him the first time. He was coming in with Cousins. They were
gonna build a saw mill up here and they were gonna mine coal up here
on Liard River. And he came down with them. When they got to the
rapids on the Liard, well he got tired waiting because they were
relaying through and so he got tired of waiting he started out. He went
out just a little ways and he swamped. And it took him four days before
he dry his stuff up before he started again. That's how I happened to
catch up to him at the mouth of the Nahanni. And then, well, he had a
what he called a tracking bridle on the canoe. He had a stick of wood
tied across and then he had a nail on each side, on each end, so that when
he... I don't know who told him, showed him that kind of a rig, because
the first time that he hit, his canoe went under. So when I got there, I
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asked him what he was using that stick for and he told me that was a
tracking bridle. Oh that isn't the way I told him. So I told him
that I'll fix it up for you so you could track. So I fixed it up
and then I took the canoe down to the River and I run like hell up the
River with the canoe [chuckling]. He thought that was alright.
There are a lot of other people too who wouldn't
a tracking
bridle on a canoe
properly.

know then how to

put

That's right.
Can you tell

them how they would rig

that

rope for

tracking?

Oh sure, for a single. You tie in the ring on the bow and then
right behind tie, there's a stick [thwart] right behind the seat there,
you tie on there. So then on the bow it's alright. You don't have to
change it, just so as the rope [will] hold, but behind if you have a
rope so it wouldn't slip, why it'll bother your track. So you tie
it on the crossbar behind the seat. It's loose there with a loop on.
Well, when you pull on it, on the track!ine, well that slides over
to the gunwhale. So about six inches, I think the stick is about
six inches behind the seat that you tie the back rope and the front
rope you tie [to] that ring that the canoe carries, you see. Then
you pull...you send the canoe out so that it'll stay out in the current
straight you see. Then you put a knot on, put a double rope there and
then put a knot on so you have loop there about three feet long. Then
you throw that loop over your shoulder and you don't have to watch at all.
Eddy or no eddy, or fast water, your canoe always goes straight.
Now if you're suggesting
that a person should go up the Nahanni if
they 're visiting
and going by canoe go up instead of flying
up and then
coming down the River, then they 're going to have to have a
trackline
and they 're going to have to do a lot of tracking with their
canoe
aren't
they.

Oh sure, but why do they have to go tracking up? If they use the power,
they don't have to track.
Now what about power? I understand
because of situations
Gate, you have to have a lot of reliable
power.

like

Bell's

Well, I suggest for a canoe, 9.8 [hp. motor]. Something like that is
plenty strong enough, plenty heavy enough for a canoe of 22-feet.
9.8 horsepower?

Yes, yes.

9.5

horsepower?

[Break in interview.]

You've been in the Nahanni area during the winter months and watched
the freezeup
in the late fall.
And I understand
the Nahanni
doesn't
freeze
like we think rivers normally freeze.
We think generally
rivers
freeze on the top forming a shell of ice and getting
thicker
from the
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top working

down.

The Nahanni doesn't

do

that.

Well, where there's fast water... It freezes from the top where
there's slow water, but in the rapids you see the water goes down
and she starts to slush up from the bottom up and build the water
up and that gives her a chance to start to freeze and that's the way.
Every river up there that I was on--Flat River, Nahanni River they're
both does the same thing. Freeze from the bottom up.
What does this
time?
Does it

do to the water going
almost turn the Falls

over Virginia
off?

Falls

Well, the Falls would freeze right over, the whole thing.
a few open holes that run down the Falls there.
They must be a speataeular

sight

in the

winter-

There's only

then.

Oh they... Well, it's a chunk of ice. That's all you see.
In your experience
on boating on the South Nahanni River, have you
ever had any problems with storms or strong winds giving you any
problem?

Yes I did one time. I was going up and I had 10-horsepower then and
a five and I was going along right where the water was the fastest.
A twister came across the River and pushed me up on the bank and the
canoe, the motor stopped. And so I grabbed the other motor and
sheared off [the bank] but another twister come across and pushed
me right back on the bar again. The other motor conks out. There was
a big boulder right down ahead and so I grabbed the paddle to steer
the boat, to miss that boulder down below me. But I see I wasn't
going to miss it so I straightened the boat up and I thought, well, when
the boat hits the boulder then I could steer the boat, turn the boat
so it would go around the rock. Instead of that the boat went up
on top of the rock and I upset and I was under the boat. While I was
under there I thought of the guy that got washed down home in half of
the boat and he was in the water for a little while. When he came to
he say, 'if I ever drown again, I don't want to be brought back to
life again, because it wasn't hard to get drowned but,' he says, 'it
was pretty hard to get back to life again.'
And so this

was going

through

your mind.

That was going through my mind.
of water already.
And you're

all

All by myself.

by

You were almost

drowning?

Oh I took, couple, few big swallows

yourself.

I was under the boat of course.

[At this point the second 3,500-foot reel of CBC tape was cut so it
could be wound onto two, 7-inch standard reels. No material is lost and
the interview continues on the other side of the cassette.]
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Reel 2 and Tape 2 - Side 2
Did you lose

your equipment

then?

Everything. All I got back was few kegs of gas and my blanket roll
and the boat. The rest all went.
Did you come right

back to Nahanni Butte

then for more

supplies?

No, I got picked up by helicopter. They picked me up and brought me
back down to the mouth of the Nahanni.
There
like
Falls,
there
there
you

are many interesting
features
in the valley of the Nahanni,
Rabbitkettle
Hotsprings,
Hell's
Gate, Pulpit Rock,
Virginia
and so on, and there are a number of caves up there.
Now
are other features
too that you have seen. I understand
that
is quite a good outcropping
of fossils
up there.
Tell me what
found.

Yes. There's a trail up there and that trail has fossils in there by
the thousands. Different kind but pretty near all the fossils that's
in a book. I mean worms and that kind in that trail up there.
Which part are you talking
quite
general?

about?

Which part

of the valley

or is

it

This is up Nahanni River, just above Flat River, just a little piece.
And you talk

about worms.

I understand

they're

rather

large.

Well yes. I don't know what you call them that look just like a snail.
And there was the largest up there and he say...I found that one.
And he said that was the biggest one that ever was found, and he was
gonna put it in the museum someplace and was gonna put my name to it,
that I discovered it. I don't know if he did or not.
Do you have any words of advice for people who like to visit
the North
or perhaps for people who would like to go up and try their hand at
some of this kind of adventure?
Would like to live there but live
sort
of the free spirit
approach to
life?

Yes, well, there was a few guys that write to me. They want to go up
in partnership with me but of course I quit trapping then, since then.
So I said no. So they didn't bother. I wouldn't go up anyway.
You haven't

Yes.
Since

been down to Edmonton for

Since '26.
1926.

That's right.

quite

awhile

have

you?
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What kind of changes impressed you the most?
Well, I didn't see much of it yet but I see it from the air. Well it
was nothing here when I was here in '26. Now it's spread all over the
country.
This is the first

time you've

That's right. That's right.
What's your reaction?

seen television

as

well.

I saw television down at Simpson too.

What do you think about

television?

Well, it's alright for a little while and then it gets old I think.
You think it gets boring after

that?

I think so.
What are some of the other things that you would like to see down in
this part of the country before you go back to Fort Simpson?
Well, I'd like to see..go downtown, look it over a little more to see.
There's things that's around now that wasn't years ago.
You've been visiting
the schools and the children have had a chance to
ask you a tot of questions.
How have you made out generally with the
children?
I done real good. They seem to enjoy it and so did I. So it seems
as though everybody enjoyed it.
Now people who are interested
in looking you up, is it rather
to get to you and talk with you at Fort Simpson?

easy

Well there's... Anybody that comes around my shack and always
sticks around and have a nice chat with them.
Do you have a favourite

beverage or a smoke that you might

enjoy?

Oh I guess. I got my favourite tobacco with me all the time, and
favourite pipe, and a drink once in awhile. But I don't drink much.
In the evening I take a drink before I go to bed, and that's the only
drink I take, when I'm alone. But with company, I'll have a drink,
but one drink, two drinks. That's it.
What do you think about: they 're talking about a highway going down
the Mackenzie Valley or coming up the Mackenzie Valley; they're
talking
about oil and gas pipelines as well.
What do you think about those things?
Oh that'd be a great thing for the country.

But that'll improve the
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country up. Certainly it's a start if they put the road down there.
But they talked about a railroad also and that'll open up the country.
Bound to open it up if they put the road in, they can't stop it after
that.
What do you think about it sometime
the Nahanni Valley
country?

in the future

building

a road

into

Well, I don't think there will ever be a road there, from this side.
But they would you see... Well, the road is already in, Tungsten
Road is already in at the head of Flat River, so if the road ever
comes down to the Falls, it'll come from the other side, instead of
from the bottom side up.
Do you think that there is any future
left for any young man who would
like to go and lead the same kind of life that you've led, or is the
kind of life that you had a thing of the past now?

Well no, you'd have to, right now you'll have to live the same life as
I did but it's lots of them that would go there but not locally. Might
be some from outside, but an outsider can't get a license down there,
not the way it's fixed. But the natives, well, they don't seem to like
to go away from town anymore. But there are some. But they want to
fly in and that costs quite a lot of money. It costs them about half
of what they make to fly in. But person that wants to go up to see it,
the way it is right now, the way the price of fur is, it's easy to
make five, six, seven thousand dollars up there without any trouble
at all.
Is there

still

a lot

of fur

to be trapped

in the

Worth?

Plenty fur. Fur all over the country. And nobody hardly goes out
and trap now, except I don't know anything down on the Coast, but I
know up around Liard, Providence, and Simpson and that country
around there, hardly anybody go out and trap anymore.
How about prospecting

for

gold?

Is that

still

a good

idea?

Well it's a good idea to go up and prospect because you might find
something. They don't look for gold, straight gold right now. Base
metal is what's a paying proposition now.
If you had to do it alt
thing in the same way?

over again,

would you do the same kind

of

Identically the same thing. I'm satisfied with what I've done, and if
I was able to do it again, I'd do it all over again.
What do you think about northern development?
Do you think it's
too fast or not fast enough?
What do you think about the future
how it should be treated or handled?

going
and
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Well, if they ever build a road down here like they're talking about
it now I'd suggest not to go too fast. Start, well we'll say a pulpmill
or a sawmill or a little furniture factory or something like that, but
not open it up too fast because that'll spoil the country. I'd like
to see it quite awhile the way she is, but a little pulpmill or a
sawmill or a little business like that wouldn't hurt at all. And that
gives the people a little work. But if I had anything to say, well,
try to encourage the native people to start to trap again instead
of hanging around town.
Albert Faille,
thank you very much.
(Break in tape)
of anybody in the Nahanni country who struck it rich?
fair amount of gold?

Did you ever know
Who took out a

Well nobody took out much but there was an Indian from Simpson, 'er
from Wrigley there, he's the one that discovered the gold up there and
he got enough gold and give it to Bishop Breynat [name uncertain] and
Bishop Breyant got a chain made. You know, them double-breasted chains?
[He] Got that chain made and a ring. I saw both of them. So I know the
gold is up there. And then I was talking to Indian there at the Simpson
and he was telling me about the same Indian. He saw that gold too. But
he didn't know how far it was. He told me the directions from their
camp there but he told me, he said it might be four days, might be a
week, might be more. That's where the gold was. So when he told me
that here, I had a pretty compass. So when I got back and I brought the
compass down to mouth of Nahanni with me. I always did that. As soon as
I got up there, I put my stuff in a cache and I went up to Wrigley
Creek where their camp was. The square was there just the way he told
me. So I got the variation [magnetic declination] on the map so I could
set the compass according and I got everything set. I draw the line
the way he pointed from the corner there but I didn't know where the
line crosses the River, or if it crosses or not. Then when that fire
was up there well my map burned so I don't know any more than I did before.
Did you make a pretty

Oh good living.

good living

in the Nahanni country

I made pretty good money trapping.

with

trapping?

Real good money.

Did you actually
spend all your money? Would you go in to Simpson or
go to some other settlement
and have a good time and gust save enough
for a grub stake?
Or what would you do with your money?

I sent it home.
Where would home have

been?

Duluth, Minnesota.
And gust

keep enough out

for...

Just buy my grub, whatever it was left, it went home, until my wife died,
and the kids started to work, so I didn't sent them money.
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Tell me something about the price of some of your items
stake.
For example, what about a sack of
flour?

for

the

grub

Well, I bought my supplies when I went out. I went out two years and
I bought bunch of supplies from outside. But a sack of flour there,
at Simpson, it cost you twenty dollars for the sack of flour. And at
Providence up the River a little piece, it cost you twenty-six dollars
for the sack of flour.
What would be the date

that

you're

talking

about

here?

Well, this is in twenties, late twenties.
That's

a pretty

high

price.

I'll say it's high price!
How about

the price

of

gasoline?

$3.25 at Providence. At Hay River, I paid $2.00 for it.
$2.00 and $3.25 for

how much?

Oh, I bought just enough so I could get to the next place.
Are you talking

about

$3.25 or $2.00 for

a

gallon?

Per gallon, yes!
Wow! How come it

cost

so much money?

Well, [unintelligible].
If you're going back into the west country then, if you're
getting
a grub stake together,
you'd be pretty
careful what you included
in
your grub stake then, at those prices,
wouldn't
you?

Well, it wasn't so bad. You don't need much. Maybe 200 pounds of flour,
a little baking powder and stuff, the rest you could get off of the
country.
How

about...

Coffee, and stuff like that, a little grease. All the grease that you
buy off the store was $1.00 a pound--lard, butter, all the grease. A
little two-and-a-half ounce tin of jam $1.00. And now you get two-pound
tin of jam for $.75 down there. And get flour down in Simpson now,
$11.00 a hundred, I think it is. [It] still seems a high price.
Well let's
suppose then you were going back into the west country and
you were getting
a grub stake together—apart
from the food items
that
you've mentioned,
what other kind of equipment and how much of it
would you take?
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Well, the equipment that... The way the prices are now, it'd cost
you about three thousand, four thousand dollars if you buy it in the
country down there. But if you buy it outside, of course you'll get
it a little cheaper, but not much cheaper.
How much ammunition

would you take back in on a

trip?

Well, I take usually about ten boxes of ammunition and next year I
probably won't take any because I wasn't doing no shooting except
getting meat in the fall, well one shot most of the time for moose
was enough anyways and I didn't use much ammunition.
Tell me a story about a map that was left for
what happened to the map when you found
it?

you by a friend

and

Well there was a flat roof there in front of a big shack. They had
a post, pretty near ten inches on the butt you know, and it was
hollow. And so they put that to brace the roof, you see, but after
they left the roof caved in and left this post standing there under this
[unintelligible] there. The woodpecker come along and put a nest in
there and right in the middle, you see, was the main part of the map
that was all cut out. You could see the prints of lines, but you
couldn't tell nothing from it because the centre was gone. That's
how the map disappeared there.
Different
times when you were back in the Nahanni country,
people
were concerned about your safety.
There was one situation
where you
disappeared
for two years and all of a sudden, here were you coming
around the bend in your canoe.
Tell me about the two-year
experience.
Why stay back in there for two years?

Well, I made a mistake on the month and I got froze in so I couldn't
get back. That was the first time. And then, well I couldn't come
down. It was too late to come so I just stayed. And I lived off
of the country. I had maybe, maybe ten pounds of flour left from
before and little sugar, little dried fruit and once...but all the
dried fruit that was there the darn marten got in, in the cache and
he took all the fruit on me. So I didn't have no fruit left, except
for a little sugar for all I wanted. But I was living off the country
anyway all summer. So I just gathered up some meat and generally
prepared for the winter there. So I stayed all winter.
Now when you're back there for two years, in that one stretch,
what
were you doing all that time to keep yourself
busy? Now obviously
you didn't
have enough food but you stayed for the next summer, you
didn't
go for more supplies,
and you stayed again the next
winter.
What were you doing all that time to keep yourself
busy?

Well, I was prospecting. Well I only stayed two years, I didn't stay
three years up there. Just two years. Two winters, you might as
well say. You see once when I didn't get across, [and] once I made a
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mistake again on the date and so, I got stuck you see. I went too
far in and when I came back to the River, it was froze again. When
I got to the cabin, I was gonna start to gather up meat, go out and
hunt. You have to go [after] the game after the ice comes. Well,
it all goes up high so I had to go up high to hunt for the moose.
There was plenty sheep around there, and moose and caribou. So it
was easy to get meat. So all I had to do was get plenty meat to do
me all winter.
And how much meat would it

take

to do you all

Well, it takes about three moose.
one winter for one man.
Would you ever

dry any moose

winter?

You eat up three small moose for

meat?

Oh yes. Well I have that too. I always have dry meat. I get that
right away, just as soon as I get back up. I'll get a moose and
dry her up and get the grease off of them because in the summertime,
say after July, they get in July, they get pretty nice and fat. So
I get lots of grease off them.
You would have some pretty
long winter nights in that part
country.
What would you do during those long
nights?

of

the

Well... One year I went and sink holes up along Flat River. Well
there was one right by my shack there that I sunk it way down but
I couldn't get to bedrock there, it was further down. That was in the
winter alright. But it was too close to the River so I couldn't
freeze it [unintelligible]. I get further down every time I tried
to dig down.
You mean in the wintertime,

in the dead of winter,

you're

out

digging?

Yeh well, you dig down you see and it's froze, frozen all the way
down. You've got to warm, thaw out so much and then you dig down so
far and then thaw out some more and dig down whatever you thawed
you see, until you get down to bedrock. But they was too close to the
River, so I get further down, that's it. I get so far down.
Wouldn't this
putting
water
thawed a hit,

get frustrating
after awhile?
You keep digging
in to melt the dirt and you dig some more and
and you keep it up.

and
that's

Oh you build a fire down there at the top there, on top of the dirt.
You don't pour the water down. Well, you see, you get colours on Flat
River all over, so I thought if I could get to bedrock maybe plenty on
the bedrock.
Well tell

me, you're

going after

gold and you're

talking

about

the
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colours for gold.
worth your while?

Did you ever find any amount of gold to make it

No, I never found enough to make it pay. But there is gold up there
someplace because I know the gold came up.

(This marks the end of the CBC interview with Albert Faille.
However,
those listening
to CBC tapes will hear other recorded material.
The
CBC duplicated the Albert Faille interview onto some pre-recorded
tape which they were erasing.
At the end of the Albert Faille
interview
some material did not get erased but the material that follows has
nothing to do with the Albert Faille
interview.)
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Big Charlie (see also Chief Charlie)
birch bark baskets
Birkenbog Castle
Bistcho Lake
Bluefish Creek

280-281, 286
276-278
235
311
385-386
393-394
292, 363, 394
244, 246, 252, 323, 325, 328
358, 378
239, 246-247, 250-253, 274
274, 276-277, 280, 282, 290
292-293, 300-301, 313, 320-321, 352
277
301
392
243
235
348
302
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boats
Distributor
kayak
Leon Ri ver

269, 310
406
289

paddle wheeler
pointer
pol ing
river scow
skin boat
wreckage
Boudah, George

236-237
315, 366-367
283
314-315, 341, 377, 387
237-239, 249-251, 254, 397-398
285, 289, 328, 336-337
360-361, 386, 408-409
329, 364-367

Bredvic, Olaf

297

Breyant, Bishop
B r i n t n e l l , Leigh
B r i n t n e l l Lake (also called Glacier Lake)

412
274-275, 284, 349, 351, 353
276-277, 362, 378-401

Bronson, Charlie
Brown

282-290
300-301

Busse, Henry

278

c
cabins
Atkinsons, Bill and Mary
Clark, Bill
Clark, Bill and Gus Kraus
Clausen, Ed
construction
Faille, Albert
Field, Poole
fires
Jorgenson, Martin
Laf fertys
Mattsons
Mei 11 eurs
Mulholland, Jack
Nahanni Butte
O'Brien, Andy

Patterson and Matthews
Powers, Phi 1
Stanier, Jack
v e r t i c a l logs (Russian s t y l e )
caches
Cache Creek
Cadillac Explorations (see also P r a i r i e Creek
galena deposit)
Cameron, Alan E

260
341, 352
376, 380
368-369
241
389
295
256, 334-338
256-257, 263-264
294-295
328-330, 335
262-263
376
303
294, 322-323, 327

262, 324, 326-327
334-338, 389
251, 341
260-261, 285
253, 255-256, 288, 313-314, 320
327, 337, 339, 353, 357
359, 363, 391, 414
320
271, 375
374-376
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Cameron, Pansy
Campbel 1, Milt
Camsell
Charles
Fred
Harry
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (CBC)

370
365-366
346, 373-374
282-283, 289
271, 292, 304, 307, 314-315
333, 346, 372
284, 381

canoes

336-337, 339, 378, 389
398-399, 406-407

birch bark
sectional
spruce bark
Canol Project
Canyon Creek
Caribou River

246
287, 308
238-247, 249
276-278, 362, 372
331, 347, 353-354, 359
274, 320, 324, 336-337
362-363, 389
378
275, 369-371
280, 290, 301, 363
257-262

Cathedral Mountain
caves
Chief Charlie (see also Big Charlie)
Churchill, David
claim
development
recording
staking

272, 275-276, 352, 415-416
271, 320
301, 314-315, 318, 332-333
344-346, 350-354

Clark
James ( f a t h e r )
John
Mary (mother)
Clark Lake
Clausen, Ed
Clausen Creek
CI earwater Creek
C l i , George
cl imate
Coal River
Cochrane, "Curly"
Cody, Joe
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. (Cominco).
Cook, B i l l y
Cormack, B i l l
Corona Hotel
Cree, Jimmy
Crickmay, C. L
Crickmore, Patty
Crow River
Cullen, Scotland

35
365-367
235
343-344, 347- 353, 363
294-295, 367-368
273, 295, 304, 308, 323
341, 368-369, 386
238
275, 296, 370-371
355-356
347, 355-356, 359
322
397-398
348, 351
270
304
276, 318
276-277
298
342, 350
351, 352
235
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D
Dalziel, George
dams
Davidson, J . A
Davidson, Mary

353-364, 378
400
311
235

Dawson City

262, 265

Deadmen Valley (also spelled Deadmen's and

Deadman's)

260-261, 271, 273, 284-285
301, 308, 315, 317, 324-326
385, 403

deaths
Atkinson, B i l l
Fisher, Yukon
H a l l , Angus
Jorgenson, Martin
L a f f e r t y , Annie
La F l a i r , Jack
McLeod, Frank and W i l l y
0' Bri en
Powers, Phil
Derry, Dr. Duncan
Desoto, Dumas
devel opment
Diamond C
Diamond Creek (also Diamond C Creek)
Dickins, C. H. ("Punch")
documents (diaries, photographs)
dogs
Doland, J. P
Dominion Explorers
Donnelly
Donta, Joe
Dougl as, George
Drummond

259, 289-290
292
320-321
256-259, 261
266-268
303
283-286, 385
294
334-339, 389
319, 370, 372, 375
370
410-412
271 , 280-281, 314-315, 324
281, 324, 347, 359
271-272, 319, 323, 333
318, 367, 379
255, 314, 320, 323, 326-327
353-360, 364-365, 392-393
364-365
272, 319, 343
276, 304, 362
387
289
351-352

Dry Canyon

285

Duluth, Minnesota

412

E
Edwards , Bill
Eppler, Bill

336
325, 329, 332, 355

F
F a i l l e , Albert
Falcon, Carl

285, 319, 335-337
319, 351

421

Field
Mary (see also Mary Atkinson and
Mary L a f f e r t y )
Poole

Sonny
F i e l d i n g , Corporal
Figure-of-Eight Rapids
F i r s t Canyon
Fisher, Yukon
F l e t t Creek
f 1 oods
Flat River

f l u epidemic
forest f i r e s
Fort Franklin
Fort Good Hope
Fort Liard
Fort McMurray
Fort Nelson
Fort Norman
Fort Providence
Fort Resolution
Fort Simpson

Fort Smith
Fort Vermi 11 i on
fossils
fox
Frances Lake
freeze-up
Fry, Eric

258-259, 266, 284, 289, 295-296
256, 258-265, 267, 271, 275
286, 291, 293, 294-295, 297-298
304-307, 314-315, 330, 333
339, 347, 363, 368
275-376
265-266
337
406
285, 307, 317, 323, 325
341, 386
286, 291-292
325, 329, 331, 376
31 7, 335, 343
255-256, 258, 285, 287, 291
297, 312-313, 320, 322, 324
334-335, 359, 362, 386
389, 391, 411, 415
289
276
238, 273
237, 268-269
251, 288, 291, 322, 324-325, 336
339, 341-343, 346, 349
351 , 388
236, 237, 246, 285, 319
252, 277, 339, 350, 354, 368
238, 253, 268, 297, 329-330
359-360
288, 342, 402
261
235, 237-238, 261, 270-271, 276-271
282, 289, 296, 299. 308, 311, 314
319, 322-323, 331, 334-335, 337
339, 342-343, 351, 363
365-366, 368, 370, 374, 388
412-413
237, 261, 270, 285, 288, 308
310, 319
269, 348
409
402
286, 291-292
407-408, 414-415
361-362

G
galena
Gate, The
geodetic surveys

302, 304, 316, 333, 375
319, 367, 373, 376, 400
361-362
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George, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Lodema
Raymond
W. R
George's R i f f l e
Gibson, Roy
G i l r o y , Frank
Goertz, Gunther
gold
alluvial mining
Gold Creek (see also Bennett Creek)
Goodwin, George
Gravel River (see also Keele River)
Great Slave Lake
Grizzly Creek

329, 331, 353-355
331, 353-355
329, 354
322
271, 317
333
293, 299-300, 314, 320
279
256, 282-283, 286, 295, 300
311-313, 352, 392, 412, 416
274, 295-296, 344, 346
320-321
299, 377-378
359-360
279
359

H
Hall, Angus
Halliday, Corporal (R.C.M.P.)
Hardisty, Julian
Harris , Flynn
Hay, Andy

288, 293, 314, 320, 323
323-325
371-372
340
293, 314, 320-321

Hay Lakes (Zama Lake)
Hay River

269
278

Hill, Billy
Hislop and Nagle (trading company)
Hope, Joe
hot springs
Clausen Creek or Nahanni or simply
The Hotsprings

322
258
282-283, 289

clerk

273, 294-295, 327, 336
373, 386, 403
373, 398, 401
337-338, 359, 373-374
278
351
236, 237, 268-271, 276-277, 280
282, 288-289, 296-297, 301-302
304-312, 314, 318, 320, 329
339-340, 342, 348-349
237, 268-271

interpreter

237

Rabbitkettle
Wild Mint
Hudon, Victor
Hudson, Gerald
Hudson's Bay Company

Hunter, Fenley

308-310

hunting

253-254, 323, 324

big game

272, 303

caribou

254, 324, 354, 356, 369, 398

Dall sheep
g r i z z l y bear
moose

254, 308, 366-367, 398, 403
367
254, 316-17, 324, 341, 356, 369

Hyland River

282, 347, 355, 359
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I
immigration to Canada
Imperial Oil Ltd
Indian(s)

crafts
medicine
script
treaty
Indian travel routes
Deadmen Valley-Flat River
detour around First Canyon
Fort Liard-Beaver River
South Nahanni River-Yukon
South Nahanni River-Prairie Creek
galena deposit
Wrigley-South Nahanni River
injuries
Inuvi k
Irvine Creek

235-236
278, 378-379
237-251, 253-256, 258, 264
280-282, 286, 290-291, 293
303-304, 324, 351-352
359, 363-364, 369-373
385, 392, 397-398, 411-412
309
309
298
282, 298
267, 320, 323-324, 363
323, 327
251
258, 285
316
237-238, 253-254
389-390, 398-399
378
255, 259-260, 263, 285, 313
334-335, 359, 389

J
Jack, Boston

364

Jackfish Creek

294, 308, 322, 327-328
331, 369
327, 369
283, 289, 310
378-379
379
256-259, 261-265, 291, 293
391-392, 414
255, 259

Jackfish Lake (see also Yohin Lake)
Johnson, Walter
Jones, Mrs. (Roberts by second marriage)
Dave
Jorgenson, Martin
Jorgenson's Creek (see also Wrigley Creek)

K
Kapalka, Bernie and Rita
Keele River (see also Gravel River)
Kotaneelee River
Kraus, Gus

235-236
359-360
251, 341
241, 275, 285, 288, 295, 300
337-338, 347, 351-357
364, 376, 378, 403

L
La Biche River

251, 341

424

Lafferty
Annie
Edward.
Henry
Jim
Jonas
Mary (see also Mary Field and Mary
Atkinson)
Phillip
Lafferty Creek

317, 368
266-268, 301
296
294-295
294-295
294-295, 297, 305

Lafferty's Riffle
La F l a i r , Jack
Lambart, H. F
Landing Lake (see also Seaplane Lake)

317
302-305, 307, 322, 375
377-378
288, 292, 311-312

Langdon or Langham
languages
Slavey
Cree
Beaver

266-267
294-295
294-295, 305, 315, 332-333, 341
368

320-321, 335
300-301
237, 251, 281
251, 281
281

Lee Creek
Le Guen, Father
Liard-Nahanni Gold Syndicate
Liard River

353, 355, 359
342
351
238, 251, 277, 303, 332, 341
355, 360, 368, 375, 389

l i c k s , mineral

341-342

Lindberg
Ole

350, 368, 402

Edwin

368

liquor

339-340, 401-402

L i t t l e Doctor Lake
Lodema Creek

278
331, 354

Lbe, Ole
Long Jimmy

273, 332-334
282, 290-291

Lower Post

280, 343, 349, 359
361, 389

M
Mackenzie Air Service
Mackenzie Mountains
Mackenzie Mountains Game Preserve
mail service
maps

274-275, 352, 380
333, 359
272, 333
237
342, 361

Marengo Creek
marten

378
291, 300-301, 323, 357

Martin, Duncan C
Mary River
Matthews, C. G

336
257, 259
262, 324, 326-327

364, 402, 414

425

Mattsons

329-331

Mattson Creek
May, W. R. ("Wop")

331, 388
271-272, 318, 320, 348-354
359, 363
238-239, 244, 250-251, 272
322-323, 325-329, 332, 341
363

McCauley, Jim
McGurran, Harry
McLeod
Charlie
Frank
Fred
Willy
Wi 1 l y (nephew of Wi 1 l y above)
McLeod Creek
McLeod's l o s t mine
McMillan, Stanley R
McMillan Lake

280, 283, 285, 287-288, 293
311-314, 367
280, 282, 284-285, 301
346, 385, 402
280, 288-289
280, 282, 284-285, 287, 301
342, 346, 385, 402
342, 350-351, 367
274, 280, 284, 288, 290, 301
313, 344-347, 353, 365, 374
258, 274, 311, 339, 342
344-346
274-275, 299, 319, 343, 347
349, 351, 366, 379
275, 299, 319, 337, 343-344

347, 349, 353-354, 357
359, 361-362, 364, 379
McNei 1
M e i l l e u r , 0. and son Henry
Meilleur River

328
262-263, 286
266-268, 324-326, 363

mink

402

Moncton, P. M
moose

322
239, 254, 316-317, 341, 385
395, 401, 415
311

Morri son, Gus
Mulnoil and

Jack

325-329, 332, 355, 376-377

Joe

325, 332

N
Nahanni Butte (settlement area)
Nahanni Butte (mountain)
Nahanni National Park
N.A.M.E. (Northern Aerial Mineral Explorations)
Nelson Forks
Netla
Norman Wells
North Nahanni River
Northern Trading Company

297, 301-305, 322, 327-328
335, 342-343, 350, 352
374, 376
302, 306, 375-376
374, 400
287, 311, 313
250, 278, 322, 339
281, 329, 365
298
254, 275, 369, 371
251, 257, 276-277, 289, 296
314, 322, 342, 350-351
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0
Oaks, H. A. ("Doc")..
O'Brien........................................
O'Brien Mountain (Twisted M o u n t a i n ) . . . . . , . . . . . .
Overvol

287-288, 292, 311-312, 314
294
294-295, 302, 330
330

P
paddles
.
Patterson, Raymond M
Patterson, R. M. and G. C. Matthews (as a pair)
Pelly River
pilots
aircraft
ri verboat
poaching
Pointed Mountain
porcupine
portage
Port Simpson
Powers, Phil
Prairie Creek...
galena deposit (see also Cadillac
Explorations)

248-249
271, 299, 310
262, 324, 329-330
397
271-272, 275, 287-288, 292
299, 310-312
305
252
341
387
297, 405-406
235
334-339
274, 316-317, 319
271, 302, 304, 316
318-319, 375
413-414
273, 279, 300-301, 311-318
322 , 341 , 414
280-281 , ' 2 9 2 , 300-301, 311-319

prices
prospecting
prospectors

Q
Quetico Provincial Park

400

R
rafts
Ram River
Raup, H. M
Ray
Revillon Freres (traders)
rifles
r i v e r transportation
Liard River..
Mackenzie River
South Nahanni Ri ver
roads

249-250, 327-328, 360, 386
323
298-299, 379
300-301
251, 277
256, 257, 256-257

'

237
236-237
319
410-411

427
Roberts, George
Roman Cathol ic Church
Ross River
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

378-379
342
258-259, 286, 291, 300
237, 252, 257, 261-263, 286
291, 323, 328, 336, 338, 340
342, 357, 363-364, 389

S
sasquatch
school ing
scurvy
Seaplane Lake (see also Landing Lake)
Second Canyon
sheep
Dall
Fannin
Stone
Sherwood, Angus
Sibbeston
Jim
George

385
235-236
403-404
292, 311-312
315, 317-320, 323-324
308-309, 316, 318
308
308
271, 314

spruce, white (Picea glauca)
gum
roots
Stanier, Jack

269
271, 275, 314-316
333, 371-372
342-350
311
359, 362
237, 251, 281
344, 346
300, 301
264, 325, 355, 390
299, 366-367, 377-380
298-299
278
292, 294, 297, 302, 304, 307
315-318, 322, 324-325, 332
335, 346, 359, 362-363
368-369, 386-387, 389, 392
402, 405-406, 408-409
322
287-288
302, 304-305, 307-308, 322
328, 330
239
244, 246-247
242-243, 246-247
251, 273-275, 313, 335, 339-351

Stanton , Fred
Stark
starvation
Stephens, J . E. ( " A l f " )

278
321, 323
326-328
321

Simes, Jack.
Simmonds, " G r i z z l y "
Skinboat Lakes
Slavey language
sluice boxes
Smith
snowshoes
Snyder, Harry
Soper, J . H
South Lake
South Nahanni River

Spangler, G
spiritualism
S p l i t s , The

353, 359, 363
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Stevens
S t o c k a l l , Ken
survival
Sutherland
syndicates

321, 323
278
326-328, 386-388
257
350-351

T
Tlogotsho Range
Toobally Lakes
toothache
tracking boats
trading
trading posts
trapping

308
282
404
406-407
303
281, 297, 301-308, 376-377
244, 252, 256, 262-263, 265
291, 294, 300-302, 304, 322-323
325, 331, 333, 335
337-338, 341, 355-357, 359
364, 369, 372, 376, 378
385, 402-403, 409, 412-413

travel routes used by whites
Fort Simpson-Wrigley
Lower Post-Fort Norman via South
Nahanni River
Sikanni Chief, Fort Nelson-Liard R i v e r s . . .
South Nahanni-Yukon
to the Klondike
Treaty 11
Trindell, Ted
tropical valley
Trout Lake
Truesdale, Dr. P. B
tungsten (mineral)
Tungsten (town)
Turcotte, Father
Turner
G. P. (Dick)
Stanl ey
Twisted Mountain (see also O'Brien Mountain)...

237, 262
359-360
310
258-264, 262
260-261, 346-347
298
363
373, 401
306, 339
270, 337, 349, 385
284
411
342, 351
281, 329, 387-388
329
294, 307

t

u
Upper Hay River

269, 348

V
Vandel, Harry
Vibberd, "Slim"
V i r g i n i a Falls

365-366
297, 302, 304-307, 315
378, 387, 390-392

397-400, 408
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w
Waterways, Alberta
weather stations
Weir
Western Canada Airways
Wheatsheaf Creek
whip saw
Whitespray Springs
willow (Salix spp.)
Wittington, Andy
wolverine
wolves
Wood Buffalo National Park
Wrigley (settlement)
Wrigley, W. H. ("Professor")
Wrigley Creek

236
278
260, 283, 286, 289
272, 277
260, 267, 273, 333
345-346, 390
341
242
283
385, 390-391, 402
394-397, 402
236
237, 253, 268, 359
311
238, 253-255, 258-259
392, 412

Y
Yohee, Charles (see also Yohin)
Yohin, Charles (see also Yohee)
Yohin Lake (see also Jackfish Lake)

314, 324, 364
324
327, 369

